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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to identify the cue composition of clinicians’ judgements 
for medical patients in transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest. 
The theoretical framework is based on Social Judgement Theory (SJT) (Hammond et 
al., 1988) and the Inference/ Correspondence Model of Diagnostic Judgement 
(Hammond, 1996b). The clinical framework draws on a broad conceptualisation of 
severity of illness. The research thesis is that experienced medical ward clinicians 
frequently diagnose deterioration in clinical condition, and predict critical illness or 
cardiac arrest, using cues that are available before measurable indicators of 
physiological deterioration are evident.
A systematic review of the research literature for the years 1990 until 2002 identified 
predictor cues for critical illness or cardiac arrest in general ward patients. Sixty-one 
papers were selected for inclusion in the review. The results indicated that objective 
and quantitative cues were reported most frequently. However qualitative evidence 
suggests subjective and perceptual cues may be used in the early recognition of 
deterioration (Cioffi, 2000b; Grossman & Wheeler 1997; Smith, 1988).
An empirical study using qualitative interviewing of thirty-two experienced clinicians 
was undertaken to investigate the cue composition of nurses’ judgements and the time 
sequence of cues reported in clinical judgements. The findings give tentative support 
for the research hypothesis that subjective clinician and patient self-report data are 
frequently the earliest cues to patient deterioration in medical patients. There was also 
tentative support for the hypothesis that clinicians make diagnostic, evaluative and 
prognostic judgements of patients’ conditions in transition states from acute to critical 
illness or cardiac arrest. The hypothesis that diagnoses and predictions of patient 
condition are often reported to be accurate in critical illness, cardiac arrest or acutely 
ill and “vulnerable to deterioration” outcome states was examined. The hypothesis 
was tentatively supported in critical illness states, weakly supported in acute and 
vulnerable to deterioration cases, but was not supported for cardiac arrest cases.
Tentative conclusions arising from the findings are as follows. The severity of the 
clinical state appears to differentiate patients more than their medical diagnosis. 
Nurses’ judgements can be divided into three stages; initial, early and late with 
subjective and perceptual cues often the initial cues to medical patients’ deterioration. 
Medical nurses’ judgement tasks in the initial stages of clinical deterioration typically 
induce an intuitive form of cognition which supports the proposition of Cognitive 
Continuum Theory that the judgement task structure induces a corresponding type of 
cognition (Hammond, 1996a). A cues typology for medical patients in transition to 
critical illness or cardiac arrest is presented.
The clinical implications of the study findings and suggestions for further research 
are highlighted.  ^ '
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Chapter 1
1. Introduction
Critical care services in England have been the subject of two extensive reviews 
(Audit Commission, 1999; Department of Health (DH), 2000). One of the most 
significant outcomes has been an expanded definition of critical care that includes 
ward patients with developing critical illness as well as patients in intensive care. 
Previously, critical care patients had been classified according to the level of organ 
support they required, and by their location in intensive, high dependency or post­
operative recovery-care (DH, 1996). Comprehensive critical care, the term given to 
the new critical care specialty, is focused on the care of the critically ill, and those at 
risk of critical illness or recovering from it, irrespective of their location (DH, 2000). 
Evidence of poor recognition of acute deterioration in general ward patients’ 
conditions or inadequate responses to recognised problems focused attention on the 
continuum of critical care provision from before admission to the critical care unit, 
within the unit, and after discharge from critical care.
There is now a sicker in- patient population on general wards than previously. This 
has been attributed to factors such as reduced lengths of hospital stay, a greater 
emphasis on the management of patients’ care in the community and more routine 
surgery taking place in day surgery units, (Audit Commission, 1999; Hillman et al, 
1999). The demand for intensive care unit (ICU) beds has continued to grow placing 
increased pressure on this resource (DH, 1996) and more frequently acute ward staff 
are caring for patients with either developing critical illness, episodes of critical 
illness or patients recently discharged from ICU (Coad & Haines, 1999). Added to 
this complex treatments that were previously undertaken in critical care areas 
increasingly occur on acute general wards (Coad & Haines, 1999). An active 
approach to the early detection and treatment of potentially life-threatening problems 
might ease the pressure on ICU beds and improve outcomes for patients by 
intervening before their condition becomes life- threatening (Bion, 1999).
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1.1 Critical illness and cardiac arrest in general ward patients
Deficiencies in the recognition of patients with developing critical illness have been 
described in some detail. Patients with developing critical illness on general wards 
sometimes receive sub-optimal care prior to ICU admission and this has contributed 
to increased morbidity and mortality (McGloin et al., 1999; McQuillan et a l, 1998). 
McGloin and colleagues define sub-optimal care as failure to recognise a problem or 
inadequate intervention. Delay in the recognition of signs of deterioration and late 
referrals to ICU have contributed to many admissions that could have been avoided 
(Garrard & Young, 1998; McQuillan et a l, 1998): Higher mortality rates are reported 
in patients admitted to ICU from general wards compared to operating, recovery or 
accident and emergency departments; patients admitted to ICU after cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation account for 30% of all deaths (Goldhill & Sumner, 1998b). High 
mortality rates on general wards following discharge from ICU have also been 
recorded (Goldhill & Sumner, 1998b; Wallis et a l, 1997). In particular early 
discharge from ICU is associated with increased mortality (Daly et al, 2001). Many 
cardiac arrests in general ward patients could be avoided (Hodgetts, 2000). Only 15% 
of patients who have a cardiac arrest in hospital survive to discharge (Tunstall-Pedoe 
et a l, 1992).
Cardiac arrest in general ward patients often occurs as a result of non cardiac 
processes, it represents the end stage in major clinical deterioration, and contrasts 
with patients experiencing cardiac arrest due to acute cardiac conditions (Schein et 
al, 1990). Evidence for premonitory signs and symptoms of cardiac arrest have been 
found in both the medical and nursing notes of many cardiac arrest patients and 
sometimes the urgency of these clinical signs has not been recognised (Franklin & 
Mathew, 1994; Schein et al, 1990; Smith & Wood, 1998). Deterioration in mental 
status, acute dyspnoea in patients with pre-existing chronic pulmonary disease, and 
patients admitted in unstable conditions (i.e. emergency admissions) who 
subsequently deteriorate, are amongst the most significant signs indicating very high 
risk for cardiac arrest (Franklin & Mathew, 1994; Sax & Charlson, 1987a). Patients 
may also go on to cardiac arrest as a result of system failures. The clinical response to
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recognised deterioration may be inadequate for some patients with premonitory signs 
and symptoms of cardiac arrest (Franklin & Mathew, 1994).
Recognition of the potential to improve patient outcomes by intervening earlier in 
developing critical illness led to the Medical Emergency Team (MET) initiative in the 
early 1990s in Australia (Lee et al, 1995). The MET system drew on some of the 
principles of trauma teams, which aimed for early recognition and swift response to 
problems by a team of experienced clinicians and replaced the usual cardiac arrest 
team. It could be summoned by medical or nursing staff when they were concerned 
that a patient was at risk of cardiac arrest or critical illness, and for patients in cardiac 
and/or respiratory arrest. Pre defined MET calling criteria included abnormalities of 
the airway, breathing and circulation and were based on clinical judgement and 
research evidence. This system has since been adopted in the UK and currently a 
number of indexes are in use for the identification of significant clinical deterioration 
in hospital patients, and those in need of emergency intervention/ resuscitation. 
Whether the emergency teams are constituted as medical emergency, or patient at risk 
teams depends on the local arrangements (Hodgetts et al, 2000; Goldhill et al.,
1999).
The various early warning indexes currently used to summon emergency assistance 
all have a similar composition; they contain a list of mainly objectively measured 
criteria with the more subtle subjective elements being subsumed under the global 
term of doctor or nurse concern (Daffum et a l , 1994; Hourihan et a l, 1995). 
Evidence of the effectiveness of medical emergency and patient at risk teams in 
preventing cardiac arrest and improving patient survival was initially tentative 
(Bristow et al, 2000; Goldhill et'al, 1999). Reduced rates of unplanned admissions 
to ICU/HDU were demonstrated by Bristow et al, (2000) and fewer patients needed 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation if seen by the patient at risk team before ICU 
admission compared to those not seen (Goldhill et al, 1999). Some inconclusive 
findings could have been due to the calling criteria being underused (Buist et al.,
1999; Crispin and Daffum, 1998), or because they did not pick up all seriously ill
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patients (Goldhill et al, 1999). Whilst there was limited evidence of the effectiveness 
of outreach teams and the use of early warning scoring tools initially (McArthur- 
Rouse, 2001), recent publications have shown encouraging results (Ball et al, 2003; 
Bellomo et al, 2003; Pittard, 2003; NORF, 2003).
Medical teams responsible for the care of patients on general wards have varying 
levels of expertise in the resuscitation of the seriously ill, and this could have an 
impact upon the care of critically ill patients where treatment delays could be life- 
threatening (B ion, 1999). A recent survey found that many junior doctors lacked 
basic knowledge about the signs indicating critical illness (Smith & Poplett, 2002). 
The Royal College of Physicians of London (RCPL, 2002) comments that the trend 
towards medical specialisation often leaves emergency medical admissions under the 
care of more junior medical practitioners. Specialist qualifications in acute medicine 
could establish emergency medicine as a separate speciality with its own designated 
medical consultants enabling this patient group to receive the required level of 
medical care (RCPL, 2002).
General ward nurses are in an ideal position to identify and refer patients with 
developing critical illness; they may also instigate straightforward interventions such 
as oxygen administration or nasophaiyngeal/ oropharyngeal suctioning that could 
help to avert further deterioration. However the current problems with recruitment 
and retention of nursing staff in the NHS have affected the capacity of the system to 
retain experienced nurses on the general wards; workforce development is now a 
priority (DH, 2000; NHS Executive 2000).
Critical care outreach teams were set up in an attempt to address the apparent 
deficiencies in ward-based critical care. Critical care services in the UK were given 
an added boost in 2000/2001 by the allocation of £145 million for the formation of 
outreach teams, more critical care beds and post- operative intensive recovery 
facilities (NHS Executive, 2000). The partnerships between critical care 
professionals, other professionals, and patients, based on patient need rather than 
location, as advocated by the Department of Health (DH, 2000) have undergone rapid
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development. Critical care outreach teams are now part of the clinical landscape in 
general ward care and are playing a key role in the education of ward staff. Formal 
courses such as Acute Life-threatening Events Recognition and Treatment (Smith, 
2003), and the Greater Manchester Multi Professional Critical Care Programme
(2001) also provide general ward staff with valuable clinical skills in the recognition 
and treatment of patients at risk of critical illness and cardiac arrest.
The clinical environment of the general ward is complex and constantly changing. A 
recent survey by Chellel et al, (2002) suggests that low nurse-patient ratios on 
general wards could be a factor when basic observations are not performed. 
Increasingly the task of physical observations is performed by health care assistants 
rather than qualified nurses. However physical assessment requires much more than 
the completion of basic observations; inexperienced personnel could miss important 
clinical signs.
Clinicians use clinical signs and symptoms as cues in their clinical judgements of 
patients’ conditions. These cues take the form of observations or laboratory data 
derived using an independent measure, or objective data, subjective clinician data 
obtained through the clinician’s observation or palpation, the patient’s self report of 
symptoms, and the patient’s history (Hammond, 1996b). Signs that can be measured 
independently and readily quantified generally receive more attention in assessment 
tools such as the patient at risk scores for predicting critical illness and cardiac arrest. 
Feinstein (1987) argues that greater attention should be paid to the symptoms and 
physical signs used to describe human phenomena in clinical practice, there is 
currently a tendency to rely on data that can be independently measured.
Clinical judgement is frequently reported as a core process in the assessment of 
critically ill patients. Clinical judgement is required to differentiate between patients 
requiring different levels of care. This includes patients whose needs can be met 
through normal ward care (level zero patients), and ward patients who require the 
extra input of a critical care team because their conditions could deteriorate, or they 
have recently been moved from higher levels of care (level one patients) (ICS,
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2002a). The Intensive Care Society Guidelines (2002a) state that patients’ level of 
care involves assessing physiological reserve, disordered physiological values, 
underlying condition/ surgery, and the interventions or monitoring needed. Where a 
patient cannot readily be assigned to a level of care clinical judgement should be used 
to categorise the patient according to the most relevant level, with the safeguard that
i
the higher level would be selected in uncertain situations. General ward nurses make 
these clinical judgements when they assess the physical condition of their patients. To 
identify the patient at risk of deterioration the ICS (2002b) advocate using the criteria 
of abnormal physical signs, the patient’s condition or pre-morbid history (such as 
major emergency surgery), and the clinician’s intuition that a patient’s condition is 
‘not quite right’. The ICS emphasises the importance of intuition in the identification 
of critical illness acknowledging that any threshold criteria in physiological scoring 
systems could not be totally accurate, so that some patients with developing critical 
illness could be missed. Cioffi’s (2000b) criteria of poor colour, agitation, or 
generally being not right are presented as sufficient criteria to place a patient in the at 
risk o f deterioration category (ICS, 2002b).
Clinical judgement and physiological early warning scores are therefore 
complementary in the identification of the critically ill in general wards. The National 
Outreach Forum (NORF, 2003) reports that early warning scores or track and trigger 
tools for referring patients to the critical care outreach service are supporting clinical 
judgement rather than replacing it. In hospitals responding to the National Critical 
Care Outreach Survey in England in 2002, 66% reported using other methods to 
complement track and trigger tools to identify patients at risk of critical illness, and 
in 49% of these cases the criterion used was nursing or medical staff concern (NORF, 
2003).
Ward clinicians need to elicit help in the management and treatment of patients who 
are deteriorating, and to do so they are required to exercise clinical judgement as well 
as apply the early warning physiological scores. The process of making clinical, 
judgements about patient conditions may well be more complex and comprise more
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cues than the scores imply, as a range of clinical data are available to clinicians. In 
Bellomo et al., (2003) the MET criterion worried about the patient was the most 
frequently reported criterion used to alert the MET, providing further evidence that 
skilled clinical judgement is crucial.
Critical care and experienced general ward staff contribute complementary skills and 
expertise to general ward patients in need of critical care. The former have skills in 
the assessment and treatment of actual critical illness, whereas experienced ward 
clinicians often recognise clinical deterioration and make the initial referral to the 
critical care outreach or medical staff. However the judgement process leading up to 
the decision to refer requires further investigation as critical illness is complex. The 
mainly objective measures cited as early warning criteria may represent late stages in 
the illness trajectory for some patients. Clinical data in the form of signs and 
symptoms recorded in clinicians’ subjective assessments may be important in the 
early recognition of clinical deterioration; they may even be present before significant 
changes in objectively measured signs have been noted (Cioffi, 2000a; Cioffi, 2000b; 
Grossman & Wheeler, 1997; Smith, 1988). These additional data are the focus of the 
current investigation. Early warning scores could have increased predictive validity if 
the cues that contribute to the judgement of nurse/ doctor concern about patient 
condition could be identified and defined.
Schein et al, (1990) note that medical ward patients sustain cardiac arrest more 
frequently than other groups and Franklin and Mathew (1994) identify medical 
patients recently transferred from ICU as being at higher risk of cardiac arrest than 
other medical patients. Previous research has not focused on experienced medical 
ward nurses’ clinical judgements in the recognition of deterioration and prediction of 
critical illness or cardiac arrest. Cioffi’s study (2000b) investigates clinicians’ 
accounts of using the MET criterion nurse/ clinician concern but does not analyse 
these according to clinical speciality or the timing of cues considered important in 
clinical judgements about the state of the patient. There is a need for greater 
understanding of experienced nurses’ knowledge relating to the early recognition of
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critical illness and prediction of cardiac arrest so that this knowledge may be shared 
and more widespread acquisition of skills in the early recognition of developing 
critical illness achieved.
1.2 Study Aims
This thesis aims to examine the research evidence for predictors of critical illness and 
cardiac arrest in general ward patients, and to investigate the cues experienced 
clinicians consider important in judgements of patient condition in transition states 
from acute to critical illness, or cardiac arrest. The cues considered important could 
then be compared with those identified as predictive in research evidence. A further 
aim is to develop a clearly articulated framework to present the information 
underpinning general medical ward clinicians’ judgements of patient condition in 
transition from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest. This cue identification or 
descriptive phase of research is an important precursor to later research where the 
accuracy of clinicians’ judgements could be examined using the Judgement Analysis 
approach (Cooksey, 1996b). A clinical conceptual framework based on severity of 
illness and critical illness guides the investigation.
1.3 The main research questions
1. What are the predictors of critical illness and cardiac arrest reported in the research 
literature?
2. What cues do general medical ward clinicians consider important in judgements of 
patient condition in transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest?
3. What are the earliest cues in judgements of deterioration and prediction of critical 
illness or cardiac arrest in general medical patients?
4. Does the study’s conceptual framework based on a broad conceptualisation of 
severity of illness, critical illness, and the cue identification phase of judgement 
analysis provide a useful framework for general medical ward clinicians’ judgements
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of patient condition in transition states from acute to critical illness and cardiac 
arrest?
The research comprises two related but separate studies. The first study is a 
systematic review and synthesis of research evidence for predictor cues for critical 
illness and cardiac arrest in general ward patients. The second study uses qualitative 
interviews to examine clinicians’ reports of the cue composition of their clinical 
judgements. The research thesis examined is that:
Experienced medical ward clinicians frequently diagnose deterioration in clinical 
condition and predict further deterioration in condition, critical illness or cardiac 
arrest using cues available before measurable indicators o f physiological 
deterioration are evident.
1.4 Overview of the thesis
Chapter 2 analyses the clinical concepts and introduces the clinical conceptual 
framework for the research based on severity of illness and critical illness.
Chapter 3 reviews approaches to the study of judgement and decision making 
focusing on diagnostic judgement and the cue composition of clinical judgements, the 
aspects addressed in the current research. The organisation of knowledge, domain 
specific knowledge and expertise are examined. The processes of assessment, clinical 
reasoning and diagnostic inference are discussed and a working definition of 
assessment is presented. Diagnostic tasks in nursing are identified, and the term cue is 
defined for this research. The relevance of Cognitive Continuum Theory (Hammond, 
1996a) for the current investigation is also explored.
Chapter 4 reports on a systematic review and synthesis of research evidence of 
predictor cues for critical illness or cardiac arrest in general ward patients (study 1). 
The composition and predictive success of existing early warning scores are also 
analysed. A preliminary coding framework arises from the findings of the review and 
is used in the subsequent empirical study.
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Chapter 5 discusses the methodology underpinning the systematic review (study 1) 
and the empirical study (study 2). A qualitative study using semi- structured depth 
interviews with experienced clinicians was undertaken to elicit cues they consider, 
important in judgements of patient condition and to examine the evidence for the 
predictive qualities of these cues for critical illness and cardiac arrest.
Chapter 6 describes the methods of data collection and data analysis used in the 
empirical study.
Chapter 7 presents the results from the empirical study. Various clinical outcome 
categories and the cues considered important are identified. The judgements reported 
by clinicians are examined and categorised by type. The severity of illness concept 
provides an organising framework encompassing the cues considered important in the 
prediction of the patient’s clinical state.
Chapter 8 discusses the findings from the two studies in the light of their limitations 
and presents tentative conclusions. The data on cues from the two studies are linked 
and a typology of cues considered important in judgements of patient condition and 
prediction of critical illness and cardiac arrest, in general medical patients, is 
proposed.
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Chapter 2
Clinical Concepts and Conceptual Framework
2. Critical Illness and Severity of Illness
The clinical framework for this research is based on two concepts, critical illness and 
severity of illness. Therefore definitions of both concepts as they are used in this 
thesis are presented. The relative usefulness of the critical illness and the severity of 
illness concepts for the current research are considered. Approaches to the 
measurement of severity of illness are then analysed.
2.1 Critical Illness
The term critical, in the context of illness, is defined as very seriously ill or injured 
(Collins Pocket English Dictionary, 1998). Critical illness refers to discrete clinical 
states where the patient’s life is threatened, or is potentially at risk and includes 
patients with instability, deterioration, or failure in the body systems such as the 
respiratory, cardiovascular, neurological, metabolic and haematological systems, and 
abnormal temperature.
Deterioration refers to a condition that is gradually worsening (Mosby’s Medical, 
Nursing & Allied Health Dictionary, 2002). Continued deterioration in the major 
body systems is likely to result in a catastrophic event such as cardiac or respiratory 
arrest, unplanned admission to ICU, or death. Cardiac arrest or cardiopulmonary/ 
cardiorespiratory arrest is the most critical of the critical illness states and is defined 
as absent pulse and loss of blood pressure and spontaneous respiration. Andreasson et 
al, (1998) identify three main sub-categories of patients with in-hospital cardiac 
arrest as follows: Firstly, those with end stage terminal illness in whom death would 
be expected and where resuscitation would achieve little. Secondly, patients who 
unexpectedly had a cardiac arrest; and thirdly, between these two extremes, patients 
with life-threatening illness and some possibility of recovery. For the third group, 
improved understanding and recognition of early signs of clinical deterioration could
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significantly affect outcome. The current patient at risk and MET scores are designed 
to identify critical illness or patients at risk of critical illness or cardiac arrest across 
all hospital departments using indicators of disordered physiology, or physiological 
severity, and they represent a change in approach to the management of critical 
illness.
Until recently the geographical location of patients in intensive care, high dependency 
or post-operative recovery units tended to define patients as critically ill. Intensive 
care was considered appropriate for patients requiring or likely to require 
advanced respiratory support, patients requiring support of two or more organ 
systems”, and patients with severe chronic illness impairing their daily activities and 
acute failure in another system that is reversible (DH, 1996, p.8). High dependency 
was indicated for patients with a single failing organ system, but excluded those 
needing advanced respiratory support. It would provide more detailed observation or 
monitoring than could safely be provided on a general ward, and could act as a 
receiving area for patients discharged from intensive care who were not sufficiently 
well for the general wards (DH, 1996, p.8). Post-operative patients requiring 
monitoring beyond a few hours would also fulfil high dependency criteria (DH,
1996). The main concepts underpinning this classification of critical illness are 
severity of illness (reflected in organ system failure or physiological severity and 
need for support) and the patients’ level of dependency on nursing care (DH, 1996).
In the new specialty of Comprehensive critical care the emphasis is on patients at risk 
of critical illness as well as on the care of the critically ill (DH, 2000). Earlier 
references to intensive and critical care stated that it should be directed towards 
patients with “potentially recoverable conditions” (Audit Commission, 1999; DH, 
1996). In the expanded definition of critical care (DH, 2000) which includes acutely 
ill patients, this is omitted. The concept of severity of illness still provides the 
theoretical foundation in critical care but the focus tends to be more on the 
consequences of severity of illness such as patient dependency and therapeutic 
requirements or need for organ support. The new levels of care (DH, 2000) represent
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a pragmatic approach to the problem of assigning patients to particular areas in the 
hospital for the provision of medical and nursing care. Patients may be assigned to 
one of four levels as follows: -
Level 0 - Patients whose needs can he met through normal ward care in an 
acute hospital.
Level 1 - Patients at risk o f their condition deteriorating, or those recently 
relocatedfrom higher levels o f care, whose needs can be met on an acute 
ward with additional advice and support from the critical care team.
Level 2 - Patients requiring more detailed observation or intervention 
including support for a single failing organ system or post-operative care and 
those ‘stepping down ’from higher levels o f care.
Level 3 - Patients requiring advanced respiratory support alone or basic 
respiratory support together with support o f at least two organ systems. This 
level includes all complex patients requiring support for multi-organ failure. 
(DH, 2000, p. 10).
Patients’ conditions are unlikely to remain static; patients categorised as level one 
may be clinically unstable and have co-existing conditions giving them the potential 
to reach level three needs within a veiy short time period, whereas a level two 
patient’s condition may be clinically stable with recovery in progress. Classification 
of any patient must be kept under review. Nor may the boundaries between the 
various levels of care be as clear cut as the (DH, 2000) classification implies; the 
categories may even overlap. The DH (2000) report implies that the four levels are 
made up of discrete categories; the clinical reality may be more complex. The recent 
Guidelines for the introduction o f outreach services (ICS, 2002, p.7) presents a linear 
model of patients’ levels of dependency ranging from well at level zero dependency, 
through to sick patients categorised at level three dependency. Whilst this model 
depicts the overall population through time, individual patients’ profiles may be much 
more complex or even non-linear. The patient’s location is also a factor when 
considering the overall risk of critical illness or cardiac arrest. A sick patient in a 
general ward may be at greater risk than a similar patient in critical care because the
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ability to recognise further problems and intervene quickly should be greatest in 
critical care.
2.1.1 Recognising critical illness
Critical illness is difficult to measure because it is the product of two major factors, 
one being the patient’s physiological reserve, and the other is the extent and nature of 
the acute disease (Bion & Bennett, 1999). Both need to be considered when making 
judgements about severity of illness, but neither of these can be accurately measured 
(Bion, 1999). Physiological reserve refers to biological and physiological severity and 
in particular genetic factors, cardiac reserve, immune and nutritional status (Bion, 
1999). Bion asserts that impaired organ system function can be detected by clinicians 
but genetic and lifestyle factors that affect physiological reserve, such as infection 
risk and cardiovascular function, are more difficult to quantify. Measures that are 
used as substitute indicators for physiological reserve include family history, physical 
appearance, extent of independence in the activities of living and social factors (Bion, 
1999). Some patients cope better with particular problems such as trauma, surgery or 
infection, whereas others with limited reserve can become severely ill.
Clinicians need to be able to identify patients with reduced physiological reserve or 
early critical illness, and they need to intervene quickly (Bion, 1999). Certain patients 
should always be categorised as critically ill and receive medical care from 
experienced clinicians: Patients with unstable or worsening physiology- hypoxaemia, 
hypotension, tachypnoea, and metabolic acidosis (Bion, 1999). Patients with known 
precursors to critical illness need to be detected and given effective treatment such as 
those with systemic oxygen debt, or impaired myocardial function (Bion, 1999).
Health-illness states range on a continuum from no illness to mild, moderate, severe 
and moribund illness in the most severe cases (Sax & Gharlson, 1987a). The concept 
of critical illness could be viewed as a sub-category of types of illnesses or conditions 
occupying one part of the health-illness continuum. The most critically ill patients 
would be described as severely ill or moribund; however the terminally ill, or patients
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at the end of life could also be described as severely ill. The difference lies in the 
patient’s potential for recovery in the case of critical illness, compared to patients at 
the end of life, who may have conditions described as non-recoverable. Critical 
illness is the state being predicted and severity of illness refers to important 
dimensions relating to this state.
2.2 Severity of Illness
Severity of illness is an abstract concept and various definitions have arisen 
depending on the perspective and purpose of the person using it. According to Iezzoni 
(1989) physicians focus on the effect of a disease on an individual’s physiological 
status and prognosis; psychiatrists are mainly interested in cognitive dysfunction; 
physiotherapists and occupational therapists are mainly concerned with functional 
abilities and ability to undertake activities of living; and health care managers focus 
on the resource implications of severity of illness. Nurses draw on physiological, 
psychological and functional abilities but the purpose is not described (Iezzoni,
1989). Nurses generally take a holistic view of patients and their situations and focus 
on the range of functional responses to illness and other life events (Gordon, 1982). 
From the nursing perspective severity of illness would be used to assess the patient’s 
condition and requirements for nursing care, to provide assistance in activities of 
living as required, to provide psychological support and to decide when referral to 
medical staff should happen. Aronow (1988) presents a similar analysis of definitions 
of severity adding that the nurse perspective refers to pathophysiology, but 
concentrates more on the patient’s psychological and activity dependency status. 
Management or finance definitions tend to associate severity with increased use of 
health care resources (Aronow, 1988).
Illness severity has been defined as the degree and impact of change on health
status of an individual as a result of illness or injury” (Kreitzer et a l , 1982, p.21).
This is a useful definition as it captures the focus of the clinician’s assessment - how 
the patient’s condition or health status is changing as a result of a health problem.
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Crow and Spicer (1995) found that district and general nurses used the concept of 
severity to classify patients’ medical conditions as either curable, long-term chronic, 
long-term extremely disabling or life threatening. These sub divisions of severity 
were associated with abstract properties such as “usually recovers, lasts for years, 
greatly affects lifestyle and could die” which in turn were associated with the 
particular medical condition and effects on mobility, lifestyle, pain and other factors 
(Crow & Spicer, 1995, p.418). Lamond (1998) studied the nurses’ hand-over report in 
medical and surgical wards and found evidence that the severity of illness concept 
was used to distinguish between patients likely to recover compared to those who 
would not. It seems likely that nurses use dimensions of severity of illness and 
functional indicators of illness in a way that is complementary to medicine as they 
focus on functional ability, personal and psychological status as well as physiological 
aspects. From the nursing perspective severity of illness seems to cover more than 
biological or physiological dimensions; the study’s conceptual framework described 
below therefore reflects a broad interpretation of severity of illness.
A comprehensive framework o f severity o f illness identifies biological, physiological, 
functional severity, burden of illness and other factors such as personal characteristics 
and environment as important dimensions (Stein et al, 1987). The purpose of the 
severity measure and whether it is used to predict, control or measure outcome, 
should determine the most relevant severity constructs to use in a particular context 
(Stein et a l, 1987). Biological severity refers to the biological presentation of 
conditions at the most fundamental molecular, genetic and enzymatic levels but these 
are not yet directly accessible to measurement. Stein and colleagues report that 
severity of illness is investigated by substituting other clinically available indicators 
of severity, physiological severity, functional severity and burden of illness, which 
describe aspects of the disease or condition, how the person is affected, and effects on 
the social or family unit respectively. Functional severity refers to the effect of a 
disorder on a person’s ability to manage activities of daily living, rather than effects 
on a specific organ or body system and it can be used to compare severity in different 
conditions. Severity may also be measured from the burden of illness perspective thus
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assessing the impact of disease or condition on the family unit or society (Stein et a l , 
1987).
The definition of severity of illness used in this thesis is of the comprehensive type 
after Stein et al., (1987). The dimensions of severity of illness most relevant for 
clinicians assessing acutely ill patients and identifying those at risk of critical illness 
or cardiac arrest include physiological severity, functional severity, personal factors 
such as age, medical history, physiological reserve and psychological status, and 
burden of illness. Critical illness impacts on the health care system, the individual and 
his family or social unit and these factors are included in the burden o f illness 
dimension of severity of illness (Figure 1). Within the health care system the patient’s 
nursing condition, commonly understood as dependency, contributes to nursing 
workload, and the patient’s medical condition is linked to medical workload. 
Interestingly within this framework a patient could be highly dependent on nursing as 
a result of functional severity, personal factors or psychological impairment, yet the 
medical condition could be improved.
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Figure 1. Framework of severity for the prediction of critical illness or cardiac arrest 
in adult general ward patients (adapted from Stein et al., 1987, p. 1506).
Stein et al., (1987) in their original framework of severity of chronic illness explain 
that the various dimensions refer to the disease, the person, or the social unit. In the 
above framework biological severity refers to the disease-state leading to critical 
illness (not measured directly). Physiological and functional severity refer to the 
. manifestations or consequences of the disease state on the person, personal factors
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also refers to the person, and medical treatment refers to environmental factors. 
Physiological reserve is a factor in biological and physiological severity. Burden of 
illness refers to the social unit but is not the focus in this study.
The main assumption made in the above framework is that increasing severity of 
illness is related to the development of critical illness and risk of cardiac arrest. 
Although patients may not yet exhibit measurable signs of critical illness clinicians 
may be able to recognise increasing severity of illness and patients with limited 
physiological reserve who require active intervention to prevent critical illness or 
cardiac arrest. A clinical framework based on a broad conceptualisation of severity of 
illness may therefore be more useful in the very early prediction of critical illness or 
cardiac arrest than one based on critical illness that draws mainly on the physiological 
dimension of severity of illness.
2.3 Physiological stability
The concept of physiological stability is also important in the current study, 
particularly the patient’s vulnerability to deterioration and the transition from stable 
to unstable physiological states. Mitchell (1999) states that promoting physiologic 
stability is a goal of nursing interventions in acute and critical illness, and a crucial 
area for nursing research. Operational definitions of stability and instability often 
refer to normal values or ranges for haemodynamic variables or vital signs. For 
example Buist et al, (1999) define clinical instability using abnormal ranges for 
respiratory, haemodynamic, conscious state, biochemistry/ haematology and 
temperature. Stabilization in Mosby’s Medical Nursing and Allied Health Dictionary
(2002) is defined as “the physiologic and metabolic process of attaining 
homeostasis”. '
Mitchell (1999) reports a systematic search of the literature on biological and 
physiological stability and nursing from 1966- 1997 that revealed contrasting views 
on how physiological stability is achieved including homeostasis, allostasis, and 
chaos theory and non linear dynamics. The term homeostasis refers to the
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physiological process that preserves the steady states of the organism (Cannon, 1939 
as cited in Buchman, 1996). The term states was taken to mean that each 
physiological parameter had a preferred normal setting and any value outside that 
showed either a compensatory response or the need for one (Buchman, 1996). Over 
the years homeostasis has strongly influenced physiological research. The main tenet 
of homeostasis is that a system of feedback loops return the physiological parameters 
to particular points or to ranges where changes are small and regular (Mitchell, 1999), 
in short, the maintenance of a single stable state (Buchman, 1996).
More recently the concept of allostasis suggests that the body when challenged can 
increase or reduce core functions to achieve a new stable state which contrasts with 
homeostasis where the emphasis is on maintaining a constant state (McEwen & 
Stellar, 1993). Research based on complexity from the field of nonlinear dynamics 
(fractals and chaos theory) suggests that reduced variability may be a sign of poor 
cardiac or neural health (Mitchell, 1999). Lipsitz and Goldberger (1992) found that 
ageing (in healthy elderly subjects) was associated with a loss of complexity or 
reduced variation in neuroendocrine and cardiovascular function, and they 
hypothesised this might reduce the individual’s ability to adapt to physiological 
stress. Although there is ongoing debate on the degree to which chaos theory applies 
to physiological dynamics some applications from non-linear dynamics may find an 
application in physiological monitoring, particularly in the prediction of 
electrophysical or haemodynamic instability (Goldberger, 1996).
It is important to find ways of precisely representing patients’ stable and unstable 
physiological states, and any changes in state over time. Mitchell (1999) refers to 
work on multiple physiological phase states (Siegel et al., 1979). Siegel and 
colleagues demonstrate how a few physiological parameters could model patients’ 
physiological states. Using circle diagrams the direction and amount of deviation 
from the normal healthy value was plotted and depending on the nature of the 
pathophysiology the reference circle shape became distorted to a particular polygon 
shape, whereas the normal or reference state was a circle (Buchman, 1996). Siegel’s
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work indicates that there are a number of distinct stable states, which contrasts 
sharply with the view of homeostasis comprising just one stable state (Buchman,
1996). The model of dynamical systems (Buchman, 1996) suggests that systems are 
connected together and that they responded to disturbances by acting together, 
removing the need for separate negative feedback mechanisms for every element 
(Mitchell, 1999). Research into stability and instability may draw increasingly on 
non-linear dynamic approaches, and may provide earlier indications of patients at risk 
of deterioration.
Standard definitions of the term stable do not reflect the above complexities. Mosby’s 
Medical Nursing and Allied Health Dictionary (2002) defines stable as “remaining 
unchanged”, and the Collins Pocket English Dictionary (1996) defines stable as 
“firmly fixed or established”. However Mitchell (1999) cites Bingham’s (1994) use 
of the no net change definition of stability, borrowed from physics, where two cases 
may both be stable but one may be closer to a steep physiological slope and thus be 
more easily tipped into a severe deterioration. These ideas are translated to the current 
study in Figure 2 where two patients could be in apparently stable states. Patient A 
could be located in a depression upon a parabolic path, and although there may be 
variations in the physiological parameters it would take something major to push this 
person into serious deterioration. In contrast Patient B could be sitting uneasily at the 
top of a steep physiological slope, physiological parameters may be within normal 
ranges, but it would take very little disturbance to push this person into serious 
deterioration.
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Figure 2: Stable and unstable states
Figure 2(a) Figure 2(b)
Patient A - Stable Patient B - Unstable
Well
Sick
Illness progression Illness progression
Stable states viewed from the perspective of how vulnerable the individual would be 
to small changes may provide a more useful picture than standard definitions of 
stability based on the usual physiological parameters.
The early recognition of physiological instability is a primary concern for ward and 
critical care staff. Critical care outreach teams are normally triggered by one of a 
number of early warning scores and these teams were introduced in 2002 across 
England as a result of Department of Health initiatives in critical care (DH, 2000). 
Early warning scores focus on physiological severity and indicators of the acute 
disease process. They do not attempt to measure patients’ physiological reserve, as 
this is complex. The scores are used to identify patients with evidence of actual 
physiological deterioration. However it may be possible to identify vulnerable 
patients even earlier based on a range of cues including patient history, current 
medical condition, estimates of physiological reserve, and subjectively assessed 
clinical signs in addition to the physiological indicators in early warning scores.
Preliminary results on the impact of critical care outreach teams on patient outcomes 
are encouraging. In one UK study critical care outreach teams reduced unplanned 
admissions to ICU, reduced ICU mortality, and reduced the average length of ICU
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stay for surgical patients (Pittard, 2003). Ball et al, (2003) in a further UK study 
report that critical care outreach follow up of recently discharged ICU patients 
significantly improved hospital survival rates and reduced ICU readmissions. In 
Australia, Bellomo et al, (2003) found that the Medical Emergency Team 
significantly decreased the incidence of cardiac arrest and hospital mortality 
generally. The apparent success of these initiatives may be due to improvements in 
the organisation of care and timely interventions once patients are identified as 
requiring critical care intervention.
General ward nurses remain well-placed to make judgements of individual patients’ 
physiological stability and physiological reserve as they have such close contact with 
patients enabling them to pick up subtle changes in patient activity levels in ongoing 
assessments of patients’ independence in the activities of living when planning care. 
Ward nurses are also in an ideal position to practice preventive critical care 
identifying patients at risk of critical illness, recognising developing problems, and 
preventing critical situations (Gibson, 1997). Early warning scores and the critical 
care outreach teams are important adjuncts to optimal care of patients developing 
critical illness or patients at greatest risk of cardiac arrest, but they do not replace the 
requirement for ward nurses to monitor the condition of patients in their care and 
intervene appropriately. Whilst the criteria included within the early warning scores 
may represent the critical cues for developing critical illness, other relevant cues 
could be important in the earlier prediction of patients vulnerable to critical illness or 
cardiac arrest. The recognition of these cues may require experienced general ward 
nurses who are able to exercise their clinical judgement.
There is evidence that a more comprehensive interpretation of severity of illness 
would capture useful information for the prediction of patient outcomes. The Nursing 
Severity Index developed and validated by Rosenthal, Halloran, Kiley et al, (1992) 
was based on a broad conceptualisation of severity of illness (after Stein et al., 1987) 
rather than a disease or patho-physiological focus. The Nursing Severity index 
comprised thirty- four nursing diagnoses and predicted mortality in general medical
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and surgical patients as accurately as the Medisgroups score. The authors comment 
that it could be used prospectively to identify patients likely to experience adverse 
events where particular interventions could improve outcomes (Rosenthal et al, 
1992).
2.4 Measuring severity of illness
Quantitative measures of severity of illness have been developed for a range of health 
care management, clinical, and research purposes, including quality assurance/ 
evaluation of care, prediction of mortality and morbidity, and to record patient 
condition in clinical research. Indexes to identify evolving critical illness or predict 
cardiac arrest in clinical practice are in the early stages of development.
2.4.1 Quality Assurance/Evaluation of Care
Severity of illness needs to be included in any analysis of patient outcome. Iezzoni 
(1989, p.71) presents a model of factors affecting patient outcome as follows:
Clinical and other patient attributes + Effectiveness of care +
Other factors including random events Patient outcome
Severity of illness is included in the clinical and other patient attributes and it can 
also describe patient outcome such as severity of illness upon discharge (Iezzoni, 
1989). In North America the prospective payment system of reimbursing hospitals for 
care administered was calculated according to patients’ diagnosis related groups 
(DRGs), but did not take account of severity of illness; hospitals could be underpaid 
if they had a case-mix of sicker patients absorbing more resources than others 
(Iezzoni, 1989). Various types of severity of illness measures were developed.
Disease staging was used to add severity information to the DRG hospital payment 
system (Gonnella et a l , 1984). The Computerized Severity Index (Horn & Horn, 
1986) uses the International Classification of Diseases, ICD-9-CM codes, disease
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specific severity of illness criteria, complications, co-morbidities, and the clinical 
context during hospital treatment to calculate the illness burden (Iezzoni, 1989). The 
AS-SCORE (Roveti et a l , 1980) defines case mix variables and appropriate lengths 
of stay for medical audit. APACHE II (Knaus et al, 1984) was originally developed 
to evaluate the care of the critically ill based on acute physiology variables. POSSUM 
(Copeland et al., 1991) predicts mortality and morbidity in surgical patients. 
Medisgrps (Brewster et al., 1985) compares patients on admission and mid-stay and 
uses the degree of organ failure and physiological indicators of severity of illness to 
examine quality of care. The Therapeutic Intervention Scoring System (TISS) (Cullen 
et al, 1974; Cullen et al, 1994) classifies severity by totalling the therapeutic 
interventions a critically ill patient, or a medical patient outside the ICU needs. The 
Patient Intensity for Nursing Index (PINT) (Prescott & Phillips, 1988) focuses on the 
severity of the patient’s condition and its effect on nursing workload. The PINI uses 
existing patient classification systems and adds complex factors such as severity of 
illness, patient need for nursing care, complexity of nursing care and hours of care 
(Prescott & Phillips, 1988).
The above approaches to the evaluation of care/ quality assurance draw mainly on 
biological and physiological dimensions of the severity of illness concept. The TISS 
is an exception (Cullen et a l, 1974) as it uses therapeutic interventions, reflecting 
possible consequences of biological and physiological severity.
2.4.2 Prediction of Mortality and Morbidity
The major focus of severity of illness scores considered here is the prediction of 
mortality and morbidity in ICU patients. Lemeshow and Le Gall (1994) refer to three 
generations of scoring systems. The first generation system was the Acute Physiology 
and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) system (Knaus et a l, 1981). The second 
generation consists of three distinct systems, the APACHE II (Knaus et a l, 1985), the 
Simplified Acute Physiology Score (SAPS 1) (Le Gall et a l, 1984), and the Mortality 
Probability Models (MPM 1) (Lemeshow et a l, 1988). The third generation systems
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include the APACHE III (Knaus et al., 1991), the MPMII (Lemeshow et al, 1993) 
and the SAPS II (Le Gall et al., 1993). The MPM 1 and MPM II can be applied 
immediately on admission to ICU whereas the other indexes require the patient to 
have been in ICU for at least 24 hours. The variables included in APACHE and 
APACHE II were devised using a nominal group process based on the judgement of 
clinical experts, whereas all the others, including APACHE III, were developed using 
multiple or logistic regression modelling techniques (Lemeshow & Le Gall, 1994).
The original APACHE system (Knaus et a l, 1981) was revised and simplified 
resulting in APACHE II (Knaus et a l, 1985). APACHE II was developed to assess 
severity of illness and risk of mortality in critical care patients by classifying severity 
of disease and stratifying patients’ risk of death based on twelve physiologic 
measurements (34 in the original APACHE system), previous health status and age. 
The Acute Physiology Score (APS) was considered more important, than the Chronic 
Health Evaluation (CHE) (Wagner et a l, 1987). The APACHE systems sought to 
develop more accurate ways of stratifying patients so that valid comparisons of 
patients’ responses to new therapies could be made, to examine use of hospital 
resources, and to compare different ICUs’ performance over time. The basic 
assumption is that abnormal acute physiologic measures are strongly correlated with 
risk of death in acute illness. The Apache II score from 0-71 is derived by adding up 
points from the three sections of acute physiology score, patient age and chronic 
health status, and is based on the recording of the most deranged value for the 
physiological factors within the first 24 hours of ICU admission. The severity of 
disease classification system (APACHE II) was evaluated by comparing predictions 
with actual patient mortality in a sample of 5815 patients admitted to thirteen ICUs in 
the U.S. The system was able to classify groups of patients according to severity of 
illness (it could identify which patient groups do better or worse than others do), but 
it was less sensitive for guiding decisions about individual patients’ treatments. A 
combination of clinical judgement expertise, the use of objective data as well as 
response to treatment, and the patient’s wishes must all be factors in the provision of 
care as estimates of the likelihood of a particular outcome cannot be 100% accurate.
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Despite Knaus and colleagues’ original recommendations that APACHE II should not 
be used to decide on treatment choices for individual patients, there is some evidence 
that it is being used to discriminate between patients for admission to ICU (Iezzoni, 
1989).
Studies comparing physicians’ subjective assessments/ prognostic estimates with the 
APACHE II score found that experienced physicians were either as accurate 
(McClish & Powell, 1989) or were more accurate, in predicting mortality, than 
APACHE II predictions (Marks et al, 1991). In the latter study experienced nurses’ 
predictions were also more accurate than APACHE II predictions. However Bion 
(1995) asserts that scoring systems and clinical judgement are complementary as the 
former contain more information about groups of patients than the clinician can 
process, but clinicians have much more knowledge of individual patients than the 
scores could possibly include. This may also be important for the use of early
warning scores to predict critical illness or cardiac arrest.
■ '  ^
Knaus, Harrell, Lynn et al, (1995) in the SUPPORT Prognostic Model study, focus 
on the development and validation of a model for estimating survival in seriously ill 
hospitalised patients that included a prospective cohort of non-ICU and ICU patients. 
The model’s performance was tested against Apache III and physicians’ judgements. 
The SUPPORT model included the variables of diagnosis, age, number of days in 
hospital before study entry, presence of cancer, neurologic function, and eleven 
physiologic measures all recorded at day three and 180 days after study entry. At day 
three, physicians also gave their predictions. The ability of the model to discriminate 
between individuals who would live or die was examined using the receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) curve. Statistical analysis of the area under the receiver- 
operating characteristics (ROC) curve for predicting survival at 180 days in the 
SUPPORT Prognostic Model study was 0.79 in phase I, 0.78 in an independent phase 
II validation, and 0.78 when the APACHE III replaced the SUPPORT model (Knaus 
et al., 1995). When the SUPPORT model was combined with the physicians’ 
judgements the predictive accuracy improved to ROC 0.82.
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The sensitivity (proportion of true positives) and specificity (proportion of true 
negatives) are important elements when assessing the discriminatory power of 
scoring systems (Ridley, 1998). The ROC curve is used to examine mortality 
predictions across possible classification thresholds using information about 
sensitivity and specificity. The area under the ROC curve would denote patients who 
died but also had a greater probability of mortality than those who survived (Ridley, 
1998). Therefore the larger the area under the ROC curve, the better the 
discriminatory power of the score, for example 0.5 indicates no better discrimination 
than by chance, 0.9 refers to excellent discrimination, and 1.0 perfect discrimination 
(Ridley, 1998).
The physiology score calculated on day three was the most significant single 
predictive value in the SUPPORT model and the Glasgow coma scale was the most 
important risk factor for predicting death (Knaus et al., 1995). However with a focus 
on patient outcome this model was not developed to measure changes in patient state 
as they happen.
The Nursing Severity Index developed and validated by Rosenthal, Halloran, Kiley et 
al., (1992) reflects a concept of health drawing on biological, physiological, 
functional, social / psychological constructs approached through 34 nursing 
diagnoses. This equates to the constructs identified within the severity of illness 
framework described by Stein et al, (1987). Nursing diagnoses were used as 
measures of severity of illness upon hospital admission and it was hypothesised that 
the number of nursing diagnoses on admission could predict death and duration of 
hospital stay. The index was based on information collected in daily care rather than 
in an expensive retrospective audit. Developed primarily as a quality assurance tool, 
the authors recognised its potential for identifying high-risk patients and those where 
particular interventions could improve outcome but further validation would be 
needed. This study demonstrates that nursing assessments provide valuable
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information for the prediction of patient outcomes but generalisability is limited as 
nursing diagnoses have been more widely adopted in the US than in the UK.
Nurses’ assessments of functional status provide an uncomplicated and inexpensive 
method of predicting in-hospital mortality of patients with cerebrovascular disease or 
pneumonia (Davis et al., 1995). This retrospective study consisted of a final sample 
of 1561 pneumonia patients and 608 cerebrovascular disease patients. Two 
computerized clinical databases were analysed: ClinQuery containing laboratory test 
results, chronic co-existing conditions and the Nursing Acuity Assessment that 
included nurses’ evaluations of functional status to predict in-hospital mortality. The 
nurses’ assessment that a patient needed total assistance for bathing was the best 
single predictor of in-hospital mortality in models developed for these two patient 
groups. Studies focusing on prediction of in-hospital death have mainly used acute 
physiologic indicators but this study, and Rosenthal, Halloran et al., (1992), indicate 
that functional status in areas such as bathing and incontinence also provide valuable 
information about imminent death.
Severity scores have been used in daily assessments to revise predicted risk of 
mortality (Wagner et al., 1994), and to develop discharge criteria based on estimates 
of the likelihood of requiring life support within the next 24 hours after discharge 
from ICU (Zimmerman et al., 1994). They have also been used to estimate the 
probability of patients requiring either high dependency or intensive care 
(Zimmerman et al., 1995). The consensus in the literature is that severity of illness 
measures are useful in the prediction of outcomes for groups of patients, but their in­
built error rates related to statistical methodology means that currently they are not 
sufficiently sensitive for individual prediction (Lefering & Goris,1998; Ridley, 
1998). Other potential sources of error in the APACHE scoring system relate to 
differences in the way data are collected, in how clinical states such as acute renal 
failure are defined, and problems inherent in some of the clinical measurement 
techniques used (Goldhill & Sumner, 1998a).
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2.5 Conclusion
The concepts of critical illness and severity of illness were analysed and defined, and 
a clinical framework for the current study was proposed. The concept of 
physiological stability was also discussed with reference to patients in transition 
states from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest. The development of severity of 
illness measures was described. The measures were categorised according to their 
primary purpose, either as quality assurance/ evaluation of care, or prediction of 
mortality and morbidity. The majority of measures contained indicators of 
physiological severity, but other factors such as disease state(s), age, previous health 
status were often included. Burden of illness was reflected in the quality assurance 
papers where the implications of severity of illness on resource use were addressed. 
Functional severity and psychological status received less attention in these measures 
with the exception of Davis et al, (1995) and Rosenthal, et al, (1992).
Generally severity of illness scoring systems have not been designed to pick up 
important clinical changes in patients’ conditions as they occur, but they have 
demonstrated that severity of illness is an important concept for understanding the 
progression of illness and outcomes in groups of patients. The clinical indexes/ risk 
prediction scores recently developed for the purpose of identifying individuals at risk 
of critical illness/ cardiac arrest are in the early stages of development and validation 
and focus mainly on physiological severity.
As clinical judgement is central to the identification of patients with clinical 
deterioration and prediction of critical illness or cardiac arrest, the next chapter 
reviews approaches used in judgement and decision making research, the processes of 
judgement and decision making, and analyses the components of assessment and 
nurses’ judgement tasks.
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Chapter 3
Literature Review: Judgement, decision making, components of assessment and 
nurses’ judgement tasks.
3.1 Approaches to the study of Judgement and Decision making
Clinical judgement is used in the diagnosis and prediction of patients’ clinical states 
in transition from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest. There are various 
approaches to the study of judgement and decision making and these will now be 
reviewed. A case is made for the approach selected in the current research.
3.1.1 Introduction
Research into judgement and decision making can be categorised as normative, 
prescriptive or descriptive in nature (Baron, 1994; Bell et al., 1988). Normative 
theories and the models derived from this perspective, describe how rational 
individuals should decide in ideal circumstances, they emphasise the application of 
logic and consistency, and draw mainly on statistical methods such as utility and 
probability theory.
Prescriptive theories and decision making models arising from this perspective, 
examine how individuals could be assisted to make good decisions, and coached to 
make better decisions (Bell et al, 1988); they prescribe how thinking could approach 
the ideal or normative model (Baron, 1994). The focus in prescriptive decision theory 
is usually on selecting an option rather than on diagnosis or carrying out a decision 
(Beach, 1997). The decision- maker is assumed to want to maximise expected value 
and so prescriptive theories fit closely with the utilitarian paradigm prevalent in the 
social sciences (Beach, 1997).
Behavioural decision theory and models linked to this perspective could be viewed as 
an extension of prescriptive theory; the focus of research being how unaided decision 
making matches up to prescriptive theory. Diagnosis and choice are the two distinct 
areas that are investigated using behavioural decision theoiy (Beach, 1997). Work on
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diagnosis developed from Egon Brunswik’s ideas about perception where cues 
perceived by the senses are used to infer or diagnose a particular state or situation in 
the environment. Brunswik used the term Probabilistic Functionalism to describe 
how the organism and environment are related in a probabilistic way (Cooksey, 
1996a). Contemporary approaches to psychology were criticised by Brunswik 
because they failed to take account of both the environment and the organism 
(Cooksey, 1996a).
Kenneth Hammond and colleagues applied Brunswik’s lens model to the study of 
human judgement and used this framework to identify individuals’ use of cues and 
their judgement policies or how they weigh cues to arrive at judgements (Beach,
1997). These policy-capturing studies did not claim to model what went on within the 
clinician’s head, rather they treated the clinician’s mind as a black box (Dowie & 
Elstein, 1988). Statistical techniques using simple linear additive equations were 
found to accurately model the intuitive judgements of clinicians (Dowie & Elstein,
1988). Within the Lens Model the judge is characterised as a statistician working 
intuitively to infer the unknown state from available fallible cues (Beach, 1997). It is 
assumed that the best performance is achieved when the judge’s decision -making 
process mimics the approach of a statistician using multiple regression analysis with 
the same information (Beach, 1997).
The analysis of data to produce judgement policies involves the application of 
multiple regression techniques. Beach (1997) asserts that multiple regression over­
simplifies the structure of how judgements are made. However the main defence for 
the use of multiple regression analysis is that it accurately predicts the conclusion the 
clinician would reach given the same cues, rather than being a precise model of how 
the clinician reached the conclusion (Dowie, 1989).
The choice researchers within the behavioural decision theory perspective initially 
compared decision behaviour with principles of prescriptive decision theory derived 
from von Neumann and Morgenstem’s work on game theory and expected utility
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theory (Beach, 1997). There is an assumption that in an ideal situation individuals 
choose the option that maximises utility or their chance to achieve goals from a range 
of available options. According to utility theory when there is uncertainty about 
outcomes this can be taken into account by multiplying the outcome’s utility by its 
probability (Baron, 1994). Subjective expected utility theory represented an extension 
of expected utility to incorporate individuals’ personal or subjective estimates of 
outcomes (Pious, 1993).
Naturalistic or descriptive theories focus on describing how and why individuals 
make particular decisions in the real-world and have been particularly influenced by 
Information Processing Theory (Beach, 1997; Newell & Simon, 1972). Descriptive 
theories grew out of a recognition of the limitations of normative models of decision 
making which focused on how rational decision makers would function in particular 
circumstances. Herbert Simon’s proposal that individuals satisfice or choose an 
option that satisfies the most important needs, rather than choosing the ideal option, 
contrasts with expected utility theory (Pious, 1993). Initially Newell and Simon had 
wanted to model the cognitive processes occurring inside the clinician’s head, but 
these investigations gave way to more practical applications of information 
processing and clinical reasoning (Dowie & Elstein, 1988).
3.1.2 Research on diagnostic judgement.
Within research on diagnostic judgement Hammond (1996b) argues for the 
development of a general research paradigm, described as complementarity theory, 
that would include the choice (or coherence) and the judgement (or correspondence) 
perspectives. Hammond argues that the two perspectives could have a harmonious 
relationship because they investigate two different phases of the diagnostic process 
and each produce information that feeds into the contrasting perspective. 
Correspondence research is focused on the first phase, the inference phase of the 
diagnostic process whereas coherence research is located within the second or . 
justification phase (Hammond, 1996b). According to Hammond the characteristics of 
the two research traditions can be contrasted in terms of their overall goals, the
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process used, the type of decision making model reflected, their focus, methods used 
and types of results. The current research is located within the inference phase of 
diagnostic judgement, rather than the contrasting phase of justification.
Coherence theories, as in heuristics and biases research, focus on the mind and test 
decisions according to how rational they are comparing the clinician’s decisions to 
the results obtained using probability theory and Bayes’ Theorem (Hammond,
1996b).
Alternatively, empirical (clinical) accuracy is the main focus in the correspondence 
approaches where the clinician’s achievement of the correct diagnosis is the test 
rather than the rationality of the process leading to diagnosis (Hammond, 1996b). In 
terms of the judgement process used, coherence approaches use justification and 
compare the clinician’s judgement with that derived through the rational method of 
Bayes’ Theorem, rather than checking on empirical accuracy. The process 
underpinning correspondence approaches is the accuracy of the clinician’s inference 
of the clinical condition using multiple fallible indicators or signs and symptoms.
Two contrasting models of decision-making inform the two perspectives; the 
correspondence approaches focus on description of the current situation to analyse 
the task, physician and accuracy, and coherence approaches use prescription to 
identify what ought to happen by comparing a rational model with the clinician’s 
judgement. Correspondence approaches produce a judgement about the intangible 
event or state, whereas coherence approaches give a probability estimate of the event 
or state (Hammond 1996b). Brunswik’s Lens'Model is used to model the judgement 
in correspondence research, and Bayes’ Theorem and Decision Analysis are 
frequently used in coherence research. Correspondence approaches therefore describe 
judgements and analyse their accuracy, whereas coherence approaches describe 
where decisions differ from the rational prescriptions of what ought to happen 
(Hammond, 1996b). Both correspondence and coherence perspectives are important 
in research into diagnostic judgement with the former being particularly relevant for
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investigating the cues used to infer the state of the patient and formulate clinical 
judgements, the areas addressed in the current research.
3.1.3 Social Judgement Theory (SJT) and the Inference /Correspondence Model 
of Diagnostic Judgement.
Social Judgement Theory (SJT) took shape during the 1960s and 1970s, building on 
Egon Brunswik’s earlier work on perception (Hammond et a l, 1975). SJT describes 
how Brunswik’s probabilistic functionalism (using the Lens Model) and 
representative design could be applied to studies of human judgement, and clinical 
judgement in particular (Brehmer, 1988; Cooksey, 1996b). SJT assumes that 
judgements are the product of the combination of cues from the environment 
(Cooksey, 1996b). Within the lens model approach judgements are analysed or 
dissected, after judgements have been made, a posteriori decomposition (Arkes & 
Hammond, 1986). SJT is particularly appropriate for investigating medical (and 
nursing) judgements as many clinical decisions are made in conditions of uncertainty 
and multiple fallible cues have to be considered; the lens model enables clinical 
judgements to be broken down and analysed quantitatively (Wigton, 1996).
Within the lens model the individual draws on cues (fallible indicators) which are 
probabilistically related to the real clinical state and to the individual’s judgement of 
the state (Cooksey, 1996b). In the principle o f parallel concepts the environmental/ 
clinical task system and the perceptual/ cognitive system of the judge could be 
represented using the same kinds of concepts (Cooksey, 1996b). Brunswik (1952) as 
cited by Cooksey (1996a&b) uses correlational statistics to describe ecological 
validity, defined as the correlation between the proximal or superficial cue and the 
distal/ depth state, and functional validity (or cue utilisation validity), in parallel with 
this, defined as the correlation between the proximal cue and the person’s judgement 
of the state. Achievement or accuracy refers to the correlation between measures of the 
actual state, and the judgements made using the available information (Cooksey , 
1996a). Inferences are made within the uncertain area between the accessible surface 
cues and the depth conditions. These elements were translated into the clinical
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judgement domain by Hammond (1996b); a simplified version of the lens model is 
shown below in Figure 3. Often cues are not independent indicators of particular 
clinical states, but are combined with information from other cues. Within medical 
textbooks the relative ability of particular cues to discriminate between diseases (the 
weighting of cues) is not fully explored; the focus has mainly been on the frequency 
of cues or how sensitive they are (Wigton, 1996). The lens model could be used to 
examine the weighting of cues in particular clinical states, how cues are combined/ 
overlap, and the extent of uncertainty associated with particular cues (Wigton, 1996)
Fallible indicators, X
Clinician's 
judgement of 
physical state
Actual 
state of 
patient
Cue
u ti lisa tion
Ecological
validity.
Accuracy
The Lens Model (after Hammond 1996b)
Figure 3. The Lens Model (after Hammond, 1996b, p.282).
Through the concept of representative design Brunswik maintains that just as much 
effort should go into obtaining representative environmental tasks or cases as is 
focused on subject sampling (Cooksey, 1996a). This contrasts with experimental 
designs which aim to separate variables from the environment to undertake factorial 
designs (Cooksey, 1996a). The approach to statistical analysis is also unconventional. 
Brunswik advocates an Idiographic-Statistical Approach to data analysis as a way of 
including the environmental or ecological perspective (Cooksey, 1996b). Whilst 
experimental design is concerned with averaging performance across individuals 
using a nomothetic approach, the idiographic-statistical approach is concerned with
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studying the characteristics of each individual and their behaviours in particular 
situations (Cooksey, 1996b). In the latter each individual’s behaviour is analysed and 
tested separately before data are generalised across cases -the sampling of judgements 
is the focus rather than the number of judges.
Most SJT studies in medicine have focused on representing judgement policies or 
how clinicians weight cues when making judgements using single system designs 
based on the right-hand side of the lens (Wigton, 1996), for example Kirwin et al, 
(1983); and Kirwan & Currey, (1984). However there is potential for greater use of 
lens model studies or double system designs which include the ecology and enable 
judgemental accuracy to be studied as in Speroff et al, (1989); Tape et al, (1991) 
and Wigton et al, (1986). The aim in SJT studies is to describe how clinicians use 
clinical cues when making judgements in contrast to clinical prediction rule 
modelling, where the intention is to examine the extent to which particular 
independent variables accurately predict a dependent variable or a particular patient 
outcome (Speroff et a l , 1989). Overall, lens model studies could be very important in 
medicine and nursing because they offer considerable scope for the analysis of 
clinicians’ judgements (Wigton, 1996). They have also enabled the identification of 
cues that clinicians actually attend to in practice and these may differ from cues 
reported in die literature (Wigton, 1988).
Undertaking SJT research involves a number of stages common to all Lens Model 
research designs. These include:
■ conceptualisation and definition of the judgement problem
■ collection of information about the ecology
■ identification of relevant cues (to be included in judgement profiles)
■ development of a representative sample of cue profiles to examine judgements
■ sampling of judges with knowledge of the particular judgement task
■ collection of judgements from each judge, and
■ analysis which involves policy capturing for each judge followed by comparison 
with other judges’ performance. In double-system designs the judges’
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performance can be compared with the best possible prediction model based on 
the Lens Model Equation (Cooksey, 1996b).
To summarise, Judgement Analysis is particularly suited to the analysis of clinicians’ 
use and weighting of cues to infer the clinical state or predict the future clinical state. 
Judgement Analysis does not attempt to analyse why clinicians target particular cues, 
how their knowledge is structured, or the internal processing of information.
3.2 The organisation of knowledge
Clinicians require an organised system of concepts (or a taxonomy) to enable items in 
a particular domain to be classified more consistently. Classification underpins 
everything that we do (Harre, 2002). Medical science uses a disease classification 
system with membership assigned according to the presence/ absence of particular 
signs, symptoms and pathology. Nursing to some extent also works with the disease 
classification system but more recently nursing science has started to develop 
taxonomies for nursing diagnosis, interventions, and outcomes, with much work still 
to be done (NANDA, 1998; McCloskey et al, 1996; Johnson & Maas, 1997). A 
taxonomy of diagnostic judgements in nursing could draw on concepts such as 
severity of illness and patient dependency. The features or attributes used to assign 
patients to the category critically ill or to predict patients at risk of critical illness or 
cardiac arrest need to be clearly articulated so that appropriate referrals are made. To 
reach the goal of more accurate assessments of the patient’s condition nurses need to 
contribute to the development of a clinical taxonomy as identified by Feinstein 
(1994); this would involve investigating patterns of symptoms, severity of illness, 
timing of phenomena, functional capacity and other factors in particular groups of 
patients. Agreement on such a taxonomy could lead to more consistent judgements.
Within this thesis the clinical framework of severity of illness (as described in chapter 
2) is used as an organising framework for clinical knowledge, and it is argued that 
severity is one of the major concepts informing judgements in acute and critical
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illness states. Categories and concepts are used to interpret knowledge of the world 
held in our semantic memory (Matlin, 2002). Semantic memory refers to factual 
information located in long term memory {Oxford Dictionary o f Psychology, 2001). 
The term concept refers to a mental representation of a category or class (Matlin, 
2002; Ross & Spalding, 1994). A category denotes a group of objects that belong 
together (Matlin, 2002, p.236). For the current research the major concept is severity 
of illness and the levels of critical illness from level zero through to level three 
represent the various categories (DH, 2000).
The process of inferring the distal clinical state and predicting critical illness or 
cardiac arrest may rely on the clinician’s skilled use of perception, recognition and 
integration of relevant proximal cues drawing on the clinician’s stored knowledge. 
Thus clinical judgement includes problem-solving activities such as bottom-up 
processing (information about the stimulus recorded by sensory receptors) and top- 
down processing drawing on concepts, expectations and memory based on previous 
experience (Matlin, 2002, p.377). Two major approaches to perception are identified; 
the direct and the constructivist (indirect) approaches (Eysenck, 2001).
Direct perception considers perception to be a bottom-up approach where the 
observer is the passive recipient of sensory stimuli and there is minimal information 
processing (Eysenck, 2001). Alternatively, the constructivist or indirect approach to 
visual perception views perception as a top-down process where the focus is on 
internal processes rather than the stimulus (Eysenck & Keane, 1995). The main 
assumptions of the constructivist approach identified by Eysenck (2001) are that 
perceptions are actively constructed by the mind, they result from the interplay of the 
stimulus, hypotheses, expectations and knowledge, and emotional elements, and 
perceptual errors occur when hypotheses or explanations are inaccurate.
Harre (2002) highlights the role of perception in classification where the application 
of a system of concepts helps in the interpretation of sensory stimuli. Immanuel 
Kant’s observation that “...Concepts without percepts are empty: percepts without
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concepts are blind” emphasises the interdependency of these two systems (Kant as 
cited in Harre, 2002, p.36). It is postulated that clinicians use particular concepts to 
organise their clinical knowledge and that they draw on these concepts to categorise 
the various clinical states within their domain of practice. Cues become associated 
with the particular clinical states in the mind via formal learning and through 
practical experience. The clinician therefore directs the search for cues according to 
the types of cues that are believed to be clinically relevant; clinical observations are 
made in the light of the clinician’s particular frame of reference. Within the process 
of inference and clinical judgement the clinician may be testing hypotheses in the 
light of observations (proximal cues) so that a judgement about the unknown clinical 
state can be made. The process of ruling in or ruling out diagnostic hypotheses is 
where the clinician may be attempting to confirm or refute particular hypotheses.
Ross and Spalding (1994) suggest that work on object concepts and categories are 
relevant to the internal representation of knowledge in complex tasks such as 
diagnosis. When a new case is met it might be compared to specific examples or to a 
generalised abstraction held in memory. The former refers to exemplar-based 
recognition, and the latter to prototype recognition (Elstein & Schwartz, 2000). 
Exemplar-based recognition has been explored most thoroughly in branches of 
medicine where visible cues are particularly important such as dermatology or 
radiology (Elstein & Schwartz, 2000). The exemplar approach contends that specific 
examples of a concept are learnt and that the similarity of new cases is compared to 
these examples (Matlin, 2002; Sternberg & Ben Zeev, 2001).
Bordage and Zacks (1986) found support for prototype categorisation as a method of 
structuring medical knowledge in which the clinician abstracts the most commonly 
occurring features that occur in a category so that new cases can be compared with 
this. The probabilistic or prototype view therefore classifies cases according to the 
presence of probable rather than necessary features (Ross & Spalding, 1994). 
Categories are held together because members of the category share family 
resemblances (Komatsu, 1992). Where the family resemblance is strong items are
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considered more typical of the category (Komatsu, 1992). For example a patient with 
respiratory distress might be recognised because he/she exhibits a number of the 
characteristic signs and symptoms of respiratory distress that the clinician has stored 
as his generalised example of the category.
Schema Theory may describe the classification of large knowledge units where 
particular situations or events may be termed schemata, and scripts refer to particular 
sequences of events within a period of time (Matlin, 2002). Komatsu (1992) defines a 
schema as a structure that combines aspects from both the family resemblance view 
(abstractions from instances are stored), and the instance view (holding information 
about actual instances) (Komatsu, 1992). The variables or attributes within schema 
are termed ro/es or slots and the schema indicates the values that may fill each slot 
(Komatsu, 1992). General information about situations may be encoded and stored in 
memory and lead to expectations of what should happen in other similar situations.
It is likely that schemata are used by more experienced clinicians in the prediction of 
critical illness or cardiac arrest. These clinicians may have a mental picture of the 
various medical conditions they encounter in their domain of practice and be able to 
recognise patients with deviations from the expected courses of illnesses. Clinicians 
should also have scripts for actions to take when patients become critically ill such as, 
referral to the critical care or medical emergency team, emergency interventions, 
supportive therapy, monitoring of physiological status, provision of psychological 
care for the patient and relatives, and possible transfer to ICU.
Clinicians may use a mixture of models in the categorisation of new instances of 
critical illness or cardiac arrest. A combination of the prototype and exemplar 
approaches may account for how knowledge and clinical experience both contribute 
to the clinician’s classification of new occurrences of a particular item/concept, and 
schemata may help in the organisation of larger units of information relating to the 
management of care. It is possible that particular cues may be early triggers to the
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activation of experienced nurses’ schemata in developing critical illness or cardiac 
arrest.
3.2.1 Domain specific knowledge and expertise
At this stage the topics of domain specific knowledge and the development of 
expertise are considered because research in these areas has contributed to 
understanding of the perceptual and cognitive dimensions of clinical judgement. An 
expert is someone who knows a lot about a particular area; expertise is characterised 
by the possession of knowledge, and flexibility in its application (Sternberg & Ben 
Zeev, 2001). Experts also seem to solve problems quickly and more accurately than 
novices (Larkinet al, 1980).
Medical experts need to be able to define and re-define problems as new information 
becomes available (Sternberg & Ben Zeev 2001). Experts seem to have strong 
perceptual and recognition skills in their own domains that enable them to target 
relevant information (Lesgold et al, 1988). Experts seem to attend to deep structures 
or underlying principles when solving problems whereas novices tend to focus on 
surface structures (Chi et al, 1981; Larkin et al, 1980). Accurate diagnoses by 
experts were linked to their use of forward reasoning and application of causal rules 
with prior conditions linked to consequences, and these processes were based on the 
generation of relevant propositions from the information given (Patel & Groen,
1986). Inaccurate diagnoses in the same study were found to be the result offorward 
and backward reasoning where a hypothesis started a top-down problem-solving 
process and propositions where attached to the information given, or incorrect rules 
were identified (Patel & Groen, 1986)
It is thought that context-specific knowledge structures are used in experts’ problem­
solving processes (Bordage & Zacks, 1986; Groen & Patel, 1985), and that these 
structures contribute to domain-specific knowledge (Crow et al, 1995). Aitken 
(2000) used a concept attainment model to investigate eight expert critical care 
nurses’ decision-making about pulmonaiy artery pressure monitoring and found the
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majority organised their knowledge around core concepts such as preload, cardiac 
output and blood pressure. One participant did not use an organising framework and 
referred to gut feelings rather than specific objective data. Aitken concludes that 
practice in this case was not at the expert level. Larkin et al, (1980) claim experts’ 
considerable knowledge and the way knowledge is indexed enables them to solve 
- problems. Larkin and colleagues suggest that physics experts’ ability to use pattern- 
indexed schemata explains much of what is often termed intuition (Larkin et al, 
1980).
Schmidt et al, (1990) present a theory of medical expertise based on cognitive 
structures or illness scripts containing prototypical and individual patient exemplars 
that the experienced clinician can readily access. The cognitive structures are 
considered the signifiers of expertise rather than advanced reasoning skills or 
extensive in-depth knowledge. Experience with a wide range of cases is seen to be 
crucial in the development of expertise. Pattern recognition is viewed as an essential 
skill in expert clinicians; pattern matching is used to judge how well a new case 
matches previous examples (Schmidt et al, 1990). It is thought that experienced 
clinicians use pathophysiology or general descriptions of clinical syndromes only 
when similarity judgements do not yield results (Schmidt et al, 1990).
Custers et al, (1996) refer to the importance of factors present early in the diagnostic 
situation. Enabling conditions (medical and non-medical factors that influence the 
likelihood of a particular disease or condition being present) and some consequences/ 
cues (such as patient self-report, or an obvious clinical sign) seem to be used by 
experts to activate illness scripts at an early stage. However the weaving of enabling 
conditions into fully detailed illness scripts seems to occur quite late in medical 
expertise, whereas at earlier stages clinicians seem to rely on consequences to 
generate diagnostic hypotheses (Custers et al, 1996). Experienced nurse clinicians 
may also be sensitive to enabling conditions such as patient history and early 
consequences or cues, in a similar way to expert doctors. Radwin (1998) reports that 
expert cardiology nurses’ knowledge of antecedents and consequences is
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incorporated into patterns that can be applied to new patient situations and used to 
judge potentially relevant diagnoses.
Benner (1984) examines nursing expertise from a phenomenological perspective and 
draws on the Dreyfuses’ model of skill acquisition rather than the cognitive 
perspective on expertise. Within the model of skill acquisition, levels of skill are 
identified from novice through advanced beginner, competent, proficient to expert 
clinician: the focus is on the clinician’s level of skill rather than the internal 
representation of knowledge. Experience of the particular client group is also 
included in this model of nursing expertise (Benner, 1984; Benner et al, 1996; 
Benner et al, 1999). Intuition is regarded as the hallmark of the expert practitioner 
(Benner et al, 1996). Benner and colleagues include the Dreyfuses’ six components 
of intuitive judgement, pattern recognition, similarity recognition, common-sense 
understanding, skilled know-how, sense o f salience, and deliberative rationality in 
their model of nursing expertise. English (1993) comments that Benner does not 
attempt to falsify the hypothesis that intuition is the defining characteristic of the 
expert by looking for evidence that non-experts use intuition. English also argues that 
the Dreyfuses’ model provides no greater understanding of perceptual skill than the 
cognitive models that Benner rejects.
Having considered the organisation of knowledge, domain specific knowledge and 
expertise the next section provides definitions and analyses of the key terms used in 
the current investigation of clinical judgements.
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3.3 Definitions of assessment, judgement, decision, and the judgement process as 
they relate to the current study (including a working definition of assessment)
Assessment.
Assessment is an important activity in health care practice, it provides the foundation 
for developing plans of care, and is informed by the clinician’s cognitive and 
perceptual skills, and clinical knowledge. The nursing process, a problem-solving 
approach to care, is recognised as the professional model of clinical decision making 
in the USA, the UK and elsewhere (McFarland &McFarlane, 1997; NMC, 2000 
Statutory Instrument 2000 No.2554- The Nurses, Midwives and Health Visitors 
(Training) Amendment Rules Approval Order 2000). Assessment is the first phase in 
the nursing process followed by planning, implementation and evaluation. Sometimes 
an extra phase, nursing diagnosis, is included after assessment to emphasise problem 
identification (Rubenfeld & Scheffer, 1995). Nursing assessment is defined as ...an 
identification by a nurse o f the needs, preferences, and abilities o f a patient {Mosby’s 
Medical Nursing &Allied Health Dictionary, 2002). Assessment in the Roper, Logan 
and Tierney Model o f Nursing based on the activities of living (Als) is defined as 
collecting information from the patient, examining the information, specifying any 
problems the patient may have in the Als and prioritising problems (Roper et al, 
2000).
However this problem identification view of assessment may be too restrictive. 
Mosby’s Medical Nursing & Allied Health Dictionary (2002) defines assessment as 
an appraisal o f a condition, the process o f making such an evaluation. This suggests 
that assessment comprises more than problem-identification. Crow et al, (1995) also 
refer to a medical nursing and allied health dictionary definition of assessment as the 
critical analysis and evaluation or judgement o f the status or quality o f a 
particular condition and situation o f the object o f appraisal (Miller & Keane,
1987).
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Thus assessment based on this definition is directed towards making an evaluation or 
judgement about the patient’s condition which may be a more complex task than the 
diagnosis of patient problems and needs as suggested within the nursing process 
model (Crow et al, 1995).
It appears that assessment may be undertaken with different purposes in mind and 
may result in different types of decisions. Firstly the purpose may be to make a 
judgement about the patient’s current condition as a basis for deciding on particular 
actions (the focus in the current study). Secondly, assessment may be used to identify 
patient problems requiring a general plan of care such as the assessment conducted 
around the admission period and at specific points thereafter. Thirdly assessment is 
involved when decisions are made about the order in which care activities should be 
undertaken within a particular period of time (Kim, 1983a). It is also possible that 
patient problems or nursing diagnoses may contribute information to the process of 
assessing the patient’s clinical state (Crow et al, 1995).
Patient problems and diagnosing the clinical state of the patient are not synonymous 
terms. The distinctions between these terms are comparable to the observations made 
about the terms’ medical problem and medical problem-solving by Boshuizen and 
Claessen (1982). According to Boshuizen and Claessen the medical problem could be 
described as the activity directed towards identifying and listing the patient’s 
problems using an approach such as the Problem Oriented Medical Record, where 
the doctor’s goal is to find a solution to the patient’s problems. In contrast medical 
problem-solving focuses on the doctor’s diagnosis and medical management of the 
patient’s disease or illness (Boshuizen & Claessen, 1982). This distinction is 
important for research into nursing assessment and clinical judgements as the nursing 
process and nursing diagnosis approaches have tended to emphasise the development 
of problem lists rather than the diagnosis of the patient’s clinical state. Therefore a 
patient with acute breathing problems such as dyspnoea related to a chest infection 
might have nursing diagnoses of ineffective, airway clearance, ineffective breathing 
pattern and/ or impaired gas exchange, and a range of other nursing diagnoses
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(according to the NANDA list) or problems related to impaired functional status. 
However based on the patient’s problems, the rate and severity of deterioration, and 
the patient’s underlying health status the nurse may diagnose the patient’s clinical 
state as critical illness or developing critical illness related to respiratory failure or 
respiratory insufficiency. Based on this diagnosis the patient should be referred to the 
medical emergency or critical care outreach team. In other cases the patient’s 
problems may be symptomatic of a quite different clinical state. For example a 
patient who is malnourished and refuses to eat may have a nursing diagnosis of 
altered nutrition: less than body requirements (McFarland & Me Farlane, 1997) or a 
problem of inadequate nutritional intake. However the underlying clinical state may 
be one of a number such as terminal illness in advanced cancer, or an acute 
psychological disturbance arising from a recent bereavement.
In medicine, assessment usually results in a diagnostic judgement/ medical diagnosis 
that describes the patient’s medical state and is used to decide on the most appropriate 
medical treatment for the patient’s condition (Crow et al., 1995). Medical phenomena 
tend to correspond to pathophysiology, the goal of diagnosis being to find the most 
likely cause of a problem to enable the pathology to be treated, a cure found or the 
disease ameliorated. Nursing diagnostic tasks focus on the aetiology of symptoms and 
their relief or alleviation (Kelly, 1966).
Generally diagnosis refers to “a process of recognising, sorting and classifying 
phenomena into discrete categories to which labels are attached” (Thomas et al.,
1991, p.9). Although the process is the same across disciplines the phenomena or 
objects of diagnoses may be different (Tanner, 1983; Thomas et al, 1991). In 
addition doctors and nurses may be focusing on similar problems but their approach 
to solving them may be different. For example DiGiulio and Crow (1997) suggest 
that doctors and nurses have different strategies for solving problems in the 
administration of pro re nata (PRN) drugs.
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Operational definition of assessment
Assessment in the current research is defined as a process of collecting information 
and critically analysing the patient’s presenting condition to make a diagnostic 
judgement of the current clinical state, to evaluate if there has been a change in state, 
or to predict a future clinical state. Within assessment clinicians may also diagnose 
patient problems or needs.
The judgement of the patient’s condition is used to determine which operational 
decision is necessary to achieve optimal patient outcomes. Operational control 
decisions refer to decisions taken to achieve particular purposes or outcomes (Kim, 
1983a). This contrasts with program decisions focused on developing a plan of care 
for a range of client problems, or agenda decisions relating to how nursing care 
activities are to be delivered within a particular time period (Kim, 1983a). In the 
current research the clinical condition to be recognised is critical illness or prediction 
of the patient at high risk of critical illness or cardiac arrest. The decisions might 
include referral of the patient to the appropriate specialists such as the medical 
emergency or critical care outreach teams and instigation of emergency interventions 
such as airway management or oxygen administration.
As judgement is an important element in assessing the state of the patient the next 
section considers definitions of this term.
Definitions of judgement.
Thinking is a cognitive activity that is involved in all aspects of daily life and 
underpins judgements and decisions. Baron (1994) refers to thinking as a way of 
resolving doubts about how to act, what to believe and what to desire. Baron 
considers actions (decisions), beliefs (extent to which a belief is held to be true) and 
goals (chosen according to potential benefits) in the light of a search-inference 
framework where thinking comprises a search for objects followed by making 
inferences based on the objects or evidence found. Judgement focuses on the process 
of making inferences. Judgement is defined as
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“the evaluation o f one or more possibilities with respect to a specific set o f 
evidence and goals. In decision making, we can judge whether to take an option 
or not, or we can judge its desirability relative to other options ” (Baron, 1994
p.6).
Possibilities refer to possible solutions to the original doubt or question. The evidence
is weighed according to how much it strengthens or weakens the possible solution as
a way of achieving the goals, a phase which Baron terms inference (Baron, 1994).
From the SJT perspective, the position adopted in the current research, judgement
may be viewed as
“...a cognitive process similar to inductive inference, in which a person draws a 
conclusion, or an inference ...about something which cannot be seen, on the basis 
o f data... which can be seen. ” (Arkes & Hammond 1986, p.7).
A distinction can be made between the terms judgement and decision.
“It {a decision} involves choosing between alternatives, whereas judgement 
involves the assessment o f alternatives” (Dowie, 1993, p.8).
The Components of Clinical Judgement
Feinstein (1994) refers to the components of clinical judgement as
1. the clinical phenomena that manifest in patients ( necessary for the development 
of classification systems)
2. the clinical data that refer to the clinical phenomena also encompassing data 
collected during assessment (further specification and quality improvements 
required)
3. the clinimetric measure used to describe the outcome of assessment (the condition 
or clinical phenomenon) expressed as either a verbal category or quantitative 
measure such as a rating or a score, and finally,
4. the clinical reasoning processes underpinning the above activities- the diagnostic 
reasoning, diagnostic inference process.
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Clinical phenomena and their corresponding clinical data/ indicators are considered 
within the severity of illness clinical framework in the current research. This 
framework is further developed through the systematic review and the empirical 
study. The components of clinical judgement termed clinimetric measures and the 
clinical reasoning process are considered in more detail at this stage.
Clinimetric Measurement
Within the science of clinimetrics in medicine, Feinstein (1987) proposes principles 
and methods for the description or rating of clinical phenomena that emerge from the 
clinician’s direct contact with individual patients. Important symptoms, physical 
signs and other clinical phenomena can be identified, labelled and measured so that 
human and clinical phenomena that were often considered too soft could receive 
greater scientific credibility and inclusion in research about patient care. Verbal 
descriptions of the patient’s state or condition in medicine such as “a patient with 
acute myocardial infarction, severe chest pain, and moderate congestive heart failure” 
(Feinstein, 1987) would include a range of clinimetric measures. Firstly a diagnostic 
label refers to the disease, such as myocardial infarction. Secondly, a measurement of 
time is conveyed when the myocardial infarction is described as acute; and thirdly, 
the magnitude or severity of the condition is indicated by terms such as mild, 
moderate, or severe congestive heart failure (Feinstein, 1987, p.6). Feinstein’s 
approach to diagnostic measures may also have relevance for the development of 
nursing diagnostic measures or verbal categories.
A nurse’s verbal description of a particular patient’s clinical state in a general medical 
ward might be acute deterioration/ developing critical illness, with severe dyspnoea 
and moderate confusion. In this case the clinical state is developing critical illness, a 
measure of time is made in the description of acute physiological deterioration/ 
critical illness, a measure of severity is evident in the severe dyspnoea, and the 
magnitude of a condition is given in the verbal measure of moderate confusion.
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3.3.1 Clinical Reasoning and Diagnostic Inferences
Clinical diagnosis in medicine is described as
“...classification for a purpose: an effort to recognise the class or group to 
which a patient’s illness belongs so that, based on our prior experience with 
that class, the subsequent clinical acts we (medical practitioners) can afford to 
carry out, and the patient is willing to follow, will maximize that patient’s 
health. ” (Sackett, Haynes et al., 1991, p.4).
Feinstein (1994) argues that the current clinical taxonomy in medicine does not 
include elements such as
“...patterns o f symptoms, severity o f illness, effects ofcomorbid conditions, timing 
ofphenomena, rate ofprogression o f illness, functional capacity and other clinical 
distinctions that demarcate major prognostic and therapeutic differences among 
groups o f patients who otherwise seem deceptively similar because they have the 
same medical diagnosis, laboratory results and demographic status” (Feinstein, 
1994, p 800).
Medical diagnoses seek to explain the cause of the presenting signs and symptoms in 
patients, and nursing assessments may be more concerned with accurately describing 
patients’ current conditions (Crow et al., 1995). Nurses’ diagnoses or assessment 
conclusions tend to be transitory, they may be more likely to change as the patient’s 
condition alters, compared to medical diagnoses which often remain stable 
throughout care (Camevali & Thomas, 1993; Crow et a l, 1995). In both disciplines 
diagnostic judgements form the basis of prognostic judgements where the likely 
future course of events and outcomes is predicted. Camevali and Thomas (1993) refer 
to components of prognosis as firstly, areas where change can occur, secondly, type 
o f change, and finally, the trajectory o f change. All of these aspects of prognosis are 
relevant to the current research.
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3.3.2 Diagnostic Tasks in Nursing
The position adopted in this thesis is that nurses are concerned with different types of 
diagnostic judgements with one of the most important being identified by Hammond 
(1966) as the task of inferring the state of the patient in an uncertain environment. 
This type of diagnostic judgement in nursing refers to the nurse’s inference about the 
most likely cause of the patient’s presenting symptoms (a probabilistic or likelihood 
judgement). Identification of the cause of symptoms may enable the clinician to 
either remove, or alleviate the symptoms in the immediate time period assisting the 
client within a defined period (Hammond, 1966). Although the nurse makes her own 
inferences about the state of the patient this is complicated because she must also 
consider the patient’s symptoms and current clinical state in the light of the medical 
instructions pertaining to the patient, and take appropriate action (Hammond, 1966). 
The nurse’s inference about the state of the patient is not the same as the complaints 
that the patient reports (symptoms) or the signs and behaviours observed by 
clinicians. The presenting state or condition can be used to make treatment decisions 
or to predict outcomes (prognostic judgements). A definition that accords with the 
position taken in this thesis views the state of the patient as a covert condition- one 
which is not directly observable” (Kelly, 1964, p.315). Verbal descriptions of 
patients’ states could be viewed as diagnostic judgements that measure the existence 
of a state for deciding on interventions or making prognoses.
Currently there is no consistent method for documenting the state of the patient in the 
nursing documentation and so these judgements are usually not recorded. This 
situation may in part be due to the absence of an agreed classification system in 
nursing as discussed earlier (see page 37). Research evidence however supports the 
position that experienced nurses do make judgements about the state of the patient as 
a basis for their interventions (Jacavone & Dostal, 1992; Jenny & Logan, 1992; 
Narayan & Corcorran-Peny, 1997).
Hammond (1966) refers to inferences concerned with diagnosing the state of the 
patient as being either logical or intuitive. Logical inferences involve the clinician
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making an objective observation of data, drawing on theoretical knowledge to link 
the state of the patient and observed signs and symptoms, and formal logic can be 
applied (either by using a rule or a computer). The underlying process may be 
described as a form of template matching where a template of the disease is held in 
memory and matched with the patient’s signs and symptoms to achieve the diagnosis 
that fits the clinical data (Hammond, 1966).
In contrast intuitive inferences are made when patterns of signs and symptoms are 
recognised in clinical situations but the clinician’s understanding of the underlying 
mechanisms may vary, and the inferences tend to be based on data derived without 
the use of instrumentation (Hammond, 1966, p.30). Hammond proposes that nurses’ 
inferences about the state of the patient rely on intuition more than logic according to 
the above definitions. Hammond argues that nurses’ inferences would be difficult to 
substitute with a computer, are more likely to be based on previous experience than 
theoretical knowledge, and that data used in inferences would tend not to be derived 
from technical measurement.
Currently the literature on nursing assessment concentrates on the identification of 
patient problems (and strengths) (Holland et a l 2003), or is directed towards making 
a nursing diagnosis (Rubenfeld & Scheffer, 1995) rather than the description of the 
state of the patient. Within the UK the problem identification perspective is most 
common, but in the USA the nursing diagnosis approach is widely accepted. The 
North American Nursing Diagnosis Association (NANDA) defines the term nursing 
diagnosis as
“A clinical judgment about an individual, family, or community response to actual 
or potential health problems/ life processes which provides the basis for definitive 
therapy toward achievement o f outcomes for which the nurse is accountable. ” 
(Carpenito, 1991, p.6).
Although problem identification or nursing diagnoses may be important in nursing 
assessment they do not capture all facets of the assessment process. Significantly, the
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NANDA classification system for nursing diagnoses has not been widely accepted 
outside the USA (Hogston, 1997).
A number of reasons may account for the slow uptake of the system. Firstly, the 
NANDA definition of nursing diagnosis may represent a restricted view of nursing 
practice and the purpose of assessment. Nursing diagnoses focus on problems and/or 
health needs and the activities nurses undertake independently (Rubenfeld &
Scheffer, 1995). However many nursing activities relate to the patient’s medical 
diagnosis and monitoring the patient’s response to medical interventions. In critical 
care the nurse’s assessment serves a number of purposes such as identifying the 
patient’s current clinical state (diagnostic judgement), detecting a change in state 
(evaluative judgement), predicting future clinical states such as likelihood of cardiac 
arrest (prediction/ prognosis) and monitoring the patient’s response to treatment 
(another evaluative judgement). All of these areas draw on the nurse’s diagnostic 
skills.
Secondly, diagnostic categories should be linked to theoretical concepts but many 
diagnostic concepts within the Nursing Diagnosis taxonomy represent “primitive, 
pre-theoretical ideas with a minimal knowledge base” (Gordon, 1990, p.5). As 
nursing diagnoses are used to describe specific patient problems, they may not be 
linked to any theoretical concept and consequently they may not generalise well to 
other situations (Gordon, 1990). Nursing diagnoses should not be viewed as the end 
product of assessment, however they may provide information useful in the 
assessment of the patient’s overall clinical state.
Thirdly, philosophical objections to nursing diagnosis have been made. The nursing 
diagnosis approach is founded on the assumption that patients’ needs and experiences 
may be classified according to a previously developed list of categories, where the 
nurse is judging category membership. However having a pre-set list of categories 
may not be congruent with an individualistic and holistic approach to care (Liitzen & 
Tishelman, 1996; Kim, 1983b). Whilst this might be legitimate in the problem
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identification task the clinical task of identifying the patient’s clinical state and 
describing it would seem to require a more individualised approach than using a 
prescribed list of problems.
A further limitation in the nursing process and nursing diagnosis approaches to 
assessment concerns the nature of the information search phase. Crow et al, (1995) 
report that nursing process and nursing diagnosis adopt a menu-driven rather than a 
knowledge- driven search for information to be used in assessment. This is a 
significant point because clinical expertise seems to depend on knowledge of a 
particular domain and this influences the information search and generation, and 
evaluation of hypotheses in the process of assessment. Barrows and Feltovich (1987) 
contend that most doctors use a combination of a hypothesis or problem focused 
inquiry and a more routine menu-driven one in which body systems are reviewed. An 
interesting question concerns whether nurse clinicians using a menu-driven approach 
such as early warning scores also conduct a search of their domain-specific 
knowledge when assessing a patient. Further research is needed into nurses’ domain 
specific knowledge and the effects this could have on the early recognition of critical 
illness or prediction of cardiac arrest.
Nursing assessment results in the formulation of clinical judgements. Lamond et al,
(1996) identify causal, descriptive, evaluative and inference judgements based on the 
underlying psychological process being used. The classification used in the current 
research focuses on the clinical nature of the judgement.
Medical Diagnosis. A statement expressing a diagnosis of disease/ illness for the 
purposes of medical treatment or prognosis. Medical diagnoses draw on classification 
schemes in the form of typologies of diseases/ illnesses. The doctor uses the available 
evidence to evaluate various diagnostic hypotheses, aiming to select one diagnostic 
hypothesis thereby categorising the presenting case as an instance of a particular 
disease or illness.
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Diagnosis o f the current state o f the patient. A statement expressing a judgement of 
the current clinical condition/ state e.g. as acute/ stable, acute/unstable, critical/stable, 
critical/unstable, terminal or moribund. This would be classified as a likelihood 
judgement by Yates (1990) as there is an element of uncertainty present. A 
probabilistic form of clinical reasoning is used to infer the patient’s most likely 
current clinical state from the data presented by the patient.
Problem identification. A statement resulting from the process of categorising patient 
problems by drawing on practical and theoretical knowledge, a particular conceptual 
model of nursing, or a taxonomy as in Nursing Diagnosis
Change in state. A statement based on comparison of the current with the previous 
clinical state (Feinstein, 1987) that could also be viewed as an evaluative judgement. 
Evaluative judgements are often expressed using a quantitative analogy (e.g. that the 
condition is better, the same, or worse than before).
Prognostic Judgements. A  statement expressing a judgement about the chances of 
particular events happening. Predictions or prognostic judgements were identified as 
important within Crow and Spicer’s (1995) study of nursing judgements. Prognostic 
judgements draw on the current clinical state to predict a future clinical state. For 
example, the current research investigates the clinical states clinicians’ use to predict 
patients at risk of critical illness and to guide selection of interventions. Prognostic 
judgements may be classified as likelihood judgements (Yates, 1990) because they 
refer to judgements about the chances of particular events happening in cases where 
uncertainty is acknowledged.
Other types of judgements include:
Causal judgements. Statements about factors that have caused particular problems 
(Lamond etal., 1996).
Judgements about the timing o f particular interventions. This refers to Kim’s (1983a) 
agenda decisions previously described on page 47.
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3.5 Clinical Data and Cues
Distinctions are often made between subjective and objective measurements of 
clinical phenomena. Thomas et al., (1991) succinctly describe clinical data based on 
personal observations as subjective data and those based on processes of physical 
measurement as objective data. Subjective symptoms refer to phenomena that can 
only be perceived by the individual experiencing them and include sensations noted 
by the person such as pain, dyspnoea and their feelings, mood, or beliefs (Wulff & 
Gotzsche, 2000). Physical signs noted by clinicians during assessments using 
observation or palpation are regarded as subjective physician data (Hammond 
1996b).
Objective measurements are used for phenomena that can be witnessed by other 
observers such as height, weight and pulmonary crackles (Wright & Feinstein, 1992). 
Paraclinical data is the term used for all laboratory results and information derived 
from tests not performed by the clinician; these data can be descriptive as in chest x- 
ray shadows, or quantitative as in blood urea and electrolytes (Wulff & Gotzsche, 
2000). Thomas et al, (1991) criticise the assumption that subjective data might be 
less valuable than objective data because the former are derived using human 
judgement and the latter are developed using technical devices or physical 
measurement. Tests regarded as objective may have high rates of error making it 
unwise to assume that they produce valid results; the validity and reliability of each 
test or assessment needs to be assessed before the quality of tests relying on 
subjective versus objective data can be compared.
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At this stage the term cue will be analysed and a definition proposed for how it is 
used in the current research.
Dictionary definitions of cue include: -
1. An attribute o f an object or event to which an organism responds, 
typical examples being the size or shape o f a visual stimulus to which a 
response may be conditioned. 2. A dimension or aspect o f a proximal 
stimulus on the basis o f which an organism makes inferences about a 
distal stimulus, typical examples being the monocular and binocular depth 
cues on the basis o f which depth perception occurs (Oxford Dictionary o f 
Psychology 2001, p. 178-179).
According to Cooksey (1996a, p.368) a cue is
“Any numerical, verbal, graphical, pictorial, or other sensory information 
which is available to a judge for potential use in forming a judgement for 
a specific case and/or which is available in the ecology for making 
predictions about the value o f a distal criterion
Thomas et al, (1991, p. 124) define cues as
“Information used by the clinician to solve a clinical problem ”, and a 
critical cue as “An item o f information used by the clinician to solve a 
problem that has particular importance for deciding between choices for a 
diagnosis or intervention ”.
Within psychology any environmental input to an organism is termed the stimulus, 
but this implies passivity that is rejected by Tolman and Brunswik in the 1940s. They 
maintained that the organism cognitively acts on the incoming information and that 
the object of perception may be related to other objects (Hammond et al, 1986). 
Tolman and Brunswik (as cited in Hammond et al., 1986) favoured a sign- 
significante theory rather than a stimulus-response theory. Sign-significante or cue 
refer to the way in which perceptual ideas emanate out from the individual toward 
elements in the environment, in contrast to the stimulus concept which points inward
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(Hammond et al, 1986). Thus when investigating human judgement the concept of 
cue captures the relations between the individual and the environment more fully than 
the concept stimulus. This view of a cue accords more with the second of the 
dictionary definitions above and Cooksey’s definition.
Tolman and Brunswik consider the relationship between proximal cues and the distal 
or inferred state to be the most basic unit of cognition (Hammond et al, 1986). 
Brunswik thought that psychologists studying human judgement should pay much 
more attention to environmental characteristics and to the area between the proximal 
or given cues and the depth variables in the judgement task, also termed the zone o f  
ambiguity (Hammond et al, 1986). Human judgement is complex because surface 
data are often imperfectly related to depth variables. There is uncertainty between 
cause and effect, the relationship between surface and depth variables may take on a 
variety of forms (linear, curvilinear), with curvilinear judgements being more difficult 
than the former (Hammond et al, 1986). Hammond and colleagues explain that cue 
information might be organised in judgements using one of the following processes; 
adding cues, averaging cues, or by the use of particular patterns. Although clinicians 
often report using patterns of cues Hammond and colleagues contend that more 
straightforward organising principles may be better predictors of judgements.
3.4.1 Operational definition of the term cue.
The current research adopts Hammond’s definition of cue defined as the information 
{tangible indicators or surface data) used by the clinician to infer the intangible or 
actual patient state (Hammond, 1996b). The cues consist of clinical indicators, signs, 
symptoms, attributes and other information such as age, that are available in the 
particular situation and which are perceptible to the individual making the judgement. 
The cues selected depend on the particular focus of the judgement or on what is being 
inferred. The cues are used to infer the current clinical state, and to note when a 
change in state has occurred. This information can be entered into prognostic 
judgements. There are different types of cues used in judgements of the patient’s 
clinical state after Hammond (1996, p.284): Objective data refer to clinical
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measurements and paraclinial/ laboratory data; subjective data include data gained 
through the clinicians’ observation or palpation, patient’s symptoms based on the 
patient’s self-report, and the patient’s histoiy. Information is termed a cue when it is 
associated with or reliably indicates a particular clinical state.
The rationale for focusing on cues used in judgements is based on the assumption that 
the clinical state is recognisable - that there are surface cues that are related to the 
depth conditions in the judgement task (Hammond et al, 1975). Often this is a 
probabilistic relationship; the cues do not indicate a state with certainty (Hammond, 
1996b). Rarely can one cue denote one state therefore the judge relies on a number of 
fallible indicators. In some cases cue redundancy/ overlapping cues may feature. Also 
a set of cues may not be complete, the precise relationship between cues and the 
object of interest may be difficult to specify, and there may be changes/ instabilities 
in the environment (Kleindorfer et al, 1993). The weighting of cues may differ from 
one clinician to another a factor that merits further research into clinical judgement to 
determine if these differences are clinically significant. It is also important to know if 
it is the presence, absence, or particular values of cues that is important. The pattern 
of cues and how they develop over a time period may also be relevant.
3.5 Intuition, analysis and the cognitive continuum
The research thesis that experienced clinicians frequently use subjective indicators of 
the patient’s clinical state in the early recognition of deterioration and prediction of 
critical illness or cardiac arrest suggests that these clinical judgements may be more 
intuitive than logical. Intuition as a form of nursing knowledge has been highlighted 
in the nursing literature (Agan, 1987; Benner, 1984; Rew, 1988). Svarimaki and 
Stenbock-Hult (1996) consider intuition a difficult concept and discuss the 
philosophical, and epistemological dimensions that impact on its use in nursing. 
According to Svarimaki and Stenbock-Hult, intuition can be viewed philosophically 
as a metaphysical concept corresponding to an appreciation of an inner truth, as 
advanced comprehension or logic, or as knowledge that is obvious to the individual
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but cannot be externalised for others to examine. Epistemologically, intuition may 
correspond to feelings, insight or global knowledge, and alternatively it is construed 
as pattern similarity (Svarimaki & Stenbock-Hult, 1996). Within nursing the 
conception of intuition depends on the underlying philosophical dimension. Benner’s 
(1984) philosophical position is closest to advanced comprehension, whereas Agan 
(1987) leans more towards the metaphysical view. Rew (1988) argues that intuition is 
important in nurses’ decision- making and that further research is required into how 
nurses’ combine objective and subjective data. Hammond (1996a) presents an 
alternative conception of intuitive judgement that emphasises the nature of the 
judgement task rather than the person.
Intuition and analysis have long been accepted as two distinct forms of cognition 
(Hammond, 1996a). Analytical thought is commonly defined by its use of a 
systematic, conscious, and logical process, in sharp contrast to intuition where a 
solution is arrived at without the use of a conscious, logical and systematic approach 
(Hammond, 1996a). Two different theories of cognition both refer to analytic and 
intuitive forms of cognition- The Dreyfuses’ model of levels of skill, and Cognitive 
Continuum Theory (CCT) (Hamm, 1988). Within the Dreyfuses’ five-stage model 
ranging from novices through to expert clinicians, novices are more dependent on 
following rules and so use analytic cognition, whereas experts are expected to use 
intuition. In contrast Cognitive Continuum Theory, holds that human judgement/ 
inference can be studied using a general theory of cognition and tasks that places 
judgements on a continuum from intuition at one pole through to analysis at the other 
(Hammond, 1996a). As the current research is mainly concerned with the judgement 
task, particularly the cue composition of clinical judgements, CCT is considered most 
relevant.
Within the study of human judgement and decision making there has been a clear 
preference for analytical over intuitive cognition as the former can be clearly defined, 
can be examined using logic and mathematics, and arguments can be examined for 
their rationality as the process is visible (Hammond, 1996a). Intuition has tended to
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be viewed negatively because it lacks analysis (Cooksey, 1996a). Rather than being 
in competition Hammond contends that pure intuition and pure analysis represent the 
opposite ends of a cognitive continuum with intervening points representing a 
balance between varying degrees of intuition and analysis.
Cognitive Continuum Theory (CCT) builds on earlier work by Brehmer and 
represents the theoretical development of Social Judgement Theory (S JT), the latter 
being a model for studying judgement, rather than a theory of judgement (Cooksey, 
1996a). Judgement Analysis arose from SJT and provides research methods for the 
examination of judgement tasks that are more quasirational (reflecting a mixture of 
analysis and intuition inducing characteristics in the judgement task) (Cooksey, 
1996a).
Hammond (1996a) presents five premises underpinning CCT. Firstly, that various 
modes of cognition can be arranged on a continuum from intuition through to 
analysis with the choice of modes corresponding to the particular circumstances. 
Secondly, that aspects of intuition and analysis are both found in the middle of the 
continuum, quasirational cognition. Thirdly, that judgement tasks can be arranged 
along a continuum depending on the mode of cognition they bring on. Fourthly, that 
individuals may alter their mode of cognition if a solution is not found, and fifthly 
that pattern recognition and knowledge of functional relationships between given 
cues and a state to be predicted are involved in human cognition (Cooksey, 1996a).
Cooksey (1996a) summarises some of the main differences between intuition and 
analysis as highlighted by Hammond (1996a). Intuition is characterised as quick 
information processing with simultaneous use of a number of cues whereas analysis 
comprises slow information processing and cues used in order. Judgement processes 
in intuition cannot be traced whereas in analysis the process can be traced. Intuition 
places a minimal load on the judge whereas analysis requires a large amount of effort. 
The nature of cues is also different. In intuition there is a reliance on visual and non­
verbal cues and these are often processed at the perceptual level. For example Benner
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(1984) highlights the role of perceptual cues in expert nurses’ intuitive judgements. In 
analysis quantitative cues predominate and the focus is on measurement.
Quasirational cognition draws on aspects from the intuitive and analytic poles 
depending on the situation.
The task continuum ranges from intuition inducing through to analysis inducing, with 
quasirational inducing tasks in the middle reflecting a combination of intuition and 
analysis inducing characteristics. According to Hammond (1996a) and Cooksey 
(1996a) intuition inducing tasks have a number of possible solutions, they contain a 
large number of cues (more than five) that are simultaneously displayed, and a cue 
can often substitute for another cue. Analysis inducing tasks have few possible 
solutions, a limited number of cues are presented in order, and all cues tend to be 
important. Intuition inducing tasks tend to be more ambiguous than analysis inducing 
tasks and accuracy is greater with analysis inducing tasks. Intuition inducing tasks 
have limited time for judgements compared to analytical tasks where time pressures 
may be less immediate.
Tasks that present with multiple fallible cues, as in some cases of deterioration to 
critical illness, would tend to be located near the intuition-inducing pole of the 
cognitive continuum. Tasks presenting with cues that are known to be direct 
predictors of particular states (in the form of quantitative measures and mathematical 
equations) and where predictions can be traced or defended theoretically, would tend 
towards the analytical pole of the cognitive continuum (Hammond, 1996a). Intuition 
is often induced when there is no identifiable organising principle and when there is 
minimal time available for decision making. Analytical thinking is more likely to 
occur when an organising principle is accessible, when there is greater time available 
to work out a solution and perhaps when an earlier intuitive solution has failed.
Hammond (1988) investigates dynamic tasks where a change in the position of the 
judgement task on the task continuum induces a particular type of cognition. 
Hammond argues that a match between judgement task and mode of cognition
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increases judgemental accuracy. The current study focuses on dynamic tasks in 
nursing and so the predictions of cognitive continuum theory, that the characteristics 
of the judgement task would induce a corresponding cognition, could be tentatively 
explored.
Persisting with intuition would be inadvisable if the judgement task contained 
analysis -inducing elements. The task characteristics associated with early recognition 
of critical illness may be an example of a task likely to induce intuitive cognition if 
multiple fallible cues are appraised through the senses and if there are severe time 
constraints. At a later stage the task of recognition of critical illness may become 
more structured with more quantifiable measures of physiological deterioration 
available. At this stage more quasirational modes of cognition may be induced- the 
physiological early warning scores are examples of current guidelines used in this 
type of task. However severe time limits may still reduce the potential for this type of 
decision task to become an analytical one, therefore a mixture of intuitive and 
analytical thinking may be the optimal cognitive strategy.
An evidence based health care culture requires clinicians to make the composition of 
their judgements and decisions explicit (Lamond & Thompson, 2000). The status of 
clinical data based on subjective assessment is questioned more than objective 
measures. Feinstein (1983) argues that it should be possible for softer data to be more 
scientifically acceptable if they take on the most important attribute of hard data, 
consistency. Consistent data are defined as data where repeated observations by the 
same or other observers yield the same results (Feinstein, 1983). Feinstein argues that 
the techniques associated with scientific research, in which there is a preference for 
hard data and objective measurement processes, do not address research foci such as 
the subjective state o f the patient. In the latter a person is the measurement instrument 
and the observations are recounted in words, not numbers. It is argued here that both 
the objective and subjective state of the patient are important in judgements of patient 
condition in transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest. So it is not 
a question of hard data being better than soft data, in some cases soft data may
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provide more information. Dowie (1989) debates the value attached to harder and 
softer data in medical decision making. Dowie argues that the extent to which harder 
data are better data in particular situations is an empirical question that requires 
testing. If softer data, such as perceptual cues of colour or clamminess, and 
interactive cues such as patient responsiveness, add positive discriminatoiy power to 
the early diagnosis of deteriorating clinical states and prediction of critical illness or 
cardiac arrest then these cues should be identified and integrated into early warning 
scores.
3.6 Conclusion
This chapter examined various approaches to the study of judgement and decision 
making and focused particularly on the study of diagnostic judgement. It was argued 
that Social Judgment Theory (SJT) (Hammond et al., 1975) and the Inference/ 
Correspondence Model o f Diagnostic Judgment (Hammond, 1996b) were particularly 
suited to the analysis of the cue composition of nurses’ judgements about the state of 
the patient. The organisation of knowledge, domain-specific knowledge and expertise 
were also discussed because SJT and the Inference/ Correspondence Model do not 
claim to examine the internal representation of knowledge.
The processes of assessment and diagnosis were discussed from the medical and 
nursing perspectives, and it was argued that nursing’s diagnostic judgements focus 
more on diagnosing the current clinical state of the patient than on medical diagnoses. 
The key terms of assessment, judgement, and cues were analysed and defined for the 
current research. Types of judgements were also identified and defined according to 
their clinical nature. The chapter concluded with an exploration of the relevance of 
Cognitive Continuum Theory (Hammond, 1996a) to the current study.
As the cue composition of clinicians’ judgements is the focus in the current research 
the next chapter reports on a systematic review that was undertaken to identify the 
predictor cues for critical illness and cardiac arrest reported in the research literature.
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Chapter 4
Identification of cues for the prediction of critical illness and cardiac arrest in 
general ward patients: A review and synthesis of evidence.
4.1 Background information
Previous systematic reviews on critical illness and cardiac arrest focused on 
indications for admission to ICU (Bone, McElwee et al., 1993), readmission to ICU 
(Rosenberg & Watts, 2000), survival after resuscitation (Ebell eta l, 1998) and 
interventions in high- risk surgical patients (Boyd, 1999). Hayes and Black et al.,
(2000) focused on outcome measures in adult critical care. McArthur-Rouse (2001) 
undertook a narrative review of critical care outreach and early warning scoring 
(EWS) systems and recommended further investigation of the latter as their 
effectiveness had not yet been demonstrated, and the presentation of critical illness 
could be more complicated than the scores suggested. Two major reports (Audit 
Commission, 1999; DH, 2000) led to the expansion of critical care services to include 
patients at risk of critical illness outside the critical care areas and the development of 
critical care outreach and medical emergency or patient at risk teams. A key issue is 
how patients with developing critical illness are identified and referred for specialist 
help at ward level; a number of early warning scores are now in use across the UK. 
The current review was undertaken to identify, analyse and synthesise the evidence 
for predictors of critical illness and cardiac arrest in general ward patients, and to 
investigate the cue composition of existing early warning scores.
Evidence from both the quantitative and qualitative research paradigms was included 
in this review and the analysis and synthesis of both types of evidence was 
undertaken separately. The quantitative paradigm has informed many studies 
concerned with the prediction of critical illness and cardiac arrest, and the qualitative 
paradigm has influenced studies focused on the cues that are valued by clinicians and 
used in judgements. If clinicians draw on different cues to the known predictors of 
critical illness and cardiac arrest in the early stages of developing critical illness it is 
important to identify these cues, examine their use, and assess their predictive power.
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This information may increase understanding about the nature of clinical judgements 
in the early prediction of critical illness and cardiac arrest, and could potentially lead 
to earlier preventive interventions and improved patient outcomes. The current 
review included general ward patients, and patients with unplanned admission or 
readmission to ICU where factors leading to admission/ readmission could be 
identified in the pre- ICU ward location.
4.2 Aims of the review
The main aims were to undertake a systematic search of the literature to identify cues 
that predict critical illness and cardiac arrest in adult patients in general wards, to 
record how frequently the various cues were reported in papers, and to examine early 
predictors of critical illness and cardiac arrest.
4.3 The objectives of the review were: -
1. To review the validity, reliability and clinical sensitivity of cues that have been 
used in the prediction of critical illness and cardiac arrest in general ward patients
2. To locate indexes used in the prediction of critical illness and cardiac arrest in 
general ward patients
3. To analyse the cue composition of the above indexes
4. To review the validity, reliability and clinical sensitivity of indexes used in the 
prediction of critical illness and cardiac arrest in general ward patients
5. To synthesise the evidence using a combination of narrative and tabular 
approaches (Mays et al, 2001).
6. To develop a preliminary coding framework outlining the major categories and 
cues to be used in the subsequent analysis of data collected in an empirical study.
4.4 Questions asked o f each paper
1. Was the rationale for the selection of variables or cues investigated in the study 
based on clinical judgement or statistical methods?
2. Does the research specify the cues that are predictive of critical illness and cardiac 
arrest in adult patients in general wards?
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3. Is there evidence of cues that may be early predictors of critical illness and 
cardiac arrest?
4. Has the validity, reliability and clinical sensitivity of the measures used in the 
prediction of critical illness and cardiac arrest been examined?
4.5 Conceptual framework for the systematic review
Acute and critical illnesses are two major categories of illness with differing degrees 
of severity, comprising various clinical states. Cardiac arrest is one of the clinical 
states of critical illness; it may be due to a primary cardiac problem or represent the 
final common pathway of a variety of critical illness states (Andreasson et al, 1998). 
Severity of illness refers to a particular dimension of the patient’s clinical state that is 
useful when differentiating between acute and critical illness in the general wards. 
Severity of illness can be conceptualised along a continuum ranging from no illness 
at one pole through mild, moderate to severely ill and moribund at the opposite pole. 
Acutely ill patients could be located at the mild to moderate points on a severity of 
illness continuum, whereas critically ill patients would be located at the severe or 
moribund points.
The DH guidelines refer to the consequences of illness severity and identify four 
levels or categories to describe patients’ clinical states, and the type of unit in which 
the patient should.be placed (DH, 2000, p. 10). Acutely ill patients are subdivided into 
level zero and level one, and critically ill patients are described as either level two or 
three. The current review is concerned with the early identification of patients with 
clinical states in transition from acute to critical illness. According to the DH (2000) 
guidelines this would refer to patients moving into the level one category and patients 
in transition to a higher level, or more severe critical illness.
Particular dimensions of severity of illness are identified according to the Stein, 
Perrin and Pless et al, (1987) framework for the definition of severity of illness 
(section 2.2, pp. 17-18). These include biological severity (including physiological 
reserve), physiological severity, functional severity, psychological status, and 
personal characteristics; temporal factors are also considered important. The
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framework that guided the systematic review is shown in Figure 4. The classification 
of indicators of the patient’s clinical state is based on the various dimensions of 
severity of illness. Physiological severity is likely to be an important dimension, but 
additional information derived from psychological severity, functional severity and 
the time sequence in which cues present may also be significant. Physiological 
reserve is a complex dimension that is difficult to measure directly in practice; 
clinicians use substitute information such as functional status, psychological status, 
medical and social/personal history when making inferences about the patient’s 
physiological reserve.
Figure 4: Model of clinical sub-states preceding critical illness or cardiac arrest, the
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4.6 Definition of terms
■ Cardiac Arrest or cardiopulmonary/ cardio respiratory arrest is defined as absent
pulse, and loss of blood pressure and spontaneous respiration.
■ Critical illness refers to illness states that are life-threatening (or within levels two
or three of the DH, 2000 descriptors).
■ Early post-operative complications refer to acute problems occurring within 48 
hours of surgery.
■ ICU readmission refers to patients requiring readmission to ICU within a single 
hospitalisation.
■ In-hospital mortality or outcome refers to patient deaths in- hospital, and patient 
survival.
■ Cardiovascular instability is defined as the clinical state when physiological and
clinical abnormalities reflect haemodynamic instability. Abnormal values would 
include: Systolic blood pressure <90 mmHg or >200mmHg; Pulse rate <50 beats 
per minute or >130 beats per minute; Urine output <100 mis in 6 hours or <500 
mis in 24 hours (Buist et al., 1999).
■ Respiratory instability is defined as the clinical state when physiological and 
clinical abnormalities are primarily reflected in respiratory indicators. Abnormal 
values would include: Respiratory rate >30 respirations per minute or <10 
respirations per minute; O2 saturation <90%; Pa O2 <10 kPa; Pa CO2 >6 kPa; 
stridor / upper airway obstruction (Buist et al., 1999; McGloin et a l, 1999).
Other clinical states leading to critical illness or cardiac arrest include neurologic, 
haematologic, metabolic, renal dysfunction, sepsis, malignancy and various 
combinations of all the above. The current review focused on generic predictors of 
critical illness and cardiac arrest and the specific clinical states of cardiac and 
respiratory instability.
Indicators o f clinical states refer to the clinical data or multiple fallible indicators 
used by clinicians to infer the patient’s clinical state (Hammond (1996b). The 
indicators include objective data (physiological measures, laboratory data), clinicians’
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subjective/ behavioural data or physical signs (from observation or palpation), the 
patient’s report of symptoms, and the patient’s history.
■ Physiological measures refer to measurements of vital signs, laboratory data, 
results of investigative procedures such as electrocardiograph (ECG) and x-ray.
■ Clinician subjective or behavioural data includes items such as colour, pallor, 
sweating, tiredness, lethargy, and mental alertness/ level of consciousness. 
Psychological refers to indicators reflecting the patient’s psychological or 
emotional state such as anxiety or mood. Functional refers to the patients’ ability 
to perform activities of living. Temporal refers to the pattern of changes/ 
presentation of indicators over time.
■ Patients’ self-report of symptoms would refer to complaints such as dyspnoea 
and nausea.
4.7 Search strategy
The goal was to undertake a comprehensive, unbiased and systematic search for 
research studies that addressed the review questions (Khan et al., 2001). The search 
included the following:
1. Searching electronic databases
2. Manual searching of selected journals,
3.. Manual searching of abstracts from selected conference proceedings
4. Checking the reference lists of published reviews for further references,
5. Snowballing from references,
6. Personal contacts with researchers
4.7.1 Searching electronic databases
As no single database is likely to record all relevant papers (Glanville, 2001) the 
search focused on a number of bibliographic databases as follows:
1. Medline (National Library of Medicine, USA); searched on-line using Ovid 
software.
2. CINAHL (CINAHL Information Systems USA; Citation Index of the Nursing 
and Allied Health Literature): searched on-line using Ovid software.
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Other sources included:
1. The D H National Research Register 2001 Issue 3, http://update- 
software.com/National/
2. The NHS R&D list of funded studies, 2001 and 2002,
3. The Cochrane Library (Cochrane Collaboration, UK, http://www.cochrane.co.uk 
accessed September 2001 and November 2002),
4. The NHS HTA publications 1998 -2002. http://www.ncchta.org. and,
5. The NHS Centre for Reviews and Dissemination 
http://www.vork.ac.uk/inst/crd/publicats.htm accessed December 2001 and 
November 2002.
During the conduct of the searches the Explode command was used to maximise 
retrieval of papers indexed at the extremities of the MeSH tree or indexing system 
(Greenhalgh, 2001). Text word searching was also performed on selected terms. 
Prepared search strategies and filters were consulted- Centre for Evidence Based 
Medicine, Oxford http://cebm.ir2.ox.ac.uk/docs/searching.html. and Institute of 
Health Science Library, Oxford http://wwwlib.ir2.ox.ac.uk/caspfew/filters accessed 
in December 2001, and http://www.phru.org.uk/~casp/caspfew/few/filters accessed 
November 2002.
Brazier and Begley (1996) compare literature searches in nursing on Medline and 
CINAHL databases and conclude that Medline should be the first choice for subjects 
other than the organisation of nursing, and this was confirmed in the current review 
as Medline produced more relevant papers than CINAHL. However in Medline 
around 50% of articles are not classified accurately by subheading and so relevant 
articles could be excluded when the limit set command is applied (Greenhalgh & 
Donald, 2000). To minimise this effect the retrieved articles were browsed on screen 
rather than using the limit set option provided that the numbers of papers were not too 
unwieldy. Electronic searching of the above databases was judged to have been 
completed when no new references meeting the inclusion and quality criteria were 
being identified- a stage that was reached in November 2002.
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Systematic reviews have predominantly drawn on randomised controlled trials 
(RCTs) which are widely accepted as the gold standard research design for the 
evaluation of interventions, but the systematic approach can be applied to all types of 
research designs (Altman, 2001). In the current review limiting the search to RCTs 
would have identified few research studies potentially for inclusion. Therefore 
prognostic, retrospective, and qualitative research studies were included. Altman
(2001) reports that searching for prognostic studies for inclusion in systematic 
reviews could be more problematic than searching for RCTs, yet it should still be 
possible to develop sensitive search strategies to capture prospective studies. The best 
single term for searching prognostic studies in Medline is explode cohort studies 
(MeSH) (McKibbon et al, 1999 as cited in Altman, 2001), and this was applied in 
the current search strategy.
4.7.2 Manual searches of selected journals.
1. Heart and Lung {1990-2002)
2. Intensive and Critical Care Nursing (1990-2002)
3. International Journal o f Nursing Studies (1990-2002)
4. Journal o f Advanced Nursing (1990-2002).
4.7.3 Manual searches of abstracts from conference proceedings.
1. European Society of Intensive Care Medicine Annual Congresses (1998-2000)
2. UK Intensive Care Society Meetings (1997-2002)
4.7.4 Searches of reference lists of published reviews.
The reference lists of published reviews were checked for further references (Audit 
Commission 1999; DH 2000; McArthur- Rouse, 2001;Rosenberg & Watts 2000)
4.7.5 Snowballing from references.
References identified in reference lists of included papers were followed-up.
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4.7.6 Personal contacts with researchers.
Individual researchers working in this subject area were also contacted if known to 
the researcher. Contacts included an MET project study leader, who was an A&E 
medical consultant, an MET study project nurse at a local NHS Trust hospital, and 
two Critical Care Nurse Consultants from two other hospital trusts.
4.8 Study Selection Criteria
4.8.1 Inclusion Criteria
Population: Adult patients in general wards, or patients with unplanned admissions 
and re-admissions to ICU recently transferred from general wards, aged over 19 
years, to 80 years and over.
Focus: Cues that predict critical illness and cardiac arrest in adult general ward 
patients.
The outcome o f interest: Early identification of critical illness, referral to MET/ other 
specialist teams or doctors for emergency intervention, prevention of cardiac arrest, 
and reduced numbers of unplanned admissions or re-admissions to ICU.
Purpose: Identification of predictors of critical illness and cardiac arrest.
Study Quality: The review included a range of studies from the hierarchy of study 
design evidence (The Oxford CEBM Levels o f Evidence (Phillips, Ball & Sackett et 
al, 1998, http://minerva.minervation.com/cebm/docs/levels.html accessed 30/11/02) 
and qualitative research studies. Papers included in the review met the review 
inclusion criteria, with the exception of three qualitative studies focused on intensive 
care clinicians. Papers were also required to meet the quality criteria identified for 
each major category of research design to at least a reasonable level (where 
reasonable was defined as; three or less criteria not met (Appendix 1). Morgan et al,
(1997) and Stenhouse et al, (2000) provided insufficient information for quality 
rating but were included in the review because they were considered clinically 
significant studies of early warning and modified early warning scores.
Language: Only papers published in English were reviewed.
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4.8.2 Exclusion Criteria
Studies of patients drawn from a population other than general ward patients.
Studies of patients with ages outside the inclusion criteria for age.
Studies of patients with primary cardiac disease.
Studies of indexes or scores that referred to patients in locations outside the general 
wards. ICU/ HDU studies were included if they referred to cues that presented when 
the patients were located in the general ward
Studies that did not focus on the examination of cues that predict critical illness 
and/or cardiac arrest in general ward patients.
Studies that were of poor quality (less than 50% of criteria met) according to the pre­
specified quality criteria (Appendix 1).
Studies not published in the English language.
4.9 Stages in the search process
The major stages in the search process are 
Stage la  Exploratory searches identified 
the most sensitive terms for use in the 
final search strategy. Boolean operators, 
language and age limits were applied to 
the final searches and 5750 papers were 
identified for potential inclusion from a 
total of 2,806,178 papers initially 
identified by the main search terms.
Initially the databases were accessed 
between February and December 2001 
and subsequently in November 2002. The 
Medline searches covered 1990- 2002 
and the CINAHL searches extended from 
1982- 2002, with retrieval of papers only 
from 1990 onwards.
shown in Figure 5.
Initial scoping searches
Stage 3 
Manual searches 
Total 65 core, 16 background 
2 policy papers
Stage 2 
Full text papers 
Critical appraisal- 38 hits core, 8 background
Stage 1 b 
Titles and abstracts 
Identified potential papers 
685 hits
More refined searches 
Stage 1a 
Key terms, age limits, boolean 
5750 hits
Stage 1c 
Inclusion/ exclusion criteria 
to abstracts 
51 hits
Figure 5: Stages in the search process
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Sensitivity refers to the chances of retrieving relevant papers and specificity refers to 
the chances of excluding irrelevant papers (CEBM, 2001). Initially when the searches 
were sufficiently broad to produce good hit rates of suitable papers, a significant 
number of irrelevant papers were also uncovered. This may have been due to the 
problems associated with developing sensitive search strategies for heterogeneous 
patient groups and locating prognostic studies. The assistance of a university librarian 
was sought at an early stage for advice on structuring searches on the Medline and 
CINAHL databases. Multiple searches were then undertaken to address the different 
elements of the review questions. Gradually a more refined electronic search strategy 
was developed and searches yielding improved sensitivity and specificity were 
achieved (Appendix 2).
The databases, Medline (M) and CINAHL (C), and the key terms searched are shown 
below. The totals in brackets refer to the total numbers of papers identified for 
possible inclusion in the review prior to the application of limits (age and English 
language).
Totals for initial liberal searches undertaken between February and December 2001
1. Critical illness (3511 M; 576 C), critical care (8233 M for years 1993-2001), 
intensive care (4650 M for years 1993-2001), postoperative care (6982 M for 
1993-2001), patient admission (4267 M for years 1993-2001), heart arrest (8451 
M; 1346 C), hospitalization /or patient admission (46264 M); hospitalization 
(4573 C). Emergencies {classification, nursing, epidemiology) (85 M for years 
1997-2001 only).
2. Severity of illness /or diagnosis-related groups /or prospective studies /or 
intensive care /or critical illness (146009 M), severity of illness index (24971 M;
1103 C), cohort studies (280223 M), health.status indicators (24144 M for years 
1993-2001).
3. Nursing assessment /or outcome and process assessment (health care) /or risk 
assessment (84233 M for years 1997-2001 only).
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Totals for more refined searches undertaken in November 2002 (Medline 1989-2002) 
and CINAHL 1982-2002.
1. Critical illness (4128 M; 552 C), internal medicine (4368 M), diagnosis/or critical 
care/ or intensive case/or preoperative care/ or subacute care/ or heart arrest 
(1565229 M), critical care (3300 C), subacute care (499 C), heart arrest (nu,di,ep ) 
(7989 M), heart arrest (1358 C), cardiopulmonaiy arrest or cardiac arrest.mp.
(676 C), critical care/ or intensive care.mp (7267 C).
2. Aetiology filter on Medline causality, cohort studies, risk (516770 M)
3. Aetiology sensitivity filter on CINAHL prospective studies/ relative risk/ risk 
assessment/ risk factors/ (odds and ratio$).tw. (relative and risk).tw. (case and 
control$).tw. or/1-7 (44421 C).
Text word searches were performed on the following terms:
Transition index(es), change index, patient at risk index, clinimetrics, premonitory 
signs, prognosis, prediction, outreach, medical emergency team, early warning score, 
unexpected admission, risk.
Author searches included:
Searches of authors of conference reports on relevant topics, and where an author was 
known to have undertaken research within the scope of the review.
The boolean operator command or was used to add data sets together, with the and 
command being used to obtain papers placed in both sets (the intersection between 
two sets). For example the major terms of critical illness, internal medicine, 
diagnosis, critical care, intensive care, preoperative care, subacute care, or heart arrest 
were searched separately and the or command produced totals for sets that were 
added together. These data sets were then combined with an aetiology filter on 
Medline using the and command to identify articles that appeared in both the 
particular clinical sets and the aetiology sets. The search terms used on CINAHL 
differed from those used on Medline as terms that were productive on Medline were 
often less successful on CINAHL. For example critical illness produced small
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numbers of references on CINAHL and the term critical care produced more. Search 
field suffixes for Ovid such as ti (title), tw (text word) were used when appropriate. 
The limits of human, English language, and adults> 19 years were applied at the final 
stage. In some cases the mp command was used on CINAHL to limit the set to papers 
where a particular term appeared in the title, cinahl subject heading, abstract, or 
instrumentation. Following application of boolean operators and the human, language 
and age limits a total of 5750 papers were identified for possible inclusion at the end 
of stage la.
Further searches using a range of terms were excluded from the final review as they 
were either less sensitive or less specific for the review question, or papers 
overlapped with the literature retrieved above. The less sensitive terms were quality 
assurance /or evaluation of care, prediction of mortality, prediction of morbidity, 
prediction of functional status, hospital mortality, post operative complications, 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, respiratory insufficiency, clinical competence, 
decision making, diagnostic reasoning, judgement.
In stage lb  the total number of papers identified in stage la  was reduced to 685 
papers potentially for inclusion by scrolling through the titles and abstracts to exclude 
papers that focused on subjects beyond the current review. 5065 papers were 
excluded as they focused on subjects beyond the current review.
Of the 685 papers identified above, 634 were subsequently excluded in stage lc
2000), long term follow-up in acutely sick elderly patients (Saltveldt et al, 2002), 
outcome in patients refused admission to ICU (Joynt et al., 2001), mortality in ICU 
admissions after case-mix adjustment by the APACHE III score (Pappachan et al., 
1999), mortality in surgical intensive care patients after CPR (Smith et al, 1995), and 
end of life decisions (SUPPORT investigators [anonymous] 1995).
because critical analysis of the abstracts demonstrated that die foci were outside the 
review inclusion criteria, or they were duplicates of papers in this set. Papers 
excluded at this stage focused on long term survival after cardiac arrest (Herlitz et al.,
11
In stage two of the search, full text versions of the remaining 51 papers and the 
inclusion/ exclusion criteria were applied. Quality assessment of the papers was 
undertaken and papers were rated good, reasonable or poor using checklists 
(Appendix 1). A decision was made to include papers as core research, background 
papers, or to exclude. 38 core and nine background papers were identified for 
inclusion and five papers were excluded. The excluded papers included two that 
either did not focus on cues or did not meet the review quality criteria (Coombs & 
Dillon 2002; Daly et al., 1998), and three papers that were beyond the scope of the 
current review (Desbiens et al., 1999; Hayes & Black et al, 2000; Schultz et al, 
1996).
In stage three further papers were identified by searching selected journals, 
conference abstracts, making personal contacts, by following up references in major 
reports and snowballing from papers identified for inclusion in the review. The 
abstracts of Heart and Lung, Intensive and Critical Care Nursing, Journal o f  
Advanced Nursing, and The International Journal o f Nursing Studies were searched 
from 1990- 2001 to identify relevant nursing papers for inclusion (some papers had 
already been identified through the Medline and CINAHL databases). Manual 
searching of conference abstracts of the European Society of Intensive Care Medicine 
Annual Congresses 1998-2000, and UK Intensive Care Society Meetings 1997-2001 
was undertaken. These papers tended to have minimal information on cues, but where 
possible published research reports relating to these abstracts were obtained. Further 
references were obtained from reference lists and bibliographies of all the papers 
identified for inclusion in stages one and two. References were also retrieved from 
major review and policy documents and considered for inclusion. Where papers 
potentially met the inclusion criteria full text papers were obtained, the papers were 
critically analysed and the inclusion criteria and quality criteria were applied. Thus 
seven significant studies published before 1990 were included in the final review, 
which could be viewed as a weakness in the review methodology. Review papers, 
and policy documents were also included when they made contributions to the review
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question. A systematic review of grey literature (internal reports, non-peer reviewed 
journals, theses) (Greenhalgh, 2001) was not undertaken due to resource constraints. 
27 core papers and eight background papers meeting the criteria for inclusion were 
added to the papers already included at stage two. Papers excluded at this stage either 
failed to meet the review quality criteria (Donaldson et a l, 1997) or focused on 
subjects beyond the review (Deyo et al, 1984; Franklin & Rackow et al, 1988; 
Gonnella et al, 1984; Le Gall and Lemeshow et al, 1993; Rodriquez et al, 1997; 
Rogers and Fuller 1997).
The final review consisted of a total of 65 core papers and two major policy 
documents (Audit Commission, 1999; DH, 2000). 16 papers were identified as 
background research or theoretical literature and 15 papers were excluded. The 
Endnote 4 programme (1988-2000 Institute for Scientific Information) was used with 
Ovid in the extraction of bibliographic information for references included in the 
review.
The details of the search process are summarised overleaf in Table 1.
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Table 1. S u m m a iy  T a b le  o f  S ea rc h  P r o c e ss :  S e le c t io n  o f  p a p ers  fo r  in c lu s io n  in
s y s te m a t ic  r e v ie w
Total no. 
papers
Hits Excluded
Stage la
Electronic search to identify 
potential citations.
Search on key terms and 
application of Boolean 
operators and age limits. (Totals 
for initial liberal search on key 
terms reported in search 
strategy p. 75)
2,806,178
papers
identified via 
major search 
terms.
5,750 papers 
identified for 
possible inclusion 
after application 
of Boolean 
operators and age 
limits.
2,800,428
papers
were excluded.
Stage lb
Titles and abstracts of 
potentially relevant papers were 
scrolled through.
5750 papers 685 papers 
identified
5065 excluded 
as titles/ 
abstracts 
indicated subject 
not within 
current review
Stage lc
Further critical analysis of 
abstracts and application of the 
review inclusion/ exclusion 
criteria
685 papers 51 papers 634 papers 
excluded - 
abstracts 
indicated papers 
outside review 
inclusion 
criteria, or 
duplicates of 
papers identified 
in this set.
Stage 2
Retrieval of full text papers 
potentially meeting inclusion 
criteria Critical appraisal of full 
text papers and application of 
inclusion/ exclusion criteria, 
and quality criteria.
51 papers
38 core papers, 8
background
papers
Excluded 5 
papers-did not 
meet inclusion 
criteria or 
quality criteria:
Stage 3
Relevant studies included in 
review plus additional papers 
identified via manual searching, 
journals and reference lists of 
papers identified in search of 
on-line databases.
38 core and 8 
background 
papers from 
stage 2.
27 core and 8 
background 
papers added in 
stage 3. Review 
included -65 core 
papers, 2 major 
policy papers.
16 background 
papers.
Excluded 15 
papers at this 
stage that did 
not meet review 
inclusion or 
quality criteria
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4.10 Quality appraisal
4.10.1 Quantitative paradigm
Many relevant studies for the current review were based on prognosis, or symptom 
prevalence. The Oxford CEBM Levels o f Evidence (Phillips, Ball & Sackett et al, . 
1998, http://minerva.minervation.com/cebm/docs/levels.html accessed 30/11/02 - 
includes all the major types of medical studies and was used in the current review for 
the assessment of levels of evidence. In contrast the CRD Hierarchy o f Study Design 
Evidence of Khan, ter Riet et al, (2001) mainly focuses on intervention studies and is 
narrower in scope than that required here. However quality appraisal involves more 
than assigning the papers to a particular place on a hierarchy of evidence on the basis 
of study design (Greenhalgh, 2001); the papers were therefore examined for 
methodological quality and according to their contribution to the evidence for 
predictors of cardiac arrest and critical illness.
Within the review and synthesis of research evidence the following definitions were 
applied in the quality assessment of quantitative studies (Khan et al, 2001, p.5). 
Firstly internal validity refers to the extent to which the results of a study come close 
to the truth- a prerequisite for external validity. Secondly, external validity or 
generalisability refers to how well the effects observed in a study would apply in 
other situations. Thirdly, study quality (methodological quality) refers to the 
measures taken to minimise biases, with particular emphasis on internal validity and 
how the design and conduct of the research affected the outcome. Fourthly, bias 
(systematic error) occurs when results are systematically different from the true 
results. Finally, clinical usefulness (Laupacis et a l , 1994) examines how similar the 
study patients are to the patients encountered in the clinician’s own practice, and if 
the results would contribute to the clinician’s decisions about mterventions or overall 
practice. The quantitative studies were categorised according to the particular level of 
evidence they represented in the levels identified by the Oxford Centre for Evidence- 
based Medicine (Phillips, Ball & Sackett et al, 1998, pp. 1-2)
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4.10.2 Qualitative paradigm
Qualitative researchers are divided into those who favour traditional positivist quality 
criteria when evaluating research and others that draw on idealist or constructivist 
perspectives to argue either that criteria should not be applied, or that alternative 
criteria are needed. Some researchers contend that a single version of reality cannot 
be captured by language and that individuals will have different interpretations of 
events making it inappropriate to try to reach agreement, whereas others accept that 
criteria can be applied but should be adapted for the interpretivist position (Seale, 
1999). The qualitative studies included in the review were located within the 
interpretivist perspective and the definitions of rigor used in the evaluation of their 
quality were creditability, transferability and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; 
Murphy et al, 1998; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Popay et a l , 1998).
Creditability is substituted for the conventional research criterion of internal validity 
according to Lincoln and Guba (1985). It refers to how much sense the findings 
make, and how well the focus of research is represented (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
Research needs to be conducted in a manner that ensures the findings are trustworthy. 
Assuring creditability would involve using techniques of prolonged engagement or 
adequate time spent in the field, peer debriefing or opportunity to recount how the 
study is unfolding and to develop current thinking, analysing negative cases, and by ■ 
undertaking member checks (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Transferability replaces external validity in the qualitative research paradigm. The 
issue is whether the conclusions of a study would apply elsewhere. Lincoln and Guba 
(1985) contend that the onus for ensuring transferability to other settings from the 
original research site falls on the person seeking to generalise the findings. Lincoln 
and Guba recommend that evidence to support the similarity of the contexts should 
be examined before transferring research or assessing fittingness in other settings. 
Thick description of the original research site is therefore necessary for assessing 
transferability of research (Murphy et al, 1998; Miles & Huberman, 1994).
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Confirmability in qualitative research replaces the usual criteria of objectivity and 
neutrality in the quantitative paradigm (Murphy et al., 1998). The goal is to 
demonstrate that the researcher has not been unduly biased and imposed his own 
conclusions. Rather the research conclusions should relate to the subjects and 
research situation (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The audit trail is used to examine the 
extent to which the research process was dependable or consistent, stable across 
researchers and over time, and that the findings could be confirmed.
4.10.3 The quality appraisal process
The studies identified were examined for methodological rigor to ensure that poor 
quality studies were excluded from the review (with the exception of two papers that 
provided insufficient data for quality rating, as noted on p.73). The aim was to ensure 
that the methods and results reported in the selected studies were sufficiently valid to 
provide useful information. Particular attention was given to the validity of studies, 
uncovering any reasons for differences in study results greater than that attributed to 
chance, and reporting enough information for individuals to be able to judge how 
relevant the review would be to their practice (Evans, 2001). Initially systematic 
review quality assessment had focused on the appraisal of RCTs, but guidelines for 
the evaluation of observational and qualitative studies are now available (Khan et al., 
2001; Mays & Pope, 1996; Mulrow & Oxman, 1997; Popay et al., 1998).
Pre- identified criteria were used for the separate quality evaluation of quantitative 
and qualitative research papers (Appendix 1), and for clinical indexes (section 4.16.1, 
pp. 127-128). Papers were judged as good, reasonable or poor depending on whether 
they met all criteria, most (three or less criteria not met), or few  criteria (more than 
three criteria not met), respectively. The results of the assessment of research papers 
are presented in Appendix 3: Quality assessment o f all primary research and review 
papers included in the review. Papers were also ranked in a hierarchy of evidence 
(Appendix 4: Hierarchy of evidence) according to the research design- with the 
exception of qualitative papers that did not fit directly within these hierarchies (Mays 
et al., 2001). Data extraction summary sheets, Tabie 2, were completed for all studies
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identified at stage three of the search (included, background and excluded papers)- 
(Appendix 5).
Table 2: Data extraction sheet (data entered using a FileMaker Pro 5.5 database
developed specifically for the task).
Publication details Name, year, publication
Subject or study 
characteristics
Patient group, clinical state
Verification of study 
eligibility
Correct population, type of study
Sample details Target population,
Inclusion, exclusion criteria
Recruitment procedures (participation rates if
available)
Method Brief summary of research method
If RCT- details of treatment and control groups
Statistical analysis and 
results
Techniques used
Unit of analysis
Number followed up
Discrete data (events, totals, p-value) and
continuous data (mean, SE, SD, numbers, p-value)
Survival data
Details of treatment and control groups (RCTs), 
comparison groups in observational studies 
Cues that were predictive of the clinical state.
Conclusions/ comments on 
methodological quality of 
study.
Design- place in hierarchy of evidence
Validity/ reliability issues
Quality rating -  good/ reasonable/ poor.
Notes Include/ exclude/ background
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The transparency of processes used in the systematic review and synthesis of 
evidence is assisted by the publication of an audit trail for the various stages in the 
review. This includes the summaries of papers mentioned above (Appendix 5) and 
worked examples for each stage in data analysis and conclusion drawing.
4.10.4 Inter-rater reliability
Inter-rater reliability refers to the extent to which two independent raters agree when
independently coding the same data (Robson, 2002b). Inter-rater reliability checks
were performed on a sample of seven papers out of the final sample of 61 papers. An
experienced critical care practitioner/tutor used the coding framework and
independently coded papers for all the predictor cues. The check coding method
described by Miles and Huberman (1994) was used to calculate percentage agreement
between the researcher and the independent coder as follows:
 ......................  number of agreementsReliability = -------------- --------------- ---------------------------
Total number of agreements and disagreements
The results are reported in Appendix 6. There was a high level of agreement at 92% 
indicating that the researcher’s findings were largely reproducible.
4.11 Strategy for the analysis and synthesis of evidence.
Synthesising research evidence from quantitative and qualitative studies, and from a 
range of methods in health care is a challenging task (Forbes & Griffiths, 2002; Mays 
et al., 2001). The position held in the current review is that quantitative and 
qualitative research studies can be used as evidence of cues. In view of the 
contrasting philosophical orientations in quantitative and qualitative paradigms 
separate analysis and synthesis of research evidence from these paradigms was 
undertaken.
The range of research methods employed and the heterogeneity of subjects studied 
made statistical meta- analysis inappropriate. Evidence found in weaker studies 
would normally be excluded from systematic reviews and statistical meta- analysis,
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but where such research constitutes the majority of evidence for clinical practice 
rigorous methods of synthesising this evidence need to be developed. Mays et al, 
(2001) refer to narrative, tabular and statistical approaches to the synthesis of 
research evidence. Narrative synthesis refers to the presentation of the findings of 
primary research as text using sub-headings and the category of tabular synthesis 
refers to the use of tables containing statistical summaries of the results of the studies 
included in the review (Forbes & Griffiths, 2002). Statistical synthesis refers to the 
combination of findings in primary studies using the techniques of meta-analysis 
(Forbes & Griffiths, 2002). Within narrative synthesis, tabular synthesis, theoiy-led, 
analytical and triangulation methods can be used (Mays e/ al, 2001).
The papers finally included were categorised as follows: -
65 core papers (included 60 quantitative and five qualitative papers)
16 background papers (the subject was within the scope of the review but they did 
not focus on cues in detail)
15 papers were excluded at this stage (as the focus was beyond the scope of the 
current review).
4.11.1 Critical Appraisal of Papers for Predictors of Clinical States
In addition to quality appraisal the papers were scrutinised for the cues measured and 
the cues identified as predictive of the clinical states of cardiopulmonary arrest, 
critical illness, early post operative complications, readmission to ICU and mortality 
or outcome. A data extraction sheet was developed to record cues identified as 
predictive. A judgement was made about the strength of evidence for particular cues 
as strong/ moderate/ weak/ other. This involved appraising the overall quality of the 
study and the strength of the statistical evidence for particular cues as predictors of 
the clinical states of cardiac arrest, critical illness (included unplanned admission to 
ICU), post-operative complications, readmission to ICU, or outcome such as 
mortality. The criteria used are identified in the definition of fields in Appendix 7.
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Many different cues were identified across the papers. The task of collating evidence 
for predictive cues was undertaken using a computerised data base package- 
FileMaker Pro 5 (FileMaker, Inc 1995, 1997-1999). A data entry sheet was 
developed for the various cues, and predictor cues in each paper were marked off in 
check boxes; examples are included in Appendix 8. The majority of studies included 
in the review provided weaker evidence than that required for statistical meta­
analysis but a combination of narrative, and tabular approaches were used in the 
synthesis of research evidence. Narrative synthesis focused on the types, and 
functions of indexes, the cue compositions of indexes, how cues were identified for 
investigation (either through clinical judgement or statistical methods), the range of 
predictor cues identified, and whether cues were predominantly diagnostic or 
predictive. A tabular synthesisvi&s performed for cues identified as predictors (Mays 
et al., 2001). The main aim was to establish the frequency of reports of cues that 
predicted critical illness and cardiac arrest.
4.11.2 Type of cues reported in papers.
Wulff and Gotzsche (2000) categorise the purposes of clinical data as follows. Firstly, 
as diagnostic indicators to infer possible diagnoses such as the electrocardiograph 
(ECG) changes associated with myocardial infarction. Secondly, as prognostic 
indicators where clinical data are used to predict the course of a disease or illness, for 
example APACHE scores in critical illness. Thirdly, as clinical indicators where 
severity at a given point can be assessed and observations recorded to monitor 
changes in condition over time, such as respiratory rate and SPO2 in patients with 
respiratory problems (Wulff & Gotzsche, 2000).
A diagnostic cue denotes a cue used to assign a patient to a particular class or 
diagnostic group. There are very few single diagnostic cues that indicate a particular 
disease with certainty and so clinicians rely on a number of uncertain cues when 
making diagnostic judgements (Hammond, 1996b). Diagnostic cues may serve four 
different purposes according to Sackett et al., (1991). Firstly in making a diagnosis of 
the cause of illness or disease diagnostic cues are crucial. Secondly they may be used
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to estimate severity of illness (i.e. a state occurring in combination with the primary 
diagnosis indicating increased severity, such as heart failure in addition to myocardial 
infarction). Thirdly, diagnostic cues are used to predict the course of illness and the 
patient’s prognosis, and finally, diagnostic cues guide therapeutic interventions either 
currently or in the future.
Prognostic judgements are made on the basis of prognostic cues. Prognostic cues 
include the patient’s diagnosis, the pathophysiological and clinical manifestations of 
the illness in the patient, the clinician’s knowledge of the likely course of the disease 
or illness, the patient’s response to therapy, and the patient’s physiological reserve 
inferred from factors such as age, medical history, and functional status. Camevali 
and Thomas (1993) refer to medical and nursing components of prognosis. The first 
component refers to areas where changes can happen such as pathology, 
pathophysiology, human responses such as functional capacities for daily living, and 
use of external resources. The second component refers to the types of outcomes 
(success, failure, and outcomes between these extremes), and the third component 
refers to the trajectory of change or the clinical course. Due to the multiple factors 
involved there can be great uncertainty in prognostic judgements. However 
prognostic judgements are very important in clinical practice as predictions of future 
serious clinical states provides for the possibility of earlier interventions, as in the 
onset of critical illness in general ward patients where the risk of cardiac arrest may 
be reduced.
Diagnostic and prognostic cues are therefore closely related. Clinicians need to know 
the patient’s current clinical state to predict a future clinical state, and consequently 
some of the prognostic cues used in prognostic judgements will be diagnostic in 
nature.
In the review the diagnostic groups were heterogeneous, as critical illness and 
cardiopulmonary arrest are possible consequences of many severe illnesses and 
conditions. A range of diagnostic indicators underpinned judgements about the
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reasons for hospital admission, medical histoiy and medical conditions. The 
diagnostic indicators were used prognostically to predict cardiopulmonaiy arrest, 
critical illness, and in-hospital mortality/ outcome. The remaining predictive cues 
identified were of the prognostic or clinical indicators type. These cues did not tend 
to be unique to a particular clinical state, but were often found across the clinical 
states investigated.
4.12 Results, analysis and synthesis of evidence.
A narrative and tabular synthesis of evidence was undertaken for the core quantitative 
and qualitative papers that were selected for inclusion in the review. The main 
purposes were to identify, analyse and synthesise predictive cues, to specify the types 
of cues and to report on how frequently they were reported as predictors of the 
clinical states of cardiopulmonary arrest, critical illness, early post-operative 
complications, ICU readmission, and in-hospital mortality or outcome as previously 
defined. Papers were classified according to the type of clinical state(s) predicted as 
shown below in Table 3.
Table 3: Summary of 65 core papers included in review according to clinical states
Clinical state Number of occurrences
Prediction of cardiopulmonary arrest 14
Prediction of critical illness 27
Prediction of early post-operative complications 7
Prediction of ICU readmission 4
Prediction of mortality/outcome 29
Note: Some papers predicted more than one clinical state, such as cardiopulmonary 
arrest, critical illness and mortality, or ICU readmission and mortality/ outcome.
To maintain the independence of samples four quantitative papers(11,14,49,58) were 
excluded from the statistical analysis of core papers as they drew on the same sample 
as another core paper(57).
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All of the cues identified as predictive in the final 56 core quantitative papers were 
summarised according to their frequency of occurrence, and then reported as a 
percentage over all 56 papers, by the clinical states category, and the strength of the 
evidence for cues. The numbers of papers in the categories ranged from four through 
to 29 for the clinical states, and four to 29 on the strength of evidence for cues 
category (Appendix 9: Table A9.i Sample size for core quantitative papers by clinical 
states and strength of evidence) .
The cues identified as predictive may . be biased by the method through which cues 
were selected for inclusion in research studies initially- i.e. cues were selected on the 
basis of clinical judgement or expertise, by statistical methods, and in some cases 
using a mixture of both approaches. There were few strong studies according to the 
level of evidence hierarchy (Phillips, Ball & Sackett et al., 1998), a further reason for 
cautious interpretation of the evidence. By comparing the occurrence of cues within 
each of the clinical states’ categories to their occurrence in the remaining papers it 
was possible to discern apparent differences in the percentage rating of cues across 
the categories and to subject these to more detailed statistical analysis.
4.12.1 Core quantitative papers (56 papers).
Graph 1, on page 91, depicts the overall cues occurring in over 9% of the final 56 
core quantitative papers included in the review. The cues identified most frequently 
over all core quantitative papers were blood pressure, respiratory rate, temporal, 
administrative factors, admission disease process, type of admission, level of 
consciousness, pulse, medical history and new complications.
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4.12.2 Predictors of cardiopulmonary arrest
Numbers shown in brackets refers to the numbers allocated to papers in the review- 
see Appendix 5: Data extraction summary tables.
F o u r te en  o f  th e  c o r e  q u a n tita tiv e  p a p ers  f o c u s e d  o n  th e  p r e d ic tio n  o f
j  • i 4. (papers 1,3,10,17,23, 28,29,34,42,57, 59, 63, 69,70) t-  4, j  •cardiopulmonary arrest ^ y ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ \  Five studies were
undertaken in the US, five in Australia, three in the UK, and one in Sweden. The 
sample sizes ranged from 47(paper 63) to 1027 (paper 69) and included patients from all 
wards(papers3’10*17’29’34’42’59’63’69), medical wards only (papm 23’57’70), and ICU 
patients(paper28) (For sample size statistics see Appendix 9). Methods used included 
prospective observational studies(papers23’28,29,34’42,57*63), retrospective reviews(papers
10. 17. 59.69)  ^ a  p r0Sp e c tjv e  an(j r e tr o sp e c tiv e  r e v i e w (paper 3), an d  a  r e tr o sp e c tiv e  c a s e -  
c o n tr o l s tu d y  (paper70). A l l  p a p ers  w e r e  c a te g o r is e d  a s  reasonable in  q u a lity  w ith  th e  
e x c e p t io n  o f  p a p e r  7 0  c a te g o r ise d  a s  good. T h e  stre n g th  o f  th e  e v id e n c e  fo r  c u e s  a s  
p red ic to r s  o f  ca r d io p u lm o n a r y  arrest w a s  ju d g e d  weak in  th e  m a jo r ity  o f  p a p e rs  (1,17’
23.28.34.42.59.63.69)^ a n ^ moderate in  f iv e  p a p e r s (3,10,29,57’ 70\  T h e  t im in g  o f  th e  
r e c o r d in g  o f  c u e s  u n til th e  o n se t  o f  a  c l in ic a l e v e n t  w a s  r e co r d e d  in  th e  m a jo r ity  o f  
ca r d io p u lm o n a r y  arrest p a p e rs , T a b le  4 .
Table 4: T h e  t im e  re la t io n sh ip  o f  c u e s  to  e v e n ts  fo r  ca r d io p u lm o n a r y  arrest p a p e rs .
Paper Cues noted Time before event
1 Congestive heart failure, acute 
myocardial infarction, bradycardia and
Just before cardiac arrest, time not defined.
- hypotension.
3 Iatrogenic events Within 24 hours before cardiac arrest.
10 Instability noted in 76% critical events Instability present for more than 1 hour
(haemodynamic, respiratory, laboratory 
results, altered level o f consciousness
before event.
(LOC), abnormal temperature).
17 Signs and patient symptoms reported Within 24 hours o f MET call.
23 Documented deterioration in 99/150 
cases
Within 6 hours o f event.
28 Changes in respiratory rate Within 24 hours before ICU admission.
29 Tachypnoea, decreased LOC, Most frequent cues before admission to
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tachycardia ICU.
34 MET criteria Time to event not reported.
42 Pre- defined early post-operative 100% occurred within 48 hours post
emergencies operatively (median occurred within 15
hours).
57 Doctors’ assessments o f risk for Compared admission assessments with
catastrophic deterioration on admission patient outcomes o f hospitalisation.
59 84% had evidence o f problems Within 8 hours o f cardiac arrest
(respiratory and level o f consciousness)
63 Abnormal vital signs and laboratory Within 24 hours o f cardiac arrest.
results
69 MET score Recorded on 5 separate days.
70 Respiratory rate Within 72 hours o f cardiac arrest.
Graph 2 shows the frequency of cues as percentages in the 14 papers predicting 
cardiopulmonary arrest Respiratory rate was the most frequently reported predictor 
of cardiopulmonary arrest (86%, or 12 papers). Pulse and level of consciousness were 
the next most frequently reported predictors, each occurring in 64%, or nine papers. 
Blood pressure and temporal factors occurred in 57% or eight papers. Administrative 
factors, delayed response, and dyspnoea each occurred in 43% or six papers. The 
remaining cues identified related to 42 different cues, 17 occurred in only 7% or one 
paper. When compared to the graph for the total 56 papers the general trend was 
similar although some cues such as respiratory rate, pulse and level of consciousness, 
delayed response and dyspnoea appeared to be reported more frequently in the 
cardiopulmonary arrest papers.
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Fisher’s exact test was used to compare the incidence of particular predictor cues in 
cardiopulmonary arrest papers and non- cardiopulmonary arrest papers, Table 5. 
Table 5: A simple 2x2 table with predictor present/ absent, 
cardiopulmonary papers/other papers
other papers cardiopulmonary papers
-predictor absent/ a b
-predictor present c d
Fisher’s exact test can be used to compare proportions in 2x2 tables with small 
expected frequencies (Altman, 1991). This is a hypothesis test and it assumes that the 
null hypothesis is true; that the row and column variables are unrelated (Altman, 
1991). In the current research the null hypothesis tested was that a particular cue was 
equally likely to occur as a predictor in the clinical state papers and the non -clinical 
state or remaining papers. Fisher’s exact test examines the probability relating to all 
possible combinations of the 2x2 tables with the same row and column totals as 
occurred in the observed data if the null hypothesis is true (Altman, 1991). The 
mathematical formula for Fisher’s exact test is given as follows:
(a+b)i(a+c)!(b + d)!(c+d)!
Nlalblcldl 
Altman (1991, p.256)
where x! represents ‘x factorial’. The formula is based on calculating all the different 
ways the N  individuals (papers in the current research) can be composed to give the 
observed row and column totals (Altman, 1991).
Fisher’s exact test was computed and respiratory rate, level of consciousness, pulse, 
delayed response and dyspnoea were statistically significant at the p<0.05 level. This 
indicated that for these cues there was enough evidence for the null hypothesis to be 
rejected- there was a 95% chance that the differences observed reflected an actual 
difference in the occurrence of these cues in cardiopulmonary arrest compared to 
their occurrence in the other clinical states. Blood pressure and temporal factors did 
not reach a statistically significant level and so the null hypothesis was retained for 
these cues.
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Table 6: Results for Fisher’s exact test computed for cues in cardiopulmonary arrest 
and non cardiopulmonary arrest papers.
Cue Cue
absent or 
present
Non Cardio. 
Papers 
number and 
(% to nearest 
whole 
number)
Cardio 
papers 
number 
and (%)
Row Total 
number and 
(%)
Fisher’s 
Exact Test 
(2-sided)
Fisher’s 
Exact 
Test (1- 
sided)
Resp. rate absent 30(94%) 2 (6%) 32 (100%)
present 12 (50%) 12 (50%) 24 (100%)
Column 
Total (%)
42(75% ) 14(25%) ■56(100%)
0.000 0.000
LOC absent 32 (86%) 5 (14%) 37(100%)
present 10(53%) 9 (47%) 19 (100%)
Column 
Total (%)
42 (75%) 14 (25%) 56(100%)
0.009 0.008
Pulse absent 32(86%) 5 (14%) 37 (100%)
present 10 (53%) 9(47%) 19(100%)
Column 
Total (%)
42 (75%) 14 (25%) 56 (100%)
0.009 0.008
Delayed
response
absent 39 (83%) 8 (17%) 47 (100%)
present 3 (33%) 6 (67%) 9 (100%)
Column 
Total (%)
42 (75%) 14 (25%) 56 (100%)
0.005 0.005
Dyspnoea absent 42 (84%) 8 (16%) 50 (100%)
present 6(100%) 6 (100%)
Column 
Total (%)
42 (75%) 14(25%) 56 (100%)
0.000 0.000
BP absent 24 (80%) 6 (20%) 30 (100%)
present 18 (69%) 8 (31%) 26 (100%
Column 
Total (%)
42 (75%) 14 (25%) 56 (100%)
0.375 0.268
(Ns)
Temporal absent 28 (82%) 6(18%) 34 (100%)
present 14(64%) 8 (36%) 22 (100%)
Column 
Total (%)
42 (75%) 14 (25%) 56(100%)
0.129 , 0.104 
(Ns) ....
Key
Fisher’s exact test -  at p= 0.05 and p< 0.05 level of significance
Ns- not significant at p<0.05.
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4.12.3 Predictors of critical illness
Twenty three core quantitative papers(10' ,7’28’29’34'35’37' 40'45'46’47-54' 67' 74' 75' 82’84' 85’86’
R 7  o o  n r  q / * \  ■ ■ '
7 7  ’ ■ fo c u s e d  o n  th e  p r e d ic tio n  o f  c r it ic a l i l ln e s s .  T w e lv e  p a p ers  w e r e  fro m  th e  
U K (papers 287 29>3?74674?775’ 84’ 85>867 877 887 96), f iv e  p a p e rs  w e r e  fro m  th e  U S  (papers 35’40’45’ 54’ 
67), an d  s ix  p a p e rs  w e r e  fro m  A u s t r a l ia (papers 10’ 17,34,74,82,95). F if te e n  p a p e r s  w e r e  
p r o s p e c t iv e  o b se r v a tio n a l s tu d ie s  287 29’ 34’ 35’ 4°7 45’4?7 54’6?7 74’ 75’ 85’ 867 8?7 88). T h re e  
p a p ers  w e r e  r e tr o sp e c tiv e  r e v ie w  s tu d ie s  (papers 10’11 ’ 46\  o n e  u s e d  p r o s p e c t iv e  an d  
re tr o sp e c tiv e  a p p r o a ch es  (papers 31\  t w o  p a p e rs  w e r e  literatu re r e v i e w s (82,96\  an d  o n e  
p a p e r  w a s  a  th e o r y / r e v ie w  p a p e r (84). Q u a lity  a p p ra isa l le d  to  th e  m a jo r ity  o f  p a p e rs  
b e in g  c a te g o r ise d  as reasonable(papere 19’ 17’ 287 29’ 34’ 40’ 467 4?7 547 67’ 74’ 82’ 867 8?7 P5’ Fo u r
p a p e rs  w e r e  c a te g o r ise d  to  b e  o f  good q u a lity  (papers 35,45,75,84), an d  tw o  p a p e rs  
p r o v id e d  in su ff ic ie n t  in fo r m a tio n  fo r  q u a lity  a p p r a is a l(papers 37,85). T h e  str e n g th  o f  
e v id e n c e  fo r  c u e s  as p red ic to r s  w a s  weak in  s ix te e n  p a p e r s (17,287 34,37,467 47,54,74,82,84,
85,86,87,88,95,96y an(j m0£^ erafe ^  seven papers (10,297 35,4°7 45,67’ 75\  The sample size
statistics for papers within this category are shown in Appendix 9.
The time relationship of cues to the onset of critical illness was reported in some, 
papers. Cues within 24 hours before critical illness events/ unplanned admission to 
ICU were reported(papers 10,17,28,74). Cues present within two hours of admission were 
used to predict gastrointestinal haemorrhage and admission to ICU(papers 35,40)' Cues 
within 48 hours of critical events were reported(papers 29,46). Some papers identified 
abnormal cues but did not specify the timing of the onset of cues to subsequent event 
(papers 34,37,47,54,85,86,87,88,95)^  remaining papers referred to admission
characteristics and subsequent outcomes(papers 45,67,75).
Graph 3 shows the frequency of cues as percentages in 23 core quantitative critical' 
illness papers (including unplanned admission to ICU). Blood pressure and 
respiratory rate occurred most frequently (each occurring in 57% or 13 papers). 
Administrative factors and pulse were the next most frequently reported predictors 
occurring in 52% or 12 papers. Temporal factors, type of admission, and level of 
consciousness were the next most frequent occurring in 48% or 11 papers.
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Graph 3 shows the general trend in the most frequently reported cues predicting 
critical illness was similar to the trend for the total 56 papers.
Fisher’s exact test was computed to identify predictive cues in critical illness that 
were statistically significantly different from the remaining papers and pulse was the 
only cue for which the null hypothesis could be rejected. The occurrence of pulse as a 
predictor in critical illness papers was compared to the non critical illness papers and 
reached a statistically significant level at p<0.05. Other cues, such as level of 
consciousness and respiratory rate shown below, did not reach the p<0.05 level of 
significance.
Table 7: Results for Fisher’s exact test computed for cues in critical illness and non 
critical illness papers.
Cue Cue absent or 
present
Non critical 
illness Papers 
number and 
(% to nearest 
whole 
number)
Critical 
illness 
papers 
number and 
(%)
Row Total 
number 
and (%)
Fisher’s 
Exact Test 
(2-sided)
Fisher’s
Exact
T e s tf l-
sided)
Pulse absent 26 (70%) 11 (30%) 37 (100%)
present 7(37%) 12 (63%) 19 (100%)
Column total 
(%)
33(59%) 23 (41%) 56 (100%)
0.023 0.017
LOC absent 25 (68%) 12 (32%) 37 (100%)
present 8 (42%) 11 (58%) 19 (100%)
Column total 
(%)
33 (59%) 23 (41%) 56 (100%)
0.089 0.061
(Ns)
Resp.
rate
absent 22 (69%) 10(31%) 32 (100%)
present 11 (46%) 13 (54%) 24 (100%)
Column total 
(%)
33 (59%) 23 (41%) 56 (100%)
0.105 0.073
(Ns)
Key
Fisher’s exact test -  at p= 0.05 and p< 0.05 level of significance
Ns- not significant at p<0.05.
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4.12.4 Predictors of early post-operative complications
/O f  An n c  ©£ 0-7 o o \
Six quantitative core papers  ^ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ /  focused on the prediction of early post­
operative complications. Four studies(papers 25,86,87,88) were undertaken in the UK, and 
two studies were Australian(papers 43’ 76). The papers included five prospective cohort 
studies('25,76,86> 87»88) and 0ne case-control study (paper 43\  All six papers were 
categorised as reasonable when the review quality appraisal criteria were applied.
The strength of evidence for cues was categorised as moderate in two papers ('25,76), 
and weak in the remaining papers (43,86,87,88). Two papers focused on complications 
occurring within the first 48 hours post operatively(papers 25,43), and four papers 
identified adverse events throughout the in-hospital post- operative period (-papers 76,86,
87,88)
Graph 4 shows the frequency of cues as percentages in six early post operative 
complications papers. The small number of papers and their sample size statistics (see 
Appendix 9) limits the conclusions that can be drawn. For the six papers blood 
pressure was the most frequently reported predictor occurring in 83%, or five papers. 
Urine output, new complications, level of consciousness and type of admission were 
the next most frequently reported predictors occurring in 67% or four papers. The 
remaining 20 cues identified were found in one to three papers.
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Fisher’s exact test was computed. The null hypothesis could be rejected for the cues 
of urine output and temperature as the differences reached a statistically significant 
level at p<0.05. Blood pressure, level of consciousness and the remaining cues did 
not reach a statistically significant level as predictors of post operative complications 
compared to the non post operative complications papers where p<0.05.
Table 8: Results for Fisher’s exact test computed for cues in early post operative 
complications and non early post-operative complications papers
Cue Cue absent 
or present
Non post­
operative 
complicatio 
ns papers 
number and 
(%) to 
nearest 
whole 
number)
Post
operative 
complicati 
ons papers 
number 
and (%)
Row Total 
number and
(%)
Fisher’s 
Exact Test 
(2-sided)
Fisher’s 
Exact 
Test (1- 
sided)
Urine Out absent 45 (96%) 2 (4%) 47(100%)
present 5 (58%) 4 (44%) 9(100%)
Column total 
(%)
50 (89%) 6(11%) 56 (100%)
0.004 0.004
Temperatu
re
absent 46 (94%) 3 (6%) 49 (100%)
present 4 (57%) 3 (43%) 7(100% ) ,
Column total 
(%)
50 (89%) 611%) 56 (100%) '
0.021 0.021
BP absent 29 (97%) 1 (3%) 30 (100%)
present 21(81%) 5 (19%) 26(100%)
Column total 
(%)
50 (89%) 6(11% ) 56 (100%)
0.068 0.068
(Ns)
LOC absent 35 (95%) 2 (5%) 37 (100%)
present 15 (79%) 4 (21%) 19 (100%)
Column total 
(%)
50 (89%) 6(11%) 56 (100%)
0.165 0.094
(Ns)
Key
Fisher’s exact test -  at p= 0.05 and p< 0.05 level o f significance
Ns-not significant at p<0.05.
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4.12.5 Predictors of ICU re-admission
Four core quantitative papers(6,55,56,77) focused on the prediction of re-admission to 
ICU. All four papers were from the US. These included a prospective evaluation (paper 
6\  a secondary analysis of a prospective cohort study (paper 55), a systematic review 
(paper 56)^  an(j a retr0spective case-control chart review(paper 17\  The sample size 
statistics for papers within this category are reported in Appendix 9. Three papers 
were judged good according to the review’s quality appraisal criteria, and one paper 
was reasonable p^aper 6l  The strength of evidence of cues was categorised as moderate 
for all four papers. The relationship between cues and subsequent readmission was 
investigated in all studies. APACHE II score on admission and a diagnosis of 
gastrointestinal haemorrhage were independent predictors of outcome in one paper(6). 
The mean Acute Physiology Score (APS) at ICU discharge was a predictor of 
readmission in one paper(55). Unstable vital signs at ICU discharge predicted ICU 
readmission according to the results of a systematic review(56). Respiratory rate and 
haematocrit at ICU discharge predicted readmission to ICU in one paper(77).
Graph 5 shows the frequency of cues as percentages in four readmission to ICU 
papers. Although the number of papers was small the sample size statistics were large 
(see Appendix 9). Across the four papers the Acute Physiology Score (APS) at the 
time of discharge from ICU was the most frequently reported predictor of ICU 
readmission occurring in 75% or three papers. The next most frequently reported 
predictors were gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding, haemorrhage, haematological 
indicators, age, administrative factors, the disease processes on admission, and 
respiratory rate each occurring in 50% or two papers. The remaining eight cues 
occurred in 25% or one paper.
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Fisher’s exact test was computed and the Acute Physiology Score (APS) was the only
cue where there was sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis at the p<0.05
level. The Fisher’s exact test result is also reported for gastrointestinal (GI) bleed but
it did not reach significance at p<0.05 for the null hypothesis to be rejected.
Table 9: Results for Fisher’s exact test computed for cues in readmission to ICU and 
non- readmission to ICU papers
Cue Cue absent 
or present
Non
readmissi 
on to ICU 
papers 
number 
and (%) 
to nearest 
whole 
number)
Readmissi 
on to ICU 
papers 
number 
and (%)
Row Total 
number and 
(%)
Fisher’s 
Exact 
Test (2- 
sided)
Fisher’s 
Exact Test 
(1-sided)
APS absent 47 (98%) 1 (2%) 48(100%)
present 5 (62%) 3 (38%) 8 (100%)
Column 
total (%)
52(93%) 4 (7%) 56 (100%)
0.008 0.008
GI Bleed absent 47 (96%) 2 (4%) 49 (100%)
present 5 (71%) 2 (29%) 7 (100%)
Column 
total (%)
52 (93%) 4 (7%) 56 (100%)
0.072 0.072 (Ns)
Key
Fisher’s exact test -  at p= 0.05 and p< 0.05 level o f significance 
N s-not significant at p<0.05.
4.12.6 Predictors of in-hospital mortality/ outcome papers.
T w e n ty  n in e  c o r e  q u a n tita tiv e  p a p e r s (4’6’ 9’ 10’ 12’ 24’26’ 27’29’ 34’ 38’ 39’46’47’50’ * ■ 55’65’68’ 71- 
72,75,76, so, 86,87,92, 94,95) f o c u se (j o n  f r e  p r e d ic t io n  o f  in -h o sp ita l m o r ta lity / o u tc o m e .
T e n  p a p e rs  w e r e  fro m  th e  US (4,6’ 12,24, 26,39’50,51,55’92), t w e lv e  w e r e  fro m  th e  UK (27, 
29,38,46,47,65,68,75,80,86,87,94) ^  s e y e n  w e r e  fro m  A u str a lia  <9’ 10’34’71’ *  76’ 95>. T h e  c o r e
q u a n tita tiv e  p a p e rs  in  th is  se t  in c lu d e d  p r o s p e c t iv e  s tu d ie s  (4,6’ 9’ 12,24,265 29,34,38,39,47,
51,55,65,75,76,80,86,87,92)^ r e tr o s p e c t iy e  (10,46, 50,68,71, 95)  ^ o f  a m u l t i .
ce n tr e  in te n s iv e  care d a ta b a s e (27), d e v e lo p m e n t  o f  a  p r e d ic tio n  m o d e l  an d  v a lid a t io n  
stu d y  (94), an d  a  n o n -  r a n d o m ise d  p o p u la t io n  s tu d y  w ith  an  h is t o r ic a l ,c o n t r o l(72). T h e  
r e v ie w  q u a lity  cr iter ia  fo r  s tu d ie s  w e r e  a p p lie d  an d  th e  m a jo r ity  o f  p a p ers  w e r e  
reasonable in  q u a lity , an d  s ix  p a p ers  w e r e  ra ted  as g o o < /24’27’39,55’75’94). T h e  s tren g th  o f
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e v id e n c e  o f  c u e s  w a s  strong in  fo u r  p a p e r s  ('24,27,39,94\  moderate in  th ir teen  p a p ers
(4,6,10,26,29,51,55,65,68,71,75,76,80)^ ^  ^  ^  f l f t e e n  p a p e r g  (9,11,12,14,34,38,46,47,49,50,72,86,87,92,95)^
T h e  sa m p le  s iz e  s ta tis tic s  fo r  p a p e rs  w ith in  th is  c a te g o r y  are s h o w n  in  A p p e n d ix  9 .
T h e  t im e s  w h e n  c u e s  w e r e  u s e d  a s  p r e d ic to r s  o f  in -h o sp ita l m o r ta lity  o r  o u tc o m e  
v a r ie d  a c r o ss  p ap ers. S ix  p a p e rs  fo c u s e d  o n  fa c to rs  p r e se n t a t h o sp ita l a d m is s io n  to
• •  •  ( 1 0  0 7  “58  i q  n c
p r ed ic t  in -h o sp ita l m o r ta lity / o u tc o m e  ’ ’ ’ ’ . T w e lv e  p a p e rs  rep o r ted  c u e s
n o te d  in  th e  h o u r s  b e fo r e  a  c r it ic a l e v e n t  (ra n g e  o n e  h o u r- 48 h o u r s ) (4,10’26,29,34,46,47, 
50, 71,76,86,87,95) p ap ers id e n tif ie d  p re d ic to r s  o f  m o rta lity  a fte r  d isc h a r g e  fro m  ICU 
(6,55,65,68, so, 94) 'pjy.gg p ap ers rep o r ted  o n  p a tie n ts  e n r o lle d  o n  p a rticu la r  s tu d ie s  at a  
s p e c if ie d  t im e  a fter  h o sp ita l a d m is s io n (24’ 39,51). T w o  p a p e rs  co m p a r e d  m o r ta lity  ra te s  
an d  u n p la n n ed  ICU a d m is s io n s  in  M E T  an d  n o n -  M E T  lo c a t io n s  (9,72). A l l  p a p ers  
rep o r ted  s ta tis t ic a lly  s ig n if ic a n t  r e su lts  fo r  a  r a n g e  o f  c u e s  p r e d ic tin g  in  h o sp ita l  
m o r ta lity  or  o u tc o m e , e x c e p t  fo r  th e  d e sc r ip tiv e  s tu d ie s  w h e r e  s ig n if ic a n c e  w a s  n o t  
e x a m in e d  (68’ 86’ 87’95).
G rap h  6  s h o w s  th e  fr e q u e n c y  o f  c u e s  a s  p e r c e n ta g e s  in  tw e n ty -  n in e  in -h o sp ita l  
m o r ta lity / o u tc o m e  p a p e rs . B lo o d  p r e s su r e  an d  ty p e  o f  a d m is s io n  w e r e  th e  m o s t  
fr e q u e n tly  rep o rted  p red ic to r s  o f  in -h o sp ita l m o r ta lity  an d  p a tie n t  o u tc o m e  o c c u r r in g  
in  45% or th ir te en  p a p ers . A d m in is tr a t iv e  fa c to r s  w e r e  th e  n e x t  m o s t  fr e q u e n tly  
rep o r ted  p red ic to r  o cc u r r in g  in  41% o r  t w e lv e  p a p e rs . D is e a s e  p r o c e s s  a n d  a g e  w e r e  
th e  n e x t  m o s t  fr e q u e n tly  rep o rted  p r e d ic to r s  o c c u r r in g  in  38% o r  te n  p a p e rs .  
R esp ir a to r y  rate an d  tem p o r a l fa c to rs  e a c h  o c c u r r e d  in  34% o r  te n  p a p e rs . M e d ic a l  
h is to r y  an d  p u ls e  rate w e r e  e a c h  rep o r ted  in  31% o r  n in e  p a p e rs . G e n e r a lly  th e  tren d  
w ith in  th e  in -h o sp ita l m o r ta lity / o u tc o m e  p a p e r s  w a s  s im ila r  to  th e  tren d  fo r  th e  to ta l  
sa m p le  o f  56 c o r e  q u a n tita tiv e  p a p e rs , a  f in d in g  w h ic h  c o u ld  b e  e x p e c te d  g iv e n  th a t  
th e  fo rm er  m a d e  u p  o v e r  50% o f  th e  to ta l sa m p le .
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Fisher’s exact test was computed and level of consciousness and age demographic 
were the only cues for which there was enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis 
at the significance level of p<0.05. LOC occurred less frequently as a predictor in in- 
hospital mortality/ outcome papers than in the remaining papers and this was 
significant at the p<0.05 level (see Table 10 below). LOC may be more important in 
the earlier identification of patients with developing critical illness than in predicting 
mortality, and LOC is often included as a component of the APS score in in-hospital 
mortality/ outcome papers. Age demographic occurred more frequently as a predictor 
of in- hospital mortality/ outcome than in the other papers and this difference was 
significant at the p<0.05 level.
Table 10: Results for Fisher’s exact test computed for cues in-hospital mortality/ 
outcome and non in-hospital mortality/outcome papers.
Cue Cue absent 
or present
Non in-
hospital
mortality/
outcome
papers
number and
(% )to
nearest
whole
number)
In-
hospital
mortality/
outcome
papers
number
and (%)
Row Total 
number and 
(%)
Fisher’s 
Exact 
Test (2- 
sided)
Fisher’s 
Exact 
Test (1- 
sided)
LOC absent 14 (38%) 23 (62%) 37(100%)
present 13 (68%) 6 (32%) 19(100%)
Column total 
number (%)
27 (48%) 29 (52%) 56 (100%)
0.048 0.029
AGE
demogra
phic
absent 26 (59%) 18(41%) 44(100% )
present 1 (8%) 11 (92%) 12 (100%)
Column total 
number (%)
27 (48%) 29 (52%) 56(100%)
0.002 0.002
Key
Fisher’s exact test for p< 0.05 level o f significance
4.13 Strength of evidence for predictive cues
Papers were categorised as providing strong, moderate, or weak evidence of cues as 
predictors of clinical states. Few papers reported strong evidence for particular cues. 
This may reflect the difficulties of designing robust, yet ethically sound, studies to
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measure the phenomenon of clinical deterioration; for example conducting a 
randomised control trial would not be ethical if it involved withholding treatment 
from a particular patient group. Appendix 10: Table AlO-i presents statistics for core 
quantitative papers. Sample size for the five most frequently reported cues in the 
papers categorised as strong, moderate and weak evidence of cues.
By analysing the frequency of predictors according to papers this effectively meant 
that all papers were treated equally within the categories. An alternative approach 
would have been to analyse cues according to the sample size of the studies. This 
approach was not adopted, as the purpose of the review was to identify the range of 
predictors of critical illness and cardiopulmonary arrest and to include studies that 
examined objective measures and subjective assessments of clinical state. The latter 
cues tended to appear in the smaller scale studies where patients’ clinical conditions 
were rated over time. However tables of sample size statistics have been reported for 
the clinical states and strength of evidence categories, and the summary sheets for 
papers identify the sample size in each study (Appendix 5). The review quality 
criteria also included sample size in the assessment of quality in papers, and as can be 
seen in Appendix 10, larger sample sizes are reported in the stronger papers.
Graph 7 shows the frequency of cues as percentages in the four core quantitative 
papers(24,27,39,94) defined as strong in their strength of evidence. The sample sizes in 
the strong studies were large ranging from 4301 to 13924 as shown in Appendix 9. 
Within this category admission disease process and medical history were each found 
in 100% or all four papers. Age and type of admission were the next most frequently 
reported predictors each occurring in 75% or three papers. Administrative factors 
were identified as predictors in 50% or two papers and the remaining 17 cues were 
found in 25% or one paper.
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Fisher’s Exact Test was computed for cues in the strong evidence category. There 
was sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis for the cue age demographic, 
which reached a statistically significant level at p<0.05. There were just four papers 
in this sample limiting the scope for statistical analysis.
Table 11: Results for Fisher’s exact test computed for cues in strong and non- strong 
papers.
Cue Cue absent 
or present
Non strong
papers
number
and (%) to
nearest
whole
number)
Strong 
papers 
number 
and (%)
Row Total 
number 
and (%)
Fisher’ 
s Exact 
Test (2- 
sided)
Fisher’ 
s Exact 
Test 
(1-
sided)
AGE
demograph
ic
absent 43 (98%) 1 (2%) 44(100%)
present 9 (75%) 3 (25%) 12 (100%)
Column 
total number 
and (%)
52 (93%) 4(7% ) 56 (100%)
0.028 0.028
Graph 8 shows the frequency of cues as percentages in the 23 core quantitative 
papers*3’4’6’10’25'26^ 9,35,40’45’51^ 5'56’57'65'67'68’70’71'75’76’77’80^ ^ ^  as moderate in their 
strength of evidence (see definition of fields, Appendix 7). The most frequently 
reported predictors were administrative factors and type of admission (each with 43% 
or 10 papers). This was followed by temporal factors (39% or 9 papers). Blood 
pressure, respiratory rate, new complications, age and admission disease process each 
occurred in 35% or 8 papers. Graph 8 charts frequencies for all predictive cues.
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Fisher’s exact test was computed for cues in the moderate category compared to non 
moderate and pulse was the only cue where there was sufficient evidence to reject the 
null hypothesis at the p<0.05 significance level; pulse occurred more frequently in the 
non moderate category. Many papers in the non moderate category were also in the 
weak category which included a large number of descriptive/ observational studies 
where pulse was possibly regarded as an important clinical sign.
Table 12: Results for Fisher’s exact test computed for cues in moderate and non­
moderate papers.
Cue Cue absent or 
present
Non moderate 
papers 
number and 
(%) to nearest 
whole number)
Moderate 
papers 
number 
and (%)
Row Total 
number 
and (%)
Fisher’ 
s Exact 
Test (2- 
sided)
Fisher’ 
s Exact 
Test 
(1-
sided)
Pulse absent 19(51%) 18(49%) 37 (100%)
present 15 (79%) 4(21%) 19(100%)
Column total 
number and 
(%)
34 (61%) 22 (39%) 56 (100%)
0.082 0.041
Key
Fisher’s exact test -  at p= 0.05 and p< 0.05 level o f significance
Graph 9 shows the frequency of cues as percentages in the 29 core quantitative papers
(1>9,12,17,23,28,34,37,38,42,43,46,47,50,54,59,63,69,72,74,82,84,85,86,87,88,92,95,96) ^  ^  ^  ^
strength of evidence (see Appendix 7: Definition of fields table,). The most 
frequently reported predictor was blood pressure (59% or 17 papers), followed by 
respiratory rate occurring in 52% or 15 papers. Pulse rate, LOC, and temporal factors 
were each found in 45% or 13 papers. Administrative factors were a predictor in 34% 
or 10 papers. Admission disease process and MET score were each found in 31% or 9 
papers. Graph 9 charts the frequencies for all predictive cues in the weak evidence 
papers.
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Fisher’s Exact Test was computed and the MET score reached a statistically 
significant level (where p<0.05) and the null hypothesis could be rejected. Blood 
pressure almost reached a statistically significant level as shown in Table 13.
Table 13: Results for Fisher’s exact test computed for cues in weak and non- weak 
papers.
Cue Cue absent 
or present
Non weak
papers
number
and (%) to
nearest
whole
number)
W eak  
papers 
number 
and (%)
Row Total 
number 
and (%)
Fisher’s 
Exact Test 
(2-sided)
Fisher’s 
Exact 
Test (1- 
sided)
MET
score
absent 28(61%) 18(39%) 46(100%)
present 1 (10%) 9 (90%) 10 (100%)
Column 
total number 
and (%)
29 (52%) 27 (48%) 56 (100%)
0.005 0.004
BP absent 19 (63%) 11 (37%) 30 (100%)
present 10(38%) 16 (62%) 26 (100%)
Column 
total number 
and (%)
29 (52%) 27 (48%) 56 (100%)
0.107 0.056
(Ns)
.r
Key
Fisher’s exact test -  at p= 0.05 and p< 0.05 level o f significance
4.14 Further statistical analysis:
Confidence in how representative the results of the review sample are of the wider 
population under study was investigated. Inferential statistics are used to identify if 
any conclusions can be made about the study population based on the findings in the 
sample (Jordan et al, 1998).
For any series of reviews based on different random samples of the study population 
each would make an estimate of the study population that could be plotted to derive 
the overall sampling distribution (Jordan et al, 1998). Application of central limit 
theorem enables properties of the study population distribution to be uncovered. 
Estimates from many review samples will fall into a normal distribution and, with
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sufficient sample size, the mean of this normal distribution will be approximately
referred to as the standard error of the mean (Fielding & Gilbert, 2000). The central 
limit theorem can be applied to proportions, as in the current research, where the 
presence or absence of a particular cue makes up a binomial distribution consisting of 
just two outcomes (Jordan et al, 1998). If the sample of papers considered in the 
review can be seen as one of a number of potential samples used to estimate the 
occurrence in the study population, these estimates would lie within a normal 
distribution. This is a theoretical situation as it is unlikely that many reviews would 
be done, but the rationale enables calculation of the mean and standard error of the 
sample estimate (Jordan etal., 1998).
The standard error for proportion, SE(p), (Fielding & Gilbert, 2000 p239) is given by
Where p  is the measured proportion and n is the sample size.
To assess how much confidence can be placed in the sample estimates of cues as 
representing the study population confidence intervals can then be calculated.
For different levels of confidence, SE(p) is multiplied by different factors to obtain 
the appropriate confidence interval. The confidence interval is centred around the 
mean and gives limits within which the study population will lie according to the 
given confidence level. For example, suppose a 95% confidence level is chosen and 
100 random samples were taken of the study population. It would then be expected 
that 95 of the 100 samples would contain the study population mean within their 95% 
confidence interval limits. To be more confident for the same sample size, to say the 
99% level, the confidence interval is larger -  to more often encompass the true study 
population mean (Fielding & Gilbert 2000; Jordan et al., 1998).
equal to the population mean; the standard deviation of this normal distribution is
(2)
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The factor for a 95% confidence interval is 1.96, giving the upper confidence limit as 
p +1.96 x SE{ /?)and the lower confidence limit as p  -1.96 x SE( p), which to give 
both the mean and the 95% confidence interval can be written as p ±1.96 x SE( p).
The confidence intervals for the 56 core quantitative papers, and the sub sets of 14 
cardiopulmonary arrest, 23 critical illness, and 29 mortality outcome papers were 
calculated at the 95% confidence interval. To identify which cues could be analysed 
further it was suggested that central limit theorem could be applied when
“p  and 1-p are both greater than 5 In  where p  is the proportion and n is the sample - 
size” (Altman, 1991 cited in Jordan et al, 1998, p.l 12).
The aim was to identify statistically significant differences between the cues within 
the various sets of clinical states and over all core quantitative papers (see Appendix 
11 with tables of figures for calculating the applicability of the central limit theorem 
to the data). The results are presented below in Graphs 10-15 inclusive. Direct 
comparison of cue levels between one set of clinical states and another would not be 
statistically valid, as the sets were not totally independent of each other (as noted 
earlier some papers cover more than one category). Therefore the focus of the 
analysis was on the differences in the frequency of cues reported as predictors within 
the clinical states, and in the over all core quantitative data set.
4.14.1 Analysis of cues using the 95% confidence interval:
Taking the 95% confidence interval for the 56 core quantitative papers BP, 
respiratory rate, admission disease process, type of admission, administrative factors, 
temporal factors, medical history, pulse and LOC were statistically significantly 
different from the cues of dyspnoea, biochemistry, and sepsis. The overlaps in 95% 
confidence intervals for the cues of renal through to LOC indicate that for these cues, 
in this sample of papers, none could be considered significantly different. Graph 10 
shows this in detail; BP was statistically significantly different from age through to 
sepsis; respiratory rate was statistically significantly different from MET scores 
through to sepsis. Temporal, administrative factors, admission disease process and 
type of admission were statistically significantly different from APS score through to
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sepsis; and LOC, and pulse were statistically significantly different from dyspnoea, 
biochemistry and sepsis.
In graph 11 the subset of 14 papers focused on cardiopulmonary arrest are shown 
with the 95% confidence intervals for cues that could be examined for statistically 
significant differences. None of the cues shown including BP, temporal, 
administrative, LOC, pulse, new complications, neurological condition, delayed 
response or dyspnoea were statistically significantly different from each other at the 
95% confidence interval in this sample of papers.
In graph 12 the subset of 23 papers focused on predictors of critical illness are shown 
with 95% confidence intervals. All of the cues shown in graph 12 have overlapping 
confidence intervals and it is therefore not possible to state that one cue is statistically 
different from another in this sample of papers.
In graph 13 the subset of 29 papers focused on predictors of mortality/ outcome that 
could be examined using 95% confidence intervals is shown. All of the cues shown in 
graph 13 have overlapping confidence intervals and it is therefore not possible to 
state that one cue is statistically significantly different from another in this sample of 
papers.
In graph 14 the subset of 23 papers categorised as moderate according to the strength 
of evidence for cues have overlapping confidence intervals and once more it is not 
possible to state that one cue is statistically significantly different from the other cues 
shown.
In graph 15 the subset of 29 papers categorised as weak according to the strength of 
evidence for cues indicates that BP is statistically significantly different from medical 
history, new complications, neurological condition, delayed response, urine output 
and intuition in this sample of papers.
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Graph 1 5. Weak papers- 95% confidence intervals n = 29 papers
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Confidence intervals for strong papers were not calculated as none of the cues passed 
the Altman (1991) test for the application of central limit theorem and inclusion- see 
Section 4.14, p. 115, and Appendix 11 (raw figures).
4.15 Analysis of most frequently occurring cues and their co-occurrences
For the most frequently occurring predictive cues, co- occurrences were examined. In 
graph 16 the cues are sorted and co-occurrences between them noted and grouped 
within ranges. The ranges are percentages of co-occurrence relative to the occurrence 
of the smaller frequency cue. Pulse and respiratory rate always occurred together. BP 
occurred in 75-99% of papers with pulse and similarly for LOC. Disease process and 
medical history occurred together in 75-99% of papers.
The next section reports on clinical indexes identified as predictors of the clinical 
states. The indexes comprised a number of separate cues that often appeared as cues 
in other papers included in the review (see Appendix 12: Cue composition of clinical 
indexes).
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4.16 Clinical Indexes
The clinical indexes reported in the final review papers were categorised according to 
their primary clinical function after Feinstein (1987), Table 14. The categories 
included indexes describing conditions (status, diagnostic indexes and ratings of 
clinical conditions), reporting changes in condition (change indexes), making 
predictions about a future state (prognostic indexes) and selecting interventions 
(therapeutic agents). Generally the papers included in the review focused on rating 
the current condition (diagnosing the state of the patient), or on predicting the future 
clinical state (prognostic indexes).
Within critical illness or cardiac arrest status indexes refer to the patients’ diagnoses, 
if the clinical condition is rated acute, severe or recurrent, and the therapeutic 
interventions required. Recently sensitivity to change or the responsiveness of 
evaluative clinical or health status indexes has been the focus of attention (Jenkinson 
& McGee, 1998). Indexes of change can be developed to describe the relative 
importance of an attribute of a clinical state, for example changes in blood pressure, 
pain and dyspnoea (Feinstein, 1987). These can take a simple form using the original 
status index to compare states before and after treatment looking for dyadic change 
(Feinstein, 1987). For example urine output before and after the administration of 
diuretics would be an example of a dyadic change, or where more than two values of 
a single status index are used this would be termed polyadic.
Feinstein (1987) identifies a sub-category of change indexes called transition indexes 
which are particularly important for picking up changes in patients’ conditions when 
they are still within the same status index category. Such an index could be important 
in the early identification of patients vulnerable to critical illness. In a monodiadic 
transition index a value for the previous state would not be required but this index 
could track changes in patients’ respiratory state focusing on responses to oxygen and 
nebuliser therapy, by asking if their breathing feels better, the same or worse after 
treatment. Clinicians could rate a patient’s breathlessness on a transition index to 
indicate if this is better, the same or worse. The total patient response could be rated
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excellent or poor, or reported in a comparative way as unchanged, improved or 
deteriorating or given as a numerical ranking in a scale (Feinstein, 1987). The 
clinical indexes included in the review were examined for how they identified 
changes in patients’ conditions.
Table 14: Clinical indexes reported in core quantitative papers in the systematic
review according to their function
Index Function Comments
APACHE II (including the 
Acute Physiology Score APS) 
(Knaus etal., 1985)
Prognostic index- prediction 
of mortality in ICU.
APACHE III (Knaus etal., 
1991)
Prognostic index- prediction 
of mortality in ICU.
Early Warning Score (EWS) 
(Morgan et a l, 1997; Subbe C 
P et al., (2001)
Rating o f clinical condition- 
prediction o f critical illness 
state.
Potential use as index o f  
change in state, as a 
prognostic index to predict 
cardiac arrest and as a clinical 
guideline for intervention 
required.
Patient at risk score (PAR) 
(Goldhill D R, Worthington L 
e ta l ,  1999)
Rating o f clinical condition- 
prediction o f critical illness 
state.
Potential use as index o f  
change in state, as a 
prognostic index to predict 
cardiac arrest and as a clinical 
guideline for intervention 
required.
Medical Emergency Team 
score (MET) (Lee A, Bishop 
G, Hillman K M  eta/., 1995).
Rating o f clinical condition- 
prediction o f critical illness 
state.
Potential use as index o f  
change in state, as a 
prognostic index to predict 
cardiac arrest and as a clinical 
guideline for intervention 
required.
Sickness Assessment Score 
(SAS) (Kennedy, Al-Mufti, 
Brewster, 1994)
Prognostic index- prediction 
o f mortality in elderly surgical 
patients.
American Anaesthesiologists 
Score (ASA) used in Gamil 
and Fanning (1991)
Prognostic index- prediction 
of mortality in surgical 
patients.
Therapeutic Intervention 
Scoring System (TISS) 
(Keene etal., 1983).
Rating o f clinical condition- 
severity o f illness based on 
therapeutic interventions 
patients require.
May have a prognostic 
function as increased TISS 
score reflects increased 
severity o f illness.
Simplified Acute Physiology 
Score (SAPS II) (Le Gall et 
al., 1993).
Prognostic index- prediction 
of in hospital mortality.
Pre- Arrest Morbidity Index 
(PAM) George, Folk, 
Cercelius et a l, (1989)
Prognostic index- prediction 
of survival after in-hospital 
cardiac arrest and 
cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation.
''
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Prognostic indexes predict a future clinical state rather than the current one 
(Feinstein, 1987). Prognostic indexes are usually status indexes that have a predictive 
role assigned to them. Clinimetric indexes take on the function of being clinical 
guidelines when they provide guidance on treatment actions. For example in a local 
hospital, patients with a MET score of eight or more should be referred to the 
Medical Emergency Team, or in the case of surgical patients they should be referred 
to the surgical registrar (Hodgetts, Ineson et al, 2000).
4.16.1 Evaluation of Indexes
The clinical indexes included in the review were examined for validity or clinical 
sensibility, and reliability or consistency (Feinstein, 1987) to assess the degree of 
confidence that could be placed in them as accurate ratings of clinical conditions or as 
prognostic tools.
Validity A valid assessment tool or clinical index measures what it professes to 
measure (Jenkinson & McGee, 1998). Validity can be assessed using different 
approaches such as: face validity, content validity, criterion validity and construct 
validity (Jenkinson & McGee, 1998). Face -validity refers to how suitable the items in 
the clinical indexes are for the phenomenon being measured, that they make sense, 
and are understandable (Jenkinson & McGee, 1998). Content validity refers to the 
selection of items for inclusion and that weighting of the importance of items in the 
instrument or index is representative of the area being measured (Jenkinson &
McGee, 1998). This is usually achieved through the consensus of a panel of experts 
and by reviewing the literature.
Construct validity refers to the extent to which actual measures of items match the 
intended theoretical construct (Coolican, 1999). Two aspects of construct validity are 
convergent validity and discriminant validity (Jenkinson & McGee, 1998). Within 
convergent validity the results using one measure should be related to other variables 
and measures of that construct (Jenkinson & McGee, 1998), for example if two 
different predictive indexes for ICU mortality were used it would be expected that the
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results would be related. Discriminant validity contrasts with convergent validity 
because here it is expected that results would not be related when compared to data 
on distinct or unrelated constructs. Clinicians may assess the construct validity of an 
index by undertaking validation by application, where they consider if the index does 
what it is supposed to do in practice (Feinstein, 1987).
Criterion validity is concerned with the ability of a measure to correspond with gold 
standard measures (Jenkinson & McGee, 1998) however in many areas of clinical 
practice no such reference criterion is available (Feinstein, 1987). An example of 
criterion validity would be to compare clinician subjective ratings of patients’ 
respiratory status and how they correspond to measures of Arterial Blood Gases 
regarded as the gold standard test for respiratory status.
Reliability A measure that is scientifically credible needs to consistently produce the 
same result when the measurement is performed again by the same observer {intra­
observer reliability) or by another observer (inter-observer reliability) (Feinstein, 
1987). The approach taken for reliability testing depends on the characteristics of the 
instrument and the aspect of the reliability concept considered most important 
(Harris, 2002). Reliability may be assessed for the stability of the measure over time 
through test-retest reliability measurements but the disadvantages of this is that 
attributes may change over time, the patient’s condition may have changed between 
the two time-periods, or memory of the earlier test could interfere with results 
(Harris, 2002). Internal consistency can be used to assess how well items within 
scales in an instrument are correlated and is often assessed statistically using 
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient (Jordan et al., 1998). This is more difficult in clinical 
indexes where multiple phenomena may be included. An important approach to 
reliability testing of clinical indexes such as Early Warning Scores for developing 
critical illness would be to test inter-rater reliability. This could involve the 
development of parallel tests, or inter-rater reliability with tests involving two 
independent assessors measuring the same clinical phenomenon at the same time, but 
this does not rule out the possibility of assessors being inaccurate (Harris, 2002).
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4.16.2 Clinical indexes according to their diagnostic or prognostic properties
The major indexes and how often they were reported as predictors of critical illness, 
cardiopulmonary arrest or mortality are summarised below, Table 16. Generally the 
dimensions of biological and physiological severity predominated in these indexes. 
The apparent low frequency of indexes reported as predictors of critical illness and 
cardiac arrest may be due to the recent development of some of the indexes 
influencing how often they were measured in research studies. The main function of 
the indexes in the papers reported was prognostic, for the prediction of 
cardiopulmonary arrest, critical illness, and in-hospital mortality. No single index 
predicts cardiopulmonary arrest or critical illness with certainty and the APACHE 
systems are designed to predict mortality for groups of patients rather than 
individuals.
Table 16: Clinical indexes reported in quantitative papers in systematic review by
clinical states predicted.
Index Clinical State Comments
APACHE II (including the 
Acute Physiology Score 
APS) (Knaus et a l,  1985)
Prediction of mortality in ICU. Predicts groups of patients at 
greatest risk o f mortality, not for 
individual predictions. Reported as 
a predictor in 4/ 56 papers^1**5
10,28,35,65)
APS from APACHE II 
(Knaus et a l, 1985)
Acute physiology score. Reported as a predictor in 8/56 
papers
( 6,45,55,56,67,80,92,94)
APACHE HI (Knaus et a l, 
1991)
Prediction o f mortality in ICU. Predicts groups of patients at 
greatest risk of mortality, not for 
individual predictions. Reported as 
a predictor in 1/56 papers(paper39)'
Early Warning Score 
(EWS) (Morgan et a l, 
1997; Subbe et a l, 2001)
Prediction o f critical illness 
state, prediction of mortality 
(Subbee ta l ,  2001).
Reported as a predictor in 5/56
(37,75,85,86,88)papers .
Patient at risk score (PAR) 
(Goldhill, Worthington et 
a l, 1999)
Prediction of critical illness 
state, cardiac arrest and 
mortality.
Reported as a predictor in 2/56
__(29.87)papers .
Medical Emergency Team 
score (MET) (Hourihan, 
Bishop Hillman et a l, 
1995).
Prediction of critical illness 
state, cardiac arrest and 
mortality.
Reported as a predictor in 10/56
(9,34,42,43,69,71,72,74,82,95)papers .
Sickness Assessment 
Score (SAS) (Kennedy, 
Al-Mufti, Brewster, 1994)
Prediction of mortality in 
elderly surgical patients.
Reported as a predictor in 1/56 
papers(38).
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Index Clinical State Comments
American
Anaesthesiologists Score 
(ASA) used in Gamil and 
Fanning (1991)
Prediction of mortality in 
surgical patients.
Reported as a predictor in 2/56 
papers(25,43).
Therapeutic Intervention 
Scoring System (TISS) 
(Keene et al., 1983).
Rates severity of illness based 
on therapeutic interventions 
needed.
Reported as a predictor in 3/56
(45,67,80)papers .
Pre- Arrest Morbidity 
Index (PAM) George, 
Folk, Cercelius e ta l ,  
(1989)
Prediction of survival after in- 
hospital cardiac arrest and 
cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation.
Reported as a predictor in 1/56 
papers(26).
4.16.3 The indexes and the time relationships to the prediction of events.
The cue composition of the various clinical indexes is presented in Appendix 12. The 
APACHE II and III indexes use calculations based on the patient’s worst 
observations during the first 24 hours of ICU admission (Knaus et al, 1985; Knaus et 
al, 1991) focusing on the prediction of mortality rather than on clinical ratings to 
record and monitor changes in the patient’s condition. The Acute Physiology score 
(APS), a component of the APACHE systems, measures acute physiological variables 
and has been used widely. The APACHE II score was reported as a predictor in 7% 
or four papers out of 56 core quantitative papers. The APACHE III was reported as a 
predictor in 2% or one paper out of 56 core quantitative papers. The APS score was 
reported as a predictor in 14% or eight papers out of 56 core quantitative papers.
The EWS (Morgan et al., 1997; Subbe et al, 2001), PAR (Goldhill, Worthington et 
al, 1999) and the MET scores (Hourihan, Bishop Hillman et al, 1995) are clinical 
ratings indexes designed for monitoring and recording the patient’s condition at any 
appropriate time during hospitalisation. These scores are mainly used in the 
prediction of cardiopulmonary arrest and critical illness. The MET score was the 
most frequently reported predictor of all the scores cited in the core quantitative 
papers.
The SAS (Kennedy, Al-Mufti, Brewster, 1994) is used pre-operatively to predict 
post-operative mortality in elderly surgical patients but was reported as a predictor in 
only one study.
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The ASA is used pre-operatively to identify surgical patients at high risk of post­
operative mortality and was identified as a predictor in 4% or two papers out of 56 
core quantitative papers (American Anaesthesiologists Score (ASA) as cited in Gamil 
and Fanning 1991; Lee et al, 1998).
The TISS was reported as a predictor in 5% or three papers out of 56. A higher TISS 
on day of discharge from IGU predicted post- ICU deaths in one study (Smith, Orts et 
al, 1999). In Wagner et al, (1987) TISS predicted the need for active treatment in 
ICU, and in McClish et al, (1895) a higher TISS was reported in medical ICU 
compared to ward based patients.
The PAM index (George, Folk, Cercelius et al, 1989) was reported as a predictor of 
mortality/ outcome post cardiac arrest in 2% or one out of 56 core quantitative papers 
and drew on 15 factors categorised as pre-arrest, during resuscitation and post arrest.
The selection of cues for inclusion in clinical indexes was usually based on clinical 
judgement by a panel of experts. However a recent MET study (Hodgetts et al,
2002a &b) based calling criteria on a retrospective review of patients who went on to 
cardiac arrest and cues were submitted to regression analysis. There were more 
subjective cues included in this medical emergency score than in most of the others 
reviewed (Hodgetts et al, 2002b).
The method of deciding on threshold scores for referral also varied. For example, an 
expert panel assigned scores to criteria that where then submitted to sensitivity and 
specificity checks using a receiver operator curve in one study (Hodgetts et al, 
2002b). In other cases trigger scores were applied based on clinical judgement and 
there was substantial variation in the method used in various scores. For example the 
MET could be summoned by presence of any one of seven criteria in Bellomo et al, 
(2003). However, in Goldhill et al, (1999) at least three abnormal criteria, or 
decreased level of consciousness and either abnormal heart rate or respiratory rate, 
were required for the senior nurse to contact the patient’s medical team. Then if
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required the Patient at Risk Team could be summoned by the doctor or in 
emergencies the senior nurse. The rapid introduction of early warning scores has 
meant that many scores are being tested through validation by application.
The National Outreach Forum (NORF) (2003) states that the false negatives for early 
warning scores are not systematically recorded. Basic information about sensitivity 
and specificity of early warning scores in practice is lacking. Inter-rater reliability 
studies were not reported for any of the early warning scores. The potential for errors 
in measurement technique that could affect the accuracy of basic observations used in 
early warning scores was generally not discussed. There are no data on the problem 
of variance in early warning scores related to problems with inter-rater reliability. 
Given that health care assistants now routinely perform many physical observations 
more data are required on variance in scores across staff with different levels of 
preparation. It is possible that patients at risk are missed (false negatives). A less 
serious problem is the classification of patients at a higher than necessary levels of 
risk (false positives). The problem of physical observations not being recorded has 
major implications for patient safety where basic care is not performed (Goldhill et 
al, 1999; Chellel, 2002).
4.17 Analysis and synthesis of themes and cues identified in qualitative studies.
Five qualitative studies were included in the review and they focused on two main 
areas. Firstly, on the prediction of critical illness using the phenomenon of 
deterioration in general ward or intensive care unit patients (Cioffi, 2000b; Grossman 
& Wheeler, 1997; Minick, 1995; Smith, 1988); and secondly, on the context of ward- 
based critical care nursing (Cutler, 2002). Three studies were conducted in the US 
(Grossman & Wheeler, 1997; Minick, 1995; Smith, 1988), one in Australia (Cioffi, 
2000b) and one in the UK (Cutler, 2002). Data extraction summary sheets for these 
papers can be found in Appendix 5.
The research methods used included qualitative descriptive and grounded theory 
approaches (Cioffi, 2000b; Grossman & Wheeler, 1997; Minick, 1995; Smith, 1988),
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and ethnographic research (Cutler, 2002). The sample sizes of studies ranged from 6- 
33 participants and were drawn from experienced ward or intensive care nurses. The 
quality appraisal criteria of creditability, transferability, confirmability (Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985) and the items identified in the qualitative research quality appraisal tool 
(Appendix 1) were applied to these studies, Table 17. As none fully met all of the 
pre-set quality criteria the evidence presented should be regarded as tentative until 
more substantial research evidence is available.
Table 17: Quality appraisal summary of qualitative papers.
Paper Quality 
appraisal 
(number of 
criteria met)
Comments
Cioffi,
2000b;
Smith,
1988
Cutler,
2002
Some criteria 
met
Grossman Some criteria 
and met.
Wheeler,
1997
Minick, Some criteria
1995 met.
Some criteria 
met
Some criteria 
met
Did not link to theory. Sample not described in detail. No audit trail. Context 
described briefly. Methods section was brief. Analysis and interpretation of 
data described briefly. Creditability -  scope for greater use of member 
checks, searching for negative cases, information about researcher’s role in 
fieldwork. Confirmability was enhanced by involvement of two clinical 
nurse specialists. Transferability -  would need fuller description of research 
site to aid this.
Minimal links to theory. Sample was described. Brief description of context. 
Appropriate method. Analysis stage was described and reliability checks 
were reported on 1/3 transcripts giving an inter-rater reliability of 88%- 
analyses were confirmable. Member checking was performed. Transferability 
would require more detail about research site.
Some links to concept of caring. Sample recruited from several US ICUs, 
described briefly. Context not described in detail. Analysis reported briefly, 
some evidence of search for negative cases. Creditability- used participants 
own terms. Confirmabiity- some member checking. Transferability- limited 
as context not described in depth.
No explicit links to theory. Sampling strategy not described in detail. Brief 
description of methods and analysis. Creditability- quotations not traceable 
to participants. Member checking not reported. No audit trail which limits 
confirmability of findings. Small sample size and absence of detailed 
description of the sites limits transferability of findings.
Some links to theory. Sampling strategy was explained. Context was 
described. Descriptive codes used in analysis. Analysis described. Member 
checking contributed to creditability. Small sample relates to one ward 
limiting transferability of findings.______________________ _________ _
A qualitative meta-synthesis (Jensen & Allen, 1996) was not performed in view of 
the heterogeneity of the populations and methods, the limited sample sizes, and the 
small number of studies. The main themes reported in each study are therefore 
presented separately.
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4.17.1 Qualitative papers and main themes identified
Cioffi (2000b) explored nurses’ recognition of patients who needed emergency 
intervention in an Australian teaching hospital. Research participants comprised a 
purposive sample of registered nurses (n=32) qualified for at least five years, with 
experienced of calling the Medical Emergency Team (MET). The units studied 
included medical, surgical, renal, gynaecological, coronary care, and orthopaedics.
The main themes identified were nurses detecting a change in the patient state by 
comparing current state with a previous one, and exploration of the MET criterion 
seriously worried about a patient (Cioffi, 2000b). Four characteristics of patients 
causing concern were identified; patient self- report o f feeling not right; and nurse 
observation o f colour changes, agitation, and observations. Changes over time were 
noted and the characteristics were usually found in combination. Nurses used 
touching, observing, listening, feeling or sensing, and knowing to recognise that a 
problem was developing. Past experience, knowledge of the patient and usual 
progress patterns were important elements in recognising patients at risk. The MET 
category seriously worried about a patient was used even in the absence of objective 
signs or measures indicating that factors other than objective physiological measures 
were involved in such judgements.
Grossman and Wheeler (1997) identified patient cues used by expert critical care 
nurses in judgements about deterioration or recovery in selected medical intensive 
care patients. A convenience sample of 33 expert nurses with at least two years 
critical care experience was drawn from a US Medical Intensive Care Unit.
Grossman and Wheeler (1997) used the constant comparative method to analyse data. 
The three diagnostic groups -  heart failure/ post myocardial infarction, acute 
gastrointestinal bleeding, and pulmonary oedema- were analysed separately. Cues 
were identified and placed on a continuum for recovery or deterioration for each 
diagnostic group. The themes of recovery or deterioration were illustrated with early, 
imminent and late cues. Early, imminent and late signs of deterioration and recovery
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were identified for each diagnostic group. The earliest signs of deterioration across 
the three conditions were found in cues relating to the patients’ self report, 
behavioural signs such as skin colour changes, restlessness and mental status 
changes, and signs of increasing anxiety reflecting changes in psychological status. 
Across the three conditions physiological measures (vital signs) were not cited as 
early indicators of deterioration. Multiple cues were used in the judgement process; 
practitioners looked for trends and patterns in cue presentation.
Minick (1995) studied the processes used by critical care nurses in the early 
recognition of patient problems. Interviews were conducted with a convenience 
sample of 30 critical care nurses in several US hospitals, with experience ranging .. 
from 6.5- 30 years in total and the majority were degree graduate nurses. Qualitative 
data analysis for the interview transcripts was described as coding data, development 
of categories and themes. A qualitative data management computer programme was 
used. Participants’ own terms were used to code material in an attempt to enhance 
research creditability and two key participants confirmed the researcher’s analysis. In 
all cases the concept of caring came into the early recognition of problems and the 
theme perception o f early recognition engendered through caring was identified. 
Further themes were making the connection, or recognising the problem, and missing 
the connection referring to delay in recognition. Missing the connection was used in 
this research as a negative case for comparison with examples where making the 
connection was achieved. The themes were illustrated with narratives. Caring about 
patients was closely related to the nurse’s use of perceptual skills to recognise early 
warning signs. Nurses relied on subjective assessments, and subtle signs or intuition 
when there were no significant objective signs to guide care. Combining multiple 
cues was also reported; cues on their own were often not significant but when 
combined with other information they were considered more important.
Smith (1988) explored critical care nurses' perspectives on the phenomenon of 
deterioration in critically ill patients using Glaser and Strauss’s Grounded Theory 
qualitative research methodology and a two part design. A purposive sample of six
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experienced critical care nurses from two US hospitals were recruited but the term 
experienced was not defined. Interviews were transcribed and labelled with 
descriptors and themes. Thirteen thematic categories were developed from interview 
responses in part one. The themes mainly covered intuitive judgements that the 
patient’s condition was changing and the search for evidence to support these 
judgements. In part two nurses rated investigator generated possible characteristics of 
deterioration from one, most essential to three, not a part o f the phenomenon and 
these were then given overall ranking from one to 23. The items included perceptual 
cues and physiological indicators of a change in state. Smith (1988) referred to the 
changing nature of the process of deterioration and the nurse’s role in the prediction 
of deterioration. Patient cues to deterioration were derived from a range of domains 
including physiological, emotional, communication, cognition, spiritual, and /or 
combinations of these.
The areas of agreement in parts one and two included the initial sense that something 
was wrong, awareness o f a change in state such as worsening, and the need to closely 
observe the patient (Smith, 1988). The method of data analysis was not described in 
detail, and potential threats to the creditability of findings were not reported in detail. 
Items with the same average group score in part two were not ranked equally, and 
there was no explanation of how the items were ranked separately e.g. sense that 
something is wrong and feeling o f concern ranked one and two respectively, but they 
had the same average group score. The small sample size limits transferability of 
findings, types of ICUs/ patient population were not fully described (thick description 
of the research sites was omitted also limiting transferability). Creditability was 
affected by the absence of independent analysis by a second person, and the selection 
of items for part two may have been open to investigator bias. The absence of an 
audit trail means that the potential for researcher bias cannot be examined and limits 
the confirmability of findings.
Cutler (2002) studied the culture and context of ward-based critical care nursing in 
one 34 bed surgical ward using an ethnographic case study approach. The
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judgemental sample (Fetterman, 1998 as cited in Cutler, 2002) comprised seven 
participants. Data collection consisted of semi-structured in depth interviews. The 
local staffing situation and problems relating to this were reported {thick description 
o f the site was thus considered). The interviews were transcribed verbatim by the 
researcher. Nurses validated that each transcript was accurate and that participants 
permitted its use in analysis a form of member checking. Descriptive names were 
used in the analysis of text and selected participants checked the names for their 
creditability also a type of member checking.
The findings were reported under context and three categories from the literature- 
compatibility, relative advantage and practical applicability (Cutler, 2002). Verbatim 
quotes illustrated the categories. Context described medical and nurse staffing. Nurses 
reported that many of their patients were very dependent or seriously ill. The staffing 
of the ward was perceived as inadequate for the needs of the patients whereas the DH 
(2000) and Audit commission (1999) reports had emphasised the need for the 
education and training of ward-staff (Cutler, 2002). Compatibility referred to how 
learning equipped the nurse for the demands of the organisation. Assessment skills 
were valued, both in picking up new problems in regular and in one-off monitoring 
situations. The cues involved in clinical judgements were not examined in detail.
Role boundaries between medical and nursing staff were a source of conflict. 
Collaboration with medical staff was reported as sub-optimal, nurses reported 
knowledge deficits in junior doctors, and stated how nurses shared their knowledge 
for the patient’s benefit. Doctors didn’t always review patients the nurses were 
concerned about, and nurses cited this as evidence of poor collaboration. Relative 
advantage referred to how knowledge empowered the nurses, for example knowledge 
of physiology enabled them to make accurate clinical judgements and take action. 
Cutler (2002) suggested the cognitive skills required in clinical judgement contrasted 
with the behavioural competencies foci in DH (2000). The findings related to one 
surgical ward and seven participants at a particular point in time therefore limiting 
transferability to other settings.
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Across the five qualitative papers a range of cues were identified as predictors of 
deterioration or critical illness as shown in Table 18 below.
Table 18: Summary of cues identified in qualitative papers- n=5.
Cue Number of occurrences
Medical History 1
Medication 1
Intuition 3
Pulse 2
BP 1
Respiratory Rate 1
Temp 1
GI Bleeding 1
Colour 3
LOC 1
Muscle tone 1
Dyspnoea 1
Nausea/ vomiting 1
Patient distress 3
Restlessness 1
Patient position 1
Rambling 1
Thirst 1
Clammy 1
Cold 1
Lethargy 1
Seriously worried 2
Patient self-report 1
Psychological 2
Temporal 4
New complications 1
Original condition worse 1
4.18 Discussion
A key finding from the systematic review is that the predominant focus of 
quantitative papers is on cues that can be measured objectively. Published research 
may be biased towards cues that are measurable, and independently verifiable which 
may partially explain the relatively low frequency of occurrence of cues such as
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colour, patient position, restlessness, and psychological factors. The findings reported 
in the qualitative papers suggest that subjective clinician and behavioural cues may 
also be important in nurses’ clinical judgements: The most frequently reported cue 
was temporal factors (four papers), followed by intuition, colour, and patient distress 
(three papers). The results from these papers should be regarded as tentative because 
they did not meet all of the review quality criteria.
The heterogeneous nature of the papers and the method of analysis employed, where 
the reporting of cues as predictors in papers was the major focus rather than detailed 
calculations based on study sample sizes, may have affected the results. The large 
range of cues reported in both quantitative and qualitative papers suggests that many 
cues are relevant in the prediction of the clinical states reported in this review.
Cardiopulmonary arrest, critical illness, readmission to ICU and mortality reflect 
major clinical states potentially resulting from a range of medical conditions. 
Accordingly it is not surprising that a large range of cues have been reported as 
predictors in the latter clinical states. Gastrointestinal haemorrhage (GIH) is a distinct 
clinical sub-state of critical illness that can be accurately predicted using a few cues 
(Inayet et al., 2000; Kollef et al., 1997).
The final sample size of core quantitative papers may explain why it was not possible 
to discern small differences between cues -  differences smaller than the confidence 
intervals. But on the other hand a larger sample may still provide similar results. The 
sample size of papers would need to be much larger to significantly change the 
confidence interval as this varies with the square root of the number of papers in the 
sample. To half the range of the confidence interval in this study would require 240 
papers rather than 60 (56 finally included in the analysis). The large range of cues 
identified and the degree of overlap demonstrated through the analysis of confidence 
intervals lends support to the hypothesis that the clinical judgements concerned with 
predicting the above clinical states are complex and uncertain. Clinical indexes were 
reported as predictors, the most notable being the MET score (see summary Graph 1,
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p.91, for cues in over 9% of core quantitative papers). However it is impossible to say 
whether the frequency of occurrence is related to the predictive ability of a particular 
index or to how often the index was investigated in research studies.
The combinations of cues and whether they are additive or multiplicative in 
judgements would be an important area for future research. The examination of co­
occurrences in the most frequently reported predictors in the core quantitative papers 
(shown in Graph 16, p. 124) suggests that some predictive cues appear in 
combinations.
The different cues that were predictive of the clinical states varied in how much 
advance warning they provided. Cues such as type of admission, medical history, 
admission disease process, age, functional status prior to admission can be recorded 
at an early stage, but some'of the physiological measures may be late signs of 
developing critical illness (such as abnormal BP, respiratory rate, and pulse). Other 
information such as clinicians’ subjective assessments of colour, restlessness, patient 
position, LOC, lethargy, functional status, changes in condition over time, or 
judgements of severity of illness may be particularly important in the earlier 
identification of high- risk patients. Only a few of the latter cues e.g. temporal 
changes, LOC and judgements of severity of illness were frequently reported as 
predictors in the 56 core quantitative papers.
The cue composition of clinical indexes used in the prediction of critical illness or 
cardiac arrest reflected mainly objective measures of physiological state (Lee et at, 
1995; Morgan et at, 1997; Goldhill et at, 1999; Subbe et at, 2001). However 
Hourihan et at, (1995) and Hodgetts et at, (2002b) include clinician concern and 
some subjectively assessed clinical signs. For example Hourihan et al., (1995) 
identify that the worried, category was used for patients with chest pain, nausea and 
pallor, haemorrhage, aggression, abnormal blood sugars, and disconnection from 
traction or ventilator. Hodgetts et at, (2002b) recommend that new sweating, and new 
pallor would be included in the doctor or nurse concern criterion. Other clinical
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symptoms of a subjective nature were chest pain, abdominal aortic aneurysm pain, 
and shortness of breath (Hodgetts et al, 2002b). Changes in Glasgow Coma Score 
(GCS) were cited as one of the physiological factors in the Hodgetts et al, (2002b) 
MET activation criteria. Further work on the clinician concern criterion is required 
(Hodgetts et al., 2002b) as it appears to cover a wide range of items where it is used.
Current EWS also vary in the method of calculation used to identify patients at risk. 
EWS that accord points to various criteria with a pre-set trigger score, and 
instructions on patient referral, have been termed track and trigger warning systems 
(Morgan et al, 1997; NORF, 2003; Stenhouse eta l, 1999; Subbe et al, 2001). There 
is considerable variation in the scoring systems; they include single parameter, 
multiple parameter, aggregated weighted, and combination scoring systems (NORF,
2003). Scores where just one abnormal value is sufficient to trigger the critical care 
outreach team include the Harlow Outreach Team Tool (NORF, 2003), and one 
criterion is enough to trigger the Medical Emergency Team in Bellomo et al, (2003). 
Examples of multiple parameter scores are the System for evaluating the sick 
(S.E.C.S) (NORF, 2003), and the patient-at-risk protocol (Goldhill et al, 1999). The 
Modified Early Warning Scoring System (MEWS) (NORF, 2003) and the Medical 
Emergency Team Calling Criteria (Hodgetts et al, 2002b) use an aggregated 
weighted scoring system. In this system indicators are awarded points from zero to 
three, and a score of four currently triggers the critical care outreach team. Other 
systems use aspects of single or multiple parameter systems together with aggregated 
weighted scoring, such as the Kingston Hospital Deranged Physiology Scoring 
System (NORF, 2003).
Indicators such as blood pressure, heart rate and temperature have natural variations, 
whether this be moment to moment, or minute to minute in blood pressure or heart 
rate, or diurnal variations in the case of temperature (Harris, 2002). If vital signs are 
recorded intermittently they may not reflect the overall state of the patient. In addition 
to natural variability there may be knowledge deficits or poor technique. Doctors and 
nurses may lack understanding of factors influencing interpretation of pulse oximetry
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data on the saturation of haemoglobin with oxygen in arterial blood (Sp02) 
(Stoneham et al, 1991). The Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) may be inaccurate and 
unreliable when used by inexperienced staff (Rowley & Fielding, 1991), and blood 
pressure, heart rate and respiratory rate may also be inaccurately recorded in practice 
due to faulty technique or poorly maintained equipment (Harris, 2002).
If the amount of variance in measures used in the calculation of patients at risk is 
unknown, then it is not possible to know the probability of a particular score being 
correct. For example a score of two may really mean the patient’s condition is 
somewhere between one and three, but it is unknown where they actually are; this 
could make a difference to the action taken.
Further psychometric and clinimetric testing of early warning scores is required. 
Currently scores are validated through use, but more rigorous examination of the 
validity of scores for particular groups of clients is needed, and inter-rater reliability 
requires more careful analysis than has occurred to date. For example the criteria 
included in Hodgetts et al, (2002b) were based on an analysis of cardiac arrest 
patients compared to controls who did not have cardiac arrest, but this score is used 
more broadly to detect critical illness and cardiac arrest. Consequently blood sugar 
was omitted from the initial calling criteria because it did not reach a statistically 
significant level in cardiac arrest cases.
Research papers often refer to samples of general ward patients rather than 
differentiating between medical and surgical patients (for example, Buist et al, 1999; 
Goldhill, Worthington et al, 1999; Schein et al, 1990; Smith & Wood, 1998;
Sterling et al, 2002). The terms medical and surgical tend to be categories used for 
the organisation of care rather than reflecting the severity of patients’ conditions and 
so papers were not separated out during the analysis of cues. The various early 
warning scores tend to be used on medical and surgical ward patients, further 
suggesting that severity of illness is the issue rather than the categories of medicine or 
surgery.
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Of the papers that focused specifically on medical patients respiratory rate was a 
significant predictor of cardiac arrest (Fieselmann et al, 1993). For patients with 
gastrointestinal haemorrhage significant predictors of critical illness (admission to 
ICU) were raised prothrombin time (PT) INR (>1.2), hypotension (<90mmHg), new 
neurological problems, and APACHE II scores greater than or equal to 15 within two 
hours of admission (Inayet et al, 2000). Subbe et al, (2001) undertook a prospective 
evaluation of a modified early warning score in medical emergency admissions. 
Older patients (age may be an indirect indicator of physiological reserve), and 
patients with low blood pressure, raised pulse or raised respiratory rates were at 
significantly greater risk of reaching the pre-defined end-points of HDU or ICU 
admission, cardiac arrest or death at 60 days (Subbe et al, 2001).
A variety of cues were identified in surgical studies. For example, significant 
associations were found between serious post-operative adverse events, age and 
unscheduled surgery (Bellomo et al, 2002). Kennedy et al, (1994) reported that a 
positive sickness assessment score comprising any one of the indicators of systolic 
BP < 100 mm Hg, severe chronic disease or compromised immune state, and not 
independent and self-caring predicted mortality in elderly surgical patients.
The review findings support the hypothesis that severity of illness is an important 
mechanism in the development of critical illness or cardiac arrest. The dimensions of 
severity of illness reported across the sixty-one core papers included biological 
severity, physiological severity, temporal factors and administrative/ organisational 
factors and functional severity, personal and psychological factors.
Biological severity was reflected in the cues of physiological reserve, gender and 
biological age. Age was one of the frequently reported predictors across the 56 core 
quantitative papers (see Graph 1, p. 91). These cues were not reported in the 
qualitative papers; it is a matter for investigation in study two whether the cue of 
intuition refers to some of these areas.
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Physiological severity was reflected in the cues of admission disease process, type of 
admission, medical history (planned^ unplanned, medical or surgical), diseases and 
illnesses (including neurological, renal, sepsis, respiratory, haemorrhage, cardiac, and 
cancer), and in the physiological indicators. The latter included BP, respiratory rate, 
pulse rate, LOC, urine output, fluid balance, temperature, arterial blood gases, SPO2, 
biochemistry, haematological values, and blood sugar. Admission disease process, 
medical history, various medical conditions and physiological indicators were major 
components in some of the clinical indexes reported in the current review, and 
physiological indicators featured in all clinical indexes. Cues linked to physiological 
severity were frequently reported as predictors in the fifty- six core quantitative 
papers (see Graph 1, p.91). Apart from LOC, behavioural cues were reported 
infrequently in the core quantitative papers. This contrasted with the findings in the 
qualitative papers where cues such as colour and patient distress were reported as 
predictors in three out of five papers.
Functional severity was reflected in the cue of functional status. This was not 
frequently reported as a predictor in the core papers included in the review.
Functional status may either be unreliable as a predictor (however it was frequently 
reported as a predictor of mortality/ outcome- see Graph 6, p. 107), or it may be less 
likely to be included as a variable in research in the first place.
Personal/ psychological characteristics were included in the cues psychological and 
patient distress. Neither cue was frequently reported as a predictor in the fifty six core 
quantitative papers either because they were not reliable predictors or because they 
were seldom measured in research studies. Roach, Connors et al, (1998) however 
reported that depressed mood predicted mortality in seriously ill hospitalised adults. 
Qualitative evidence was provided for the cue, psychological and patient distress 
(Cioffi, 2000b; Grossman & Wheeler, 1997; Smith, 1988) indicating that this 
dimension may be important in the early prediction of deterioration and critical 
illness.
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Temporal factors were represented in the cues temporal factors, and new 
complications. Across all papers temporal factors were frequently reported as 
predictors (see Graph 1, p.91 and Table 18, p. 142). This evidence supports the 
hypothesis that change in clinical state over time is an important cue in the prediction 
of the clinical states studied here.
Administrative/ organisational factors were reflected in the cues administrative and 
delayed response. Both categories of cues were frequently reported as predictors in 
the core quantitative papers (Graph 1, p. 91). Developments such as early warning 
scores used to summon the MET or PAR teams (Lee, Bishop et al, 1995; Morgan et 
al, 1997; Goldhill, Worthington et al, 1999) and educational initiatives such as the 
ALERT courses (Smith, 2003) are evidence of attempts to target such issues.
Based on the cues identified in the systematic review and the severity of illness 
conceptual framework for the early identification of cardiac arrest and critical illness 
in general ward patients a preliminaiy coding framework (Appendix 13) was 
identified for the analysis of data in the empirical study (study two).
4.19 Conclusion
Generally the review findings demonstrated that objective measures of physical state, 
past medical history, admission disease process, temporal factors, and type of 
admission (planned or unplanned) were the main cues reported. With the exception 
of level of consciousness and dyspnoea the quantitative core papers did not tend to 
refer to the subjective clinician, behavioural or patient self- report cues that were 
reported in some of the qualitative papers. No single cue predicts critical illness or 
cardiac arrest in all situations, but a number of cues were frequently reported
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The following research questions arose from the systematic review and were
addressed in an empirical study (study 2).
1. What cues do clinicians consider important in judgements of patient condition?
2. Which cues do clinicians consider to be important in the prediction of 
deterioration in condition in the clinical outcome states of critical illness or 
cardiac arrest?
3. Are subjective clinician, behavioural signs or patient self report signs considered 
important in judgements of patients’ conditions in the clinical outcome states of 
critical illness, cardiac arrest or acute illness and vulnerable to physiological 
instability and deterioration to critical illness or cardiac arrest?
4. How accurate are clinicians’ diagnoses of clinical condition and predictions of 
deterioration as reported by clinicians themselves?
5. Do clinicians report single cues or combinations of cues to predict 
cardiopulmonary arrest, or critical illness?
6. What are the psychological characteristics/ properties of cues considered 
important in judgements of patient condition?
7. Which dimensions of severity of illness do clinicians report when predicting 
cardiopulmonary arrest or critical illness?
8. Do the cues considered important differ according to the clinician’s location/ 
patient group?
The next chapter discusses the research methodology for the research focusing
particularly on the empirical study which addressed the above research questions.
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Chapter 5 
Methodology
The philosophical perspective and the research design
5.1 Introduction
Nursing research draws on a range of philosophical perspectives. The researcher 
generally selects the perspective that is most suited to the research problem being 
investigated and their own personal views on what counts as knowledge. Within the 
current study making this choice involved balancing the contribution of the natural 
sciences, particularly physiological processes with its orientation towards positivist 
perspectives, and the researcher’s interest in the cues clinicians considered important, 
reflecting a position that was closer to the interpretivist and phenomenological 
philosophical perspectives.
Crotty (1998) identifies four aspects to be considered when planning research: 
epistemology, theoretical perspective, methods, and methodology. Firstly, 
epistemology refers to the theory of knowledge integral to the theoretical perspective 
and the research design. Secondly, the theoretical perspective describes the 
philosophical position adopted that has implications for the methodology or research 
design and the particular assumptions about logic that this entails. Thirdly, methods 
refer to the ways in which data are collected and analysed; and finally, methodology 
is the term used to describe the research design and how the various elements of the 
study link together to address the research questions and achieve the research goals 
(Crotty, 1998). The current chapter introduces the epistemology, theoretical 
perspective, methodology and methods guiding the overall research. The 
characteristics of qualitative research are also discussed at this stage because the 
empirical study adopted a qualitative approach.
5.2 Epistemology
The particular epistemology the researcher selects provides the foundation for the 
type of knowledge that can be developed (Crotty, 1998). The objectivist epistemology
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views meaning and meaningful reality as independent of consciousness and so 
research focuses on gaining an objective understanding, the objective truth, of the 
people studied (Crotty, 1998). Patton (2002) presents positivist, realist and analytic 
induction approaches as examples of truth and reality-oriented correspondence 
theory. Common to these approaches is the assumption that there is a real world with 
patterns that can be found and predicted, and where the goal of research is to find 
methods that accurately describe or correspond with the real world (Patton, 2002).
Alternatively constructionism contends that there is no such objective truth, rather 
meaning or truth is based on the construction of meaning in the mind; this is a 
popular position in qualitative research (Crotty, 1998). Qualitative enquiry from the 
constructionist perspective anticipates that different individuals and groups would 
present contrasting views on a subject (Patton, 2002). Within constructionism 
meaning is constructed out of the object. A further contrasting epistemology is 
subjectivism in which meaning is attached to the object by the subject but the object 
plays no role in the development of meaning (Crotty, 1998).
The particular epistemological stance strongly influences the research approach 
adopted. If the focus is on an objective truth a study may be designed to identify and 
measure it. However if the focus is on the meaning of events to individuals the 
process used will seek to gain an understanding from the subjects’ perspective. The 
quantitative studies included within the systematic review (study 1) are mainly 
objectivist and within the positivist/ post-positivist perspectives whereas the 
qualitative studies are more constructionist and located within an interpretivist 
perspective. The objects of the systematic review include identification of the most 
frequently reported predictor cues for clinical states, the strength of the evidence for 
particular cues, and qualitative synthesis of qualitative research evidence. The 
qualitative interview study (study 2) explores the subjective experience of clinicians 
and the structure of clinicians’ clinical judgements as they infer the clinical state of 
the patient. The focus is on cues that clinicians consider most important in 
judgements, the meaning individuals ascribe to actions, their intentions, and the
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context in which judgements are made. The intention is to draw on the clinicians’ 
accounts to investigate the relationship between cues, clinical judgements and clinical 
events to begin to identify any processes or mechanisms that may be operating in 
these situations. The clinical judgements are also examined within the context of a. 
conceptual framework based on a broad interpretation of severity of illness.
5.3 The Theoretical Perspective
Different theoretical perspectives inform the development of knowledge. The 
systematic review (study 1) refers to literature from across theoretical perspectives 
and the empirical study (study 2) is located within the critical realist perspective. The 
main theoretical perspectives that influenced the current research are discussed here.
Positivism
The positivist position asserts that the social sciences should draw on the methods 
used by the natural sciences (Bryman, 1988; Hughes & Sharrock, 1997). Positivism 
holds that phenomena must be available to the senses to be considered as knowledge, 
and consequently phenomena that cannot be observed directly, or measured indirectly 
using instruments, are excluded (Bryman, 1988); within psychology this would mean 
that only classical behaviorism would be legitimate (Harre, 2002). There is no 
accommodation for feelings or subjective experience in this account of social 
scientific knowledge if they cannot be observed (Bryman, 1988). Scientists within the 
positivist tradition focus on facts, and values or meanings are beyond their concern 
(Bryman, 2001; Hughes & Sharrock, 1997). Theory is tested mainly using a 
hypothetico-deductxve method,; hypotheses or predictions are deduced from theory 
before data collection and the researcher tries to falsify these using empirical 
evidence (Bowling, 1997). If predictions are confirmed then the theory is supported, 
but if data disprove the hypothesis it must be revised or rejected (Murphy et al,
1998).
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The positivist philosophy of science is attributed to the French philosopher Comte in 
the 19th century (Harper & Hartman, 1997). Within positivist science empirical 
observations were viewed as the foundation for theoretical laws and knowledge 
(Hughes & Sharrock, 1997). In the 1920s a group known as the Vienna Circle 
developed logical positivism in which the scientific method was characterised as both 
logical and empirical (Hughes & Sharrock, 1997). Whereas Comte had advocated 
that the methods of natural science be used in the social sciences, the Vienna Circle 
was more concerned with the application of mathematics to philosophy (Crotty,
1998). Logical positivism had a profound influence on scientific disciplines including 
medicine and nursing up to the 1960s (Harper & Hartman, 1997). Scientific 
knowledge within the logical positivist perspective is concerned with the search for 
universal laws, by testing logically deduced hypotheses empirically using explicitly 
defined concepts and variables so that replication and falsification can be attempted 
(Patton, 2002). This conception of scientific knowledge generally demands more 
certainty than social phenomena can provide and was largely rejected as a foundation 
for social science research in the latter half of the 20th century (Patton, 2002).
A number of scientists and philosophers challenged the absolutist views of logical 
positivism and suggested a more temperate version of positivism; they have been 
called post-positivists. The post-positivists question positivist assertions that scientific 
knowledge is totally objective and the only sound type of knowledge (Crotty, 1998). 
Their conception of scientific knowledge is more moderate; probability replaces 
certainty of claims, objectivity is expressed in levels rather than total objectivity, and 
truth is not aspired to in absolute terms (Crotty, 1998). The quantitative studies 
included within the systematic review (study 1) are located within the post-positivist 
perspective. Crotty (1998) refers to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle that states the 
impossibility of accurately reporting the location and momentum of a sub-atomic 
particle in quantum physics thus making certain prediction of a future state 
impossible; physics began to refer to relative statements rather than absolute 
statements. Whilst Heisenberg’s position focuses on epistemology and the capacity of 
individuals to know something, another physicist, Bohr argues that the problem is
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more an ontological one based on the actual properties of sub-atomic particles 
(Crotty, 1998). The possibility of uncertainly in physics is therefore acknowledged. 
Popper’s principle offalsification places current knowledge in the tentative position 
of knowledge that has yet to be refuted; Popper also argues that science develops 
through a process of trial and error (Hughes & Sharrock, 1997).
Kuhn (1970) argues in his book, The Structure o f Scientific Revolutions, that science 
develops in an entirely different way to that purported by Popper. Kuhn asserts that 
scientists hold on to particular frameworks or paradigms and normal science operates 
within these, until a major change stimulates the overthrow of the prevailing 
paradigm and replaces it (Hughes & Sharrock, 1997). Science therefore has social 
dimensions and members of the scientific community share concepts, values and 
standards for judging the merit of scientific work (Hughes & Sharrock, 1997). An 
even more radical view is presented by Feyerabend who challenges the unconvincing 
philosophical foundations of positivist science stating that it, like other sources of 
knowledge, is based on a system of beliefs including the social, political and cultural 
(Crotty, 1998).
During the 1970s alternatives to positivist science in nursing became more widely 
recognised enabling the exploration of issues that reflected nursing’s commitment to 
a holistic philosophy (Harper & Hartman, 1997). Interpretivism was one of the most 
influential of these perspectives.
Interpretivism
Within interpretivism the application of the scientific model to the study of the social 
world is rejected as individuals are not considered the same as objects in the natural 
sciences; the focus is on the investigation of subjective meanings of social situations 
(Bryman, 2001; Hughes & Sharrock, 1997). The qualitative studies included in the 
systematic review (study l)are  located within the interpretivist perspective. Whereas 
positivism in the social sciences would be concerned with explaining human 
behaviour, interpretivism’s focus is on understanding human behaviour (Biyman,
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2001). Phenomenology is one of the philosophical approaches within the 
interpretivist perspective and aims to provide detailed accounts of aspects the 
subjects’ are conscious of, to examine the range of their experiences and uncover 
their essential meanings (Kvale, 1996). The focus is on the individual’s initial and 
direct experience of phenomena before thoughts, interpretations, or meanings are 
attached to them (Crotty, 1998).
Realism
Quantitative research is often associated with realism and qualitative research with , 
idealism although in practice some quantitative researchers have idealist views and 
some qualitative researchers draw on a realist perspective (Murphy et al, 1998). 
Realism shares two characteristics with positivism; the first concerns the belief that 
“the world has an existence independent of our perception of it” (Williams & May, 
1996 p. 81). And secondly, it is committed to the use of the same methods in the 
natural and social sciences. This contrasts with idealism which argues that the social 
world is understood in terms of individuals’ representations of it and that no search 
can reveal what is actually real in the social world (Williams & May, 1996). Idealists 
would not deny the possibility of an external existence but they question whether it is 
possible to know reality and furthermore they argue that there are multiple realities 
(Murphy et al., 1998).
Critical realism or transcendental realism is a particular type of realism that presents 
an alternative to positivism or interpretivism (Bhaskar, 1975; Harre & Secord, 1972). 
The critical realist perspective asserts that
"... social phenomena exist not only in the mind but also in the objective world 
and that some lawful and reasonably stable relationships are to be found 
among them” (Miles & Huberman, 1994 p.4).
These stable relationships are derived from the links between phenomena that are 
then used to formulate constructs that underpin real situations (Miles & Huberman, 
1994). Although invisible these constructs may still be valid (Miles & Huberman, 
1994). Observability of something increases our confidence that it exists but its
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existence does not depend on our observations of it (Sayer, 2000). Critical Realists 
argue that in addition to observability, there is a causal aspect (Collier, 1994). To 
investigate the existence of something that cannot be directly observed it may be 
necessary to focus on the product or observable effects and then a viable explanation 
may be possible for a mechanism that has come into effect under particular conditions 
(Sayer, 2000). In the empirical study (study 2) the mechanism of increasing severity 
of illness cannot be observed directly but the effects of transition to critical illness or 
cardiac arrest can be explored by asking clinicians to recount the cues that were 
evident. Further research would be required to test any preliminary findings. There is 
growing recognition that the critical realist perspective can inform research in 
practice oriented professions (such as social work and nursing) (Robson 2002b).
Theory and observations are interdependent within the critical realist position (Harre, 
1981). Facts become apparent in a situation because a theory is being used to pick out 
significant items, and a process of categorisation occurs (Harre, 1981). The 
philosophical approach guiding the empirical study (study 2) draws on critical or 
'transcendental’realism.
Miles and Huberman (1994) state that there is'a subjective phenomenological 
dimension to social life agreeing with the interpretivists on this point, but they claim 
to transcend this position by developing and testing theories that describe the real 
world. Transcendental realists aim to reach beyond the subjective and 
phenomenological accounts of actions in situations {episodes) to provide explanations 
of the processes and mechanisms that give rise to these particular events (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994), they are interested in the structured relations underpinning actions 
(Porter, 2002). They strive towards a causal description of the elements at work 
where research evidence is scrutinised to check that each event is an example of the 
causal explanation proposed (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
The critical realist perspective can therefore inform research into clinical judgement 
where the clinicians’ accounts are examined to provide an insight into the cue
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composition of their clinical judgements,-the clinical judgement process and 
mechanisms that may contribute to the clinical events.
5.4 Qualitative and quantitative approaches to research
Qualitative and quantitative research are often presented as completely separate 
models of the research process largely because they occupy the contrasting 
epistemological positions of interpretivism or positivism, implying that they belong 
to alternative paradigms (Bryman, 1988). On the other hand some argue that the 
research issue should determine whether quantitative or qualitative research is most 
appropriate, and that technical rather than epistemological issues are more important 
in the choice of approach (Bryman, 1988; Murphy et al, 1998). Within the 
systematic review (study 1) evidence from both paradigms is examined because the 
aim is to identify predictor cues reported in quantitative studies and cues clinicians’ 
considered important in qualitative studies. A qualitative approach is used in the 
empirical study (study 2) because the aim is to gain an insight into the cues’ 
clinicians consider important in their judgements as these may differ from those 
reported in quantitative studies.
The place of theory in quantitative and qualitative research presents a further contrast 
between quantitative and qualitative research. Generally quantitative research works 
through a process of deduction and tests theory, whereas qualitative research tends to 
be inductive and focuses on theory generation (Bryman, 2001). Although qualitative 
research is characterised as inductive and useful for hypothesis generation, it often 
uses deduction (Murphy et al, 1998). Miles and Huberman (1994) in particular 
highlight the potential of qualitative methods for testing hypotheses. Differences in 
the ontological position concerns whether social elements can be considered as 
objective with an existence external to the individual, or as social constructions based 
on the mind and actions of individuals; quantitative research is thus aligned with 
objectivism and qualitative research with constructionism (Bryman, 2001).
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With an emphasis on the technical features associated with data collection and 
analysis, qualitative research is defined as:
“ the collection, analysis and interpretation o f data that are not easily 
reduced to numbers. These data relate to the social world and the concepts 
and behaviours o f people within it. ” (Murphy et al, 1998, p.iii).
In contrast quantitative research
“... usually emphasises quantification in the collection, and analysis o f data ” 
(Bryman, 2001, p.506).
Qualitative research is judged by its richness and depth; qualitative data are termed 
soft in comparison to the data collected in quantitative research (Corbetta, 2003). 
Quantitative research aims to produce precise, reliable, rigorous and unambiguous or 
hard data (Corbetta, 2003).
The characteristics of qualitative research shall now be explored in detail because the 
study to elicit the cues clinicians considered important in judgements of patient 
condition was essentially a qualitative study informed by a critical realist perspective.
5.4.1 Characteristics of qualitative research
Mason (1996) identifies three features for a working definition of qualitative 
research. The first feature is the philosophical position that is generally towards an 
interpretivist perspective about the social world. The second feature is that data 
collection methods are adaptable to the social context; and thirdly, data analysis and 
explanations are rich in detail and context so that holistic approaches to data analysis 
are more widely used than statistical ones.
Qualitative research may be described as naturalistic, a term used to denote “non- 
experimental research in naturally occurring settings” (Pope & Mays, 1996, p.3). Due 
to this naturalistic focus carefully collected qualitative data can provide access to real 
life issues (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Qualitative research takes the subjects’ 
perspective and attempts to see things from their point of view (Bryman, 1988). Max
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Weber’s concept Verstehen or understanding is often used to describe qualitative 
research and refers to both the understanding of subjective meanings of actions, and 
the motivation behind them (Bryman, 1988). Analysis is primarily concerned with 
words that are organised and examined to discern patterns (Miles & Huberman,
1994). The researcher is concerned with the translation of informants’ meanings 
according to the theoretical framework of the research, but needs to avoid distorting 
the observations with prior assumptions (Murphy et al, 1998). Whilst a theoretical 
framework assists in the development of theoretical insights in research Maxwell 
(1996) cautions against the imposition of a theoiy on data because qualitative 
research should examine the participants theories and perspectives.
5.4.2 Qualitative data
Qualitative data can take the form of observations that provide thick description, 
interviews that focus on quotations about personal views and experiences, and 
documents (Patton, 2002). Various strengths of qualitative data have been identified. 
Qualitative data focus on natural events in context to provide descriptions that are 
close to real life (Miles & Huberman, 1998). These descriptions can be used to 
challenge previously held assumptions about apparently ordinary situations (Murphy 
et al, 1998). There is a commitment to holism where the group or social unit is the 
focus (Murphy et al, 1998). Emergent designs leave options for data collection to 
evolve during the study and are often preferred to pre specified designs (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994; Murphy etal., 1998; Patton, 2002). To understand the phenomenon 
the researcher tends to become directly involved with the people, the setting and the 
events (Patton, 2002). Qualitative data can be used to develop hypotheses in new 
research areas, to test hypotheses, and to complement or explain quantitative data 
collected in the same location (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Within qualitative research, the researcher draws on concepts to attach meanings to 
the data (Miles & Huberman, 1994), but often the concepts are not well defined or 
they are not fully understood (Dey, 1993). This was the case in the current research 
where the concepts of severity of illness, critical illness, physiological stability and
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clinical judgement required definition and critical analysis during the planning stage; 
the outcomes of these deliberations are reported in chapters two and three. Across 
quantitative and qualitative research data are really produced rather than collected; a 
series of judgements are made when the researcher picks out data for collection and 
decides how they will be used (Dey, 1993). For example interview data may be 
converted into different types of interview transcripts depending on the intended 
purpose (Arksey& Knight, 1999; Miles & Huberman, 1994). In quantitative studies 
the researcher makes a decision about what will be measured and how the data will 
be treated or analysed.
5.5 Methodology
A theoretical framework based on Social Judgement Theory (SJT) and Hammond’s 
inference/correspondence model o f diagnostic judgement (Hammond et al, 1975; 
Hammond 1996b) supports the investigation of clinical judgements in the recognition 
and prediction of critical illness or cardiac arrest. SJT assumes that judgements are 
the product of the integration of cues from the environment (Cooksey, 1996b). SJT 
contends that individuals do not experience objects in the environment directly, rather 
they use cues collected by their perceptual system to make inferences about distal 
objects in the environment (Brehmer, 1988). Judgement Analysis refers to the 
research methods associated with SJT (Cooksey, 1996). The inference framework of 
diagnostic judgement represents the application of the Lens model and SJT to 
diagnostic judgements and is particularly suited to research questions concerning how 
judgements are made and their accuracy (Hammond, 1996b).
As stated in chapter three a Judgement Analysis study comprises a number of stages 
(see section 3.1.3 p. 36). The current research corresponds to the stages up to the 
inclusion of cues in judgement profiles (Cooksey, 1996b). Cooksey (1996a) argues 
that a judgement analysis investigation’s success depends on the identification and 
inclusion of the necessary cues in the judgement profiles administered to judges. 
Cooksey (1996a) presents a number of strategies for identifying the relevant cues.
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These include the objective analysis of the ecology either through the analysis of 
historical records, where the cues and outcome of judgements are known, or through 
the systematic review and analysis of published research. Further methods include the 
survey/interview method, document analysis, and verbal protocol analysis. Judges 
who are familiar and experienced in the kinds of judgements under investigation can 
be approached through survey or interview methods.
The current research adopted two main approaches to cue identification. Firstly, a 
systematic review and synthesis of research evidence of predictor cues for critical 
illness and cardiac arrest was conducted (chapter 4). Secondly, a qualitative interview 
study with experienced clinicians asked them to refer to specific cases and to recount 
the cues they considered important in the diagnosis of the patient’s current and 
predicted clinical state.
Cooksey (1996a) notes possible biases that could affect cue identification in the 
current study where self-report is used. These include illusory correlation and 
availability heuristics (Tversky & Kahneman, 1982). Illusory correlation is where the 
individual’s personal experience refers to a relatively small number of cases. They 
may identify a particular cue because they have met it in other cases, but over a larger 
number of cases it might be less significant. Availability heuristics refer to the ease 
with which examples can be remembered giving rise to a number of biases. Where 
examples of a class can be recalled easily they may seem to occur more frequently 
than others that are more difficult to retrieve (Tversky & Kahneman, 1982).
Clinicians may report the most memorable rather than the most typical cases. The 
strategy of including a range of experienced medical and other clinicians in the 
interview study, and conducting a systematic review of the literature and synthesis of 
evidence aimed to reduce the possibility of failing to identify an important cue.
The current research makes use of a pre-structured design after Maxwell (1996) that 
demonstrates the links between the aims of the thesis, the conceptual context, the 
research questions, the methods to be used and how threats to validity are addressed.
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Maxwell (1996) and Miles and Huberman (1994) present the advantages and 
limitations of a pre-structured design. Advantages include the effective use of time 
and personnel, but pre-structuring may reduce flexibility and responsiveness to ideas 
emerging during data collection. Some researchers may associate a pre-structured 
design with positivist science and opt for unstructured approaches (Maxwell, 1996). 
The choice of a structured design in the current research was in keeping with the 
philosophical perspective of critical realism. Specifying the research design also 
encouraged the researcher to reflect on the suitability of the proposed methods for the 
particular research questions (Maxwell, 1996).
5.6 Research methods
Maxwell (1996) states that qualitative research methods comprise the formation of 
the research relationship with participants, sampling considerations, the methods of 
data collection and how data are to be analysed. These issues will now be discussed 
with reference to the empirical study (study 2). A description of the main research 
site, the wider research context and ethical issues are also included in the discussion 
of research methods.
5.6.1 The research relationship developed with research participants
This covers a number of aspects: negotiating access to the research sites, gaining 
ethics approval for the research, and establishing research relationships with research 
participants. The research proposal was submitted to the Director of Nursing Services 
and Medical Consultant at the clinical site, as part of the process of negotiating access 
to the research site. With the full support of the Director of Nursing Services and 
Medical Consultant (Appendix 14) the research proposal was submitted to the Local 
Research Ethics Committee in October 2000, and to the University of Surrey 
Advisory Committee on Ethics in January 2001. Ethics approval was confirmed in 
December 2000 and February 2001 respectively (Appendix 15).
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The research relationship established with participants is the route through which 
qualitative research is carried out (Maxwell, 1996). It was important to establish the 
researcher’s position as that of an interested colleague who valued the opinions of 
research participants. The letter of introduction outlined the researcher’s current role 
as a part-time lecturer in nursing studies and part time post-graduate research student, 
and outlined the purpose of the study (Appendix 16). Previous experience as a 
clinical nurse specialist in acute medicine and as a link tutor for more than 10 years in 
acute medical ward areas meant that the researcher was familiar with the acute 
medical setting. Critical care experience in cardiac surgery, respiratory and 
neurological intensive care, both as a clinician and as a teacher, meant that the 
researcher had knowledge and experience of critical illness and cardiopulmonary 
arrest cases.
When interviewing nurses the researcher did not tend to refer to earlier experience in 
intensive care nursing. This background provided personal motivation for conducting 
the research study; assessment of the physical state of the patient is a crucial activity 
in critical care nursing. Although this experience provided an in depth understanding 
of the critical care perspective, emphasising this could have been discouraging for 
some clinicians. Nevertheless the researcher considers that her background in critical 
care was vital for posing relevant questions and gaining useful data about the cases 
the clinicians presented.
^ . . ■ ■
For all participants it was important to emphasise that the research focus was the cues
clinicians’ considered important in their clinical judgements. Any references to the
researcher’s particular theoretical position, or cues considered important, could have
posed a threat to the validity of the study and so these were not revealed during the
course of the interviews.
The research relationship was maintained by providing participants with verbal 
updates on the progress of analysis, opportunities to read and comment on the 
interview transcripts, and circulation of a report on the study findings upon which
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they were invited to comment (see section 7.10, pp.291-292). The researcher also 
provided regular updates on the progress of the research to the university ethics 
committee and the research governance bodies at the clinical research site.
5.6.2 Description of the main research site and the wider research context
The main research site is a 700-bed district general hospital in the South of England 
which includes 210 medical beds, and 86 beds for elderly care and stroke 
rehabilitation. In 1999 the hospital had a catchment population of approximately 
365,000 and there were 32,348 adult admissions (Hodgetts, Kenward et al, 2002a). 
There was considerable local interest in the prediction of critical illness and cardiac 
arrest. At the time of ethics approval a research project to investigate In- Hospital 
Cardiac Arrest Prevention led by a Professor of Emergency Medicine and Trauma 
was in progress at the main research site (Hodgetts, et al, 2002a). The In-Hospital 
Cardiac Arrest Project established Medical Emergency Team Calling Criteria based 
on an analysis of medical notes of patients who had developed in-hospital cardiac 
arrest over a 12-month period compared to a control group who did not experience 
cardiac arrest (Hodgetts, et al, 2002b). This process resulted in the identification of 
activation criteria for a Medical Emergency Team including objective measures and 
the subjective cues of shortness of breath, acute abdominal pain, chest pain, GCS 
(Glasgow Coma Score) and nurse concern. Hodgetts et al, (2002b) found nurse 
concern to be a significant predictor of cardiac arrest.
The current study was designed to further investigate the information clinicians draw 
on when they make the judgement that they are concerned about a patient and predict 
critical illness or cardiac arrest. A preliminary review of case notes of the cardiac 
arrest cases included in the Hodgetts et al, (2002b) study was undertaken by the 
researcher in January and February 2001 and established that more subtle clinical 
information (i.e. information other than objective measures) was not well documented 
by nurses. Documentary analysis was ruled out as a viable method for cue 
identification. The researcher concluded that a qualitative interview study would be 
required to elicit the cues considered important in clinical judgements. Feinstein
(1987) comments that clinicians may initially believe that the cues they use to judge a 
patient’s condition are too intuitive to be externalised, but upon further questioning 
they may be able to dissect these intuitive judgements and report the cues that 
contributed to their judgement.
The care of critically ill patients had become a national issue with the publication of 
the Audit Commission report (1999) Critical to Success and the Department of 
Health report (DH, 2000) Comprehensive Critical Care. The latter called for the 
creation of critical care networks across geographical areas to plan and implement 
improvements in critical care services at trust level (DH, 2000). Also with the 
publication of the Nursing Contribution to the Provision o f Comprehensive Critical 
Care for Adults (DH, 2001) a detailed plan emerged for nursing initiatives required to 
support critical care services nationally, particularly the implementation of early 
warning systems and critical care outreach services.
Following the completion of the MET research project a critical care outreach team 
was launched in Spring 2002 at the clinical site used in the current research. Critical 
care outreach team clinicians were not in post at the time data collection commenced 
for the current study. The critical care outreach team was introduced to complement 
the work of the MET. As soon as a MET score of four is recorded (Appendix 17) 
clinical staff are instructed to refer patients to the critical care outreach team. 
Following an initial trial in medical wards the service was extended to surgical wards 
and went Trust wide after six months. Currently the critical care outreach team 
receives between 600-800 referrals a year excluding follow up of ICU patients or 
multiple visits to the same patients (by including these multiple visits, the total would 
exceed 1500). Follow up visits to former ICU patients who have returned to the ward 
total approximately 600. A programme of staff training accompanied the introduction 
of the critical care outreach service across the hospital departments and this is 
ongoing (personal communication with a critical care outreach charge nurse, March,
2004).
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Medical emergency or early warning scores had recently been introduced within the 
three NHS Trusts represented by the clinicians accessed at the university research 
site. In addition two surgical nurses from the private sector were undertaking a high 
dependency nursing course in preparation for new high dependency facilities and 
were also included in the sample.
5.6.3 Ethical issues
The research proposal outlined the research design and addressed ethical issues. 
Murphy et al, (1998) highlight three analytical levels at which the ethics of research 
could be considered, the most abstract being the distinction between utilitarian or 
consequentialist ethics, and deontological or Kantian ethics. In the former, research 
would be justified if the benefits outweighed potential harmful effects, and in the 
latter, consequences are not sufficient to justify research, the process and how people 
are treated must be judged acceptable. The next level refers to Beauchamp and 
colleagues’ ethical principles of autonomy or self-determination, nonmaleficence, 
beneficence and justice (Murphy etal, 1998). The principle of autonomy refers to the 
requirement to respect other people’s values and choices. The principle of 
nonmaleficence states that it is wrong to intend to harm another person, beneficence 
requires a commitment to remove anything harmful and to extend benefits to others, 
and the justice principle requires that all should be treated equally. At the third level, 
principles are put into practice in research guidelines using the principles of informed 
consent, confidentiality, the rights and welfare or research subjects, and that benefits 
should outweigh the risks for subjects (Murphy et al, 1998; Smith, 1975).
The research detailed the process for establishing informed consent by describing 
how research participants would be recruited, how their informed consent to 
participate would be elicited, and how participants’ subsequent consent to use data 
collected in interviews would be gained. The principle of confidentiality addressed 
how anonymity of participants and confidentiality of information about clinicians and 
patients would be maintained. The Medical Research Council ethics principles 
(MRC, 2000) were also upheld in this study. Assigning a number to each informant
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and ensuring that references to their names were removed from the interview 
transcripts protected anonymity and confidentiality. Patients’ names were not 
recorded and raw data from interviews used to illustrate points were selected on the 
basis that they illustrated typical rather than memorable cases to preserve patient 
anonymity and confidentiality. The rights and welfare of subjects is a particular 
concern in qualitative research as findings are published (Murphy et al, 1998). The 
research addressed this through the earlier member checking of a sample of interview 
transcripts and rigorous attention to how results were reported so that individuals 
remained anonymous and that themes and issues were debated rather than personal 
perspectives. The rationale for the study also identified the likely benefits of the 
research. Particular issues arising in the ethics of qualitative interviewing are 
discussed later in section 6.3.3, pp. 205-206 '
Having situated the study within the local and national contexts, and outlined the 
ethical considerations, the next section discusses the process used to identify the 
study sample in the empirical study.
5.6.4 Sampling decisions
A statistical approach to sample selection was discounted because the researcher 
considered that this would miss many of the informants who could contribute most to 
the research, and identify others who were not interested or were unwilling to 
participate in interviews. A purposive sampling (Patton 2002, p.230) approach was 
therefore used in the current study.
The aim was to select informants who would be rich sources of information on cues 
used in judgements of patient condition in critical illness and cardiac arrest in general 
medical ward patients and in contrasting groups of patients. The inclusion of the latter 
groups assisted in beginning to define the boundaries for the theory. Miles and 
Huberman (1994) advocate the search for outlying cases to gauge whether the main 
patterns are found in other settings. The sample therefore comprised experienced 
general medical nurses across a range of medical wards (cardiac, respiratory,
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neurology/ stroke unit, haematology, elderly care, and the medical acute admission 
unit) and other contrasting groups of clinicians, including coronaiy care, critical care 
and surgical ward nurses. Participants were recruited from various levels in the 
nursing hierarchy and included staff nurse, sister and senior sister levels (grades E 
to G).
Within the purposive sample a theory based or theoretical sampling approach was 
followed (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Murphy et al., 1998; Patton, 2002). There is 
some confusion in the literature about the definition of theoretical sampling but it is 
helpful to identify two separate approaches within this overall sampling strategy.
The first approach, and the one adopted in the current study sees theoretical sampling 
in general terms (Murphy et al, 1998). Participants are included because the 
researcher considers they are relevant to the research question, theoretical 
perspective, analytical approach, and above all to the eventual account or explanation 
(Mason, 1996). The concern is to obtain a sample which will assist with testing 
theory, and providing explanations (Mason, 1996).
A theory developed before data collection was used to guide the selection of 
participants (section 2.2, p. 17). A sampling framework identified potential research 
participants and within that the events, outcomes, and processes that were appropriate 
to the study’s purpose. The study group or case comprised clinicians involved in 
judging patients’ conditions in transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac 
arrest with a particular focus on medical patients. Tie events to be focused on were 
cardiac arrest or critical illness cases and these were to be compared with non cardiac 
arrest or critical illness cases (to include vulnerable to critical illness or cardiac arrest, 
acute illness, chronic illness, palliative or terminally ill cases). The patient outcomes 
were: survived, died or transferred to another unit, outcomes that were frequently 
cited in the systematic review papers reported earlier (chapter 4). Finally, the process 
to be studied was clinical judgement particularly the cues considered important in
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judgements of patient condition and if clinicians’ judgements were reported to be 
accurate by comparing these to the reported patient outcome.
Informants were therefore selectedpurposively on the basis that they represented the 
views of clinicians’ in medical and contrasting contexts and could contribute 
information on the research topic. Clinicians were also selected theoretically in 
medical contexts, and in surgical and critical care contexts to examine the conditions 
in which the research thesis applied (Murphy et al, 1998). The research thesis being 
that:
Experienced clinicians frequently make accurate predictions o f critical illness and 
cardiac arrest using cues that are present before measurable indicators o f 
physiological deterioration are evident. ' ;
It was anticipated that critical care nurses would have a different perspective than 
general ward nurses because most of their patients would already be defined as 
critically ill by their admission to critical care.
In the second approach theoretical sampling is viewed as synonymous with the 
“progressive theoretical sampling” of grounded theory research (Murphy et al,
1998). Glaser and Strauss (1967) define theoretical sampling as a process of data 
collection where the researcher concurrently gathers, codes and analyses data and 
then decides what further data should be collected to build up the theory that is 
becoming apparent. Theoretical sampling is thus sampling for the purpose of 
developing theory and specifying conceptual categories rather than sampling to 
achieve a representative sample (Charmaz, 2003).
In both of the approaches to theoretical sampling described above case sampling 
should be theoretically driven; either with theory identified before data collection as 
in the current study, or developed during the research as in grounded theory 
approaches (Miles & Huberman, 1994). In both approaches sampling is iterative and 
proceeds in a cyclical way as the researcher seeks out people and situations in an 
attempt to answer the research questions (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
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Information about the study was forwarded for distribution at ward level to the 
medical wards and to surgical wards at the clinical site, and to two separate cohorts of 
nurses undertaking a critical care/ high dependency module at the university. A letter 
of introduction asked those who were interested in participating to respond in writing 
providing their contact details (Appendix 16). The researcher then made contact with 
participants that had declared an interest in the study.
The majority of interviews took place at the clinical site. However nurses were also 
accessed at the university for two main reasons. Firstly it proved difficult to access 
surgical ward nurses at the clinical site where nurses reported staffing difficulties 
during the period of data collection. Secondly, it was not possible to access intensive 
care unit staff at the clinical site due to major re-organisation of the unit. However the 
biographical data for the study sample indicate that nurses accessed at the clinical and 
university sites were broadly similar in demographic characteristics and years of 
work experience (see Tables 19 & 20, pp. 172-173). Data collection occurred mainly 
during a four month period in 2001 and a further five interviews were conducted 
following preliminary data analysis.
5.6.5 Criteria for inclusion of participants
Participants were recruited to the study if they met the following criteria:
1. At least three years experience since initial nurse registration. Nurses with at least 
three years of experience would have been exposed to the events that were the 
focus of the study, and it was expected that they would be able to recount these 
experiences to the researcher.
2. Currently working in an acute hospital ward or critical care area. Accident and 
emergency nurses were not included due to the limited resources of the current 
study.
A number of reasons were cited by clinicians that declined to participate. Some were 
unwilling to participate in a research interview. The nurses, who were eligible to 
participate but decided not to do so, were thanked for their time. Surprisingly those
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who volunteered reported that they were not unduly concerned about the use of a 
tape-recorder, but this may have been a factor that dissuaded others from 
volunteering. A future study could make it clear that the researcher could take notes 
during the interview rather than use a tape-recorder, and this might increase the 
number of volunteers. However, the use of a tape-recorder can contribute to the 
reliability and validity of data. Tape recordings provide data than can be verified by a 
second researcher. They can minimise the potential for information loss that can 
occur during note taking (provided that the equipment is fully functioning), and they 
may enhance the interview dynamics because the interviewer can focus on listening 
carefully to responses and posing questions.
Table 19: Interview study participants- summary of biographical data, n = 32
Senior 
Sister 
G Grade 
(number)
Sister 
F Grade 
(number)
Staff Nurse 
E Grade 
(number)
Total
Gender
Female 5 7 17 29
Male 3 3
Age ranges
frequency
20-29 1 7 8
30-39 3 2 7 12
40-49 2 4 5 11
50-59 1 1
Total age range median 30-39
Critical care 
experience
2 2 7 11 nurses had 
critical care 
experience. 
Range 
18mths-20yrs
Years experience 
since qualification
range
8- 18yrs 8-28yrs 3-27yrs 3-28yrs
Mean length of time 
since qualification
12yrs 18yrs llyrs 12yrs
Length of time in 
current speciality
range
2-llyrs 3-llyrs 3-20yrs 2-20yrs
Mean length of time in 
current speciality
6yrs 8yrs 6yrs 6yrs
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Thirty-two nurses volunteered to take part in the study. The sample comprised 
nineteen clinicians from a range of general medical wards, the main focus of the 
study, contrasting groups were from general surgery, surgical high dependency and 
recovery ward (eight clinicians), and critical care (intensive care and mixed medical 
and surgical high dependency, and coronary care) (five clinicians). The majority of 
informants were interviewed in their own time at the end of their period of duty, or 
during a lunch break. Five were graduate nurses, and 27 participants were educated to 
diploma or certificate level. Five participants also held post registration qualifications 
in coronary care, intensive care, or elderly care nursing. Although the study sample 
appeared typical according to the age ranges and levels of experience of informants 
included, it is not known how representative this sample was of the population 
studied.
Table 20: Comparison of clinicians accessed at clinical and university sites, n = 32
Accessed at 
clinical site
Accessed at 
university site
Total
Gender
female 22 7 29
male 2 1 3
Age range
20-29yrs 4 4 8
30-39yrs 10 2 12
40-49yrs 9 . 2 11
50-59yrs 1 0 1
Median age range 30-39yrs 30-39yrs 30-39yrs
Years experience 
since qualification
range 3-28yrs 3-27yrs 3-28yrs
mean 12yrs llyrs 12yrs
Length of time in 
speciality
range 2-llyrs 3-20yrs 2-20yrs
mean 6yrs 7yrs 6yrs
Critical care 
experience -
frequency
6 5 11
Key- Critical care experience includes intensive care, high dependency or coronaiy 
care.
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Clinical cases reported by clinicians were categorised according to the main medical 
condition or body system affected, Table 21.1n59/109 cases one main medical 
condition/ body system disorder contributed to the patient’s clinical outcome-state. 
Two or more medical conditions/ body system disorders contributed to the clinical 
outcome-state in 49 cases. In one case the patient’s medical condition/ body system 
disorder was unknown but the patient subsequently suffered a cardiac arrest.
Table 21: The main medical conditions for patient cases, n = 109
Gender Number of cases
Male 59
Female 50
Total number cases 109
Medical condition / 
body system affected
Liver 1
Psychiatric 2
Haematologic 7
Post-operative 17
Sepsis 12
Malignancy 11
Metabolic 5 ‘
Immune 2
Renal 3
Gastrointestinal 13
Neurologic 9
Respiratory 32
Cardiac/cardiovasc. 44
Condition not reported 1
Cases were also categorised according to the clinical outcome-state, which was 
defined as the most serious clinical state of the patient during the event/ situation 
described by clinicians. These states were cardiac arrest, critical illness, acute illness 
and vulnerable to deterioration, acute illness, chronic illness and terminal illness/ 
palliative care. The definitions used for cardiac arrest and critical illness can be found 
in section 4.6, p.69. Acute illness refers to patients with an illness where signs and 
symptoms have a rapid onset, the condition can be severe, and normal function can be 
impaired (Mosby’s Medical Nursing & Allied Health Dictionary, 2002). Acute illness
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and vulnerable to deterioration refers to patients with acute illness also judged to be at 
risk of physiological instability, critical illness or cardiac arrest. Chronic illness is 
defined as an illness that is ongoing and may affect the patient’s physical, 
psychological,, social or spiritual functioning. Chronic illness may co-occur with the 
other categories of illness. Terminal illness or palliative cases refers to patients with 
advanced diseases where there is no potential for recovery or cure. Patients in the 
latter category could also be critically ill but these cases differ from other critical 
illness cases because there is no potential for recovery. The total number of critical 
illness and cardiac arrest cases, compared to non- critical illness or cardiac arrest 
cases, and the location of interviews at the clinical or university site, are shown in 
Table 22. '
Table 22: Total number of cases for clinical outcome states (according to location of 
interview as clinical site or university site), n= 109
Patient cases by outcome 
states
Critical illness and cardiac 
arrest cases
Acute illness and vulnerable to 
deterioration, acute, chronic or 
terminal illnesses
Clinical site 58 36
University site 11 4
Total number o f cases 69 40
5.6.6 Data collection methods
It is through research data collection methods that research questions are investigated 
Maxwell (1996) stresses the importance of finding the method that will be the best 
and most productive in the particular setting. The current research comprises two 
separate studies; the systematic review identifies the cues reported in the research 
literature, whereas the empirical study using semi-structured qualitative interviews 
asks clinicians about the cues that they consider important. It is acknowledged that 
participant observation could have been used as a further source of data but this 
would have required many hours of observation to pick up a sufficient number of 
incidents of deterioration to critical illness/ cardiac arrest. Interviews remain the 
primary way to access the cues considered important, the focus here. At an early
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stage the interview questions were pilot tested to check that they were suitable for 
accessing the information required. The use of interviews as a method of data 
collection will be discussed further in the chapter on research methods (chapter 6).
5.7 Data analysis
The data analysis procedures for the systematic review and qualitative interview 
study are reported in detail in chapters four and six respectively. An overview of the 
data analysis strategies is provided here. The systematic review used quantitative 
content analysis/ tabular approaches and narrative approaches in the analysis and 
synthesis of research evidence. A computerised database package FileMaker Pro 5 
supported the content analysis of review papers for predictor cues. Narrative 
synthesis methods were used for the qualitative papers included in the review.
The analysis of qualitative interview data was accomplished using qualitative content 
analysis comprising a combination of coding and categorising analysis and . 
contextualising analysis (Maxwell, 1996). According to Maxwell categorising refers 
to the coding of data and development of categories with comparisons being made 
within and across the categories; this is a common technique in qualitative research. 
The purpose is to establish theoretical concepts or themes drawing on existing theory 
and views from the research participants (Maxwell, 1996). Contextualising analysis 
represents an alternative approach where data are analysed within context. However 
adherence to a contextualising approach alone would limit the potential for 
theoretical understanding (Maxwell, 1996).
The interview data were coded using a coding scheme that was initially developed 
through the systematic review and subsequently modified in the light of the interview 
data. To facilitate the coding process a computerised data analysis package QSR 
NUD*IST 4 (Qualitative solutions and research Pty Ltd., 1997) was used. A 
contextualising process was also required to answer the research questions that were 
concerned with whether single cues or combinations of cues were considered
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important in particular cases and the time relationships between different types of 
cues and clinical events. The researcher was particularly interested in the cues 
considered early predictors of critical illness or cardiac arrest; the analysis therefore 
had to focus on temporal dimensions of clinical judgements and when different cues 
were considered important. For this phase in analysis NU*DIST 4 was found to be 
less useful; its strengths lie within the categorising perspective. Various matrices and 
tables were developed to assist in the display of information so that any trends in data 
could be discerned.
5.8 Assessing quality in research
The quality strategy involved consideration of the quality criteria of validity, 
reliability and generalisability across both studies. The quality issues relating to study 
one (systematic review) were discussed earlier (sections 4.10.3 & 4.10.4, pp. 83-85).
The empirical study to be reported in chapters six and seven adopted qualitative 
interviewing methods. The application of quality criteria to qualitative research has 
been much debated. An important factor in this debate is the range of philosophical 
perspectives that underpin qualitative research and how this impacts on quality 
criteria. Approaches can be broadly categorised as those advocating alternatives to 
the traditional scientific criteria for qualitative research, and those applying 
traditional criteria from quantitative research to qualitative research (Murphy et al,
1998). Regardless of the perspective adopted qualitative researchers need to be 
concerned with the quality, trustworthiness and authenticity of conclusions (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994). Whilst some researchers oppose the application of positivist 
research quality criteria to qualitative research Seale (1999) argues they can stimulate 
thinking about methodology. The terms of validity, reliability and generalisability are 
now defined and implications for the current research are addressed.
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5.8.1 Validity
Validity is concerned with how well an indicator measures the concept of interest 
(Fielding & Gilbert, 2000). Mason (1996, p.24) presents a definition of validity that 
mirrors the traditional research perspective where validity refers to “observing, 
identifying, or measuring what you say you are”. Working within the traditional 
positivist approach to validity LeCompte and Goetz (1982, p.43) state that “validity 
necessitates demonstration that the propositions generated, refined or tested match the 
causal conditions which obtain in human life”.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) reject the positivist criterion of validity and a single reality, 
and instead present the idea of many realities that are constructed by the mind. 
Lincoln and Guba argue that trustworthiness of findings and conclusions should be 
addressed by demonstrating their credibility. Lincoln and Guba (1985) refer to a 
range of methods to enhance the credibility of findings including prolonged 
engagement and negative case analysis before the ultimate member-checking test.
Hammersley (1992, p.69) adopts a subtle realist position and defines a valid or true 
account as one that “represents accurately those features of the phenomena that it is 
intended to describe, explain or theorise”. The validity of findings and conclusions is 
determined by how convincing the evidence is to support them (Hammersley, 1992). 
According to Hammersley (1992) three considerations guide the assessment of this 
evidence. Firstly, the concern is with how plausible and credible the claims are, 
based on current knowledge. Secondly, the amount and strength of evidence supplied 
should be related to how important the claim is, if it is of major or minor importance; 
and thirdly, the type o f claim is important, whether the aim is description or 
explanation (Hammersley, 1992). Examining claims that describe phenomena 
requires demonstration that the categories used fit the data and that categorisation is 
accurate, basically showing that the claims are consistent with the empirical data 
(Hammersley, 1992). In both the systematic review and the empirical study the aim 
was to describe phenomena and to show that the categories applied to data were 
suitable and that the procedure was carried out correctly and consistently.
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According to Kvale (1996) validity should be concerned with how well the 
propositions made stand up to attempts to falsify them rather than the more traditional 
view where validity refers to how well an objective reality has been portrayed. Kvale 
(1996) refers to Miles and Huberman (1994) to make the point that the quality of the 
research work and how the investigator engaged in “checking, questioning, and 
theoretically interpreting the findings” become the important issues.
Murphy et al, (1998) list five principles forjudging the validity of research findings. 
These include the provision of clear accounts of the method of data collection, the 
process of data analysis, how the researcher’s presence affected the data collected and 
how the findings were affected by the research process, termed reflexivity. Two 
further approaches concern how negative cases were addressed, and how fair dealing 
or getting the views of individuals from different levels in the organisation was 
undertaken to minimise the threat of elitism (Murphy et al, 1998). Negative cases are 
reported in chapters six and seven, and clinicians from different levels in the nursing 
hierarchy were included in the study sample. An audit trail is provided through the 
data collection and analysis phases of the research. Although the generation of the 
audit trail can be time-consuming (Bryman, 2001), this was considered an appropriate 
way to demonstrate the generation of findings in the current research.
5.8.2 Reliability
From the traditional quantitative perspective reliability refers to the repeatability of 
the results of a study (Bryman, 2001). Mason (1996, p.24) adopts the traditional 
quantitative approach to reliability within qualitative research stating that “reliability 
involves the accuracy of your research methods and techniques. How reliably and 
accurately do they produce data?”. LeCompte and Goetz (1982) define reliability as 
“the extent to which studies can be replicated”, but state that this is an enormous task 
for researchers who study behaviour in natural settings, or one-off phenomena.
Precise replication of natural settings is impossible, and human behaviour is prone to 
change (LeCompte & Goetz, 1982). Qualitative research often focuses on dynamic 
situations, making the stability dimension of reliability difficulty (Murphy et al,
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1998). By differentiating between internal reliability and external reliability 
LeCompte and Goetz (1982) make the task of examining reliability more 
manageable. Internal reliability refers to the extent to which multiple observers in 
one study agree, or the degree of agreement in coding between the researcher and 
another person that checks codes the same batch of data. External reliability is more 
problematic as it refers to the replicability of a study (LeCompte & Goetz, 1982) or 
the extent to which another researcher working in the same or similar situation would 
find similar concepts or identify the same phenomena (Murphy et al, 1998).
In contrast to the traditional view of reliability Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Guba 
and Lincoln (1994) from the constructivist perspective formulated the quality criteria 
of trustworthiness and authenticity. Dependability is one of the criteria within 
trustworthiness and it is described as a parallel concept to reliability. Basically the 
researcher auditing the research and publishing an audit trail lets others judge the 
quality of the research.
5.8.3 Generalisability or external validity
External validity refers to “the degree to which findings can be generalised across 
social settings” (Bryman, 2001,p. 272). Advocates of traditional criteria for 
qualitative research argue that more attention should be paid to external validity 
(LeCompte & Goetz, 1982). . , .
In contrast, Lincoln and Guba (1985) operating from the assumption that reality is 
always constructed in the mind argue that external validity is problematic if many 
different versions of reality exist. Instead they present the less stringent goal of 
transferability where findings could be extended to other similar situations and the 
assessment of transferability is not the original researchers’ responsibility, but that of 
the readers’ of the research report (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Within the original 
research enough detail should be provided to enable readers to assess how similar the 
research context is to any other setting to which the findings might be generalised 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
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Hammersley (1992) refers to two different forms of generalisation, empirical 
generalisation and theoretical inference. Statistical sampling is used infrequently in 
qualitative research but arguably should be used more; however, the small number of 
settings that can be studied, compared to the total number of settings to which 
generalisations are sought, is usually too small for probability sampling 
(Hammersley, 1992; Murphy et al, 1998). Even quantitative researchers rarely use 
the strongest type of probability sampling, opting for techniques such as stratified 
random sampling (Hammersley, 1992). Empirical generalisability in qualitative 
research involves making judgements about how representative the findings from a 
particular setting are to a wider population (Hammersley, 1992). To make this 
judgement Hammersley (1992) advocates drawing on published statistical data to 
assess the similarity of the study setting and the site to which generalisation is sought 
A second strategy to promote generalisation of findings could be to use survey data 
within the same project to collect data not available elsewhere. Thirdly a series of 
studies could investigate a particular phenomenon perhaps employing stratified 
random sampling of cases (Hammersley, 1992; Murphy et al, 1998).
The theoretical inference approach to generalisation refers to the researcher’s 
application of theory to observations and descriptions of events (Hammersley, 1992). 
Bryman (1988) highlights the importance of qualitative research findings being 
linked to a theoretical context; thus generalisability is construed in terms of links to 
theory rather than to populations. Mason (1996) states that theoretical generalisations 
could be made on the basis of purposive and theoretical sampling.
The empirical study adopts Miles and Huberman’s (1994) approach to assessing 
quality based on a critical realist perspective and blends the traditional research 
criteria of validity, reliability and generalisability, with their approximations in 
naturalistic research. Thus the following discussion centres on the five issues of 
internal validity/credibility/authenicity; objectivity/confirmability; 
reliab ility/dependab ility/auditab ility; external validity/transferab ility/fittingness, and
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utilization/appication/action orientation (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 277). Within 
each category Miles and Huberman (1994) pose questions to assist in the judgement 
of quality- how the current study approached the issues are then summarised
5.9 Internal validity/credibility/authenticity
This refers to how believable the findings of a study are, and how truthful the 
research has been. Interviewing is viewed as a suitable method for obtaining 
respondents’ perspectives rather than a literal report of an external reality (Murphy et 
al., 1998). Interview data need to be interpreted with reference to the context in 
which they were obtained (Murphy et al, 1998). From a realist perspective interview 
data are used to develop and check out ideas about the essential qualities of the 
phenomenon, but the interview data are fallible and so the potential threats to validity 
need to be made explicit (Wengraf, 2001).
Interviewing was considered an appropriate method to use in the current study 
because the data could not be accessed in any other way (Mason, 1996), observation 
would be unlikely to reveal the cues clinicians considered important as these are more 
cognitive than directly observable cues. The completion of an extensive systematic 
review of predictor cues for critical illness or cardiac arrest (study 1) identified 
mainly objective and measurable cues, whereas the empirical study (study 2) reported 
the cues’ clinicians considered important contributing to the validity of the overall 
cue identification process. Participant observation could be used in a future 
prospective study to cross check clinicians accounts of cues with actual patient cases 
providing a check on the study’s internal validity. As critical illness and cardiac arrest 
events occur infrequently this approach was not considered feasible for the researcher 
in the current study as many hours of observation would be required to capture a 
small number of cases. The semi-structured qualitative interview approach enabled 
informants to participate actively and encouraged them to contribute without the 
constraints of a pre-structured set of questions. It was hoped this would lead to a more 
in-depth representation of their views (Mason, 1996).
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Data collection commenced around the time the Medical Emergency Team (MET) 
score was introduced at the main research site. This could have made clinicians more 
likely to report the cues included in the MET criteria. However this did not seem to 
be a problem in the current study. Whilst many clinicians had been exposed to the 
MET criteria this did not prevent them from mentioning the range of cues they 
considered important in their judgements.
The potential for the researcher to induce alterations in behaviour was minimised by 
clearly explaining the purpose of the study, why interviews were being used, and how 
information would be analysed and communicated to informants (Miles &
Huberman, 1994). Interviews were held in the most appropriate location available, 
usually the ward manager’s office. Some interviews took place away from the clinical 
environment so that the informants could feel more relaxed at the end of a clinical 
shift. In all cases the researcher was alone with informants and both were generally 
free from other distractions. The research questions/ interview guide was referred to 
during the interviews to avoid excessive digression from the main topics. By 
purposively sampling on a range of characteristics such as location, position in the 
organisational hierarchy, gender, and nationality, a comprehensive range of 
informants was included. There was an active search to recruit to the more thinly 
sampled types of cases. It was not feasible to include random sampling at any stage in 
the study.
Maxwell (2002) documents different types of validity from the perspective of critical 
realism, as descriptive, interpretive, theoretical and evaluative validity. Descriptive 
validity refers to the requirement for accurate description of accounts as the basis for 
all other types of validity. For example in the current study this would refer to the 
accuracy of interview transcriptions, and the member checking process used whereby 
25% (8) participants were given copies of the interview transcript and were asked to 
comment if this was an accurate record of the discussion. All participants reported 
that the account was accurate and some supplied additional information relating to the
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cases such as a patient diagnosis or type of treatment. Any information received was 
catalogued and used in subsequent data analysis.
Interpretive validity focuses on the meaning of things to research participants and the 
researcher constructs participants’ meanings from the evidence available including 
verbal accounts (Maxwell, 2002). Extracts of informants’ accounts and the 
researcher’s interpretations have been included in the current chapter and in the 
results chapter, so that readers can judge their validity. During interviews the 
researcher also checked the meaning of accounts by summarising comments and 
reflecting these back to participants asking if the interpretation was correct. 
Researchers have a major responsibility to present informants’ perspectives without 
distorting the information to confirm their own position.
To add to the trustworthiness of conclusions the researcher actively pursued 
confirming, negative, contrasting and typical cases within the interviews (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994). Examples of these are reported in the methods chapter (chapter 6).
In the early stages of data collection the data were examined for any discernible 
patterns, and as data collection progressed, the search identified confirming cases. 
Ideas were tested; emerging patterns were closely scrutinised, and subjected to 
further testing in the subsequent interviews as described by Patton (2002).
Negative or disconfirming cases are extremely important as they may suggest 
alternative interpretations, or demarcate findings that are supported (Patton, 2002). In 
this research negative cases include those where the patient did not go on to critical 
illness, cardiac arrest, or acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration and cases where 
subjective or behavioural cues were not considered important in judgements of 
critical illness or cardiac arrest.
Contrast cases in the current study refers cases in non-general medical areas that 
were used to test whether the findings in general medical cases also apply elsewhere.
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Critical cases were also actively sought (Miles & Huberman, 1994); these were the 
strongest exemplar cases where the clinicians reported subjective or behavioural cues 
to be important early predictors of critical illness or cardiac arrest
Typical cases are those that add weight to the conclusions, the cases that indicate 
general trends in support of the conclusions (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Theoretical validity refers to an account’s performance as a theoretical explanation of 
a phenomenon (Maxwell, 2002). The conceptual and theoretical frameworks for the 
current study drew on a broad conceptualisation of severity of illness, critical illness 
and the cue identification phase of judgement analysis, as outlined earlier (chapters 2 
and 3). These were used to present and discuss the study findings in chapter 7. 
Attempts to falsify the research hypothesis are important tests of the research thesis. 
Negative evidence for the research thesis was actively sought and this evidence is 
presented in chapter 7. Finally, the results were circulated to as many of the original 
informants as possible -it was not possible to circulate results to all participants as 
some had moved- comments were invited, and these are reported in chapter 7.
Other tactics used to confirm findings and support the claims being made might 
include the use of multiple sources to triangulate on the findings (Miles &
Huberman, 1994). Types of triangulation include the use of different methods, 
various types of data, different investigators, and or theoretical triangulation (Denzin, 
1970). Debate surrounds whether triangulation is a way to check validity. 
Triangulation in surveying involves plotting one’s position by taking bearings from 
two landmarks and seeing where lines from the two intersect. Using this analogy a 
triangulated study would seek to converge on a single reality (Seale, 1999) but some 
argue that there are multiple realities, and convergence on one is inappropriate 
(Murphy et al, 1998). Seale (1999) also discusses a philosophical objection to 
triangulation wherein a range of methods may all lead to the same conclusion but 
there is no guarantee that they are all correct. Nevertheless if used within the context
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of qualitative research being fallible, triangulation can assist in the development of 
plausible descriptions (Seale, 1999). The decision to use triangulation or not, may in 
the end be decided by the resources available in terms of time and expertise (Murphy 
et al, 1998); triangulated studies are likely to require much of both.
Other research approaches were considered during planning for the current study. An 
interview study rather than participant observation was undertaken for a variety of 
reasons as highlighted by Bryman (2001). Firstly, the topic studied was not fully 
accessible to observation. The focus was on the cues that clinicians considered 
important and these were accessed via verbal descriptions; for example an observer 
could miss subjective cues. Secondly, the informants were asked to reconstruct 
events and so interviews would still be required. Thirdly, the ethical considerations 
for participant observation were problematic as these would involve negotiation of 
informed consent from the critically ill patient and from the clinicians whose 
attention would quite rightly be on the delivery of appropriate care. Around the time 
of data collection there was considerable national publicity about deficits in the care 
of the critically ill (McGloin et al, 1999; McQuillan et al, 1998). It was thought that 
clinicians would be uneasy about an external person observing their practice using 
participant observation, this was deemed too intrusive for the clinicians (Bryman, 
2001). Since then the developments in critical care practice and establishment of 
critical care outreach teams to support ward staff may make participant observation in 
practice less problematic. Fourthly, the events of critical illness and cardiac arrest 
tend to be infrequent; prolonged periods in the field would be required to sample 
sufficient instances within a participant observation study. The researcher had time 
constraints within data collection and clinicians similarly had limited time to engage 
in a prolonged participant observation study. Fortunately clinicians and examples of 
cases could readily be accessed via interviews. The current study sample comprised 
informants from a range of medical wards, and from different specialities both within 
the main hospital site and at the university. Written guidelines on Medical Emergency 
Calling Criteria were also collected from the research site.
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Murphy et al, (1998) consider the use of respondent -validation or member checking 
as a test of validity. The first problem is that the purposes of the researcher and 
respondent are likely to differ, resulting in contrasting but valid accounts, A further 
problem is that respondents may. not have read the research critically enough to 
comment. Data collected in interviews may not represent the participants’ actual 
beliefs. There may be a desire to protect a relationship or avoid disagreement, and 
bias can occur as participants consider the positive or negative connotations of the 
research conclusions for the organisation (Murphy et al, 1998). However member 
checking or respondent validation can be used as a way of minimising error, and 
reassuring participants that they will be able to feedback on findings before their 
publication which could be important in sensitive situations (Murphy et al, 1998). 
The member validation method used in the current study involved the circulation of 
the results chapter to research participants and their responses were collated so that 
evidence for claims could be assessed (section 7.10, pp. 291-292). Seale (1999) 
argues that this represents a strong approach to member validation.
5.10 Objectivity/confirmability
This issue refers to conclusions being independent of the researcher, or the study’s 
external reliability, and that another researcher replicating the study would arrive at 
similar conclusions (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
These factors are addressed as follows: The methods employed in the research and 
stages leading up to the study findings and conclusions are documented. Indicators of 
the researcher’s impartiality are given in the audit trail where extracts of data are 
presented at each stage of the data collection and analysis processes. Conclusions are 
supported with summaries and displays of data (chapter 7). Alternative hypotheses 
were considered at an early stage in data analysis. For example the hypothesis that 
objective cues were early predictors of critical illness and cardiac arrest. Frequency 
counts of cues and the time sequence in which they were reported to occur
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demonstrated that objective cues were sometimes considered more important than 
subjective cues.
The possibility of a rival conclusion was also considered -  for example clinicians 
could have been using cues that they had not reported. If no pattern had emerged for 
the types of cues considered important this would have suggested that other cues 
were being used by clinicians.
The availability of raw data such as taped interviews can enhance claims to 
confirmability. Tape recordings were retained for the duration of the study. However, 
a condition of ethics approval was that tape recordings would be destroyed at the end 
of the study, defined as the period immediately after formal examination of the thesis.
Some participants at the main hospital site had met the researcher previously in the 
role of teacher on courses, clinical liaison visits or during clinical teaching sessions 
with student nurses; this could have had positive or negative effects on the research. 
Some participants may have chosen not to take part in the study if they felt a teacher 
was examining them. However others did volunteer, and the researcher’s teaching 
role did not dissuade them from participating. Participants who had met the 
researcher in a teaching capacity provided as detailed interview accounts as their 
counterparts who had not.
5.11 Reliability/Dependability/Auditability
This concerns consistency in the conduct of the study and how reliable the researcher 
and the methods have been. A clear statement of the research perspective, theoretical 
framework, research problem and the rationale for the choice of design was given so 
that a reader could judge the suitability of the approach. The researcher’s role within 
the current study was explained to potential participants in the letter of introduction 
and again as the interview commenced (Appendix 16). The rationale behind data 
collection was described with informants representing general medicine, surgery, and
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critical care areas. This range of settings was considered appropriate to address the 
research questions, although a future study could also include accident and 
emergency areas.
Data collection quality checks were performed where possible. On two occasions two 
sets of informants were interviewed and referred to the same cases; their accounts 
were similar. Interviews 28 case 2 and 29 case 4 both referred to a male patient with 
chronic pleural effusions who eventually required a MET call and admission to ICU 
for acute respiratory distress. There was a time interval of two to three days between 
these reports during which the patient’s condition deteriorated but the account details 
were consistent. Interviews 27 case 1 and 30 case 2 reported on a post-gastrectomy 
patient who returned to the general ward following post-operative recovery in HDU. 
The two accounts of the patient receiving blood transfusions for anaemia, the 
subsequent fluid overload, referrals to the anaesthetist and eventual MET call leading 
to emergency ICU admission were consistent.
The researcher did not crosscheck the original case notes of patients against the 
information recounted in the interviews; many of the cases reported were former 
patients. Whilst clinicians’ remembered clinical details, patient identification 
information would have been more difficult to establish. A future study could follow 
up cases as they happen, in which case it may be possible to obtain patient consent to 
access medical and nursing notes to crosscheck the various sources of data.
A professional transcriber prepared 16 of the 32 interview transcripts using a 
checklist with the researcher’s requirements listed; the researcher transcribed the 
remainder. Both sets of transcriptions were checked for accuracy by the researcher 
listening to the interview tapes on at least two occasions and correcting where 
necessaiy.
To assess the amount of confidence that can be placed in the results obtained it is 
necessary to examine the reliability of the coding scheme. Intra-rater reliability
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refers to how consistently the observer or rater measures the same behaviour or items 
on different occasions (Robson, 2002b). By coding the same interview transcripts on 
two occasions separated by a period of three months the amount of agreement was 
calculated at 90% over all cases. However this approach to checking reliability is 
open to bias if the coder remembers how data were coded initially. Due to this 
limitation a process of inter-rater reliability was also used.
Inter-rater reliability refers to the amount of agreement between two or more raters 
on the independent coding of the same behaviour or interview transcript (Robson, 
2002b). Coding checks were performed on a selection of clinical cases by two 
independent coders who were nurse teachers, one specialising in acute adult nursing, 
and the other a specialist in intensive care nursing. To assess and correct for any 
departure from the initial application of the coding scheme Miles and Huberman 
(1994) recommend that inter coder reliability checks should include data from the 
last third of the study as well as earlier data. In the check coding exercise a total of 
thirteen cases from the early, middle and late interviews were identified; the 
independent coders each checked six different cases plus one case was administered 
to both.
Check coders were asked to code transcriptions of cases using the coding framework 
and afterwards to discuss any problems they encountered. Areas of disagreement 
could mean that the coding framework definitions required modification. To assess 
the amount of agreement the codes applied to data were compared to the researcher’s 
codes for the same segments of data. Miles and Huberman (1994, p.64) report that 
70% agreement is usual for the first attempts at check coding again using the 
formula:
  number of agreementsReliability = ------------------------------------------------------- -
Total number of agreements and disagreements
According to Miles and Huberman (1994) inter coder agreements should reach the 
level of 90% agreement after discussion of differences in the application of codes.
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The results of the check coding process for percentage agreements were 92% and 
93% for the two independent coders, representing a high level of agreement. The data 
relating to these calculations are shown in Appendix 18. Disagreements occurred in 
the categorisation of medical conditions and clinical outcome states. For example 
cases of pulmonary embolism were categorised as respiratory by the researcher, and 
as cardiac/ cardiovascular by another. Cerebrovascular accidents were categorised as 
neurological by the researcher and as cardiac/ cardiovascular by another. The 
definition of medical condition was subsequently modified to specify the body 
system affected rather than the main pathophysiological process. The definitions of 
the clinical outcome states were modified to include a statement that the rating should 
be applied to the patient’s most severe state for the period reported, rather than the 
patient outcome state, which implies the final outcome.
A limitation of the percentage agreement approach to check coding is that it does not 
take account of the number of agreements that could occur by chance. Cohen’s 
Kappa statistic can be used to assess how much better the agreement is than that 
expected by chance (Altman, 1991). However the data must satisfy a number of 
conditions for Cohen’s Kappa to be used; the units of measurement must be 
independent, judges are required to code data independently, and nominal categories 
should be independent, mutually exclusive and exhaustive (Cohen, 1960). Cohen’s 
Kappa was not used because the coding scheme in the current study did not satisfy 
these conditions. Categories were not always mutually exclusive, a patient could be 
categorised as suffering from more than one medical condition/ body system disorder, 
and cues could be rated according to type and whether they were early, late, or where 
there was no pre-warning.
5.12 External validity/Transferability/Fittingness
The concern here is how generalisable the study conclusions are to other situations. 
Two types of generalisability were identified, empirical, and theoretical
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generalisability (Hammersley, 1992; Mason, 1996). Empirical generalisation from a 
sample to a population using a statistical approach is less common in qualitative 
research, and it was not feasible to use this approach here. However some statistical 
information on the main research site was available (section 5.6.2, p. 165).
Theoretical or analytic generalisation was attempted using a range of strategies 
(Mason, 1996). Although the study sample makes no claim to be statistically 
representative of a wider population there is no evidence that the sample was atypical 
of the views of general ward nurses and critical care nurses with at least three years 
experience since qualification. The methods used in the selection of the study sample, 
their characteristics and limitations of the sample were discussed earlier in this 
chapter (sections 5.6.4 & 5.6.5, pp. 168-175). Details about the study sample and the 
research context provide the reader with a description of the “sending case” so that 
the potential generalisability or transferability of findings to another setting may be 
assessed (Murphy et al., 1998). Based on the apparent typicality of the sample, it is 
also suggested that the findings in the current study were not atypical.
Generalisation to other- settings depends on the researcher presenting a clear and 
systematic account of the methods used in data collection, analysis and interpretation, 
as well as the theoretical framework supporting the study (Murphy et al, 1998). Also 
by identifying the important dimensions of the phenomenon in the research report 
readers can judge if this is relevant to them. Bryman (2002) argues that generalisation 
in qualitative research depends on the quality of the theoretical inferences made out 
of the data. By linking qualitative research findings to a theoretical context 
generalisability is construed in terms of links to theoiy rather than links to 
populations (Bryman, 1988). Generalisability of the findings from the qualitative 
interview study is considered at the theoretical rather than the empirical level. The 
extent to which findings correspond or connect to other theories (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994) is examined later (see chapter 6 and chapter 7).
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5.13 Utilisation/Application/Action orientation
This criterion refers to the value of the study to the intended audience, and how it 
could affect future actions
The major requirement is that the report should be accessible to readers, which means 
it should be physically available, and readable. It is anticipated that clinicians would 
find a more explicit framework to support their judgements both helpful and 
clinically applicable.
Qualitative research should be relevant, it may address issues identified by 
practitioners as important, other significant problems, and it should contribute to the 
existing body of knowledge (Murphy et al., 1998). Hammersley (1992) cautions that 
practitioners’ and researchers’ views of relevance might differ. The former may judge 
research according to its capacity to solve current problems, a more short-term view 
than that of researchers who may be interested in the methodological and theoretical 
dimensions, as well as the specific research problem.
5.14 Reflexivity
Reflexivity is concerned with how the researcher’s presence affects the data 
collected, and how the research process might affect the findings. Taking the first 
element, j t  is acknowledged that in a qualitative interview study the researcher is the 
research instrument and the relationship created with participants is crucial (Maxwell, 
1996). At an early stage in the study design the researcher opted for qualitative semi­
structured interviewing. It was believed that the researcher would need to establish a 
rapport and gain the trust of participants so that they would divulge the full range of 
cues they considered important in judgements of the state or condition of the patient. 
Another approach might not have yielded results on the more subtle cues.
It was important to be self-aware, to understand how the researcher came across to 
participants or potential participants, so that they would feel comfortable during the
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interview, and be confident that data would be handled in accordance with ethical, 
professional and legal requirements after the interview.
The main purpose was to gain an insight into the cues clinicians considered important 
and the time sequence in which cues were reported. It was therefore important not to 
impose the researcher’s organising framework for physical assessment which is based 
on a broad interpretation of severity of illness, a body systems approach and 
Hammond’s (1996b) typology of cues, as this might not be the format used by nurses. 
The researcher also considered that semi-structured interviews would permit the 
clarification or expansion of key points. The inclusion of cases that did not support 
the research thesis suggests that the researcher did not unduly influence participants’ 
responses.
The research process undertaken in the current study would have influenced the 
research findings. The use of qualitative interviewing meant that the clinicians’ 
perspective on cues considered important could be explored. The choice of a 
conceptual framework based on a broad conceptualisation of severity of illness and 
the inference/ correspondence model of diagnostic judgement (Hammond, 1996b) 
may also have influenced the findings as interview questions arose from the research 
questions that related to these frameworks. The choice of data analysis methods, 
including coding and contextualising approaches, enabled cues and their time 
sequence within judgements to be identified within and across cases.
Participants volunteered to take part in the study in response to a letter of introduction 
from the researcher. The surgical unit and medical unit managers both expressed their 
support for the study. In the medical unit of the clinical site the practice development 
sister was also very positive about the study and this may have contributed to the 
strong response received from the medical unit staff. Also the researcher had 
previously worked more with staff on the medical unit than on the surgical unit, and 
this may have influenced medical ward nurses’ decision to volunteer in greater 
numbers than surgical staff.
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The researcher’s background as a senior experienced clinician influenced the initial 
choice of the research topic and may have contributed to the quality of data collected. 
The researcher could respond to the issues that came up within the semi-structured 
depth interviews and was able to pose questions that would lead to fuller descriptions 
of the clinical cases before returning to the original interview guide.
The significance of subjective clinical signs was emphasised during the empirical 
study because the researcher’s husband experienced a critical illness. The clinical 
signs in this case were pleuritic chest pain, dyspnoea and pallor, in a person who was 
normally fit and well. The two possible diagnoses seemed to be pleurisy (but there 
was no history of chest infection), or pulmonary embolism. The on-call General 
Practitioner initially prescribed analgesics and anti-inflammatory drugs for the 
pleuritic chest pain. Two weeks later, after a series of medical appointments and two 
hospital visits’ my husband was admitted to hospital. He had started to cough up 
fresh blood. The diagnosis of pulmonary embolism and multiple emboli was 
confirmed 48 hours after admission based on the results of a series of lung scans. 
Anticoagulation, oxygen therapy, cardiac monitoring, respiratory monitoring and 
bedrest were prescribed, and a catastrophic event was thankfully avoided.
5.15 Strengths and limitations of the approach chosen
The use of two cue identification approaches for a Judgement Analysis study 
(Cooksey, 1996a) strengthen the current research design: a systematic review of 
research evidence and experienced clinicians’ reports. The systematic review was 
used to identify the cues reported to be predictors of cardiac arrest and critical illness 
in the research literature and the use of an explicit search strategy with criteria for 
inclusion and exclusion minimises the threat of bias in the selection of papers. The 
interviews with clinicians would identify the cues they considered important in 
judgements of critical illness and cardiac arrest. The researcher hypothesised that the 
cues clinicians considered important might differ from the cues reported in the
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literature. A Judgement Analysis study requires all the important cues to be included 
in cue profiles before they can be administered to judges. Hence the two separate 
studies were undertaken.
There are a number of limitations in the current research. Within the systematic 
review there were few randomised controlled trials relevant to the research topic and 
so lower levels of research evidence were examined and included in the review. The 
heterogeneity and the lower level of evidence available in published studies limited 
statistical analysis.
Reliance on interviewing methods and clinicians’ self-report exposed the empirical 
study to memory effects and the potential for bias in the interviewer’s questions. The 
use of retrospective recall means that the empirical study is limited to the cases that 
can be recalled; it is not possible to know if these are typical of the cases the 
participant has been exposed to but cannot recall, or if they reflect the more unusual 
cases. In some cases clinicians’ were unable to recall specific details of cases that 
occurred in the more distant past, but in the majority of cases they were able to 
recount the main medical condition(s) or the body system affected and the cues they 
considered important. Interviewer bias was minimised by referring to the interview 
guide when framing questions and by using open rather than leading questions. The 
measures taken to ensure the validity of study findings and minimise the threat of bias 
have been highlighted in the current chapter and are illustrated further in the next 
chapter.
The time-consuming nature of the research methods used -  a systematic review and 
qualitative interviews-* were limitations in the current study. The search strategy in 
the systematic review required a period of development, and the methods used to 
synthesise evidence were selected according to the quantitative or qualitative nature 
of the research evidence. Data collection in the empirical study relied on clinicians 
volunteering to participate. Clinicians in the medical unit readily volunteered, 
whereas surgical unit clinicians did not come forward in the same numbers. Also the
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time required for data collection in the clinical environment was prolonged due to the 
need for patient care to take precedence over research. A number of interviews were 
re-scheduled due to clinical demands.
The sample size of 32 clinicians in the qualitative interview study limits the 
generalisability of findings. As the focus is on medical nurses and medical cases, 
further research would be required to test the applicability of the findings to a wider 
population of medical nurses and medical cases, and to other specialities including 
surgery or critical care.
5.16 Conclusion
This chapter introduced various philosophical perspectives and the implications of 
these for research. A Critical Realist perspective was selected for the empirical study 
because this enabled exploration of the clinicians’ subjective accounts of cues they 
considered important, the characteristics of the judgement task and the type of 
cognition, and any evidence of a mechanism contributing to the events reported. The 
process of negotiating access to the research sites and gaining ethics approval was 
outlined. A description of the main research site and the wider research context was 
included. Major elements in the research design were highlighted and the rationale 
for the approaches taken was discussed. The measures used to address the validity, 
reliability and generalisability of findings were also presented.
The following chapter reports on the methods used in the empirical study, examines 
the various stages in data collection and analysis and illustrates the processes used in 
an audit trail.
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Chapter 6
Data analysis in the empirical study to identify cues considered important in the 
prediction of critical illness or cardiac arrest
6.1 Introduction
The systematic review focused on research evidence for the period 1990- November 
2002 inclusive (chapter 4). The most frequently reported predictors of critical illness 
were blood pressure, respiratory rate, administrative factors and pulse, but only pulse 
was a statistically significant predictor of critical illness at the level of p<0.05 when 
compared to the other clinical states. For cardiac arrest, respiratory rate, pulse, level 
of consciousness, blood pressure and temporal factors were reported most frequently. 
The predictors of respiratory rate, level of consciousness, pulse, delayed response and 
dyspnoea reached statistical significance at the level of p<0.05 when compared to the 
other clinical states. Studies reported in the systematic review were predominantly 
quantitative and tended to be less focused on qualitative aspects of judgements.
A qualitative study of clinicians in general wards and coronary care in Australia 
reported that the Medical Emergency Team criterion “seriously worried about a 
patient” comprised a number of cues; including feel ing not right, colour, agitation, 
and marginal changes in observations or no changes (Cioffi, 2000b). However Cioffi 
did not analyse the cue composition of clinical judgements according to the particular 
clinical specialities, or the time-sequence of cues in specific clinical cases.
An interview study was undertaken to identify cues experienced medical ward 
clinicians considered important in judgements of patient condition for patients in 
transition from acute illness to critical illness or cardiac arrest. The focus was on cues 
that were seen to be early predictors. This chapter examines the data collection and 
data analysis procedures used in the empirical study.
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6.2 Main Components of Qualitative Data Analysis
The main issue that qualitative researchers face is how to derive valid meaning from 
qualitative data (Miles & Huberman, 1994). To this end Miles and Huberman (1994, 
p. 12) present a framework for qualitative data analysis comprising data collection, 
data reduction, data display, conclusion drawing and verification. These overlapping 
activities are used as headings to discuss how the research to elicit cues considered 
important in judgements of patient condition and the prediction of critical illness and 
cardiac arrest in general medical ward patients was conducted.
6.3 Stage 1: Data collection
Qualitative studies often focus on small samples of individuals located in a particular 
context studied in detail, whereas quantitative studies seek larger sample sizes, with 
the context removed, for the purpose of examining statistical significance (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994).
6.3.1 Data collection using qualitative interviews
Qualitative interviewing was selected as the method of data collection to access the 
cues that clinicians considered important in judgements of patient condition in acute 
illness through to critical illness and cardiac arrest. A particular strength of the 
qualitative interview is that it can be used to uncover things that are hidden, it is a 
useful method when asking people about perceptual information, their feelings and 
their understanding of an issue or situation (Arksey & Knight, 1999). Mason (1996) 
suggests that interviews may be useful when the topic is complicated or not organised 
clearly in the informant’s mind; in such cases it might not be possible to answer short 
questions in a highly structured interview situation. This was the case in the current 
study where a semi-structured interviewing approach was used with mainly open 
questions to encourage responses from informants (Wengraf, 2001). Interviewing is 
also useful when investigating possible connections between things (Arksey & 
Knight, 1999) such as the relationship between the type of cue and timing of when 
cues were important in judgements in the current study. Using interviews it was
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possible to delve into the clinicians’ understandings and the meanings they gave to 
particular cues and events, and thus achieve a greater depth of understanding than 
might have been possible with a questionnaire approach. Additionally any answers 
that required further clarification or expansion could be addressed at the time of data 
collection in the qualitative interview situation.
One of the main limitations of the qualitative research interview method is the 
indirect nature of the evidence. Maxwell (1996) describes interview data as fallible 
evidence o f extra-interview realities. The informant’s response may be inaccurate as 
it relies on how accurately the original event was interpreted and how well it was 
committed to memory. In the current study the informants often reported when they 
were unsure of precise details of a case but they seemed able to recall the cues that 
alerted them to major patient problems. These cues constituted the essential qualities 
of the phenomenon of deterioration to critical illness or cardiac arrest that the 
researcher was hoping to access.
Mason (1996) refers to the “epistemological” deficiencies of interviewing because 
experiences that are the focus of the interview are recounted and may differ from 
what the informant really thinks. The interviewer is accessing the interpretations and 
meanings the informant wishes to reveal (Mason, 1996). In the current study the 
informants reported cases where they identified problems early and other cases where 
they did not, so the researcher had no reason to believe that they were providing an 
unbalanced view. However the accounts need to be viewed within the context in 
which they were obtained as researcher or informant impression management could 
take place (Murphy et al., 1998). Extracts of interview data are provided during the 
course of this chapter so that the reader can judge if this was an issue here.
Interview studies are costly in terms of time setting up, conducting the interviews and 
transcribing data. Sometimes events on the ward meant that interviews were re­
scheduled because clinical care must be the priority in health care settings. Each hour 
of tape required approximately six hours for transcription by the researcher, but the
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experienced transcriber would have required less time. Generally fewer participants 
are included in qualitative interview studies than in quantitative ones because the 
researcher seeks information in depth, and is more often guided by theory- based 
sampling or purposive sampling than statistical sampling, as in the current study. The 
use of interviews meant that informants were not anonymous to the researcher and 
this may have introduced bias, but transcripts were assigned a code to protect 
anonymity during data analysis, and in the final report. Fortunately the researcher 
experienced few technical difficulties when using the tape- recorder, with only one 
minor mishap encountered when the tape recorder was not switched on for the first 
five minutes of one interview. The problem was recognised quickly and the informant 
submitted the information again. Due to the semi-structured nature of the interviews, 
analysis was more challenging in this study than might be the case in a more 
structured interview situation but the conceptual framework and research questions 
guided analysis.
Arksey and Knight (1999) state that interviewing refers to a range of research 
approaches with the common feature being a conversation between individuals where 
one person is a researcher. Interviews can be classified as structured, semi-structured 
and unstructured (Arksey & Knight, 1999). Structured interviews identify all 
questions in advance, the interviewer must not deviate from what is written and all 
interviews should be administered in the same way so that responses are not 
contaminated by extraneous factors. Semi-structured interviews follow a set of main 
questions, but the researcher can use probing or additional questions to gain a deeper 
understanding and the informant can select how to respond. The unstructured 
interview normally starts with a list of topics or themes, but the informant influences 
the course of the interview (Arksey & Knight, 1999). Murphy et al., (1998) argue that 
the unstructured interview would still have some basic structure.
A semi-structured approach was adopted in this interview study. As in Kvale’s 
(1996) semi- structured interviewing approach, an interview guide was used with 
topics and related questions identified in advance of data collection. Questions were
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based on the conceptual framework and the main research questions. It was also 
important be able to achieve depth in the semi-structured interviews (Wengraf, 2001). 
Therefore follow-up questions were based on the initial replies to attempt to uncover 
informants’ perspectives, and to explore the meanings they attached to particular cues 
or events' The semi-structured research interview is defined as
"... an interview whose purpose is to obtain descriptions o f the life world o f 
the interviewee with respect to interpreting the meaning o f the described 
phenomenon” (Kvale, 1996, pp.5-6).
6.3.2 The interview guide
The items included in the interview guide (Appendix 19) were based on the 
conceptual framework of severity of illness and the states of critical illness and 
cardiac arrest (for conceptual framework see section 2.2, p. 17), the clinical judgement 
process, the main research questions, and the findings from the systematic review. 
According to Kvale (1996) interview questions need to perform two functions; they 
should link in to the research theme and they should contribute to a positive interview 
process. Theoretical questions may require translation to be suitable interview 
questions as the language of the former can be abstract and difficult to interpret in the 
interview situation (Kvale, 1996; Wengraf, 2001). Therefore the interview guide 
identifies both the research questions and their translation into interview questions, 
with the informants being asked the latter. Wengraf (2001) states that research 
interviews may refer to a range of possible objects and gave examples of three 
categories: discourse, objective referents and subjectivity. In the current study the 
main focus was on the cues the clinicians considered important in the prediction of 
cardiac arrest and critical illness, these could be described as objective referents. 
Objective referents are the external objects that the informant has indicated (Wengraf,
2001). Subjectivity describes inferences the researcher makes about the characteristics 
of the informant (Wengraf, 2001). The focus was less on the unique characteristics of 
each informant but it was of interest to review how experienced clinicians reported 
their role in the judgement of clinical conditions. Discourse refers to the informant’s
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manner of talk and the researcher tries to uncover the deep structure below the 
surface, but this was not the primary focus here (Wengraf, 2001).
The interview guide was submitted to two research colleagues for review of the 
content, no changes were advised. It was then piloted with three nurses at the main 
research site. They were asked if the questions were clear, if the order was logical and 
if they could provide the information requested in the format it was being asked. The 
nurses reported that the questions were clear and that the order was appropriate, 
however they found it difficult to rate the importance of a cue from one to ten. The 
final interview guide asked nurses to identify cues that were most important in 
particular situations rather than rating importance on a scale (Appendix 19). The three 
pilot interviews were included in the final sample.
Kvale (1996) refers to the importance of providing the context of the interview or 
framing the interview for interviewees. Before the interview started interviewees 
were briefed on the topic of the interview by reviewing the information provided in 
the letter of introduction. Upon completion of the interview the researcher indicated 
to the interviewee that their views provided valuable material for the study. At this 
stage the researcher was also able to reveal more information about the purpose and 
design of the study if interviewees expressed an interested in this (Kvale, 1996).
Different types of questions were included in the interview guide and these are 
described using Patton’s (2002) typology. Background7demographic questions were 
asked at the beginning of the interview and informants noted their responses on the 
summary contact sheet for interviews (Appendix 20). Opinion and values questions 
focus on gaining an understanding of cognitive and interpretative dimensions (Patton,
2002). Informants were asked to draw on their experiences of patients’ conditions 
that changed along the continua from acute illness to critical illness or cardiac arrest 
as a way of gaining access to the cues considered important. Feeling questions aimed 
at uncovering how the informants felt about particular patients’ conditions, and 
whether they were anxious or concerned about them. Sensory questions enquire into
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the informants senses of sight, hearing, touching, taste and smell (Patton, 2002). 
Sensory questions were used to elicit information about how particular patients 
looked to the informant, or what their skin felt like to touch, and these questions were 
frequently used as probes to achieve greater depth in the informants accounts. 
Knowledge questions were asked to elicit factual information about diagnostic 
procedures and treatments and local organisational issues that impacted on care such 
as criteria for calling the Medical Emergency Team.
Further to the above Kvale (1996, pp. 133-135) refers to interview questions 
according to their form within the interview as introducing, follow-up, probing, 
specifying, direct, indirect, structuring, silence, and interpreting questions. The early 
questions in the current study were introducing questions in the form of “Can you 
recall...? Could you describe...?”. Follow-up questions were used to elicit further 
information, and to explore unusual comments that could contribute something to the 
research questions. Probing questions were used to gain more information about 
cases without revealing the researcher’s position and biasing the responses.
Specifying questions were used to direct the informants from more general 
discussions of cues to actual cases where particular cues were considered important. 
Direct questions were occasionally used when the researcher asked about an issue. 
Indirect questions refer to instances where the informant was asked to comment on 
the attitudes or actions of others in particular situations. Structuring questions wets 
those where the researcher changed the course of the interview by asking about a new 
topic for example when all elements in a case had been presented and interviewees 
were asked about other cases. Silence was sometimes used to give informants time to 
think through answers. Finally, interpreting questions were used to check meaning, 
gain clarification, and to make comparisons between different situations. Kvale 
(1996) also suggests that the hazards of leading questions has been exaggerated 
arguing that in some cases they could be used to check how reliable the informant’s 
answers are or to check the interviewer’s interpretations. In the current study the 
researcher tried to avoid using direct or leading questions in the body of the 
interview.
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When each interview was finished the researcher noted what had been learned from 
each session and commented on the interpersonal nature of the interview, for example 
how freely the interviewee had been able to engage in the process, and if they had 
appeared apprehensive or relaxed at various stages. These comments were useful 
when orientating the researcher to each interview during the process of data analysis.
6.3.3 Ethics of interviewing
Kvale (1996) states that “An interview is a moral enterprise” where the interviewee 
may be affected by the process, and the knowledge acquired can enhance 
understanding of a particular subject. Ethical dimensions must be considered at all 
stages in an interview enquiry.
Mason (1996) highlights particular ethical issues connected with interviewing which 
were considered in the current study. Firstly the interviewer did not ask questions that 
could distress interviewees and did not focus on omissions in care. Secondly, the 
interviewer asked questions in the style of a colleague interested in understanding 
more about a topic, and at all times tried to ensure that interviewees were comfortable 
with the questions. The interviewer did not ask the interviewees to reveal more than 
they felt comfortable sharing, and interviewees were asked if there was any material 
they had reported that they were unhappy for the interviewer to use. Clearly the 
interviewer needed to be sensitive enough to realise when ethical issues came up, and 
responsible enough to deal with them appropriately (Kvale, 1996). On a few 
occasions the tape-recorder was switched off when the interviewees wanted to 
discuss something confidential. In the presentation of results, interviewees’ names 
were not revealed, codes were used, and the researcher made efforts to ensure that 
specific information that could identify a participant was not revealed. There was no 
evidence that a power relation between the interviewer and interviewee had any effect 
on the data generated, but it may have been a factor in participants’ decision to take 
part in the study. The interviewer kept personal knowledge and experience of critical 
care out of the interview situation, as the purpose was to hear the views of the 
interviewees and develop a climate in which this could happen. The process of
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eliciting informed consent was followed in all cases and this included receiving the 
interviewees written consent to use the data collected in the interview at the 
conclusion of the interview. Within data analysis the researcher was mindful of the 
sensitive nature of information on cues about patients and so all data were 
anonymised, there was no indication of the time period the cases referred to, and 
respondents were given a code number to protect their anonymity and confidentiality. 
All interviewees were informed of the plans to produce written reports on the 
interview data, and expressed their interest in reading the study findings.
6.3.4 The search for different types of cases
To add to the trustworthiness of conclusions the researcher actively pursued the
search for confirming, negative, contrasting and typical cases within the interviews
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). In the early stages of data collection the data were
examined for any discernible patterns, and as data collection progressed the search
progressed to identifying confirming cases. Ideas were tested; emerging patterns were
closely scrutinised, and subjected to further testing in the subsequent interviews as
described by Patton (2002).
Interview 11 case two 
*No. 11+ + Text units 32-33:
Em and another gentleman who came in
with COPD and was gradually moving towards respiratory arrest...
*No. 11 ++ Text units 212-230:
Em he was a very elderly gentleman I think he was in his nineties em fully compos 
mentis and a very charming man. Came in with a chest infection and was a known 
COPD. And em spent a couple of days pottering round his bed needing his oxygen if 
he did too much but he was managing. Speaking sentences eating his food and 
everything. And again during the morning shift he started to become quite really 
quite breathless cold and clammy not able to speak in sentences really struggling 
and his chest sounded dreadful as well. And em because of the MET scoring 
system that we’ve got as the morning went on we were able to score him and he 
came up with quite a high score. And we did a MET call on him and got the team 
down to see him and he went to HDU 
‘ INTERVIEWER
Right O.K. aha er so if you're thinking back then to him the most significant features 
in his condition were em?
*No. 11
Em he was becoming gradually more and more breathless until a point where he 
was unable to speak or eat.
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A further confirmatory case is interview 12 case two 
*No. 12 ++ Text units 173-277:
.Yeah. Em trying to think. Yeah we had another lady with em asthma in fact did 
end up going to the Intensive Care Unit. Em but was put down here because she 
was on Aminophyilline so we could essentially monitor her but was just becoming 
more and more tired. Having to make more and more respiratory effort to get any 
oxygen really and was on high oxygen was on nebulisers almost continuously via the 
oxygen. Em and just looks very poorly and tired and worn out and couldn’t speak 
anymore 
•INTERVIEWER
What was it about how she looked?
*No. 12. She looked tired she looked withdrawn she couldn't speak she could only 
sort of nod her head. Her eyes just didn't look quite with it she just didn't look with it 
anymore and I'd known her or I'd seen her earlier in the day when she'd looked 
better. And she couldn't move around she couldn't get comfortable she was agitated 
again. Em kept sitting up in bed kept trying to lean over the table just couldn't do 
anything to get comfortable
INTERVIEWER So her previous medical history had she anything?
*No. 12. Long history of asthma that had required being ventilated.
Negative or disconflrming cases are extremely important as they may suggest 
alternative interpretations, or demarcate findings that are supported (Patton, 2002). In 
this research negative cases include those where the patient did not go on to critical 
illness, cardiac arrest, or acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration to critical illness 
and cases where subjective or behavioural cues were not considered important in 
judgements of critical illness or cardiac arrest
For example, Interview 9 case two was a surgical patient with sudden onset of atrial 
fibrillation post operatively;
*No 9 + + Text units 152-224:
Yeah I mean the only thing is I don't know the outcome of this one because it's more 
recent it was only last week.
INTERVIEWER That's fair enough if you could even sort of take me through the 
background and em the sorts of issues that came up when you thought the condition 
was changing.
*No 9 1 mean I wasn't too involved in this because I, I became involved because I 
was Blue Star for this particular night and there's a lady over on er [ward name] 
who'd been unwell apparently all day. [ICU had been informed but did not plan to 
admit this patient]... Well anyway I went up to [ward name] to see you know what 
was going on because you know I like to see for myself if they're telling me there's 
problem. I thought it's only fair. Well there was a lady who had surgery two days 
beforehand for reversal of a Hartmann's procedure I think if I remember rightly. And 
em she hadn't been well since about ten o'clock that morning because she'd gone 
into atrial fibrillation. Her SATS were sort of like eighty-five and that was on sixty per 
cent oxygen. Em she wasn't passing any urine the maximum was sort of like twenty 
mis an hour and her BP was like eighty over fifty and it had been like that all day.
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And the staff had done their best to sort of like get the surgeons to sort her out or 
whatever and they hadn't done anything about it Well that was how the situation 
was when I came on. Then ITU said no we won't take her so I said well there's 
nothing we can do really you know if ITU aren't going to take her. All I can do is you 
know we can help you with the drugs and things and get her stabilised. And then ITU 
said well I will send somebody along as well which I thought was fair of them if they 
weren't going to take the patient at least they offered to give some help. So anyway 
they eventually got her heart rate down because it was going at about a hundred and 
fifty so we then got it down to about hundred with various other drugs that she was 
given. But the staff still weren't happy. So by this time it was one o'clock in the 
morning so I've known this lady for about three hours by this time and things weren't 
picking up apart from the fact just her heart rate had reduced. So they said to me 
should we do a MET score well they should have done that off their own bat they 
didn't really need to ask me. But anyway we decided to do a MET score and 
between us and their were three trained and one Care Assistant from ITU and we 
got the MET score at eleven so she decided to put out a call. Well the medics were 
very good. They responded and got her all sorted but the em the chap who was in 
charge of ITU from the medical point of view he felt really it was inappropriate putting 
out a MET call and he didn't feel it was justified. That was before he actually went 
and reviewed the patient. He said you know shouldn't be doing this at sort of one 
o'clock in the morning blah blah blah. But anyway eventually he decided yes she 
should go to HDU. And I think she was still because this happened on Thursday 
night she was still there on Sunday night so obviously she was very unwell because 
they Wouldn't have kept her in that environment for that amount of time if she didn't 
warrant it. So em I haven't heard how she's doing at the moment.
Interview 15 case three refers to a patient admitted with chest pain. Acute changes in 
his ECG were found after a routine ECG when he was not in pain;
+ + Text units 254-282:
*No. 15 I had a patient who had no pain, he looked quite well but I just did an ECG 
because I can't say why, and he had acute changes and there was this series of 
ECGs and they were just constantly changing and the doctor there said he's got LAD 
(left axis deviation).
‘ INTERVIEWER So what primarily got you to do the first ECG?
*No. 1 5 1 don't know. He'd come in in the morning, and I’d thought, okay, it's about 
time to do an ECG, 6 hours post coming in. And I just did one.
‘ INTERVIEWER Were you surprised when you saw the acute changes?
‘ No. 15 Yes.
‘ INTERVIEWER How did he look?
‘ No. 15 He looked fine. We wasn't in pain, he looked fine. He was lying reading a 
book.
‘ INTERVIEWER Had he been admitted with chest pain?
‘ No. 15 Yes.
‘ INTERVIEWER Is that a contrast to other cases you've mentioned?
‘ No. 15 Yes.
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Interview 2 case three refers to a patient with chest pain, query pulmonary embolism, 
who developed shortness of breath and severe chest pain. The pain settled and she 
was discharged from hospital, as the v/Q scan was negative for pulmonary embolism. 
*No. 2 ++ Text units 281-344:
There was a lady that I did call the MET team out about a few weeks a few months 
ago actually, just after Christmas. She was a lady in her 40s, mid- forties. She'd 
come in with, urn, chest pain, I think query PE. I think the scans were proved to be, 
no no. She came in with chest pain query, urn angina, query PE. And she was 
waiting for her scans, she was waiting for her V/Q scans. So when I went along to 
meet her she'd been pain free for a day or two. I remember that she became, 
suddenly became very short of breath, extremely short of breath, and she hadn't 
been like this. Even when she came in she wasn't short of breath. And she'd had this 
severe chest pain. So all these- new short of breath, new severe chest pain, and 
nurse concern, I was concerned about her. She'd come in with query PE- maybe 
she's throwing off a PE now. Her oxygen saturation levels were quite poor. You 
know, again she was sweaty, clammy, obviously very anxious, urn, we gave her 
oxygen, and we called the MET Team to come out and see her. And they eventually 
came out, I don't think a a lot was done-1 think they did blood gases etc, etc. And 
she eventually calmed down. But to me that looked like it could have been potentially 
life-threatening, but it settled down within an hour or so of it happening. We seemed 
to settle her down with oxygen and doctor coming to examine her, taking blood 
gases etc. We gave her analgesia and she settled...
*No. 2 Yes. I must admit when I actually called the MET team, I said to the SHO-1 
think it also depends on how you communicate with people as well-1 remember 
saying to the SHO, the whole MET team doesn't need to come, just one of you get 
here ASAP. And they did. They were here. One doctor came up, and sorted it, and 
dealt with it.
INTERVIEWER Could it perhaps have been something more sinister averted in that 
way?
*No. 2 Yes. Yes I think the lady actually went home after a day or two- because her 
lung scans came back as negative. You know, she was fine, urn.
Cases where the earliest cues to deterioration included subjective cues and objective 
data were also reported. An example is interview 8 case three:
*No 8 + + Text units 225-288:
... She was a lady who came in she'd been found half in and half out of a garden 
pond em in at home by the neighbour I think and was hypothermic. Had no 
temperature to report at all when she came into A&E perked up here and was 
actually, became conscious again em actually we had a catheter in her she was 
quite oedematous she had cardiac monitoring. Em she didn't have a CVP done this 
lady's output dropped during the daytime. Her temperature was being maintained 
her obs were not too bad at all her blood pressure was relatively stable it was low but 
relatively stable. We'd whisked her a few lots of fluid with her.
INTERVIEWER When you say it was low what sort of 
*No 8 It was it was sort of hundred and four-ish over sixty.
•INTERVIEWER Yes
*No 8 It wasn't below the hundred. Her pulse had been about ninety five em as I say 
temperature was coming up and up and I can remember one of them it was thirty six
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one which we thought was amazing cause i think it had been twenty seven. Em and 
graduaily her urine output tailed off to some it got to be that there'd been twenty mis 
in two hours. Doctors were aware and then I couldn't get anything else out of the 
catheter I was priming it. I did a wash out didn't get anything back. Em blood 
pressure shot down she looked dreadful she became confused more confused. She 
was when I say she was conscious she wasn't completely lucid she wasn't she could 
say she was in hospital but no she couldn't repeat (name of hospital) to me that sort 
of level of confusion. Em she became confused and slightly agitated more 
tachycardic and her resps. went up they were over thirty I think. Did the obs again in 
fifteen minutes whilst I was doing that she had a respiratory arrest called the crash 
team. We actually worked and got her round and she went to ITU but unfortunately 
died in ITU. Em I think with her it had seemed to have been thought that because 
she became slightly more conscious and things were on the up. Obviously they 
weren't.
Contrast cases in the current study refers to the search for cases in non-general 
medical areas to test whether the findings in general medical cases also apply 
elsewhere. Examples of cases from critical care and surgical areas are reported in 
chapter 7.
Critical cases were also actively sought (Miles & Huberman, 1994). These were the 
strongest exemplar cases where the clinicians reported subjective or behavioural cues 
to be important early predictors of critical illness or cardiac arrest. Examples include 
interview 1 case one and interview 18 case three.
Irit 1 case 1++ Text units 87-110:
*No. 1. Aah well...! remember... (pause). Yes we had a chap I don't know how many 
months ago now,. can't remember his name, do you need to know? [Interviewer, no 
that's fine], who actually did come in with chest pain who sort of became more 
withdrawn as the evening went on, and he said he felt alright but his level of 
consciousness seemed to be... he wasn't as alert... he was becoming more 
withdrawn, we actually called the team up to see him, he then began to have slight 
changes in his blood pressure, and then as they were actually here he did actually 
arrest, and he was an aneurysm when we got him back he went off to theatre, but 
the team were actually here when it all happened because we'd called them several 
times during the evening. So that's aah, we've had a few aneurysms like that 
actually...
INTERVIEWER What sort of age range was that person in?
*No. 1. 60s or 70s. One chap didn't make it, but he actually made it, that chap did.
A further example is as follows:
Int 18 case 3 + + Text units 362-539:
*No. 18. She's a lady she's a [name of foreign country] lady em in her early fifties I'm 
just trying to think what her why she actually came into hospital. I think she'd been 
having night sweats and I don t believe you know anybody ever found out why she 
was referred to all manner of people you know the Rheumatologist, the
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Haematologist while she was here. And em but she was virtually a self caring 
admission anyway she did have again her breathing she did like to have the odd bit 
of oxygen because you know she felt her breathing was a problem. I can't remember 
it that well about the whys and the wherefores. But she was an extremely pleasant 
person and then em just her demeanour changed it was one lunchtime. You know 
she was you know she smiled a lot and all the rest of it and then one day you know I 
went in there and there was a slight change in her colour she looked sort of greyish 
really and she was quite a tanned person anyway. Em and she was stuck to her 
oxygen and it was that look again 
INTERVIEWER Emm
*No. 18. You know and em and because I'd known her so well I knew she was sort 
of sort of pretty vivacious person suddenly she wasn't anymore you know and she 
was sitting in her chair. And I said let's you know let's go and lie down on your bed 
and we'll have a bit of a look at you and that was a struggle I had a struggle getting 
her there on my own.
INTERVIEWER Uhuh
*No. 18. So em I did some obs and again her now what were her obs. I know her 
resps were sky high don't ask me what they were I've got forty one in my head. Em 
and I have to be honest I can't remember anything else. And so I called the MET 
team and but it was actually her Registrar who came down as well and he em. And 
it turned out she had and if you ask me how they diagnose this and I don't know but 
they brought this big machine down from the cardiac department and she had a 
....(This was debated and cardiac tamponade, pericardial effusion was confirmed 
later) there's lots of fluid round the heart. And within you know you sort of took one 
look at her and they had the machine and some sort of tubing.
Typical cases are those that add weight to the conclusions, the cases that indicate 
general trends in support of the conclusions (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Examples of 
typical cases are as follows:
Int 7 case 1 + + Text units 28-202:
*No 7 One particular patient that I was handed over this morning who I had never 
met before. Em she's about a seventy two female. I was handed over that she's in 
fast AF OK she's on digoxin for that and she's here for observation she actually 
came from an observational ward yesterday. When I got to the patient after hand 
over today classic signs she looked clammy she looked you know greyish. She just I 
don't know I just felt there was just something not right about her. I asked if she was 
OK she said no I've got a bit of chest pain, not pain, but tightness. Em so then I 
automatically did some observations which were about actually quite elevated at two 
hundred and twenty or something 
INTERVIEWER Was that high blood pressure?
*No 7 Over a hundred and eighty. So blood pressure was slight indication because it 
had only gone up about forty but it was still quite a bit. Her SA TS were ninety five per 
cent because I actually thought that maybe her saturations were low at first so I did 
her saturations ninety five per cent on twenty four per cent oxygen so I wasn't so 
concerned about that because they had been lower than that previously. Em I then 
did an ECG straight away and also at the same time I gave her some GTN to see if 
she em which obviously I wasn’t written up but I just gave it because it thought OK I 
had a gut instinct I just thought I'd give it. She was obviously quite what's this tablet
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and I explained it and everything so I gave her this sub- lingual tablet which took 
ages to dissolve and her blood pressure actually came down she had less chest 
discomfort. I bleeped the SHO, the SHO came to the ward she was very good very 
good SHO. And she said she just gave her some Enoxaparin sub-cut. which I gave 
her straight away and some 40mgs of IV Frusemide which I gave her straight away. 
And she said please get the team to review her ASAP and at the same time we gave 
her another GTN tablet and the pain generally subsided. Em 
INTERVIEWER She hadn't previously been on GTN, this lady?
*No 7 No not previously on GTN her main problem was just fast AF. ECG showed I 
think that she was flipping in and out of rhythm she was more like sinus tachycardia, 
then she was in AF again. So we did another ECG to confirm that, and she actually 
showed ischaemic changes. I've told... She was seen by a team now and she's 
actually quite poorly she's em actually come back as Trop Tpositive on her cardiac 
enzymes so she's actually going to [cardiac ward] now.
Int 32 case two ++ Text units 225-315:
INTERVIEWER Can you think of one of those patients at the minute that you've 
been called to when you've been in charge?
*No 3 2 1 probably can. Do you want surgical or medical patients?
■•INTERVIEWER Either.
*No 32 We have had again an elderly gentleman, but not that old, maybe in his 60s, 
50s or 60s. He was a COPD guy, because we do get quite a few COPD chaps that 
come in. Who again, I mean it's common ground in the mornings that you're always 
faced with someone who's not quite right, doesn't quite feel as well as what we did 
do yesterday, and emm he'd emm the girls had called me into his room, you know 
evidently things aren't right. I'd asked for a full set of observations and had a bit of a 
chat with him, you know what's the problem, etcetera, etcetera. And he felt that his 
chest was much tighter that day than any other day. We listened to his chest, but it's 
a chronic chest and it's always difficult to decipher any sort of... are you coughing 
anything up, is there anything new today, are they hot, are they on any new 
medication etcetera, etcetera? So you're judging all that and it turned out we had to 
get the consultant out in the end because this guy didn't feel well. He wasn't scoring 
high on his METs, his observations were quite stable. He was scoring low in his 
SATS which is again interesting, but he had done all the way through. And emm we 
ended with the consultant coming out, doing a v/Q scan and he actually had multiple 
clots. So I mean that’s kind of the nature of the beast of having a COPD if you like as 
well isn't it. Because the common ground with that is that you're more likely to have 
reduced mobility so therefore the impact is that you have a PE.
*INTERVIEWER Was that a patient who had recently been admitted to this ward? 
*No 32 No he'd probably been in for about a week actually.
INTERVIEWER So he'd been in for approx. 7 days, was he a planned admission? 
*No 32 No he'd been an emergency admission for treatment with IV antibiotics. 
INTERVIEWER For a chest infection with COPD?
*No 32 Yes.
INTERVIEWER So his background was COPD with a chest infection on top of that, 
and he'd been on a period of more like bed-rest because of that...?
*No 32 Restricted definitely.
*INTERVIEWER Would he have been on any anticoagulants during that period?
*No 32 No.
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INTERVIEWER And his observations, apart from the SATS, was there any change 
there?
*No 32 Not really. His respiration rate was always high because of the fact of his 
COPD, so if you were looking for distinct changes, no there wasn't a distinct change, 
nothing that we could definitely put our hand on, but things were definitely not right 
INTERVIEWER When you say that things were definitely not right, what was the 
main thing that was significant that was telling you that?
*No 3 2 1 think the patient feedback was my big indicator, it was "I don't feel right" and 
you know again I'm a true believer in the patient knows how he feels, you know how 
you feel. And where they're saying I don't know why I don't feel well but I know 
there's something wrong. You know there's something wrong. You know, and it's not 
always on an observation that you get that impression. Sometimes that can mask the 
real problem doesn't it. If they don't feel well then you should always, I mean I would 
always get someone to check them out definitely.
6.4 Stage 2: Data reduction
Data reduction is a component of analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1994). It begins at a 
very early stage in a qualitative research project because choices are made about the 
conceptual framework, the types of cases, research questions and method of data 
collection (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Data reduction continues with writing 
summaries (in the current study brief summaries of interviews were written in the 
interview summary contact sheet -Appendix 20, and as memos in QSR NUD*IST 
N4), coding, identifying themes, clustering data, dividing the data up in various ways 
such as cases according to case outcomes, and writing memos (Miles & Huberman, 
1994). Tesch (1990) refers to the same ideas as data condensation.
To facilitate the coding of data a computerised data management package of the code 
and retrieve type was used (QSR NUD*IST version 4 for Macintosh, 1997). Later 
versions of QSR NUD*IST do not work on Macintosh systems, the main computers 
used for this study. Interview transcripts were prepared according to the instructions 
in the QSR NUD*IST 4 user manual (1997) and saved as ‘text only with line breaks’ 
before being imported into QSR NUD*IST v4.
A preliminary coding framework or start list (Miles & Huberman, 1994) was 
developed for the coding and analysis of interview data. This was based on the 
conceptual framework presented in chapter 2, the findings of the systematic review in
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chapter 4, and the theoretical framework discussed in chapter 5. It was used as a 
guide when reviewing and beginning to code the interview transcripts and applying 
descriptive codes (these are codes that describe rather than interpret data according to 
Miles & Huberman, 1994).
The coding framework was modified to capture aspects of judgements and categories 
of cues that had not been evident earlier. This was achieved by going back and forth 
between the research hypothesis and questions, the conceptual framework, the 
interview questions, and the interview data. Descriptive codes and interpretive codes 
(where an additional explanation or meaning becomes possible), were identified 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). Interpretive codes in the current study included cues 
described as early or late, and the change in condition described as acute/ sudden, or 
chronic/ gradual. The computerised qualitative data analysis software meant that 
modification of the coding framework was a straightforward procedure.
The final version of the coding framework and definitions for category membership 
for this study are shown in Appendix 21. The eight main categories used in the 
coding framework included the following (also see Figure 6, p.216):
1. Interviewee data-biographical data
2. case data- biographical and medical condition data
3. change in condition as acute/ sudden, or chronic/ gradual
4. cues considered important as early, late and no pre-warning
5. cues by type as clinical signs and symptoms, objective measures, paraclinical, 
laboratory, investigative data, subjective clinician data, behavioural data, patient 
history, patient self- report and response to treatment
6. interventions required, type of support needed- emergency intervention, medical 
review, specialist clinician input, monitoring of physiological state, physical 
interventions adjusted, psychological interventions, and quality of interventions- 
delayed reactive or earlier pro-active
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7. consequences or patient outcome as critical illness, cardiac or respiratory arrest, 
acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration, acute illness, chronic illness and 
palliative care/ terminal illness (including Do Not Resuscitate Orders)
8. factors that change in judgements, such as the context or cues.
In addition free nodes were used to record whole cases, references to physiological 
reserve, organisation of care and a diary node with the investigator’s progress notes 
on the study. Earlier versions of the coding scheme had itemised the different cues 
such as blood pressure and pulse, but this level of description was too unwieldy for 
analysis and so higher order categories of cues were used as shown above.
Appendix 22 shows extracts from two interviews as text before coding and Appendix 
23 shows the same extracts with codes attached. Interview 6 was conducted within 
the earliest phase of data collection, and interview 28 was conducted in the later 
phase of data collection.
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6.5 Stage 3 Data display
A data display is defined as
“...an organized, compressed assembly of information that permits conclusion 
drawing and action” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 11). Data displays were used to 
condense coded interview data so that trends in the data could be more readily seen, 
something which is difficult to do with large amounts of text (Miles & Huberman, 
1994).
The definitions of terms used for data entry into the matrices or the decision rules for 
data entry were the same as those identified for the final coding framework 
(Appendix 21) with the addition of further categories for cues according to their 
function and the different types of judgements. These were interpretive codes 
according to Miles and Huberman’s (1994) coding types.
The interpretive codes focused on the following aspects. Cues used to assign a patient 
to a particular class or diagnostic group are termed diagnostic. There are very few 
single diagnostic cues that indicate a particular disease with certainty and so 
clinicians rely on a number of uncertain cues when making diagnostic judgements 
(Hammond, 1996b). Cues can be used to establish changes in condition over time as 
their severity can be estimated at a given point and compared with later values such 
as respiratory rate and SPO2 in patients with respiratory problems (Wulff & Gotzsche, 
2000) and the term evaluative judgements is used. When the cues are used to predict a 
future patient condition they are termed prognostic. Prognostic cues include the 
patient’s diagnosis, the pathophysiological and clinical manifestations of the illness in 
the patient, the clinician’s knowledge of the likely course of the disease or illness, the 
patient’s response to therapy, and the patient’s physiological reserve infeired from 
factors such as age, medical history, and functional status.
A range of tables, matrices, charts and graphs were used to access the data and 
prepare for conclusion drawing and verification. Initially matrices were created to 
display within case analyses of judgements, where a case refers to the separate patient
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accounts from one research participant (Appendix 24: Within-case matrices). At a 
later stage cross case analyses were created with cases compared across the patient 
outcome conditions of critical illness, cardiac arrest, acute and vulnerable to 
deterioration, acute illness, chronic illness and palliative and terminal care (Appendix 
25: Cross-case matrices). The main aim in the construction of the various data 
displays was that they would be useful for the purposes of analysing the data and 
drawing conclusions. Miles and Huberman (1994) caution that any conclusions based 
on a display are only as good as the data entered into it, and that this depends on the 
quality of the data collected in the first place.
6.6 Stage 4. Conclusion drawing and verification
A number of techniques were used to draw meanings and conclusions from the data 
displays ranging from descriptive through to explanatory (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
The main approaches used in the current study included the descriptive techniques of 
noting patterns, plausibility, counting, making contrasts and comparisons in the early 
stages and gradually more abstract approaches were applied, partitioning variables, 
noting the relations between variables, building a logical chain o f evidence and 
making conceptual/ theoretical coherence
At the early stage of analysis the focus was on noting patterns or themes (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994). It became apparent that subjective and behavioural data were 
frequently the initial cues that stimulated the clinician to record physical measures/ 
objective measures. Acute deterioration in the patient’s condition was frequently the 
precursor to critical illness and cardiac arrest (section 7.7, pp.283-285).
Miles and Huberman (1994) advocate considering the plausibility of ideas. This 
refers to the intuitive hunches that the researcher may later be able to substantiate or 
refute. For example examination of interview data revealed that subjective data were 
frequently used as a trigger to measure patients’ objective physical signs.
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Clustering according to Miles and Huberman (1994) involves the search for things 
that fit together. The various cues reported by clinicians were categorised according 
to the main types of cues identified by Hammond (1996b) with the addition of 
temporal factors and responses to treatment, as these were important in the current 
study.
Metaphors can be used to stimulate theoretical thinking (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
The metaphors cited by informants in the current study included the following 
references to patient conditions,
“...not right”, “going off”, “I  knew he was going to do something”, “I  wouldn’t have 
been surprised i f  he’d arrested”, and he was just “not himself’.
When clinicians used metaphors the researcher probed further to try to uncover what 
these might refer to. In some cases clinicians were able to expand with more detail. 
For example:
No 31 7 particularly remember one gentleman when I was working on (name of 
previous medical ward), who I believe his initial diagnosis was one of CA Lung but 
it was very early stages. Emm and I remember one day just having a feeling 
about this man that things weren’t quite right. With hindsight and since the MET 
scoring has come in I would say that I noticed an increased respiratory rate and 
he just wasn’t himself really. His observations were unremarkable except for 
the increased respiratory rate. And he just didn’t seem to be emm as happy really 
that day. That night he actually had a cardiac arrest and died...
INTERVIEWER. When you said that he wasn’t himself what were you referring 
to there?
No 31. Just his general demeanour really...but when I did my MET training I 
thought yeah, I just thought of him straight away: And I thought yes definitely 
....he had a raised respiratory rate.” Int 31 case 1 lines 27-85.
The above extract refers to a problem that has been reported in recent literature 
(Kenward, 2002). The significance of raised respiratory rates did not seem to be 
universally appreciated by ward staff even though it is one of the vital signs-
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including temperature, pulse, respiratory rate, and blood pressure. The next example 
refers to an elderly lady transferred from coronary care to the cardiac ward.
No 2 ...We had a lady just last week.... she’d had a heart attack but it was too late 
to thrombolyse her...she’d have a chat with you and then I remember ! came back 
after a couple of days off and she’d had another heart attack and she wasn't the 
same lady. She wasn’t the chirpy lady that we knew, she wasn’t talkative, She’d 
become very depressed within the period of a week to 10 days, I think realizing 
that she’d never get better again. Initially she’d be the sort of person who’d have a 
chat with you, want to chat to you, and then after the second heart attack she 
came out, [transferred out of Coronary Care] and I thought...there's something 
about her, there’s something about this lady that’s not right. Okay we know that 
she’s low in mood, and it could be that she’s had two heart attacks. But there’s 
something else And then we noticed that her husband would come in, she was 
the main carer for him, and he’d chat away to her, and she wouldn’t even bother 
to, she probably wasn’t able to because she was so tired after having two heart 
attacks. We did notice that her abdomen became quite swollen over the 
weekend...Int 2 case 2 lines 127-146. [Treated for massive dilated bowel. Patient 
died a few days later in her sleep].
Because metaphors are at a different level of abstraction from the primary 
observation they can be used to move from the facts to identifying the processes and 
this can help when examining a particular phenomenon (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
The metaphors used by nurse clinicians seemed to refer to physiological instability 
and potential for deterioration.
Miles and Huberman (1994) explain that counting is a background activity in 
qualitative research but it informs the development of themes and patterns because 
how often something happens is important, and judgements of consistency are also 
based on counting. Counting can be used for three different purposes:
1. To quickly check what is in a large amount of data
2. To check an idea or hypothesis
3. To maintain an accurate account of the data minimising the risk of bias (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994).
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Kvale (1996) also refers to the use of numbers as a method of confirmation or 
disconfirmation of a hypothesis within the analytical step of meaning categorization. 
Mason (1996) recommends a cautious approach to quantification; informants’ 
accounts and experiences require qualifying and putting into context. Counting needs 
to be placed in the context of the research strategy, the purpose of the research, and 
how it was carried out (Mason, 1996).
In this study counting was used for all of the above reasons. It was useful for gaining 
a picture of the different cues reported by clinicians across cases. Frequency counts of 
cues were used to identify trends in the data and this was helpful when verifying the 
hypothesis that clinicians frequently used subjective data in early predictions of 
critical illness and cardiac arrest. The graphs of results were checked against potential 
conclusions to ensure that the evidence and conclusions were consistent. A bias that 
threatens all research is the tendency to place too much weight on evidence that 
supports personal beliefs and failure to see evidence to the contrary (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994). As a result researchers are inclined to find confirmation rather than 
refutation of instances and look at only part of the evidence; by examining a complete 
batch of data using numbers it was possible to check for biases that could otherwise 
have remained hidden (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Based on frequency counts it could be seen that subjective and behavioural cues were 
important in the initial stages in the judgement situations reported, but a more in- 
depth qualitative examination was required to establish the conditions under which 
these cues were considered important.
Miles and Huberman (1994) advocate making contrasts/ comparisons. This 
involved comparing and contrasting the cues considered important within and across 
each of the patient outcome conditions. The purpose here was to assess practical or 
clinical significance rather than statistical significance. Comparisons were made 
using graphs of frequencies in each of the patient outcome conditions and these are 
reported in chapter 7.
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The technique of partitioning variables (Miles & Huberman, 1994) was used within 
the cross-case matrices to differentiate between initial and early cues. Up to this point 
the coding framework had identified early and late cues. However it became clear 
that the further differentiation of initial and early would capture important 
information about the function of initial cues that were important when drawing 
conclusions. Three time periods were attributed to the data as analytical devices 
rather than representing real time periods. Initial cues represent the cues clinicians 
reported noticing first in the particular case. Early cues refer to all cues considered 
important in the time period leading up to making a referral to medical staff, 
specialist nurses, and/or the nurse’s intervention. Late cues refer to all cues 
considered important that were available in the period after the initial referral to 
medical staff and/or the nurse intervention (see Appendix 25: Cross-case matrices).
Pattern codes refer to the level of abstraction in coding following on from descriptive 
and interpretive codes (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Pattern codes in the current study 
refer to patterns that link across cases; these codes were attached within the final 
stages of data analysis. Three pattern codes were evident. The first referred to cases 
where subjective cues were used as initial cues to trigger the clinician to undertake a 
set of patient observations. In the second, subjective and objective cues were viewed 
as complementary initial cues in some cases, and the third pattern code referred to a 
small number of cases objective cues alone were the initial cues to deterioration or 
prediction of critical illness or cardiac arrest.
The technique of subsuming particulars into the general is similar to pattern 
coding as the analyst is looking for ways of classifying instances into a more general 
class (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The relationship between the class or general 
category and the study’s conceptual framework need to be clear. In the current study 
this approach was used early in the analysis to note patterns such as deterioration or 
improvement, and late in the analysis to suggest possible links between changes in
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cues and physiological instability. The results of this activity are reported in the 
discussion in chapter 8.
Noting the relations between variables occurs after the researcher has identified 
which variables are important in a situation and when it becomes possible to 
investigate the nature of the relationship between them (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
Within the current study the relationship between subjective cues, objective cues and 
the timing of when they were considered important in judgements of patient condition 
was investigated. The study investigated if clinicians considered that subjective cues 
preceded objective cues in judgements of patient condition, and the circumstances 
under which subjective cues reportedly preceded objective cues. It was possible in the 
current study to review the time sequence (initial, early and late) in which variables 
were considered important for each outcome condition using the cross case matrices. 
A version of the cross case matrices with the actual case codes noted was retained so 
that it was possible to track back through the data to investigate relationships in 
detail.
Finding intervening variables may be important when initial results demonstrate a 
weaker relationship between variables than the study’s conceptual framework 
suggested (Miles & Huberman, 1994). In other cases it may not be obvious why two 
variables are related (Miles & Huberman, 1994). In the current study subjective cues 
were important in the early recognition of deterioration and prediction of critical 
illness and cardiac arrest in many cases, either as the initial cues or because they 
complemented quantitative data, but in some cases they were not considered 
important. In examining possible reasons for these observations the researcher 
speculated that some cases were picked up late, earlier subjective evidence could 
have been missed, and in other cases particularly catastrophic deterioration to cardiac 
arrest, events occurred so fast that there was no opportunity to identify early warning 
signs.
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Building a logical chain of evidence, refers to seeking out a number of instances that 
have a similar direction and testing the claims being made in the research hypothesis 
or conceptual framework (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The chain of evidence is 
developed gradually through the life of the research project, with early hypotheses 
being checked in the next round of data collection, explanations are then refined, and 
these are tested in subsequent data collection (Miles & Huberman, 1994). According 
to Miles and Huberman (1994, p.260) the logical chain o f evidence must be complete; 
it should be possible to move from antecedents right through to outcomes without any 
breaks in the chain. In the current study data were scrutinized to check if subjective 
cues were considered early and accurate predictors of patient outcome and the 
circumstances in which clinicians’ considered subjective cues important. Alternative 
hypotheses must also be examined; for example the hypothesis that objective cues 
were early and accurate predictors of patient outcome and the circumstances in which 
clinicians’ considered objective cues important.
There were cases where subjective cues were not considered important and so the 
researcher had to decide whether these were deviant cases and the hypothesis should 
be re-written to exclude them, or if the hypothesis required modification to 
accommodate all the cases (Biyman, 2001).
The final procedure for generating meaning is termed making conceptual/ 
theoretical coherence (Miles & Huberman, 1994). At this stage the study findings 
were linked to broader constructs and more abstract theories which could make them 
applicable across a wider range of situations (Miles & Huberman, 1994. In turn these 
abstract ideas may help to explain some of the findings that were previously unclear 
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). A discussion of these aspects takes place in chapter 8.
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6.7 Conclusion
This chapter presented the methods used in an empirical study designed to identify 
the cues considered important in transition from acute illness to critical illness or 
cardiac arrest clinical states. Strengths and limitations of interviewing as a method of 
data collection were reviewed. The main phases in data analysis followed the stages 
described by Miles and Huberman (1994) and data from the current study were 
presented as evidence in an audit trail to illustrate these processes. The next chapter 
reports the findings from the qualitative interview study in detail.
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Chapter 7: Results
Cues considered important in clinicians’ judgements of patients’ condition in 
transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest
7.1 Introduction
This chapter reports the results from the empirical study. The research questions that 
arose from the systematic review findings (section 4.19, p. 150) were used to develop 
qualitative research hypotheses that were examined in the empirical study. The 
hypotheses are listed below:
Hypothesis 1. Subjective clinician, behavioural and/ or patient self- report data are 
frequently the earliest cues that a patient’s clinical condition is deteriorating. 
Hypothesis 2. Diagnoses and predictions of patient condition are often reported to be 
accurate in critical illness, cardiac arrest and acute and vulnerable to deterioration 
outcome conditions.
Hypothesis 3. Diagnostic, evaluative and prognostic judgements characterise nurses’ 
assessments of patient conditions in transition from acute to critical illness or cardiac 
arrest states.
Hypothesis 4. General medical ward clinicians draw on cues from various 
dimensions of severity of illness when judging patient condition in transition states 
from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest.
7.2 Case data
The case data on gender, age ranges, categories of medical conditions, and references 
to patients’ physiological reserve were entered into graphs for each of the clinical 
outcome states of critical illness, cardiac arrest, acute illness and vulnerable to 
deterioration, acute, chronic and palliative/ terminal illnesses. This information 
provided contextual information for the judgements of patient condition. Graph 17 
shows patient history according to clinical outcome categories. Across the categories 
of outcome states patient history and medical conditions were reported.
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Graph 1 7 (continued)
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In some cases more than one medical condition was reported as a causal factor 
leading to the outcome condition, and these were all included in the results. The most 
frequently reported conditions leading to the outcome categories of critical illness, 
cardiac arrest and acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration to cardiac arrest or 
critical illness were cardiac/ cardiovascular conditions, followed by respiratory 
conditions. The number of cases included in the remaining categories of outcome 
states was seven or less and the medical conditions were distributed across a range of 
conditions including respiratory, malignancy and post-operative cases. Due to the 
small sample sizes the current results are not generalisable. A similar number of 
males and females were reported across all outcome states with the exception of 
cardiac arrest cases that included more males than females. References to indicators 
of physiological reserve were reported across all the outcome states.
7.3 Research Question One- results
What cues do clinicians consider important in judgements ofpatient condition?
■ How frequently are the various cues reported in judgements ofpatient condition?
■ What are the sources o f cues considered important in judgements ofpatient 
condition? (Using the typology of objective measures, paraclinical, laboratory or 
investigative data, subjective clinician/ behavioural data, patient self- report, 
treatment response or patient history -  see appendix 21: Coding framework and 
definitions for category membership)
A range of cues was considered important in judgements of patient condition. The 
content analysis of case reports and frequency counts of cues revealed that nurses 
reported more cues than are currently included in patient at risk scores. For example 
the Modified Early Warning Score (Stenhouse et al., 2000) specifies six physiological 
criteria. The original Medical Emergency Team calling criteria (Lee etal., 1995) 
identifies acute changes in cues relating to airway, breathing, circulation, neurology, 
and another category for patients who did not fit these categories but where there was 
still clinician concern.
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Initial, early and late cues were identified to facilitate further data analysis (see 
definitions in section 6.6, p.222).
7.3.1 Critical Illness
The results for critical illness are summarised in Graph 18. In the initial time period 
subjective clinician and behavioural cues were more frequently reported as important 
in judgements of patient condition than any of the other categories of cues apart from 
the category patient history and medical condition(s) which may have informed all 
judgements. Breathing difficulties (13 cases) included breathlessness, abnormal chest 
sounds, and use of accessory muscles of respiration. Level of consciousness or 
Glasgow Coma Score (LOC/ GCS) (9 cases) included patients labelled drowsy, 
unrousable, or with decreased level of consciousness. Behavioural signs (8 cases) 
covered changes in behavioural and functional ability, and specific references to 
tiredness, weakness, demeanour and abnormal position. Skin colour (6 cases) 
included references to ashen, grey, cyanosed, mottled, flushed, and pale looking. 
Within the objective measures heart rate (6 cases), blood pressure (5 cases) and urine 
output (4 cases) were most frequently reported.
Within the early time period the objective measure, blood pressure, was the most 
frequently reported cue (23 cases). The next most frequently reported cue was the 
subjective cue of behavioural signs (16 cases) which included references to 
behavioural and functional changes, and specific references to the patient appearing 
tired, lethargic, restless or uncomfortable, abnormal position and demeanour. Oxygen 
saturation levels were reported in 12 cases. Medical Emergency Team/ Early- 
Warning Scores was the next most frequently reported cue (10 cases). The remaining 
cues reported in at least five or more cases were distributed across objective 
measures, paraclinical, laboratory and investigation data, and subjective cues with 
subjective clinician and behavioural data, patient self- report of symptoms and not 
responding to treatment. Within the objective measures it was noted that in eight 
cases objective measures were within normal ranges.
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Graph 1 8 . Critical illness cases n = 46
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For the late time period the most frequently reported cues were the subjective cues of 
LOC/ GCS (10 cases), MET/EWS (10 cases) and not responding to treatment (10 
cases). The objective measures of blood pressure, heart rate, oxygen saturation levels, 
respiratory rate, and urine output/ fluid balance were each reported in at least five 
cases. Electrocardiograph (ECG) was the most frequently reported paraclinical/ 
laboratory/ investigative data cue (9 cases). Breathing difficulties (9 cases) which 
included breathlessness, and changes to breathing, respiratory rate (7 cases) and 
behavioural signs (6 cases) were the next most frequently reported cues.
7.3.2 Cardiac Arrest
Graph 19 shows the cardiac arrest results. In the initial time period the most 
frequently reported cues were the subjective cues of behavioural signs (6 cases) 
which included more withdrawn, lacking in motivation, delayed mobility, quieter, 
demeanour, and tired. The next most frequently reported cues were the subjective 
cues of breathing difficulties (4 cases) which included respiratory function worse and 
gasping for breath. Looked unwell (4 cases) covered statements that the patient 
looked different, not very well or physically looked awful. The objective cue blood 
pressure was also reported (4 cases) as either hypotension or changes in blood 
pressure.
Within the early time period the objective cue ECG was the most frequently reported 
(7 cases) and included no ECG changes, atrial fibrillation, cardiac ischaemia, 
ectopics, and patients on cardiac monitoring. Also reported was blood pressure (6 
cases), which included slight changes in blood pressure, blood pressure within normal 
ranges, and hypotension, subjective cues or behavioural signs (6 cases), skin colour 
(6 cases) which included colour change, poor or grey colour, and patient self- report 
of pain (6 cases). Types of pain reported were chest, back, and abdominal pain and 
discomfort.
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Graph 1 9 . Cardiac arrest cases n = 23
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For the late time period the most frequently reported cues were respiratory or cardiac 
arrest (19 cases). The remaining 4/23 cases included one patient who died in her 
sleep, one case where the elderly patient had requested not to be resuscitated, and two 
coronary care cases where cardiac arrest was the final stage in advanced cardiogenic 
shock. The next most frequently reported cue was the objective measure blood 
pressure (8 cases) as normal, hypotension, blood pressure unrecordable, no cardiac 
output, or increase in blood pressure. The next most frequently reported cues were the 
subjective cues of LOC/GCS (5 cases) which included references to patient collapse, 
and behavioural signs (5 cases) which included lethargy and looked exhausted.
7.3.3 Acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration to critical illness or cardiac 
arrest
Within this outcome category the patients did not have a major acute event and so 
cues tended to be reported more broadly as early rather than initial and early when 
the distinctions between these time periods were less obvious than in the above 
outcome states. The results are reported in Graph 20.
The most frequently reported cue in the initial time period was the subjective cue 
looked unwell (4 cases) and this was linked to the patient’s colour in two cases. 
Although objective measures and other subjective data were reported as initial Gues 
they occurred in three or less cases.
In the early time period the most frequently reported cue was behavioural signs (11 
cases) and included quieter, withdrawn, clasping the oxygen mask, delayed 
mobilisation, treated for constipation, still talking in sentences, unable to cooperate 
during washing, untalkative, tolerating lying flat, reduced mobility, mobilising with 
assistance. The next most frequently reported cue was skin colour (6 cases) which 
included pale, ashen, grey, or very red, and ECG (6 cases) atrial fibrillation and 
ischaemia, no acute changes, ECG should have been performed but was not 
according to the clinician, ectopic beats, and ECG abnormal. Oxygen saturation 
levels were also reported (6 cases).
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Graph 20. Acute illness & vulnerable to  deterioration cases
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Psychological state was considered important in some early cases (5 cases) and 
included patients who were considered anxious looking or distressed, and finally cues 
relating to patient self- report of pain (5 cases) specifically chest or abdominal pain 
were reported.
For the late time period the most frequently reported cue was responding to 
treatment/ tolerating treatment (9 cases) with treatments such as analgesia, GTN, 
oxygen, bed-rest, nil orally and intravenous fluids. This was followed by the 
objective sign of no major changes/ no event (7 cases).
7.3.4 Acute Illness
There were three cases in this outcome category and of the few cues reported 
subjective cues were the most frequently reported, see Graph 21. The initial cues 
were the patient history cues of chest infection and very elderly (case 8.5), high- risk 
surgery for adrenal tumour (case 30.3), and laparoscopic bowel surgery (case 32.5).
The early cues were MET score satisfactory (case 30.3), the subjective clinician cue 
of pain control good (case 30.3), weak tiny and emaciated (case 8.5), and tired (case 
30.5). The behavioural/functional cues were reduced mobility (case 8.5) and eating 
post operatively without problem (case 32.5). Patient self- report was of no pain (case
30.3), and no complaints of feeling unwell (case 30.3, case 32.5). Response to 
treatment was reported as rapid post- operative recovery in case 30.3.
The late cues were reported as subjective clinician and behavioural/ functional cues 
of reduced mobility, required Zimmer frame (both in case 8.5), and bowel function 
normal (case 32.5). Response to treatment was reported as chest infection improved 
and responded to antibiotic therapy (case 8.5), and uneventful post-operative recovery 
(case 30.3, case 32.5).
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Graph 21. Acute illness cases n = 3
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7.3.5 Chronic Illness
There were seven cases in this outcome category, shown in Graph 22. Within the 
initial category the subjective cue of behavioural signs was the most frequently 
reported (3 cases) and included withdrawn, not eating or drinking, and unable to self- 
care. Forthe early category the subjective cue of behavioural/ functional signs was 
again reported most frequently (5 cases) and covered reduced mobility/ taken to bed, 
unable to self care, unable to eat or drink, and one anorexia/ bulimia case with 
improved behaviour. The subjective clinician cue looked unwell was reported (3 
cases). In the late time period oxygen saturation level, treatment response, non­
response, and behavioural signs tyere each reported in two cases. Treatment response 
referred to oxygen saturation improved with physiotherapy and nebuliser therapy 
(case 19.4). Treatment non- response was a case where frusemide was administered 
for low urine output (case 29.2). The behavioural signs were able to eat and drink 
(case 31.3), and very sensitive to touch (case 29.2).
7.3.6 Palliative care/ terminal illness
Graph 23 shows the palliative/ terminal illness cases. There were five cases in this 
outcome category. Within the initial time period category behavioural signs was 
reported in two cases specifically self-removal of a nasogastric tube, and sleepier. 
Skin colour was reported as pale in one case, and blood pressure was reported in one 
case of a patient who required Inotrope support. For the early time period behavioural 
signs (unable to verbalise treatment preferences, reading and writing less, tingling 
motion in lips) and not responding to treatment (not recovering from surgery, 
breathing deteriorating whilst on oxygen therapy, urine output not responding to fluid 
challenge) were each reported in three cases. In the late time- period category the 
subjective cue of breathing difficulties was reported most frequently (3 cases). 
Breathing difficulties included chest sounds and requiring suctioning, being on 
pressure support ventilation but oxygen saturation levels dropping, and puffing 
respirations.
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Graph 22. Chronic illness cases n = 7
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Graph 23. Palliative care /  terminal illness cases n = 5
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7.4 Research Question Two
Are subjective clinician, behavioural signs or patient self report signs considered 
important in judgements ofpatients ’ conditions in the clinical outcome states o f 
critical illness, cardiac arrest or acute illness and vulnerable to physiological 
instability and deterioration to critical illness or cardiac arrest?
• When are subjective clinician, behavioural signs or patient self report signs 
considered important in judgements o f patient condition?
• Which subjective clinician, behavioural signs or patient self report signs are 
considered important in judgements o f patients’conditions?
Graphs 18,19,20 above demonstrate that subjective cues including subjective 
clinician/ behavioural signs, and patient self-report were considered important in 
judgements of patient condition in critical illness, "cardiac arrest and acute illness and 
vulnerable to deterioration to critical illness or cardiac arrest. The conditions under 
which various types of cues were considered initial predictors was reviewed and 
tables constructed for each outcome state. Pattern codes were attached as follows: -
■ Subjective cues reported as initial cues in judgements
■ Subjective and objective cues together reported as initial cues, and
■ Objective cues reported as initial cues.
Clinicians were asked to recount cases where patients went on to critical illness. The 
questions were then modified to ask about patients with cardiac arrest, and 
contrasting cases where the patients did not go on to critical illness or cardiac arrest 
(see Appendix 19: Interview guide). The responses elicited from clinicians were 
narrative descriptions. The extracts reported below were selected to provide the full 
range of cues elicited.
7.4.1 Critical illness
Clinician subjective, behavioural or patient self- report data were considered 
important initial cues in predictions of critical illness in 54% (25/ 46) cases and may 
have been present before changes in objective signs had occurred or were the main
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triggers to objectively measure the patient’s physiological status. Clinician subjective, 
behavioural or patient self- report data were complementary to objective data in 35% 
(16/ 46) of cases, and in only 11% (5/ 46) of cases were objective measures noted as 
the most important initial or early signs. In 13% (6/46) of critical illness cases 
clinician subjective, behavioural or patient self- report data alone were reported as 
cues to indicate that the patient’s condition was deteriorating; there was no objective 
evidence of deterioration available.
In the 54% (25/46) of cases where subjective data were considered the most 
important, initial cues were found across the categories of chest pain, abdominal pain, 
respiratory function, change in colour, altered level of consciousness and urinary 
incontinence, see Table 23. The medical conditions within this category included post 
myocardial infarction (5 cases), pulmonary embolus/ deep venous thrombosis (4 
cases), respiratory failure (5 cases), neurological -  cerebral vascular accident, 
epilepsy (4 cases), carcinoma (3 cases), internal haemorrhage (2 cases), cardiac 
tamponade (1 case), diabetes mellitus (1 case), and intestinal obstruction (1 case). Of 
the 25 cases in this category 21/25 were general medical cases, 3/25 were surgical 
and 1/25 was a coronaiy care patient.
Table 23: Critical illness cases where subjective data were considered the earliest
cues in judgements of patient condition, n=25 eases
T.23 Cues reported Examples
Chest pain
Persistent chest pain 
Patient description of 
knife-like pain 
moving up to 
shoulder blades area 
Pain in back and 
chest
Patient complaint of 
chest tightness
Interviewer* How do som e of these patient’s problems present?
1 nt 1 case 2  Persistent "chestpa/7?"[new chest pain admission to 
cardiac medicine ward] Lines 199-201
Interviewer* How did this lady’s condition present?
Int 2 2  case 2  “...looked bad, ... looked grey, ... was very short of 
breath, em and with pain in the back and chest." [ post 
orthopaedic surgery patient developed pulmonary embolism] 
Lines 125-127
Abdominal pain or
abdominal
discomfort
Distended abdomen 
Sudden onset of
Int 17 case 2 “Em the most recent incident of somebody becoming 
acutely ill and she did in fact as soon as 1 came on the shift... The 
lady one of my colleagues had been concerned that she’d had a 
distended abdomen..they did a .bladder- scan which recorded four 
hundred mis...inserted a catheter which only drained a small
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abdominal pain 
Projectile vomiting
amount which seemed a bit odd....tried everything thinking maybe 
there was a blockage or whatever and did all the little tricks with a 
catheter and it still wasn’t draining very much and the scan 
showed 700 mis...actually she had a rectus sheath bleed there 
was about 1 litre in there” .[Medical patient, cardiac patient had 
been making slow but steady progress, developed internal 
haemorrhage -o n  anticoagulant therapy] Lines 81-84, 104-105
Interviewer* If you have som e cases in mind you could start off 
with perhaps summarising the main details relating to one 
person’s personal, medical, and nursing history and reasons for 
coming in to hospital?
Int 30  case 1 “Right the most recent one that’s come in is a lady in 
her late 70s, she’d come in for a total hip replacement. And she’d 
actually recovered from that and was just about mobile again 
when she dislocated and had to have a relocation of her hip, and 
after that she became acutely unwell, initially we thought it was 
constipation but it was a twisted bowel... projectile vomiting.” [ in . 
post- operative patient] Lines 20 -30
Breathing
difficulties
Short of breath 
Sudden onset of 
breathlessness 
Sudden onset of 
shortness of breath 
Unable to speak in 
sentences 
Unable to speak 
Struggling to breathe 
Abnormal chest 
sounds
Patient self-report of 
being unable to get 
air into lungs 
Increasing tiredness 
Increasing 
respiratory effort 
On oxygen and 
nebuliser therapy 
almost continuously 
Poor sitting posture, 
slumped and not 
breathing effectively. 
Laboured breathing 
Ineffective breathing 
-  not breathing 
deeply into bases of 
lungs.
Behavioural
Interviewer* Em perhaps at this stage w e could go back to the 
other patient’s case that you mentioned earlier. And if you could 
give me details on that person, their past medical history, their 
reason for admission and any significant medical and nursing 
details?
Int 11 case 2  “Em he was a very elderly gentleman 1 think he was 
in his 90s em fully compos mentis and a very charming man. 
Came in with a chest infection and was a known COPD. And em 
spent a couple of days pottering around his bed needing his 
oxygen if he did too much but he was managing. Speaking in 
sentences, eating his food, everything. And again during the 
morning shift he started becoming quite really quite.breathless, 
cold and clammy not able to speak in sentences really struggling 
and chest sounded dreadful”.[Medical patient with Chronic 
Obstructive Airways Disease] Lines 212 -222
Interviewer* So at what stage would you estimate that her 
condition was becoming seriously ill or becoming more life- 
threatening?
Int 12 case 2  “Em 1 think she was one of those ladies that 1 just 
got concerned about really quite early on in the shift. Because 
although.initially she was ok, she seemed to change quite quickly, 
she seemed to get tired quite quickly she was asking for 
nebulisers much more frequently. Em the Aminophylline that was 
going through didn’t seem to be helping. Em she was sort of 
holding the mask to her face so she could breathe so quite early 
on in the shift 1 became concerned as the rate of nebulisers 
increased and she started to gasp a bit more really. Em then quite 
a lot. And 1 usually phone the Registrar ....So they probably, they 
usually come fairly quickly for me...” [Medical ward patient with 
acute asthma attack transferred to ICU] lines 243  -257
Interviewer* W hat about any more of the m ale patients? Can you 
recall any of them?
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changes- clasping the 
oxygen mask tightly, 
looking fearful.
Int 1 case 4  “We’ve had cystics [Cystic Fibrosis patients] in the 
past who have had respiratory problems, and they’re sort of 
different again in case really. Because they’re often very far down 
the line. They’re often very anxious when they are short of breath. 
We had a chap, a lad actually, who actually kept getting 
pneumothoraces, and we knew him really well, [different tone, 
sounds sad] we knew his personality. And 1 would say he was < 
always quite anxious anyway, and urn, 1 remember we had quite a 
lot of bother insisting that the doctors came up to see him...His 
actual physical signs you couldn’t say there was a lot different. He 
never had good SATS anyway, always short of breath, always 
used his accessory muscles ...that was a lot to do with knowing 
his personality, and he knew that something wasn’t right. ... 
wasn’t getting any air into lungs”. [Cystic Fibrosis patient with 3 
pneumothoraces, had cardiac arrest later in treatment unit, 
resuscitation unsuccessful, and patient died] Int 1 case 4  Lines 
274-275
Interviewer* I am interested in situations w here the patients’ 
conditions change from acute illness to becoming more seriously 
ill and I was wondering if you could recall some exam ples of 
patients that you would put in that kind of category?
Int 27  case 1 “Yes. 1 mean the first one that springs to mind is the 
lady that 1 looked after ....who’d had a gastrectomy. So she’d been 
in high dependency area for a couple of days and had come back 
to us and 1 felt she was quite high risk, she was fairly elderly. And 
when 1 went into the room she was you know, her position wasn’t 
great. She was quite slumped and that kind of thing, and to me 
the breathing, and the just general respiratory rate, and the way 
[the patient] was breathing sort of caused me concern”. [Elderly 
post operative major surgery patient] Lines 17-20
Interviewer* And your third patient, you mentioned you m ay have 
another case?
Int 18 case 3  “Well this one she did very well...” Colour change- 
“...a slight change in colour, looked sort of greyish really in a 
...tanned person. Behaviour changes- clasping the oxygen and it 
was that look (of fear) again”.[Medical patient with cardiac 
tamponade] Lines 359 -378
Interviewer* If you could recall a  few  patients whose condition 
deteriorated?
Int 21 case 1 “1 can remember one of the patients...So she came 
down from ICU and with a left ventricular failure and everything 
like that and she was not for resusc she’s not for everything.” 
in te rv iew er Not for resus? [Not for resuscitation does not m ean  
not for care]
Int 21 case 1 “Not for resus not for everything and suddenly she 
developed some shortness of breath. So even she’s not for MET  
or for you know resusc. 1 will not let her deteriorate as quickly as 1 
can. So 1 did this 1 just bleeped one of the doctors and then we did 
some ECG and there were some ECG changes and also some 
em what do you call this one, when you did some blood gas which 
had some abnormalities.” [Medical ward patient transferred from
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ICU with left ventricular failure and myocardial infarction, acute 
episode treated with medication, patient recovered, and was 
discharged home]. Lines 11 -23
Interviewer* Having talked through this case are there any other 
cases that you can recall?
Int 4  case 2 “...The last MET call 1 put out was quite similar in that 
it was the respiratory function that alerted us more. The patient 
was short of breath, he was cold and clammy, his ST segments 
were going up following thrombolysis.’’ [C CU  patient admitted with 
chest pain, transferred from A&E after thrombolysis] Lines 178- 
180
Interviewer* I am particularly interested in situations where  
patients conditions changed from being acutely ill to being either 
at high risk of critical illness or actual critical illness. And I was 
wondering if you’d be able to recall a few  of those types of cases? 
Int 8  case 1 “...Yes 1 can especially working on here...There’s a 
patient on the ward at the moment who came in with em been, 
found to be in fast AF. And after being on the ward for a couple of 
days with the AF being treated and in a monitor bed umm she had 
digoxin. She was actually becoming more and more unwell and 
medical team decided that she was septic from something they 
don’t still don’t quite know what, query diverticulitis. Em and on 
one particular morning she became very breathless. She’s a very 
very nice lady who is very uncomplaining and she was quite blue 
peripherally as 1 say very breathless didn’t look well at all. We did 
one set ofobs immediately it was very early on the shift.” [Medical 
ward patient admitted with Atrial Fibrillation, developed sepsis] 
Lines 37 - 46
Change in colour
Grey colour 
Clamminess 
Sudden change in 
colour to grey 
A more yellow 
colour
Interviewer* And the man that you called Outreach team  for in that 
bay a few  days ago, 1 think you w ere around whenever his 
condition was changing?
Int 29  case 4  “Oh yes Mr...yes we’d urn, we’d been referring him 
all week, every time the doctors came round they said he’s fine. 
But he’s not fine...didn’t look well... was grey in colour. 
Observations were satisfactory, but then nearer lunchtime couldn’t 
breathe. Difficulty breathing... respiratory rate was high” [Medical 
patient with multiple medical problems and pleural effusions] Lines 
208-211.
Interviewer* If you could take that first exam ple and summarise 
some of the points or the main details relating to that person’s 
personal, medical and nursing history, and that could also include 
their reasons for admission to hospital?
Int 7 case 1 Clamminess and grey colour “.. .when 1 got to the 
patient after handover today, classic signs she looked clammy, 
she looked you know greyish. She just... there was just something 
not right about [this patient]”.[Medical patient admitted with atrial 
fibrillation, developed acute myocardial infarction] Lines 33-35
Interviewer* And at what stage did you think that her condition 
was becoming serious?
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Int 11 case 1 “...Em we did a set of obs. on her in the morning that 
were all slightly abnormal but just so you say we’ll keep an eye on 
her and do it again later. After she’d had her lunch she started 
going a horrible grey colour and saying she really didn’t feel very 
well and then we started rechecking everything and there was 
definitely a downward slide”. [Medical ward patient with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease, developed abdominal pain with 
gastrointestinal bleed related to anticoagulant therapy. Admitted to 
HDU] Lines 51-57
Level of 
consciousness
Gradual increase in 
confusion 
Sudden onset of 
vagueness, not 
making sense 
Sudden onset of 
coughing on food 
Swallow deficit 
Poor swallowing 
reflex
Sudden onset of 
patient distress, 
agitation or 
confusion 
Sudden change in 
level of 
consciousness 
Sudden deterioration 
in level of 
consciousness,
“going off’.
Glasgow Coma 
Score (GCS) dropped 
No response to 
painful stimuli
Interviewer* Would it be possible to move on to another example  
and give m e the background for that person and their personal, 
medical and nursing history?
Int 10 case 2 Sudden onset of “...coughing into porridge. Palpated 
swallow reflex- possible swallow deficit.” [Medical patient - 
Cerebral vascular accident patient] Lines 296 -299
Interviewer* I was wondering if you would be able to recall 
examples of patients whose condition changed from acute to 
critical illness or to being at high risk of critical illness?
Int 17 case 1 Sudden deterioration in level of consciousness, 
started “to go o/f'.[M edical patient with multiple medical problems 
including diabetes mellitus] Lines 33 -34
Interviewer* So if you have a few  cases in mind perhaps you 
would like to talk through the first one?
Int 28  case 1 Gradual deterioration in level of consciousness over 
period of days “...became agitated, GCS dropped and you can 
see visibly in front of us the patient is getting worse”. [Medical 
patient undergoing investigation for sudden deterioration- possible 
brain tumour] Lines 11-14.
Interviewer* Can you think of any other cases that you have 
nursed recently?
Int 9 case 3 “This one was a long time ago. 1 mean I’d not been 
qualified that long and 1 was doing some nights and a gentleman 
who the night before although he had chronic breathing problems 
you know he was alert, was able to walk out to the toilet could 
take all his medication. And the next night for some reason he 
wouldn’t, couldn’t take his tablets, couldn’t sort of like wake him 
and nobody had handed over to us that there was a problem.... 
And of course 1 was trying to give him his medications and there 
was no response so 1 did his blood pressure and everything like 
you do and his BP was down in his boots so we got the doctors 
down to review him and he was up in ITU in [name of tertiary 
referral hospital] within about four hours so I...mean...” [Medical 
ward patient, diagnosis not reported] Lines 229-241
Interviewer* [Interviewee refers generally to confusion and 
distress as signs of deterioration] H ave you any cases in mind 
where the patient was confused or distressed?
Int 6  case 4  “Em we had an incident again on the team next door 
where a patient newly admitted and they were querying that she 
had carcinoma of some sort but they didn’t know where. Quite a
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young lady and she went off very quickly very quickly. And that 
was a MET call but that was the situation where doctors were at 
an arrest on orthopaedics and so was blue star [the senior nurse 
in charge of the hospital] and orthopaedics aren’t used to arrest 
situations and it was obviously that they were the priority. We had 
a patient with no line in no venous access getting very distressed 
and very agitated very confused em and we did..." [Medical ward 
patient admitted with carcinoma location not confirmed, developed  
hypoglycaemia] Lines 4 82 - 490
Interviewer* And can you think of any other cases where the 
patient was acutely ill and you then becam e more concerned?
Int 7 case 2 “...It was on nights em one night and 1 had a lady in 
she was about forty eight years old and 1 think she came in with 
query a malignancy 1 can’t pronounce that word. Em and one 
morning she was absolutely fine and she as she walked out to the 
toilet and she was going really vague on me. She was not making 
sense 1 mean 1 talk quite well to my patients and 1 just thought 
again my feeling was this isn't right just wasn't making sense.
She again she looked she was complaining of a bit of pain in her 
chest and she was em complaining of 1 think she was complaining 
of shortness of breath at the time.’\ Medical ward patient with liver 
carcinoma, hypoglycaemia, later developed sepsis] Lines 2 08 - 
216
Interviewer* Have you any other cases just at the moment that 
you can rem ember?
Int 12 case 3. “Em yeap. That was em last weekend or the 
weekend before we had a lady that had come in with chest pain 
query query cardiac pain query PE. Em was a bit confused that 
she had dementia so it was a little bit difficult to tell how much of it 
was sort of hypoxia or that she was unwell or her dementia 
anyway as she was in different surroundings. Em needed oxygen 
when she first came in but became over the weekend became 
increasing confused. Em and the doctors were asked to see her 
twice and refused twice because they were in Accident and 
Emergency and in the end she ended up going to A&E and having 
some TP A. Em because they decided she had a large PE so she 
was very poorly over the weekend. Em and again 1 think 
somebody probably rang the Registrar to come and see her em 
and she’s O.K. she’s further down the ward now. But again she 
became increasingly short of breath hypotensive agitated trying to 
climb out of bed de-saturating very quickly. 1 don’t know whether 
they managed to get gases because she was very restless em 
and again it was when one of the senior medical staff saw her 
often the junior ones..." [Medical ward patient with chest pain, 
query pulmonary embolus] Lines 281 - 299
Behavioural/ 
Functional changes
Sudden onset of 
urinary incontinence
Interviewer* I was wondering first of all if you could tell m e about 
some of the patients you have nursed who w ent on to have life- 
threatening events or a serious clinical deterioration? [Interviewee  
nods in agreement] If you could take these exam ples one at a 
time and summarise their details and some of the things that led
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Tiredness 
Reduced function
you to suspect they were having problems?
Int 2  case 1 "There’s a few that I’ve been thinking about But one 
of them was a cardiac problem. It was a patient who came in with 
atrial fibrillation, female patient in her 60s. Normally fit and 
well.... Sudden incontinence of urine ...which was not like [this 
patient] at all...so we got her into bed and she was experiencing 
excruciating pain in her left leg”. [Medical patient admitted with 
atrial fibrillation and developed deep venous thrombosis] Lines 26- 
27
Interviewer* W as she able to do anything for herself in the earlier 
part of the day?
Int 12 case 2  “...(early in the shift) she could do the drinks em and 
she could probably move herself round the bed. 1 don’t think she 
was particularly eating but she could do little bits you know, pour 
herself out a drink. But by the end of the day it would be sort of 
taking all her effort to do things...she seemed to get tired quite 
quickly she was asking for nebulisers much more frequently. 
[Medical ward patient with acute asthma attack transferred to ICU] 
lines 233-244
Patient self-report
General statement of 
feeling unwell
Interviewer* Can you think of any of those patients that you’ve  
been called to when you’ve been in charge?
Int 32  case 2  “The girls had called me into his room...he didn’t feel 
well as well as he did yesterday ...and acute onset of “chest 
tightness” in patient admitted with chest infection for intravenous 
antibiotics.” [Medical respiratory patient with chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, developed pulmonary embolus] Lines 2 4 4 -  
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In the 35% (16/ 46) of cases where subjective data were complementary to objective 
data are shown in Table 24. The conditions present in these cases were examined 
further. In the majority of cases patients appeared to be further along the trajectory 
towards critical illness than the 54% (25/ 46) of cases identified in the category where 
subjective signs were reported as the initial cues. A range of subjective cues such as 
decreased level of consciousness, chest pain, colour changes, breathlessness, 
behavioural signs (patient removing oxygen mask, refusing food, weakness and 
lethargy) complemented the measurable indicators o f cardiac, respiratory, 
cardiovascular, renal/ fluid balance, multiple states, and gastrointestinal bleed clinical 
states. The medical conditions within this category were respiratory failure (including 
one aspiration pneumonia and one possible pulmonary embolus) (6 cases), 
myocardial infarction or cardiac arrhythias (3 cases), gastrointestinal bleed (3 cases), 
congestive cardiac failure (1 case), and sepsis including one case of meningococcal
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septicaemia and one case secondary to psychiatric condition (refusing food) (2 cases). 
In this category 8/15 cases were medical, 5/15 were surgical, and 2/15 were intensive 
care cases.
Table 24: Critical illness cases where subjective data were seen as complementary to
objective measures as earliest cues in judgements of the patient condition, n=16 cases
T.24 Cues reported Examples
Cardiac cues
Decreased level of 
consciousness 
Chest pain
Abdominal pains (pain 
later experienced in 
chest and between 
should blades) 
Sweating 
Collapse
Low blood pressure 
High blood pressure 
Bradycardia 
Heart block 
Tachycardia
Interviewer* Could you refer to one or two cases that w ent on to 
life-threatening events?
Int 5 case 1 uEm there was a man who came in in complete heart 
block and he was quite moribund when we were actually pacing 
him. Em and obviously on the assessment initially he was still 
slightly responsive but he was losing consciousness and he was 
his blood pressure was low and his heart rate was 20-30 beats 
per min (complete heart block)" [Cardiac patient admitted to 
coronary care with a life-threatening condition] Lines 186-189
Interviewer* If you could think of the first case and if you could 
recount the medical and nursing history and then w e could move 
on to the situation you found yourself in?
Int 32  case 1 “...Post-operative tachycardia of 100 dropped to 45 
beats per minute, at which point the patient actually passed out .” 
[Post operative patient with cardiac history, transferred to C CU  for 
cardiac monitoring and review of medication] Lines 48-51.
Interviewer* H ave you been around when patients have  
deteriorated on this ward (C C U )?
Int 21 c3 “There’s one very good example also we got a patient 1 
mean one of the patients a gentlemen he is a very young fifty 
years old and then he came in due to er chest pain OK All 
enzymes are increased, Trop T is positive. Only chest pain and 
hypertension and everything and then always complaining of 
abdominal pains sweating everything like that. And then the 
doctor we don’t know where the hypertension came from. We did 
some ultrasound abdominal ultrasound and everything and they 
found some em mass on the adrenal gland. That’s the one that’s 
causing er hypertension so they give some Alpha- something 
blocker and just to and he had some operation also and also he’s 
had a history of Crohn’s disease also...” [Admitted to C C U  with 
chest pain, investigated for hypertension, required adrenalectomy, 
recovered and was discharged home]. Lines 212 -224
Interviewer* That’s not a problem, I’ll give you a few  moments to 
think if you have any exam ples of patients (who changed from  
acute to critical illness or to high risk of critical illness)
Int 19 c1 “...We had a patient 1 think he is only forty five a forty five 
year patient who came to us with abdominal pain, upper quadrant 
upper abdominal pain. Then he was taken by a surgical with a 
surgical team and he was, he had x-rays and such like that but all 
came back negative. Then after two days he became like so 
tachycardic and sweaty and then the pain moved up.” [Surgical 
ward admission with abdominal pain- upper quadrant. Developed
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acute myocardial infarction] Lines 31-37
Respiratory cues
Increased respiratory 
rate
Flushed in the face 
Patient self report of 
feeling unwell 
Exhaustion 
Acutely short of 
breath
Receiving oxygen 
and almost 
continuous nebuliser 
therapy and 
condition not 
responding to 
treatment
Observations within 
acceptable range 
(apart from 
respiratory 
observations) 
Systolic blood 
pressure low or 
below pulse rate 
‘Portsmouth sign’.
Interviewer* Could I ask you to recall a few patients that you have 
nursed whose condition changed from being acutely ill to being 
more at high risk of critical illness or critically ill?
Int 9 case 1 “The first one was probably about four months ago. A 
gentleman in his 60s, normally fit and independent but had come 
to us as a result of a stroke. ...He was doing quite well and then 
one day we noticed an increase in respiratory rate, looked flushed 
in the face and patient stated he felt unwell which was unusual for 
this patient to complain.” [Medical patient following cerebral 
vascular accident developed aspiration pneumonia] Lines 44-48
Interviewer* Are there any other cases that you would like to talk 
about?
Int 16 case 2 “...Early warning scoring system identified 
deteriorating respiratory function, exhaustion, but other 
observations were within acceptable range.” [Chronic obstructive 
airways patient transferred from assessm ent unit to ICU] Lines 80- 
83
Interviewer* Have you had to call the MET team for anybody 
recently?
Int 31 case 2 “Yes"
Interviewer* Can you recall any of those cases?
Int 31 case 2 “Yes that was for a gentleman with COPD, urn quite 
young again, 50s; who was just generally unwell.” Acute 
deterioration in respiratory state, “...I thought, i’m not even going 
to bother scoring this patient, just called the MET...had the classic 
Portsmouth sign... [systolic blood pressure sitting below the 
pulsej”...became acutely short of breath, and even though we 
were giving back-to-back nebulisers nothing was working. I think 
the patient may have had a PE possibly” [Medical ward patient 
with chronic obstructive airways disease transferred to HDU].
Lines 120-136.
Urine output/ fluid 
imbalance or 
overload
Sudden decrease in 
urine output 
Clinician non­
specific concern 
about patient 
condition 
Pale looking 
Medical Emergency 
Team Score- outside 
criteria initially, 
deteriorating to 
within the MET 
criteria.
Patient self report of
Interviewer* Have you got any other patients that you can recall at 
the moment em that you noticed a change in their condition over a 
period of hours or days?
Int 6 case 3 “When 1 was on night duty there was a patient on the 
team next door...Sudden decrease in urine output We knew this 
patient wasn’t right but we didn’t know what was wrong. Score 
was outside the MET score criteria initially.” [Medical ward patient 
with chronic respiratory disease having continuous positive 
pressure via a face mask- transferred to HDU] Lines 260-263, 
274-275.
Interviewer* Em then taking the first example could you 
summarise ahy details relating to this person’s personal, medical 
and nursing history, and their reason for admission?
Int 13 case 1 “The lady she came in she was in her 70s and she 
came in with em congestive heart failure and was being treated 
for that. ...Sudden decrease in urine output ...doctors decided 
patient was actually quite dry and wanted patient filled up with 
fluids. Patient complained of shortness of breath, felt very unwell,
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shortness of breath, 
feeling unwell 
Not making expected 
progress after 
surgery 
Confusion
and looked pale” [Medical patient admitted with congestive 
cardiac failure and developed renal failure- transferred to coronary 
care] Lines 41-44, 54-55
Interviewer* Do you have another case in mind?
Int 30 case 2 “Fluid overload in elderly post operative patient, 
condition deteriorated rapidly...confused at times, wasn’t breathing 
very well... wasn’t picking up after surgery” [Gastrectomy patient 
developed fluid overload in early post-operative days] Lines 247- 
248, 260-263
Multiple clinical 
cues
Low or nil urine 
output 
Confusion 
Removing oxygen 
mask
Oxygen saturation 
levels low 
High blood pressure 
Crepitations on lungs 
High central venous 
pressure (CVP) 
Shortness of breath 
Decreased level of 
consciousness 
Raised respiratory 
rate
Interviewer* Taking the first example could you summarise the 
main details about the patient’s medical, nursing history and 
reasons for admission?
Int 12 case 1 Sudden deterioration before admission, "... ill since 
admission, no urine output, confusion. Removing oxygen 
regardless of the type of oxygen mask or the nasal cannulae or 
whether family sat and held it on, ... de-saturating very quickly” 
[Medical ward admission with abdominal pain, developed renal 
failure, and acute myocardial infarction]. Lines 66-80
Interviewer* So what did you particularly note in that girl’s 
condition?
Int 14 case 1 Rapid onset critical illness “...with very low blood 
pressure, rapidly became drowsy, respiratory rate was high 
initially, within 45-50 minutes level of consciousness decreased 
and became unrousable” [ICU admission with meningococcal 
septicaemia] Lines 49-51
Int 18 case 1 "... the first one is a man in his early [age range] who 
came to us em from the [name of psychiatric hospital] because 
he’d stopped eating for religious reasons so he obviously had a a 
sort of psychiatric history. Em and he refused everything really.
Em and then as time went on he obviously became weaker and 
weaker and was unable to sort of mobilise. And on one occasion 
he collapsed in the night and they put in a central line but he was 
still able to say because we thought while he’s got a central line in 
we might as well start feeding him. You know, but he’d even 
though he had he was mentally ill he was very adamant that he 
didn’t want to be fed. And er he was just a very quiet man and 
then he never did spike a temperature but he actually became 
septic and it was quite difficult to spot because he was non 
communicative. And on that occasion he it was his respirations 
that went up and his saturations just dropped. His blood pressure 
which had been low just went lower. But you weren’t getting 
anything from him you know he was quite sort of flat really. ...you 
know and you knew then that there was something very odd going 
on because it had changed from you know the morning to the 
afternoon well it had been within the hour really 
Interviewer* Yes so I was going to ask you at what stage you 
realised he was becoming more ill?
Int 18 case 1. Right we did usual obs... 1 think we just did usual 
obs in the middle of the day. And we’d put oxygen on him 
because his SATS had dropped to sort of ninety from their usual.
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And then
Interviewer What were they normally can you remember?
Int 18 case 1 Yeah they were normally sort of ninety six 
something like that. Trying to think what his pulse rate was, a 
normal pulse rate. Em then he was kind of very sleepy and 
everything so we went back and we did his SATS again and even 
with the oxygen on they’d dropped to sort of the mid eighties. His 
resps were now sort of thirty something and em his BP never 
really changed that much and you know that’s when we called you 
know because his resps had gone up to within MET 
level..".[Medical ward patient with psychiatric history, refusing 
food, developed sepsis and deteriorated, seen by MET and 
transferred to ICU where he died a few weeks later]. Lines 52- 80
Int 23 case 1 7 had a patient; a 70 years old female, who was 
admitted originally to the medical ward and she actually came to 
the surgical unit because of PR bleeding. But since admission she 
hasn’t had any episodes of melaena, but in view of her past 
medical history included ischaemic heart disease so they wanted 
to keep an eye on her. ...She was a very big lady and had a huge 
abdomen. And since admission she hadn’t had any episode of 
melaena. She was an ex smoker and then she was admitted.
...On admission her blood pressure was high with a poor urine 
output on auscultation uum she had bilateral crepitations on both 
lungs and her CVP was really very high. So they took bloods as 
well. And checked vital signs. They initially managed her; they 
took ABGs and her blood gases weren’t very good, low P02. She 
was actually diagnosed as having a type 1 respiratory failure but 
in view of her very high CVP reading, shortness of breath and 
chest x ray as well revealed like she had pulmonary congestion or 
pulmonary oedema. So umm the registrar was there. And they 
got the anaesthetist down and so they suggested BiPapping her. 
And she was started initially on 5 of PEEP. They gave her 
frusemide, and then she’s also diabetic and she was on a sliding 
scale. ...one of their concerns, when they gave her frusemide they 
weren’t able to really check how was her potassium now. So they 
gave frusemide-...a diuretic... and so ...watched the ECG, took 
bloods and gave potassium supplements. ECG tracing. After that 
she’s still short of breath and she went into AF as well”. 
Interviewer* So were you the nurse with her at this stage?
Int 23 case 1 “Yes. The nurse, I did an admission ECG and then 
she was on continuous respiratory assessment and 
cardiovascular uum. They actually were worried at that point 
because uum she was high risk for surgery.... The nurse played 
a very important role in a way because really she is the one who 
monitors and refers most of the time to the anaesthetist and the 
registrar... we work closely together. So yes she went into AF and 
then they came to see her. And at the same time she had 
shortness of breath... they also started her on amiodorone, a 
loading dose of amiodorone, so continuous monitoring was done, 
however despite the frusemide uum injections and the diuretic her 
CVP wasn’t accurate.... UUUm after 5-6 days actually the 
patient’s condition was very, not stable, but very temperamental.
At times she was stable and then after a couple of days she tends
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to deteriorate. ...So in the end the patient was on ...humidified 
oxygen and nebulisers, she was in fact managed very well, but 
still in view of her past medical history and the quality of life she 
had after that issues she was placed not for resusc., but she lived, 
and after a week or ten days she was actually discharged from the 
unit."[Medical admission with abdominal pain and gastrointestinal 
bleeding, transferred to surgical HDU ] Lines 19- 79
Gastrointestinal
bleed
Sudden collapse 
Pale looking 
Altered level of 
consciousness 
Bleeding per rectum 
from
haemoirhoidectomy 
surgical site 
Lethargic 
Last available 
haemoglobin 
borderline (9.5g/L) 
but patient is 
haemorrhaging 
Melaena
Interviewer* You've mentioned two cases, do you have any other 
examples?
Int 22  case 3 “Very recently one where an elderly lady came 1 
don’t know if this is relevant. She had a haemorrhoidectomy and 
went home and she phoned back to say she was bleeding. She 
came back in that morning... and there was a call to her room 
where there was already a nurse and she was sitting on the 
commode and she looked to all intents and purposes as if she had 
collapsed. A sudden collapse, pale looking, not conscious, 
bleeding per rectum post haemorrhoidectomy. 1 couldn’t get her 
peripheral pulse and she looked like she was dead or dying" 
[Surgical patient], Lines 213 -217
Interviewer* Is there anything you wish to add to what you’ve told 
me?
Int 23  case 2 “One of the issues is dealing with new  
problems...I’ve encountered inexperienced house officers who  
cannot decide on treatment, or before they do anything have they 
asked the anaesthetist? I rem em ber a patient on night duty who’d 
had many blood transfusions, she’d had 1 0  blood transfusions. 
W hen I started night duty I noticed changes in her level of 
consciousness. She started to be lethargic. Oh but she’s always 
been fairly ok and her latest haemoglobin is 9 .5, that’s good 
enough from 7.5  to 9.5. But then she keeps on opening her 
bowels as well, and the colour is dark.. I don’t think that 
haemoglobin w as acceptable for her age. She (the house officer) 
said let’s wait until tomorrow and w e ’ll refer her to the surgeons. 
And that w as at 9 o’clock at night. I said I wouldn’t wait until 
tomorrow. So what I did, like most of the time it’s on the nurse’s 
initiative I did the bloods and rang the biochemistry and 
haematology and asked for the results to be sent straight a way. 
And the haemoglobin cam e back as 6 . So it seem ed to have  
dropped. And she said what should w e do about that? Without 
upsetting her I said she should talk to the SH O  or the or registrar.” 
[Surgical H DU  patient with gastrointestinal haemorrhage] Lines 
4 4 4 .4 5 7
The category in which objective measures were reported as the most important initial 
or early cues (11% or 5/ 46 cases) are shown in Table 25 and they constitute 
examples of negative cases for the research thesis. The conditions present in these 
cases were examined further. One case with atrial fibrillation was identified in the 
immediate post- operative period (case 9.2), and the second case was readmitted to
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ICU with low serum potassium (case 15.2) that may have been picked up late, 
missing possible early signs. Two cases were referred due to problems in the post 
operative and recovery periods (case 25.1, case 30.4). The remaining case was a 
patient recently admitted with chest pain and no other acute signs or symptoms (case
15.3), however a routine ECG was abnormal. The objective data or measures reported 
as cues within this category included atrial fibrillation, tachycardia, acute changes on 
ECG, large decrease in blood pressure, decrease in urine output, and low serum 
potassium. In this category 3/5 cases were surgical, 1/5 was coronary care, and 1/5 
was intensive care.
Table 25: Critical illness cases where objective measures were considered the earliest
cues in judgements of patient condition, n=5 cases
T.25 Cues reported Examples
Cardiac cues
Sudden onset of atrial 
fibrillation 
Acute changes on 
ECGs
Irregular pulse 
Tachycardia
Interviewer* If you could take m e through the background and the 
sorts of things you noticed when you thought the patient’s 
condition w as changing?
Int 9 case 2  “...Sudden onset of atrial fibrillation post operatively.” 
[Surgical patient] Lines 177-180,
Interviewer* How does deterioration present in coronary care 
patients?
Int 15 case 3 7  had a patient who had no pain, he looked quite 
well but 1 just did an ECG because 1 can’t say why. And he had 
acute changes and there was this series of ECGs and they were 
just constantly changing and the doctor there said this patient’s 
got LAD (left axis deviation).” [Coronary care patient] Lines 2 55 -  
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Interviewer* H ave you any other cases in mind...perhaps a patient 
who deteriorated?
Int 30  case 4  *We’ve had patients that have had surgery. 1 
remember one man in his 50s following a bowel operation he 
developed AF... Sudden onset of fast Atrial Fibrillation first day 
post-op, irregular pulse palpated and a tachycardia over 120/min.” 
[Surgical patient] Line 486-496 , 516.
Cardiovascular cues,
Drop in blood pressure 
Increase in pulse 
Drop in urine output 
Not answering 
questions as clearly
Interviewer* Do you have a case in mind?
Int 25  case 1 Patient history “This gentleman came into A&E 
originally, he was about 70 years old. He came in with abdominal 
discomfort and nausea, a two-day history. He was diagnosed as 
acute pancreatitis, ...he had a CTscan which showed a very 
enlarged pancreatic cyst, they attempted to drain it without 
success and they thought he would need surgery the next day. He 
spiked a temperature and became very uncomfortable and 
nauseous. He was rushed to theatre 
Post-operative event Initially post- operatively blood pressure
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dropped very slightly, pulse went up... Then the blood pressure 
fell quite quickly, quite dramatically. The drain sites had drained 
200 mis in about an hour, urine output had dropped right off. 
Stomach was bloated anyway. Quite a big person so that was 
hard to tell. Became a bit incoherent and wasn’t quite answering 
my questions straight.’’ [Post operative recovery ward patient] 
Lines 220 -233
Abnormal
biochemistry
Low serum potassium
Interviewer* H ave you had to re-admit patients who’d gone out to 
the ward?
Int 15 case 2  “We have.... They said she’d obstructed and needed 
to go to theatre, but it turned out her potassium was low which 
should have been sorted on the ward” in a patient readmitted to 
ICU from the general ward. [Medical ward patient- admitted to 
ICU]
7.4.2 Cardiac arrest
Clinician subjective, behavioural or patient self- report data were considered 
important initial cues in predictions of cardiac arrest in 61% (14/ 23) cases. Clinician 
subjective, behavioural or patient self- report data were considered complementary to 
objective data as early predictors in 26% (6/ 23) cases. In only 13% (3/ 23) cases 
were objective measures considered to be the most important initial or early 
predictors of cardiac arrest. In 9% (2/ 23) cases subjective clinician or behavioural 
signs alone were considered important cues (case 11.3, case 24. 1).
The 61% (14/ 23) of cases where subjective signs were considered the initial 
predictors of cardiac arrest, are shown in Table 26. Clinicians may have identified 
subjective signs before changes in objective measures occurred, or they may have 
been using the subjective cues as triggers to investigate objective physiological 
measures. These cases included the following; undiagnosed abdominal aortic 
aneurysms (2 cases), possible pulmonary embolism in addition to cardiac or 
respiratory disease (3 cases), cardiac failure (1 case), myocardial infarction (2 cases), 
pneumonia (1 case), lung cancer (1 case), cardiac tamponade secondary to systemic 
lupus erythematosis (1 case), Parkinson’s disease (1 case), cancer and angina (1 
case), and in one case the medical diagnosis was not reported. The cues considered
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important were in the categories of level of consciousness, cardiac failure, chest pain, 
back-pain, abdominal pain and discomfort, behavioural changes, and nausea and 
vomiting. Respiratory problems were also reported in association with cardiac failure, 
chest pain and back-pain. In this category the 14 cases were medical patients.
Table 26: Cardiac arrest cases where subjective data were seen as earliest cues in
judgements of patient condition or trigger to measure objective signs, n= 14 cases
T.26 Cues reported Examples
Level of consciousness
More withdrawn 
Less alert 
Decreased level o f  
consciousness
Interviewer* Can you recall any patients where you intercepted 
what seem ed to be a deterioration?
Int 1 case 1 "Yes we had a chap a few months ago who actually 
came In with chest pain who sort of became more withdrawn as 
the evening went on. He said he felt alright but his level of 
consciousness seemed to be wasn’t as alert he was becoming 
more withdrawn...called the team up. He then began to have 
slight changes in blood pressure and arrested with the doctors 
present.” [Medical patient admitted with chest pain, cardiac arrest, 
abdominal aortic aneurysm] Lines 90 -94
Cardiac and
respiratory
difficulties
Gasping for breath 
even with oxygen  
therapy
Interviewer* Can you recall another case?
Int 8 case 2  “Yes, sure. This is a gentleman who came in with late 
stage heart failure. ...a typical cardiac failure patient who was 
gasping for breath given the oxygen he had.’lMedical ward patient 
just admitted] Lines 142-143
Chest pain
Chest pain 
ECGs nothing 
significant 
Found collapsed 
More lethargic 
Slightly short of breath 
Chest pain
Interviewer* W hat about any more of the male patients?
Int 1 case 3 “We had a patient, a huge man, he did actually arrest 
with a PE but we got him back very quickly. He’d had an Ml. He 
had some chest pain.. .we’d done ECGs and there was nothing 
specific,. ..was found in a bay collapsed’’ [Cardiac ward patient 
with acute myocardial infarction, developed pulmonary embolus] 
Lines 246 -248
Interviewer* Do you have a  case you’d like to describe?
Int 24 case 1 “Yes, 1 have one but it’s not very detailed. Basically 
an 80 year old man admitted with shortness of breath query PE. 
He’d got a history of COPD. He was doing okay and then over a 
period of two days he became more lethargic. He was slightly 
short of breath, but nothing dramatic. But then... started to 
complain of chest pain.. .nothing else specific in his vital signs” 
[Medical ward patient with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 
possible pulmonary embolus] Lines 136-137,
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Back pain
Persistent back pain 
Feeling unwell 
Severe breathing 
difficulties
Int 1 case 5 “I’ve thought of another case now, a really awful 
experience actually, and this was terrible. ...She complained of a 
persistent pain in her back, ...echocardiograms were negative, 
physical signs were unchanged, patient complained of persistent 
back pain and couldn’t breath.” [Cardiac ward patient -  later found 
to have pericardial effusion secondary to Systemic Lupus 
Erythematosis] Lines 311-314, 316-317
Interviewer* Perhaps w e could move in to the other case you had 
in mind?
Int 13 case 2 “This was quite a while ago. It was a gentleman in is 
70s and he’d come in with query PE. They hadn’t been able to 
scan him because he had a multitude of other problems.. .had 
been complaining of back pain em and generally feeling unwell. 
And the doctors had been and reviewed [the patient] a couple 
times in the morning [Medical ward patient with multiple medical 
conditions including heart failure, possible pulmonary embolus] 
Lines 237-239.
Abdominal pain/ 
discomfort
Agitation
Unwell
Int 3 case 5 “There was another man we had...he came in with an 
Ml and he was just at the beginning of his mobilisation regime. 
Patient complained of “ a discomfort in the abdomen, but there 
was nothing really specific .. .agitated and unwell. "[Admitted with 
myocardial infarction, then had ruptured aortic aneurysm] lines 
365-367
Behavioural changes
Less talkative 
Low in mood 
Frail 
Tired
Less active 
Lacking motivation 
Poor colour 
Using oxygen more 
Change in general 
condition of patient 
noted by clinician
Int 2 case 2 “Another example... We had a lady last week. She 
was in her 80s, she’d come in on [date] and she’d had a heart 
attack.... She had another heart attack. Became untalkative, had 
previously been talkative...became very depressed within the 
period of a week to 10 days.” [Medical patient after 2  heart attacks 
developed abdominal distension] L ine 134
Int 18 case 2  “My next patient was a youngish man in his 
40s...And he came in with a pneumonia and you think, fine, you 
know a bit of oxygen don’t you...’’. Noticed a change in b ehav io ur/ 
he was using oxygen a lot and whereas initially he was getting up 
and having a shower and then going back to bed and using it. Em 
the next day was stuck to it all the time.. [Medical ward patient 
admitted with chest infection/ pneumonia] I Lines 205 -207
Int 3 case 3* “...There was another gentleman who had been in for 
quite a long time, who 1 actually knew from outside of work. He 
was about 80 and urn, 1 think he had prostate problems, and 1 
think he had Ca, but he also must have had angina and he came 
to us. And urn, he’d become quite frail anyway, and then this 
particular morning, urn, he was really tired. And he really just 
wanted to get back on to the bed, whereas previously he’d been 
quite 7  want to get up and going”. And urn, 1 think it was because 
he felt tired (pause) He was hypotensive, and 1 can’t remember 
what his SATS were, but 1 remember feeling quite anxious that the 
doctor come to see him right now, and luckily he did, straight 
away. And he arrested.”
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Interviewer* W hen the doctor w as with him?
Int 3 case 3 *  “Yes. The doctor was here for a good few hours 
trying to work out what was the cause... 1 think they decided in the 
end that he’d had a big infarct, but at the time it was quite difficult 
to work out what was causing the problem, why he was feeling 
unwell. And it must have been why he was hypotensive." 
Interviewer* Tiredness was something you picked up on?
Int 3  case 3 * " Yes. Urn.” [Medical ward patient with multiple 
medical diagnoses] Lines 1 3 7 -1 5 9
Int 10 case 1 “...Em this particular man although he’s, his 
rehabilitation was more or less going according to how we’d 
planned his care, em and he was responding well to all of the 
therapists input. There was always something not quite, you just 
couldn’t quite put your finger on and we did feel there was 
something else going on though there was nothing specific. His 
observations were quite stable, his ECGs were fine. There was 
really nothing. He just seemed very de-motivated. Em he would 
have good days and bad days. Some days he would pick up a bit 
more and other days he would be down quite low. And then one 
Sunday morning em we had actually been planning his discharge 
for about a week and we had a date in mind and everything was 
focused on that date. Em he’d slept well the night before an 
uninterrupted sleep he’d got up in the morning we’d walked him 
out to the bathroom helped him with his hygiene needs. Em but 
he just seemed very tired so we asked him you know do you want 
to go back to bed and he said no I’ll sit in a chair for a little while 
longer. But his colour wasn’t good. Em his observations were 
unremarkable there was no real changes in them at all his 
temperature was a little bit low but only by a degree or so. Then 
mid morning 1 suppose the best way 1 could describe it was that 
he was really lack lustre his em body language had changed 
instead of sitting back in the chair he was sitting forward in the 
chair. So 1 said to him you really should get back into bed if you’re 
feeling this unwell then get back into the bed. And we just ran a 
cursory set of obs. Em his SATS were fine but his respirations had 
dropped.” [Medical/ elderly care ward patient with acute  
exacerbation of Parkinson’s disease undergoing rehabilitation] 
Lines 5 3 -7 6
Int 31 case 1 *”...! particularly remember one gentleman when 1 
was working on (name of previous medical ward), who 1 believe 
his initial diagnosis was one of Ca Lung but it was very early 
stages. Emm and 1 remember one day just having a feeling about 
this man that things weren’t quite right. With hindsight and since 
MET scoring has come in 1 would say that the thing that 1 noticed 
most probably was an increased respiratory rate and he just 
wasn’t his-self really. His observations were a bit unremarkable 
except for this increased respiratory rate. And he just didn’t seem 
to be emm as happy really that day. That night he actually had a 
cardiac arrest and died. And 1 remember thinking when 1 did my 
MET training how they pushed home the respiratory rate thinking 
that definitely was significant because at that time we weren’t 
really measuring respiratory rate as much as we are now.”
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Interviewer* Uhuh and respiratory rate being an early indicator of 
a respiratory problem.
Int 31 case 1 * “Early indicator, but at that time to be honest we 
weren’t really at (name of hospital) we weren’t recording 
respiratory rates at all until really MET training came about ” 
Interviewer* W hen you said he w asn’t himself what w as that 
referring to?
Int 31 case 1 * “Just his general demeanour really he, if you asked 
if “are you okay?”, he would say “Oh yeah I’m fine, I’m fine”. And 
as 1 say his blood pressure, pulse, everything was unremarkable, 
just this increased respiratory rate. ” [Medical patient with recent 
diagnosis of carcinoma of lung- clinician recognised change in 
behaviour but did not realise significance of raised respiratory rate 
until later] lines 2 7 - 48, 6 0 - 72
Nausea and vomiting
Nausea and/or 
vomiting without an 
obvious explanation
Interviewer* If you could recall patients that you’ve nursed whose  
condition changed from an acute illness state to one that you were  
more concerned about?
Int 6  case 1 “...a gentleman a couple of months ago who was 
feeling quite nauseated overnight and he had unexplained 
vomiting, it was completely unexplained. Em and when [the 
patient] vomited...became vague and the query with the PE 1 was 
concerned that you know [the patient] might be throwing off clots” 
[Medical ward patient admitted with possible pulmonary embolus 
developed respiratory arrest] Lines 92-98
Interviewer* W hat factors assist or m ake it difficult to achieve an 
accurate assessm ent of a patient’s condition?
Int 11 case3 “It’s difficult when you’ve only got nurse concern...It’s 
so hard to get a doctor down and say I’m not happy with this. 
patient and I can’t really tell you why but it’s a feeling I’ve got” 
Interviewer* Aha aha have you had that have you encountered  
that recently
Int 11 case 3 *  “Yeah yeah”
Interviewer* Could you maybe enlarge on expand on that 
situation?
Int 11 case 3 *  “ / think it’s to do with knowing your patient and 
knowing that they look different and their demeanour is different 
and everything. But em we had a lady that died last night that 
fitted that category very very well.. She just said she felt a bit dizzy 
and nauseous so we gave her some cyclizine and em she didn’t 
want her tea which she was nauseous I didn’t think anything of it 
really. And the night nurses came on and she’s not right she 
doesn’t look right at all and she actually died a few hours later” 
Interviewer* Right aha and there w ere no obvious signs of change  
in her?
Int 11 case 31 * “They had the doctor down to look at her and he 
found nothing but she’d gone this ghastly colour and she just 
wasn’t herself at all”. [Medical ward patient] Lines 351 -374
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In the 26% (6/ 23) of cases where subjective data were considered complementary to 
objective data in the prediction of cardiac arrest, as shown in Table 27, the underlying 
conditions and features of the cases were examined. The cases included: a 
readmission to the coronary care unit following a second cardiac event; a case of 
gradual deterioration in patient condition with underlying congestive cardiac failure 
and history of pneumonectomy; an angina case with delayed presentation to hospital 
following chest pain; and a case with hypothermia and loss of consciousness/ collapse 
thought to be responding to treatment. The remaining two cases included patients 
with chest pain developing into cardiogenic shock and admission to ICU, and chronic 
obstructive airways disease with abdominal pain. The cues considered important in 
this category referred to multiple clinical states and to cardiac clinical states. In this 
category 3/6 cases were medical, 2/6 cases were coronary care, and 1/6 cases was 
intensive care.
Table 27: Cardiac arrest cases where subjective data were seen as complementaiy to
objective measures and were the earliest cues in judgements of patient condition, n=6
T.27 Cues reported Examples
Multiple clinical signs 
Low or no urine output 
Low blood pressure 
Raised respiratory rate 
Looked unwell 
Colour poor 
Clammy 
Complaining of 
shortness o f breath 
Abdominal distension 
worsening 
Abdominal pain 
Oxygen saturation 
levels decreased 
Raised pulse rate 
Atrial Fibrillation 
Cardiac ischaemia on 
ECG
Onset of confusion
Grey, pale colour 
Sweaty/ clammy/ 
sweating profusely 
Severe chest pain no 
responding to treatment
Interviewer* If you could start to explore the kinds of signs and 
symptoms that you noticed that led you to suspect this person 
was deteriorating?
Int 3 case 1 *The one that is mostly in my mind ...was a case of 
congestive heart failure and he’d had minimal urine output, just 
about no urine output for probably more than 24 hours, He was 
very hypotensive, and urn, just clinically he didn’t appear very 
well. His respiratory rate was quite fast and his colour wasn’t very 
good, and [the patient] looked a bit clammy, and urn, 
complaining...of shortness of breath’’ [Congestive cardiac failure 
patient on cardiac ward] Lines 16-25.
Interviewer* Could you summarise the details of that case?
Int 4  case 1 “A patient came into coronary care about a week ago 
having had an anterior myocardial infarction. He progressed okay 
apart from some abdominal distension that was treated with 
laxatives...He went to the cardiac step-down unit and developed 
some left ventricular failure. He then had a second cardiac 
episode and the abdominal distension was getting worse 
.. .respiratory function had deteriorated and... respiratory rate was 
up into the 30s and.. .saturations were down .. .blood pressure had 
dropped, and pulse rate had gone up, ... more tachycardic, ...had 
gone into an AF.... Ischaemia on his ECG’IM yocardial infarction 
patient with abdominal distension, had second cardiac event and
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Not passed urine 
Low blood pressure 
Severe cardiac 
ischaemia on ECG 
Looked awful 
Grasping for breath 
Raised heart rate 
Low blood pressure
was readmitted to coronary care from cardiac ward] Lines 21 -23
Interviewer* Have you got any more cases that you can recall?
Int 17 case 4  “We had a gentleman with COPD...he presented 
with an abdominal pain, elevated respiratory rate, blood pressure 
was abnormal, he was tachycardic, clammy, short of 
breath.’IM edical ward patient with chronic obstructive airways 
disease and abdominal pain] Lines 435 -439
Interviewer* And another exam ple?
Int 8 case 3 “She was a lady who came in she’d been found half in 
and half out of her garden pond at home by her neighbour and 
was hypothermic. She had no temperature to report at all when 
she came into A&E. She perked up here, became conscious, she 
had a catheter in, she was quite oedematous and she had cardiac 
monitoring. She didn’t have a CVP done. Gradually her urine 
output tailed off and she became confused...respiratory rate 
increased” [Medical ward admission with hypothermia] Lines 2 3 1 -  
246
Int 5 case 2 “This is quite good. 1 don’t know if this is delayed 
treatment from the patient’s point of view, not delayed from us. He 
was on holiday and had chest pain while he was away and 
wouldn’t let his daughter take him to A&E. So he came in to us. 
Initially he was going to be admitted to a general ward but then we 
said no really he should be with us because they were going to 
start Tirofiban because his ECG was very ischaemic when he 
arrived. When he came in he was very grey looking, sweaty, 
clammy and a lot of chest pain couldn’t get on top of this chest 
pain had some LVF [left ventricular failure]... hadn’t passed any 
urine . ..was catheterised.:.. blood pressure was very low... ECG 
terribly ischaemic continuing chest pain...” [Chest pain patient, . 
delayed presentation to hospital, admitted to coronary care unit] 
Lines 3 3 7 -3 5 3
Interviewer* Can 1 ask you to think about a patient you’ve nursed 
whose condition deteriorated, perhaps a patient who cam e in to 
ICU from the ward?
Int 16 case 1 “Yes 1 had a patient from our acute assessment unit 
who had been admitted with chest pain. He came up to us and 
went into cardiogenic shock.. .looked physically awful... pale, 
sweaty, clammy, gasping for breath, ...was obviously in pain. The 
heart rate was high, blood pressure was low, and [the patient] was  
sweating, and sweating, and sweating. 1 knew [the patient] was  
going to do something.” [Admitted with chest pain and shortness 
of breath, had a myocardial infarction, developed cardiogenic 
shock, treated with thrombolytics for clot in coronary artery, 
sustained a cerebral vascular accident, transferred to ICU for 
ventilation and inotropes, arrested and died later] Lines 18-22
The 13% (3/ 23) of cases where objective data were considered important in cardiac 
arrest cases are shown in Table 28. These cases constitute negative cases for the
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research thesis in the current study, and the underlying conditions were examined. 
There were no early data available in the case of a patient with haematemesis and 
cardiac arrest (case 4.3); the research participant reporting the case was a member of 
the cardiac arrest team in attendance. One patient with fitting and cardiac arrest was 
subsequently designated not for resuscitation due to severity of illnesses and poor 
prognosis (case 7.3), and another patient with a prior history of shortness of breath 
and insulin dependent diabetes collapsed without pre-warning signs being evident 
(case 21.2), but was successfully resuscitated. All three cases were categorised as 
medical.
Table 28: Cardiac arrest cases where objective measures were considered the earliest
cues in judgements of patient condition, n=3
T.28 Cues reported Examples
Cardiac arrest
Severe haematemesis 
leading to
hypovolaemic shock 
Little pre-warning of 
cardiac arrest 
Fitting
Found collapsed 
(unwitnessed arrest)
Int 4  case 3 “...The last crash call that 1 w ent to was put out by 
somebody else fora patient with haematemesis who’d gone into 
hypovolaemic shock. Because of the hypovolaemia he became 
ischaemic, and in the end was actually EMD (electromechanical 
dissociation)”. [Haem atem esis patient not for surgery] Lines 322 - 
323
Interviewer* Can you think of any other patients whose condition 
caused concern?
Int 7 case 3 “There was one, a man who was fitting and went 
straight into a cardiac arrest” [Medical ward patient with severe 
illness- brain carcinoma] Line 299.
Int 21 case 2  “A second patient, I’m about to give her medication 
when 1 found her collapsed on the floor” rang the em ergency bell 
and started cardiopulmonary resuscitation.” [Medical ward patient 
admitted with shortness o f breath and history of diabetes mellitus] 
Lines 113-114
7.4.3 Acute and vulnerable to physiological instability or deterioration
Clinician subjective, behavioural and patient self-report cues were considered 
important in the initial judgements of patient condition in 44% (11/25) of cases. 
Clinician subjective, behavioural or patient self- report data were considered 
complementary to objective data as early indicators or predictors of the patient’s
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condition in 48% (12/25) of cases. Objective cues alone were considered important in 
judgements of patient condition in 8% (2/25) of cases.
In the 11 cases where subjective cues were the initial cues, as shown in Table 29, a 
range of medical and surgical conditions was present. These included medical 
patients admitted with chest pain, angina or myocardial infarction (cases 2.3, 2.4,3.2, 
8.6), chronic obstructive airways disease, acute respiratory infections or asthma 
(cases 8.4,17.3) carcinoma of lung and acute physical distress (case 29.3), and 
chronic pleural effusions and multiple medical problems (case 28.2). Surgical patients 
comprised cases of pulmonary embolus post orthopaedic surgery (case 26.1), one 
patient with abdominal pain admitted for cholecystectomy whose surgery was 
postponed due to irregular cardiac rhythm (case 22.1), and a patient following 
reversal of stoma for Crohn’s disease who developed paralytic ileus (case 32.3). This 
category comprised 8/11 medical cases and 3/11 surgical cases.
Table 29: Subjective data as earliest cues or trigger to measure objective signs in
acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration cases, n=l 1 cases
T.29 Cues reported Examples
Chest pain
Complained of _ 
severe chest pain 
Complained of 
some chest pain
Interviewer* W as there a difference over time from how you’d 
known her previously?
Int 2  case 3 “...Had been pain free for 2 days then suddenly 
became short of breath, a new symptom, and complained of 
severe chest pain.... Sweaty, clammy and very anxious looking.” 
[Admitted to cardiac ward with chest pain, possible pulmonary 
embolus] Lines 287 -295
Interviewer* You’ve worked on the ward today, are there any 
patients that you would describe as stable or unstable?
Int 2  case 4  “There was one patient that had severe chest pain 
...and he was also short of breath. The chest pain and shortness 
of breath was what alerted me to there’s something not quite right 
here” [Chest pain patient in cardiac ward] Lines 513 -515
Interviewer* Would you like to describe another case?
Int 26  case 1 “Our setting isn't particularly acute, it’s all elective 
surgery. People have no big medical problems or they’d be 
somewhere else. So the things we get are usually post-surgical. 
So you’re handed a patient over and you go in and you think I’m 
not too sure about that diagnosis, but there was nothing 
specifically showing in the obs. But there w as just something you 
would keep an eye on. And then going in he sort of became a little 
anxious had some chest pain and was being a bit canny, his pulse
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T .2 9  Cues reported Examples
had gone up a bit but he wasn’t showing any specific changes in 
the observations’’ [Post operative elective orthopaedic surgery, 
developed pulmonary embolusl Lines 291 -292
Abdominal pain 
or distension
Interviewer* W hat other factors do you feel m ay be early signs of 
deterioration?
Int .8 case 6  “...There’s a lady at the moment who doesn’t look 
very well, doesn’t look quite right. Complaining of abdominal pain, 
should be mobilising but isn’t yet. She’s a lady who every time 
you’re near her she wants her pillows changing, she wants to be 
made comfortable, can you pass a drink because she can’t 
manage it and she should really be mobilising a little bit and 
getting up. So you think what’s happening there and somebody 
said shall we get her out of bed and 1 said no hang on I’ll get the 
doctors to have a look at her first because you just don’t know.” 
[Medical ward patient with delayed recovery from acute 
myocardial infarction] lines 746-751
Interviewer* Have you got any patients in mind where there was a 
bit of a delay in their recovery from surgery?
Int 32 case 3 “Yes 1 can think of a young guy who’d had a reversal 
of his stoma, he was a Crohns’ patient. He was recovering quite 
well [from surgery] to be honest But then started with some 
abdominal pain, a little bit of distension, ...wasn’t passing flatus at 
all, this Surgeon, evidently he’s the one that’s kind of “light diet, 
get them going kind of thing”....[the patient] starts with abdominal 
pain, abdominal distension and feeling nauseous.” [Post operative 
patient developed paralytic ileus] lines 412 -428
Respiratory
function
Complaining of 
shortness of breath 
Acutely short of 
breath
Acute severe 
breathing difficulty
Interviewer* Can you think of any of your cardiac patients who 
have deteriorated?
Int 3  case 2  “We have a gentleman with angina and some heart 
failure, and peripheral vascular disease. He was complaining of 
shortness of breath since [admission], not desperately and he was 
not distressed with it. But states can’t get a breath when takes 
oxygen off. “I’ve still got this shortness of breath, and 1 feel quite 
uncomfortable. I’ve got no chest pain but 1 want to take my GTN”. 
The patient actually looked quite grey, and he was clasping the 
oxygen” [Multiple medical conditions- angina, heart failure] Lines 
73-81
Interviewer* I think you w ere going to talk about a respiratory 
oriented case, could you tell me about that?
Int 17 case 3 “Yes, yeah. That was a gentleman when 1 was 
working down on one of the other teams for a shift. He wasn’t a 
patient that 1 knew very well but he was an asthmatic patient, 1 
think with an element of COPD. He’d been in for a while and had 
been improving steadily. Em but at the handover one of the other 
nurses had pointed out that she’d felt his breathing wasn’t as good 
as it had been. Although he wasn’t as well as 1 would have liked 
fiim to be he was still talking in sentences. So 1 had rung the 
doctor and asked her to see him. 1 went back to him and gave him 
nebulisers...and it didn’t improve. And 1 phoned her and asked her 
to come immediately-1 had scored him and 1 told her the score, it 
was a call the SHO score” [Medical patient with chronic
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T.29 Cues reported Examples
-
respiratory disease] Line 152.
Int 29  case 3 “And then there’s another patient in here, he has , 
lung cancer and yesterday he had great difficulty getting a breath 
due to they’d stopped pain killers. He was in a lot of pain when 1 
arrived in the morning and he just couldn’t get his breath. And 1 
thought [the patient] was going to die”.[Medical patient with lung 
cancer- adverse event related to medication plan] lines 138-140.
Level of 
consciousness
Recent onset of 
confusion
Interviewer* Y ou’ve mentioned a lot of the signs that would alert 
you to a problem. Can you recall using any other signs?
Int 8 case 4  “Yes 1 mean colour, and patient attitude... Yesterday 1 
had a lady who em she’s come in with an infected exacerbation of 
COPD and she’s got a urinary tract infection. Her daughter came 
to visit her and her daughter said 1 don’t know what to do. She 
said what’s happening about the confusion. She’s mildly confused 
and 1 said well is she not normally like this? Oh no she wasn’t like 
this yesterday. ...1 contacted the doctor and he said she wasn’t 
confused yesterday but her urea and electrolytes are up." [Chronic 
obstructive airways disease with acute exacerbation (chest 
infection) and urinary tract infection] Lines 378-382
Colour/
appearance
Colour abnormal, 
ashen, grey
Functional
changes
Reduced mobility
Int 22  case 1 “A simple one was somebody who was admitted 
through outpatients with abdominal pain believed to be 
cholecystitis.. .didn’t look that well which we put down to the pain 
em gave... pain re//ef[Pre-operative patient with cholecystitis 
developed irregular pulse] Lines 35-36.
Interviewer* W hat do you think is going into your instinct that a 
patient is not right?
Int 28  case 2 “I’ll tell you. We have one case right now, a 
gentleman who doesn’t look right at all. He’s come in with a right 
pleural effusion His colour’s not right. 1 go a lot by colour. His 
colour is ashen. He has a really grey, ashen looking colour on his 
face and it’s not like him. He was independent... walked with a 
stick to the toilet up and down.... mobility is totally down now...just 
about manages to get to the chair. That tells us overall that 
something is not right” [medical patient with pleural effusions] lines 
241-248
Within the 12 cases where subjective cues were complementary to objective data, 
there were cardiac patients who had failed to respond to treatment or had delayed 
recovery (case 1.6, case 1.7, case 1.8), one patient who was recovering from 
myocardial infarction (case 1.9), and a patient with pericardial effusion query 
Systemic Lupus Erythematosis (case 3.4). The results are shown in Table 30. 
Problems in the post operative period occurred in three cases (case 20.1, 25.2, 27.4) 
and one patient bled post arteriogram (case 27.3). The remaining two medical cases 
were a patient with a history of cerebral vascular accident who became acutely
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distressed (case 6.5), and a respiratoiy patient who was allergic to Salbutamol 
nebulisers (case 7.4). In this category 8/12 of cases were medical and 4/12 cases were 
surgical. ~
Table 30: Acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration to critical illness or cardiac 
arrest cases where subjective data were viewed as complementary to objective
measures in early judgements of patient condition, n= 12 cases
T.30 Cues reported Examples
Chest pain
Almost constant chest 
pain
Chest pain unrelieved by 
anti-anginal medication
Interviewer* W hat sort of things are you using when you make 
the judgem ent that a patient’s at greater risk than others?
Int 1 case 6 “Ah, today, uum, there’s one patient who’s going to 
[name of hospital] in a minute, who came in with unstable angina 
5 days ago now, and has had chest pain almost constantly. He 
is on maximal anti-anginal therapy. He is on a Nitrocin infusion, 
and continues to be in chest pain but hasn’t actually infarcted.
It’s difficult to know how ischaemic the patient is... in atrial flutter 
all the time”. [Cardiac ward patient] lines 445 -448
Reduced level of 
consciousness
Increased drowsiness 
Became quieter 
Recent onset of 
confusion
Interviewer* Would you be able to recall exam ples of patients 
with conditions that changed from acute to being at risk of critical 
illness or actual critical illness?
Int 20  case 1 “We did have a lady, obviously most of ours are 
elderly patients so they come in with their usual illnesses 
anyway. This lady had fallen and fractured her neck of femur. 
She was on her first day post op. and 1 washed [the patient] and 
she was conversing ...was talking about family a little bit sleepy 
but seemed to really know where she was. And about two days 
later 1 was on the same shift and washing [the patient] again and 
was really worried because...didn’t respond to me... didn’t seem 
to be awake 1 also noticed that the urinary output had gone 
down” [Orthopaedic patient in the first 3  days immediately post 
surgery] Lines 17-24
Int 25  case 2 “Last week 1 had a patient who had a total knee 
replacement, very talkative, very comfortable. Then his blood 
pressure started to drop slightly and the anaesthetist had said 
that’s to be expected. Speed the fluids up a bit. And then 1 
noticed he had gone quiet, a bit pale quickly, and 1 thought the 
patient was fainting... felt and looked a bit nauseous, so 1 turned 
[the patient] on his side... did pass out momentarily and... 
vomited clear fluids. So 1 suctioned him out and asked “are you 
alright?” And he came to...” [Recovery ward patient post total 
knee replacem ent surgery] Lines 415 -420
Int 1 case 7 “...a very recent history of confusion and came in in 
fastAF... rate hasn’t really dropped yet. Has a chest infection, a 
raised white cell count, a UTI and... Ureas and Electrolytes are 
up, and...ASTis high” [Medical admission to cardiac ward] Lines 
457-460
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T.30 Cues reported Examples
Clinical/ behavioural 
signs
Looks unwell
Chest auscultation-lung
secretions
Chest x ray- consistent 
with pneumonia 
Change in personality 
from extrovert to 
sleeping a lot 
Oxygen saturation levels 
within normal limits
Patient self report/ 
patient history
Feeling unwell 
General body pains 
Tingling in arms 
Unable to sleep due to 
pain spasms 
Unwell for prolonged 
period
On oral contraception 
(higher risk of thrombo­
embolism)
Possible SLE
Clinical signs 
Anaemia 
Pale looking
Interviewer* Of the patients that you’ve nursed today are there 
any that you would classify as more at risk than others?
Int 1 case 8 “A lady came in with a sub-endo Ml (subendocardial 
myocardial infarction). She infarcted, re-infarcted about three 
days later and was “strepped” (given streptokinase). She hasn’t 
looked well ever since she came out of CCU... listened to 
lungs,., chest x-ray [used to diagnose a pneumonia]. ...sort of 
grey... started off quite bright and quite an extrovert type of 
personality, and now is sleeping a lot. Oxygen saturation levels 
were within acceptable limits, but even so you know, 1 wouldn’t 
be surprised-1 would be keeping a close eye on this patient” 
[Patient with two myocardial infarctions recently transferred from 
CCU to cardiac medical ward] Lines 473 -489
Interviewer* W hat about thinking maybe about handover today, 
and some of the patients that you’ve been looking after?
Int 3 case 4  “We’ve got a girl in her 20s who’s been admitted 
yesterday...She’s a possible Lupus...she’s got a pericardial 
effusion, pericarditis but that could be secondary to Lupus. She 
felt very unwell with pain in... body and tingling in her arms... 
can’t sleep at night because of the spasms of pain., query SLE 
Hb’s only 8.9 and she’s only in her 20s and she’s on the Pill,... 
she’s very pale and she hasn’t slept and 1 think has been really 
unwell [for months]” [Recent admission to cardiac ward] Lines 
229-238
Cardiac signs
Earlier infarction 
accompanied by 
headache- headache a 
potential cue to re­
infarction.
Sudden change in blood 
pressure
Patient conscious and 
orientated
Int 1 case 9 “We had one patient recently who infarcted prior to 
admission. Had the patient complained of a headache 1 would 
have been straight in there getting the girls to do ECGs” [Patient 
on cardiac ward after acute myocardial infarction with history of 
headache as presenting symptom] Lines 143-144
Interviewer* Are there any other cases that come to mind?
Int 27  case 2 “Yeah there was a chap on the ward not long ago 
who again was another transfer from ICU and he’d got a long 
neurological history and 1 was asked to go and see him...they 
weren’t happy with the blood pressure and uum. 1 walked into 
this darkened room uum... Uum so you know one of the first 
things... [the patient] was obviously reasonable OK. So one of 
the first things 1 wanted to get obviously was [the patient’s] 
neurological status. And again 1 mean 1 think you can assess 
people uum just by saying “How do you feel?”. And you can get 
a lot of information just from that. Obviously if they’re answering 
appropriately and uum answer your questions... he obviously 
understood his condition and was obviously neurologically in the 
land of the living as it were.” [Post operative patient following 
facial surgery- later noted an irregular pulse and a cardiac  
probleml Lines 258-267, 280-281 .
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T.30 Cues reported Examples
Colour/ appearance
Colour abnormal
Clinical index score
Medical Emergency 
Team score=16
Interviewer* Have you been involved with any cases where  
you’ve had to put out a M E T  call?
Int 7 case 4  “Yes. This one was a while ago. A gentleman wasn't 
looking the right colour 1 did all the classical observations... Em 
and with a MET score of 161 called the MET team out because 1 
was quite concerned about this... [p a tien t.. .was found to have 
an] allergy to Salbutamol nebulisers [Medical ward patient with 
allergic reaction to saibutamoi nebuliser therapyl” Lines 368-370.
Psychological cues and 
objective data
Agitated 
Frightened 
Observations of pulse 
and blood pressure 
within acceptable ranges 
Oxygen saturation levels 
low
Interviewer* Could you recall a case w here you thought this 
patient’s going off as you mentioned previously?
Int 6  case 5  A  gentleman on the ward at the moment who’d been 
treated for constipation the previous day becam e very 
“... agitated and just looked at me and said I've had another 
stroke I’ve had another stroke... had a stroke many years ago 
but the patient’s obviously scared of that. So 1 reassured [the 
patient] and got the blood pressure machine and did 
observations and they were absolutely fine so 1 got the 
saturations machine and blood saturations were quite low. So 
we turned the oxygen up and 1 was really quite concerned 
[Medical ward patient] Lines 610-620,
Bleeding
Acute haemorrhage 
Patient conscious and 
alert
Responding to questions 
Not collapsed
Interviewer* Do you have any other cases in mind?
Int 2 7  case 3 “The only other case 1 can think of is...somebody 
that bied post arteriogram. 1 was called in to see this man and 
the nurse was applying pressure to a patient’s groin -bleeding 
arteriogram site. On first sight the man was you know sitting up 
and taking notice. He hadn’t lost so much blood that he’d 
collapsed. And umm, 1 said to him something like “how are you 
feeling?” and he said, “oh I’m fine, it’s just it was making a big 
mess” or words to that effect. So you immediately sort of know, 
ok, so we’re doing ok here... 1 said to her “have you done a set 
ofobs. ?” and she said “yes” and 1 said “have you recorded them 
because you know it’s important to get that down ? Have we 
got intravenous access?” [Post arteriogram haem orrhage from 
arteriogram entry site] Lines 401 -408
Pain (not chest pain)
A  range of signs: 
Respiratory rate slightly 
elevated
Oxygen saturation levels 
lower
Pain control inadequate 
Patient position in bed 
poor
Other staff were focused 
on washing patient rather 
than patient’s condition- 
in pain, poor respiratory 
function.
Int 27  case 4  On another occasion the nurse entered a patient’s 
room and “...could see just little bits, but all those little bits to me 
add up to a whole. [The patient’s] respiratory rate was a  little bit 
high and the SATS (oxygen saturation levels) were a little bit 
low, and urn the pain control wasn’t very good... A lot of nurses 
are focused on who’s had a wash, whose bed needs made. My 
priorities then were to sort the pain relief, and change [the 
patient’s] position so that [the patient] was sat up” [Day 1 after 
surgery for diverticular disease patient] lines 772-777.
In the two cases where objective cues alone were considered important in judgements 
of patient condition, as shown in Table 31, one case was a patient referred to ICU
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who was found to have raised blood sugars which should have been treated with 
insulin at ward level (case 16.3). The other case was a patient recovering from a 
cerebral vascular accident who fell during the night and sustained a fractured neck of 
femur (case 32.4). This category therefore comprised one intensive care and one 
surgical case.
Table 31: Acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration to critical illness or cardiac 
arrest where objective measures were the earliest cues in judgements of patient
condition, subjective data not reported as important, n=2
T.31 Cues reported Example
Elevated blood sugars
High blood sugars untreated on general 
ward.
Interviewer* H ave you had to readmit patients 
who had gone out to the ward?
Int 16 case 3 W e  had a lady on the coronary 
care side of the unit...And her “...blood sugars 
in the morning were 28, couldn’t get a venflon 
in and they continued to be 28, 29, 30 all day”. 
[Patient required a venflon to be re-sited, 
should have received sub-cutaneous insulin but 
did not, and patient was readmitted to ICU]. 
[Coronary care patient post cardiogenic shock 
and renal failure transferred to general medical 
ward and readmitted to ICU with high blood 
sugars] Lines 134-143.
Fall
Sustained fractured neck of femur
Interviewer* H ave you had any of the older age  
group of patients who come in with a num ber of 
other medical problems as well as w hat they’ve 
come in with?
Int 32 case 4  “We had a lady that was a medical 
admission initially... a stroke...and she was 
really going well. And then ...early in the 
morning, instead of ringing the bell to go to the 
toilet, [the patient] evidently thought I’m well 
enough ...but over-balanced and actually 
sustained a fractured neck of femur, post 
surgery recovered very well...[but then] ...did dip 
a little bit,... definitely dipped, didn’t want to eat 
anything, didn’t feel overly well, it took a long 
time.” Lines 543 -570
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7.5 Research Question Three
Which cues do clinicians consider to be important in the prediction o f deterioration 
in condition in the clinical outcome states o f critical illness or cardiac arrest?
■ Which cues are initial or early predictors o f the clinical states o f critical illness 
and cardiac arrest?
Graph 24 is a combination of critical illness and cardiac arrest cases, with n= 69. 
Within the initial time period category subjective cues were reported most frequently 
and comprised breathing difficulty (17 cases), behavioural signs (15 cases), and 
LOC/GGS (12 cases). Objective measures were less frequently reported than 
subjective cues, for example blood pressure (9 cases), heart rate (8 cases).
For the early time period the most frequently reported cue was the objective measure 
blood pressure (29 cases), followed by the subjective cue of behavioural signs (22 
cases), and then the objective sign ECG (16 cases).
In the late cues category the objective cue respiratory or cardiac arrest (19 cases) was 
most frequently reported. The subjective cue of LOC/GCS was the next most 
frequently reported (15 cases), followed by the objective measure blood pressure (14 
cases) and the subjective cue, not responding to treatment (13 cases).
For the initial time period clinicians reported more subjective and behavioural cues 
and in the early time period there was increased reporting of objective measures such 
as blood pressure and ECG as well as subjective cues. It may be that subjective/ 
behavioural cues actually precede changes in physiological measures such as in the 
cardiac arrest case 1.1 where the nurse noticed deterioration in a patient’s level of 
consciousness and behavioural changes before the blood pressure began to change 
slightly.
‘We had a patient who actually did come in with chest pain who sort of 
became more withdrawn as the evening went on, and he said he felt 
alright but his level of consciousness seemed to be... he wasn’t as alert... 
he was becoming more withdrawn. We actually called the team up to see
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him, he then began to have slight changes in his blood pressure, and then 
as they were actually here he did actually arrest, and he was an 
aneurysm. When we got him back he went off to theatre, but the team 
were actually here when it all happened because we’d called them 
several times during the evening”. Interview 1 case 1 lines 90-98.
Alternatively clinicians may use subjective cues in the initial time period as trigger
cues to perform objective measures, and so they become aware of changes to
physiological measures that may or may not have been present earlier. An example is
the critical illness case 8.1 where sudden onset of breathlessness prompted the nurse
to perform observations of blood pressure, pulse, respiratory rate, urine output, and as
these were abnormal an urgent referral was made to the doctor.
“There’s a patient ...who came in with em been, found to be in fast AF  
(atrial fibrillation). And after being on the ward fora couple of days with the 
AF being treated and in a monitored bed umm she had digoxin. She was 
actually becoming more and more unwell and the medical team decided 
that she was septic from something they don’t still don’t quite know what; 
query diverticulitis. Em and on one particular morning she became very 
breathless. She’s a ...lady who is very uncomplaining and she was quite 
blue peripherally, as I say very breathless didn’t look well at all. We did one 
set of observations immediately, it was very early on the shift. Did one set 
of observations immediately did another set 10 minutes later her blood 
pressure was relatively low, her pulse was rapid, her respirations were up 
and her saturations were quite low even though she had 100 per cent 
oxygen. Em so we were discussing it fortunately there was another trained 
with me it’s lovely on here when there’s another trained nurse because you 
can say “hey look what do you think?” Her urine output also was very very 
poor. So we ...the doctor of the team came on the ward we would have put 
out a MET call but we didn’t because he was there.” Interview 8 case 1 lines 
38-55
The next section examines the accuracy of clinicians’ judgements of current 
condition and predictions of patient condition based on self-report of clinicians.
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Graph 24. Critical illness and cardiac arrest cases combined
n = 69
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7.6 Research Question Four
How accurate are clinicians' diagnoses o f clinical condition and predictions o f 
deterioration as reported by clinicians themselves?
■ Under what conditions are clinicians'predictions reported to be inaccurate?
Clinicians reported if the patient’s condition was causing them concern, and if they 
thought it likely that the patient’s condition would deteriorate further. The referral of 
the patient to medical staff generally indicated concern about a patient’s condition 
and potential to deteriorate. In some cases clinicians reported specific predictions of 
critical illness or cardiac/ respiratory arrest. All of the cases were entered into tables 
for each clinical outcome state and the clinician’s prediction of the patient’s condition 
was compared with the patient’s actual outcome, as reported by the clinician. For 
example, if the clinician reported they had predicted that the patient’s condition 
would deteriorate, and the patient’s condition actually deteriorated then the prediction 
was recorded as accurate. If die clinician predicted deterioration and the patient’s 
condition did not deteriorate then the prediction was recorded as inaccurate. These 
results are summarised for each clinical outcome state (see Tables 32-36 inclusive). 
However a significant limitation in the current study is the absence of external 
verification of clinicians’ reports. Clinicians did not tend to use the term diagnosis to 
describe the patient’s clinical state as this was more frequently used for references to 
medical diagnosis. Similarly the term prognosis was not used by clinicians, they 
generally referred to the patient’s likelihood of further deterioration. One clinician 
referred to patients’ potential for recovery as a likelihood ratio, stating that the 
patient’s chance of recovery was 50:50, or 60:40.
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7.6.1 Critical Illness
Table 32: Accuracy of clinicians’ self-report of patients’ current condition and 
predictions of deterioration in clinical condition compared to reported outcome- 
summary table, n=46
Number of 
cases (%)
Comments
Accurate prediction o f  
patient deterioration
87
Inaccurate prediction of 
patient deterioration
13 Cause o f deterioration-hypoglycaemia missed in three 
cases
In one case the nurse correctly diagnosed Deep Vein 
Thrombosis but the doctor miss-diagnosed the case as 
musculo- skeletal pain. The patient’s treatment was 
delayed.
Low serum potassium missed in one case
Internal haemorrhage initially miss-diagnosed as 
urinary retention in one case
Fluid overload identified but concerns not followed 
through in one case.
Within the critical illness cases nurses reported accurate predictions of deterioration 
in the patient condition in 87% (40/46) cases. Reasons for inaccurate predictions were 
investigated. Case 6.4 represented a delay in diagnosing the cause of deterioration as 
hypoglycaemia. Case 7.2 was a recent admission with liver carcinoma where the 
nurse recognised the patient’s deterioration but missed the cause, hypoglycaemia. 
Case 15.2 was a patient with low serum potassium missed by medical and nursing 
staff at general ward level. Case 17.2 was a patient with a rectus sheath bleed related 
to anticoagulant therapy initially miss-diagnosed as urinary retention. Case 27.1 was 
a patient with fluid overload whose fluid replacement therapy had been questioned by 
nursing staff, but they had not followed their concerns through. They had continued 
with fluid replacement as instructed rather than re-iterating their concerns and 
achieving a review of therapy. In case 2.1 the nurse’s initial diagnosis of deep venous 
thrombosis was correct, but the doctor mis-diagnosed this patient’s pain as musculo­
skeletal. The nurse did not persist with her initial judgement when the doctor 
diagnosed musculo-skeletal pain; the latter two cases may indicate a difficulty in 
doctor- nurse relations where nurses may lack confidence in their own intuitive
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judgements and feel unable to question medical judgements or persist with their 
concerns.
7.6.2 Cardiac Arrest
Table 33: Accuracy of clinicians’ self-report of patient’s condition and prediction of 
deterioration in cardiac arrest cases compared to reported outcome, n=23
Number of 
cases(%)
Comments
Accurate prediction o f  
patient deterioration
48
Inaccurate prediction of 
patient deterioration
52 High rate o f inaccurate predictions in cardiac arrest 
cases -  included unwitnessed cardiac arrests, a 
coronary care nurse on a cardiac arrest call to a ward 
patient with haematemesis, and patients who were 
thought to be improving.
In the cardiac arrest outcome state nurses reported accurate predictions in 48% 
(11/23) cases. Possible reasons for inaccurate predictions were investigated. In case
1.3 the nurse had earlier found no evidence of acute cardiac changes in a patient with 
chest pain admitted with myocardial infarction, but the patient went on to have an 
unwitnessed cardiac arrest, was successfully resuscitated and subsequently treated 
with thrombolytic drugs for pulmonary embolism. In case 2.2 a patient with multiple 
medical problems died in her sleep. In case 4.3 a patient with haematemesis had a 
cardiac arrest and died. In case 7.3 the nurse initially had not recognised that the 
patient had a cardiac arrest because fitting preceded it. In some cases the patients’ 
condition had been judged to be improving but they then had a respiratory or cardiac 
arrest (cases 8.3,13.2,18.2). Case 11.3 was not judged to be vulnerable to cardiac 
arrest. Cases 17.4,21.2 and 31.1 were not judged to be in imminent danger of cardiac 
arrest.
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7.6.3 Acute illness and vulnerable to physiological instability and deterioration 
to cardiac arrest or critical illness
Table 34: Accuracy of clinicians’ judgement of patient condition and prediction of 
deterioration in acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration compared to reported
outcome, n=25
Number of 
cases (%)
Comments
Accurate prediction of 
patient outcome condition
64
Inaccurate prediction of 
patient outcome condition
36 Over-estimated severity of patient’s condition (2 cases) 
Mis-diagnosed angina and shortness of breath as 
psychological problem (1 case)
Allergy to salbutamol rather than a true MET call (1 
case)
Raised blood sugars untreated (1 case)
Undiagnosed post-operative pain (1 case)
In the acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration category nurses reported accurate 
predictions in 72% (18/25) cases. Reasons for inaccurate predictions were 
investigated. In case 2.3 the nurse over-estimated the severity of the patient’s 
condition.
“She was a lady in her 40s...She came in with chest pain query; um 
angina, query PE (Pulmonary Embolus). And she was waiting for her 
scans, she was waiting for her V/Q (ventilation-perfusion) scans. So when I 
went along to meet her she’d been pain free for a day or two. I remember 
that she became, suddenly became very short of breath, extremely short of 
breath, and she hadn’t been like this. Even when she came in she wasn’t 
short of breath. And. she’d had this severe chest pain. So all these- new 
short of breath, new severe chest pain, and nurse concern, I was 
concerned about her. She’d come in with query PE- maybe she’s throwing 
off a PE now? Her oxygen saturation levels were quite poor. You know, 
again she was sweaty, clammy, obviously very anxious, um, we gave her 
oxygen, and we called the M ET Team to come out and see her. And they 
eventually came out, I don’t think a lot was done- i  think they did blood 
gases etc, etc. And she eventually calmed down. But to me that looked like 
it could have been potentially life- threatening, but it settled down within an 
hour or so of it happening. We seemed to settle her down with oxygen and 
doctor coming to examine her, taking blood gases etc. We gave her 
analgesia and she settled. The lady actually went home after a day or two 
because her lung scans came back as negative. You know, she was fine.” 
Int 2 case 3 Lines 283-343
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In case 3.2 the nurse and doctor initially mis-diagnosed the patient’s breathing 
difficulties and worsening angina as psychological dependence on oxygen. The 
patient’s condition improved after GTN medication was administered and oxygen 
therapy was reviewed. In case 7.4 the nurse called the MET but the MET doctor 
stated that this was not a true MET call and the patient was allergic to salbutamol. In 
case 16.3 a patient was readmitted to intensive care because ward staff had not treated 
elevated blood sugars. In case 27.4 a patient on the first post operative day was 
diagnosed with acute post operative pain but the staff in attendance had not 
recognised the patient’s clinical state. In case 32.4 an elderly patient recovering from 
a cerebrovascular accident fell during the night and fractured a femur, an event that 
had not been predicted. Finally in case 29.3 the nurse predicted that a patient recently 
diagnosed with carcinoma of the lung who was in severe pain and developed acute 
respiratory distress would die, but the patient responded to analgesia and sedation, 
and survived the event
7.6.4 Chronic illness
Table 35: Accuracy of clinicians ’ self report of current condition and prediction of 
chronic illness compared to reported outcome, n=7
Number of 
cases
Comments
Accurate prediction of  
patient deterioration
6 cases (86%)
Inaccurate prediction of 
patient deterioration
1 case (14%) Liver failure patient was treated medically and 
recovered, nurse had predicted terminal condition.
In the chronic illness category nurses reported accurate predictions in 86% (6/7) 
cases. The small sample size means that findings could not be generalised beyond the 
current sample. Reasons for the inaccurate prediction were investigated. Case 31.3 
was a patient with alcohol related liver failure considered unsuitable for liver 
transplantation. The nurse predicted that this patient would die but he responded to 
medication as recommended by the liver specialists together with anti-emetics, and 
was discharged home after 12 days in hospital.
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7.6.5 Palliative care/ terminal illness
In the palliative care/ terminal illness category nurses reported accurate predictions in 
all five cases but the small sample size means that findings are not generalisable.
7.6.6 Acute illness
Table 36: Accuracy of clinicians’ self-report of current condition and prediction of 
acute illness compared to reported patient outcome, n=3
Number of cases Comments
Accurate prediction of 
patient deterioration
2
Unable to test accuracy of 
prediction
1 One prediction could not be tested. Clinician 
predicted an elderly patient would not cope at 
home, no further data available. -
Inaccurate prediction of 
patient deterioration
0
Within the acute illness category nurses reported accurate predictions in two post 
operative cases and in the third case the nurse predicted that the patient might not 
cope at home but the long term outcome was unknown. Findings are not generalisable 
due to the small sample size.
7.7 Research Question Five
What are the psychological characteristics/properties o f cues considered important 
in judgements o f patient condition?
The reports of cases were examined for the psychological structure of judgements of 
patient condition. Patient histoiy/ medical conditions provided the context within 
which judgements were made. There were some reports of diagnostic cues and 
prognostic cues, and there were many references to clinical indicators, and clinical 
indicators used to evaluate a change in condition. These cues were reported to 
contribute to the diagnosis of current patient condition, to the evaluation of change in 
patient condition, and to prognostic judgements, including the prediction of 
deterioration in condition, critical illness or cardiac arrest. Combinations of cues were
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reported more frequently than single cues when judging the patient’s clinical 
condition.
■ How information about patient history and medical diagnosis is used by 
clinicians in judgements o f patient condition
Clinicians frequently reported using information about patient history and medical 
diagnosis in judgements of patient condition. The following examples illustrate how 
this knowledge was used. When a patient complained of being unable to get air into 
his lungs (case 1.4) the clinician used knowledge of the patient’s history, his 
diagnosis of cystic fibrosis, history of pneumothoraces, and the knowledge that the 
patient’s clinical signs were usually deranged. In this case the clinician referred the 
patient to the doctor, three pneumothoraces were confirmed on x-ray, and three chest 
drains were inserted on the ward. Subsequently the patient arrested and died during 
the insertion of an intravenous line in another investigations unit.
In another example, a post cerebrovascular accident patient developed a raised 
respiratory rate and appeared flushed. In this case the nurse diagnosed aspiration 
pneumonia on the basis of history and presenting signs and predicted further 
deterioration (case 9.1). When the clinician was asked to recall a recent example 
where the patient’s condition changed from acute to critical illness the following 
account was given:
No 9*“...Em a gentleman of about [mid 60s] I think he was if I remember 
rightly. Em normally fit and independent but had naturally come to us as a 
result of a stroke. Lived with his wife normally ...Em he'd had various 
problems while he'd been with us you know in the fact that his swallow wasn't 
good and he was at high risk of aspiration etc. And he had other problems in 
fact he was diabetic and he did have some heart problems. And he was 
doing quite well but em one day we noticed that his respiratory rate had gone 
up and he'd become really flushed in the face and we knew that this wasn't 
right for him and the fact that he actually said that he himself didn't feel well. 
Because he was a chap who really didn't ever complain and for him to 
actually say that he felt i l l ..”
Interviewer* Yes
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No 9* “ Em we knew there must be something wrong. So naturally we did a 
full set of observations tried to get hold of his doctor just to let them know that 
he didn't feel well. Em they said like they always do we'll come and review 
whenever that might be, who knows. So anyway over the course of the next 
sort of like quarter of an hour or so he was really starting to complain and his 
breathing was becoming really laboured and this then his saturations started 
to drop so that's when we decided that we would do a M ET score. And we 
thought yeah we 'II implement it you know. We'd never done it before so we 
were all a bit apprehensive about putting out this MET call but we did it cause 
his score em was twelve and you know the base you know the minimum is 
eight to put out a MET call...So em we had the team come up and the I found 
it quite disconcerting because the Registrar that attended just sort of like said 
don't you know how busy we are in A&E you've called us away from these 
patients and all he's got is aspiration pneumonia. Well the thing is we sort of 
like felt vindicated really because that afternoon he ended up going to the 
high dependency unit because he'd also gone into renal failure and all sorts. 
And he had to sort of like em go on C P A P I think and all this sort of thing. So 
you know he really was quite unwell so that's one of the more recent ones.." 
Int 9 case 1 lines 37-76.
A chronic obstructive airways disease patient was admitted for intravenous antibiotics 
to treat a chest infection. The clinician used the patient’s history of chronic 
obstructive airways disease and chest infection, knowledge of the patient’s prolonged 
bed-rest and presenting symptoms to judge that the patient had an acute condition 
requiring referral to the medical consultant (the normal referral procedure for a 
private patient). This patient was subsequently treated for multiple pulmonary emboli 
(case 32.2).
Although knowledge of the patient history/ medical condition generally contributed 
to the reported accuracy of the nurse’s judgement of patient condition, in some cases 
clinicians under-estimated the severity of a patient’s condition. Clinicians noted the 
age range of patients and their biographical characteristics and they appeared to make 
predictions based on the presenting condition and the usual course of events. In one 
case of pneumonia in a male patient in the 40 years age range, the nurse predicted a 
positive response to antibiotic and oxygen therapy, the most usual outcome in such 
cases, but this patient had a respiratory arrest and died (case 18.2). Other patients 
with very serious diagnoses had seemed to be improving clinically but deteriorated
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unexpectedly. Cases in this category included a patient admitted to a medical 
assessment unit with hypothermia who had a cardiac arrest, was resuscitated, 
transferred to ICU, but later died (case 8.3). A second example was a patient 
recovering from acute myocardial infarction with mild chest pains but ECGs showed 
no acute changes, who was later found collapsed, successfully resuscitated and then 
given thromoblytic drugs for pulmonary embolus (case 1.3).
■ The diagnostic cues clinicians * report i.e. specific cues that indicate a particular 
clinical state such as elevated cardiac enzymes in acute myocardial infarction, or 
situations where a combination o f cues are considered to be diagnostic
Clinicians reported using a range of diagnostic cues to diagnose clinical states; such 
as cardiac markers, electrocardiographs, and blood tests. Cardiac enzymes, 
particularly Creatinine Kinase and Troponin T, were used to diagnose acute 
myocardial infarction (cases 1.2,12.1,21.3). Abnormal ECGs were used as 
diagnostic cues for example ST segments going up after thrombolysis (case 4.2); 
evidence of cardiac ischaemia (case 5.2); ventricular ectopics (case 8.2); tachycardia 
and atrial fibrillation (case 12.1); ventricular tachycardia (case 16.1); tachycardia 
(case 25.1); and atrial fibrillation (case 30.4). Abnormal blood results were also used 
as diagnostic cues for example low blood sugar (cases 6.4, 7.2,17.1,28.1); low 
haemoglobin cases 23.2,29.4); low serum potasssium (case 15.2), and abnormal 
arterial blood gases (cases 8.2,12.2,16.2,23.1).
Other diagnostic cues were used in combination with a range of cues and patient 
history to diagnose a particular clinical state. For example a case of sudden onset of 
acute severe leg pain, and urinary incontinence in a patient with atrial fibrillation 
(case 2.1) was used to diagnose potential deep venous thrombosis and the patient 
was referred to the medical team. Some diagnostic cues were negative yet the patient 
went on to have a life-threatening event. This is illustrated by the case of a young 
adult female with negative echocardiogram scans who had a cardiac arrest. This 
event was later attributed to the presence of a pericardial effusion and linked to a
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recent diagnosis of Systemic Lupus Erythematosis (case 1.5). A patient in recovery 
ward developed hypovolaemic shock after major abdominal surgery and was 
subsequently transferred to ICU for five days. The nurse had noticed a combination 
of signs such as reduced level of consciousness, sudden drop in blood pressure, 
reduced urine output and pyrexia (case 25.1).
■ The cues that are considered to be clinical indicators o f the current clinical state
A wide range of cues was reported as clinical indicators of patient condition. These 
included all the physiological measures such as blood pressure, urine output, 
respiratory rate, subjective clinician signs and behavioural signs, and patient self- 
report of symptoms (see Graphs 18-23).
■ The cues considered to be clinical indicators o f a change in the clinical condition 
A range of cues was reported as clinical indicators of a change in the patient 
condition across the majority of cases. These included the following changes over 
time. Firstly changes in objective measures (such as increased respiratory rates, 
decreased blood pressure, increased or decreased pulse rate). Secondly, paraclinical/ 
laboratory/ investigative data changes (such as ECG ST segments becoming more 
elevated, and decreases in haemoglobin levels. Thirdly, changes in subjective 
clinician and behavioural signs (such as decreases in level of consciousness, and 
increasingly laboured breathing). Fourthly, changes in patient self- report of 
symptoms (such as increased chest pain, increased shortness of breath/ 
breathlessness) and finally, response to treatment (condition either improving or 
deteriorating).
An example of changes in subjective clinician data is a patient admitted with chest 
pain query cardiac pain, and a history of dementia, who became more confused over 
the weekend. Nurses recognised that the patient’s condition had changed and referred 
the patient to junior doctors twice but they did not attend because they were busy in 
the accident and emergency department. After referral to the medical registrar the
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patient was transferred to the accident and emergency department for thrombolytic 
therapy to treat a large pulmonary embolus (case 12.3). The patient recovered and at 
the time of interview was being nursed in a less acute bay on the ward.
■ The cues reported to be prognostic o f a future clinical state or deterioration in 
patient condition
The cues reported in prognostic judgements included the diagnosis of the current
patient condition, scores such as MET/ EWS, the patient history/ medical diagnosis
and estimates of the patient’s physiological reserve. The rate of change or
deterioration may also be an important predictor of a future state. For example within
the critical illness cases 96% (44/46) of cases presented with acute change or
deterioration, and the two remaining cases were either already critically ill due to a
large bleed (case 22.3) or severely ill with chronic pleural effusions (case 29.4). The
majority of cardiac arrest cases also presented with acute deterioration in condition
70% (16/23) of cases. The persistence of a particular sign despite treatment may also
be an important prognostic sign; for example a patient who complained of ongoing
chest pain and had cardiac marker results in the borderline range for myocardial
damage (case 1.2). A further example was a patient not responding to maximal anti-
anginal therapy awaiting transfer to a tertiary referral centre (case 1.6). Clinicians
reported using their diagnosis of the patient’s current condition to predict a future
condition such as a patient developing respiratory distress where intervention may
have prevented respiratory arrest (case 17.2).
No. 17* “...we had a patient who became em he was a gentleman with 
asthma who became acutely short of breath... That was a gentleman when 
I was working down on one of the other teams for the shift. He wasn’t a 
patient that I knew very well just that he was asthmatic I’m not sure if there 
was an element of COPD as well. Em he again had been in for a while 
and had been improving steadily. Em but at hand-over one of the other 
nurses had pointed out that she felt his breathing wasn’t as good as it had 
been. So straight away I was just that little more you know would observe 
him just that little bit more. Em and initially there was, he was worse, he 
wasn’t as well as I would have liked but he was still talking in sentences 
and whatever. So I had rung the doctor and said would you, I wasn’t 
overly concerned at that point, but I did mention to her you know I would
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like you to come and see him sooner rather than later. .So I’d given him the 
nebulisers and it didn’t improve and then I did. I phoned her again... I had 
scored him then em and you know I told her the score and it was an SHO- 
Call the SHO score, so I said you know you need to come now. So she 
came she was literally on the two teams along so she was there in no time. 
Em and we started him on an Aminophylline infusion...” 
interviewer* Yes so em what’s your judgement if you hadn’t 
intervened at that stage with that gentleman?
No. 17* “I think it well he would have had a respiratory arrest in my opinion 
if we’d if we hadn’t intervened when we did.”
Interviewer* Emm
No. 17*7 don’t think there is any doubt about it really; he would have had 
a respiratory arrest.” Int 17 case 3 lines 267-296, 315-324.
A further example involved diagnosis of acute deterioration based on reduced 
respiratory function and behavioural changes in a patient admitted with night sweats. 
The clinician summoned the Medical Emergency Team and the patient had' 
emergency intervention for cardiac tamponade. This prevented a catastrophic event, 
as after a pericardial drain had been inserted and the cardiac tamponade was relieved, 
the patient was “almost immediately well again ” (case 18.3).
No. 18* “...She’s a lady she’s a [foreign] lady em in her early fifties I ’m just 
trying to think what her, why she actually came into hospital. I think she’d 
been having night sweats and I don't believe you know anybody ever found 
out why. She was referred to all manner of people you know the 
Rheumatologist, the Haematologist while she was here. And em but she was 
virtually a self-caring admission. Anyway she did have, again her breathing 
she did like to have the odd bit of oxygen because you know she felt her 
breathing was a problem. ...But she was an extremely pleasant person and 
then em just her demeanour changed it was one lunchtime. You know she 
was you know she smiled a lot and all the rest of it and then one day you 
know I went in there and there was a slight change in her colour she looked 
sort of greyish really and she was quite a tanned person anyway. Em and 
she was stuck to her oxygen and it was that look again” [clinician had referred 
to the patient’s look of fear in a previous example]
Interviewer* Erhm...
No. 18* “You know and em and because I ’d known her so well I knew she 
was sort of sort of pretty vivacious person suddenly she wasn’t anymore you 
know and she was sitting in her chair. And I said let's you know let’s go and 
lie down on your bed and we’li have a bit of a look at you and that was a 
struggle I had a struggle getting her there on my own. ”
Interviewer* Uhuh
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No. 18* “So em I did some obs and again her... now what were her obs. I 
know her resps were sky high don't ask me what they were I've got forty-one 
in my head. Em and I have to be honest I can't remember anything else.
And so I called the MET team and but it was actually her Registrar who came 
down as well and he em....And it turned out she had and if you ask me how 
they diagnose this, I don't know, but they brought this big machine down from 
the cardiac department and she had a... (This was debated and cardiac 
tamponade, pericardial effusion was confirmed later) there's lots of fluid round 
the heart. And within you know you sort of took one look cardiac tamponade 
there was lots of fluid round the heart. And within you know... you sort of took 
one look at her and they had the machine and some sort of tubing” 
Interviewer* Aha perhaps an echo?
No. 18* “Would it be just an echo?”
Interviewer* They might have done an echocardiogram 
No. 18* “I think it might just have been and within ...a quarter of an hour she 
was whisked up to the cardiac department me with her and her poor husband 
trailing after saying what's happened she was all right this morning you know.. 
And she was sort of raced onto the ward there and they did em some sort of 
- drain to it and she was almost immediately well again apparently I heard. I 
took her up and then I left. But it gave her immediate relief...”
Interviewer* So to summarise you noticed in her demeanour her appearance 
and the fact that she'd previously been quite quite bright?
No. 18* “Yes I knew what she was like before but also again the way they 
look at you and you know there's something seriously wrong. 'Cause you do 
get people who get, you know they say they've got something different wrong 
with them everyday, you keep kind of trying to dismiss it... But you do you 
know, you did a double take in her, there's something not right here” 
Interviewer* Yeah aha aha aha right aha. Em undoubtedly your actions you 
know your actions were correct in that situation in calling the MET team. If 
the situation had been different and you didn't have the Medical Emergency 
Team you would have called the, her...
No. 18* 7 would have fast bleeped her Registrar”
Interviewer* Would you have got the same doctor?
No. 18* “It would have amounted to the same thing” Int 18 case 3 362-425, 
470-496.
The above example illustrates that the nurse is evaluating the patient’s condition and 
predicting further deterioration as indicated by the raised MET score. A decision is 
made to refer the patient to the MET. However the clinician does not use the terms 
evaluative judgement, prediction or prognosis.
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7.8 Analysis of clinical judgements according to clinical speciality
7.8.1 General medical ward clinicians
Medical cases were categorised according to clinical outcome as follows: critical 
illness (28 cases); cardiac arrest (19 cases); acute illness and vulnerable to 
deterioration (16 cases); chronic illness (7 cases); terminal illness (4 cases); and acute 
illness (1 case). The cue composition and time sequence of reporting of cues was 
examined for each outcome category. Within the critical illness category clinicians 
identified cues as shown in Appendix 26- Cross-case matrix of cues for critical illness 
medical cases.
Objective measures of the patient’s physical state were considered important, but the 
results also suggest that subjective clinician/ behavioural signs and patient self- report 
are important components of clinicians’ judgements of the patient’s condition and 
future condition. When the time sequence of cues was examined clinician subjective/ 
behavioural cues and patient self- report cues were considered the initial or earliest 
cues in 21/25 medical cases with a critical illness outcome state. The remaining four 
cases reported subjective data complementary to objective data as the earliest cues in 
clinical judgements. The research hypothesis that subjective/ behavioural cues and 
patient self- report cues were considered the initial or earliest cues was therefore 
supported in 21 out of 25 medical cases in the critical illness outcome category.
Within the 19 medical cases that went on to cardiac arrest clinicians reported the cues 
shown in Appendix 27: Cross case matrix for cardiac arrest medical cases. As in the 
critical illness cases, subjective clinician/ behavioural data and patient self-report 
were considered important initial cues in clinicians’ judgements with 14/19 medical 
cardiac arrest cases in this category. Subjective data were considered complementary 
to objective measures in 3/19 medical cases. The final two medical cases were 
cardiac arrest cases, and because of the overwhelming importance of objective 
measures they represent negative cases for the research thesis. One case was 
subsequently designated not for resuscitation due to severity of illnesses and poor
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prognosis, and the other case was successfully resuscitated. However, the research 
hypothesis that subjective clinician/ behavioural and/or patient self-report data were 
the initial or earliest cues was supported in 14/19 medical cases.
The cues considered important in the 16 acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration 
medical cases are shown in Appendix 28. In 8/16 medical cases subjective clinician/ 
behavioural and/or patient self- report data were considered the most important initial 
cues. In the remaining 8/16 medical cases subjective clinician/ behavioural data were 
considered complementary to objective data. The patients in this group did not have a 
critical illness or cardiac arrest event, but in many cases this was probably due to the 
intervention of nursing and medical staff. The research hypothesis that subjective 
clinician/ behavioural and/or patient self report data were the initial or earliest cues 
considered important was supported in 8/16 medical cases.
7.8.2 Contrast Cases
The cases reported by interviewees from intensive care and high dependency, the 
surgical wards/ surgical high dependency/ recovery, and coronary care areas were 
examined across the outcome states of critical illness, cardiac arrest and acute illness 
and vulnerable to deterioration.
The three intensive care/ high dependency nurses reported three cases in the critical 
illness outcome category, one case in the acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration 
category, and one case in the cardiac arrest outcome category. The small sample size 
limits the conclusions that can be drawn. However within the critical illness outcome 
category for ICU/HDU cases objective measures and paraclinical signs, and the 
subjective clinician/ behavioural sign of reduced level of consciousness were 
reported. The earliest cues to patient condition were subjective data in combination 
with objective measures, or objective measures only. The cases comprised the 
medical conditions of meningococcal septicaemia, chest pain with acute cardiac 
changes on ECG and left axis deviation, and chronic respiratory disease with 
respiratory failure. The acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration case was a patient
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re-admitted to ICU following deficits in ward management where raised blood sugars 
had not been treated, and in this case the objective measure of blood sugar was 
considered the earliest cue to patient condition. The cardiac arrest outcome case was a 
patient with cardiogenic shock and a combination of objective measures and 
subjective cues of persistent chest pain, sweatiness or clamminess was considered 
important. These cases did not support the hypothesis that subjective clinician/ 
behavioural and/or patient self- report data were the initial or earliest cues to patient 
deterioration.
The eight surgical interviewees (included one surgical high dependency and one 
recovery ward nurse) reported 10 cases in the critical illness outcome category, and 
eight cases in the acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration category. There were 
no surgical cases within the cardiac arrest outcome category. Within the critical 
illness category clinicians considered cues important across the range of cues, 
including clinician subjective/ behavioural cues and objective measures. Subjective 
data were considered the earliest data in three cases, subjective data were more 
frequently considered complementary to objective data (5 cases), and objective data 
were considered the earliest cues in two cases. In the acute illness and vulnerable to 
deterioration category again, both clinician subjective/ behavioural cues, and 
objective measures, were considered important. Subjective data were seen as the 
earliest important cues in three cases, and subjective data were viewed as 
complementary to objective data in four of the eight surgical cases in this outcome 
category. The small sample size limits conclusions that can be drawn. The research 
hypothesis that subjective clinician/ behavioural and/or patient self-report data were 
the initial or earliest cues to patient deterioration was supported in six out of 18 
surgical cases reported.
The two coronary care clinicians reported two cases in the critical illness outcome 
category, three cases in the cardiac arrest outcome category and no cases in the acute 
illness and vulnerable to deterioration category. The cases in the critical illness 
outcome category included a patient with an anterior myocardial infarction post
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thrombolysis, and a patient in complete heart block in cardiogenic shock. Clinicians 
considered objective measures, paraclinical/ investigative data and subjective 
clinician, and patient self-report data important in judgements of the clinical 
condition. In one case subjective data were considered the earliest cue to patient 
condition, and in the other case subjective data were complementary to objective data 
in the earliest judgement of patient condition. The cardiac arrest outcome cases were 
already critically ill, two patients were located in CCU with acute myocardial 
infarctions followed by second cardiac events that precipitated cardiogenic shock, 
and one case of a patient with severe haematemesis experienced cardiac arrest on the 
general ward. The cues considered important were objective measures of blood 
pressure, respiratory rate, heart rate, oxygen saturation levels and MET score, 
paraclinical and laboratory data of ECGs and x ray, and clinician subjective data of 
breathing, abdominal distension, persistent chest pain, patient self-report of pain, and 
not responding to treatment. Subjective data were viewed as complementary to 
objective measures as the earliest cues to the patient condition in two cases, and 
objective data only were considered the earliest cues to patient condition in one case. 
This sample was too small to draw conclusions, but there was minimal support for the 
research hypothesis that subjective clinician/ behavioural or patient self report data 
were the initial or earliest cues to patient deterioration as it was only supported in one 
out of five cases. Within coronary care areas formal risk scores are already in place.
7.9 Accessing research participants at the clinical and university sites
The biographical characteristics of clinicians accessed at the clinical and university 
sites were reported in Table 20 (section 5.6.5, p. 173). The two groups were similar in 
years of experience since qualification, and age ranges. The cases reported by 
clinicians accessed at the clinical site and the university site were compared and 
contrasted. The sample accessed at the university site was small so it was not possible 
to draw major conclusions. Two of the four surgical clinicians accessed at the 
university site were based in surgical high dependency or recovery ward whereas the 
four surgical clinicians accessed at the clinical site were based in general surgical or
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orthopaedic wards. In the critical illness category the surgical high dependency and 
recovery ward nurses reported three cases whereas the general surgery ward nurses 
reported eight cases. In the acute illness and vulnerable to deterioration category the 
surgical high dependency and recovery ward nurses reported just one case whilst the 
general surgical ward nurses reported seven cases. The cues reported by surgical 
nurses at the hospital and university sites were examined. Generally both groups 
reported objective measures and subjective clinician/ behavioural and patient self, 
report data in the critical illness and acute and vulnerable to deterioration categories. 
A further two surgical cases were categorised as acutely ill, bringing the total number 
of surgical cases up to a total of 21. The small sample sizes made it impossible to 
draw conclusions beyond stating that both groups referred to objective measures and 
subjective clinician data.
The three intensive care nurses were drawn from two NHS Trusts; one clinician was 
based at the clinical site where the majority of clinicians were accessed. They 
reported cases where deficiencies in ward care led to the admission and readmission 
of cases to ICU, as well as direct admissions to ICU. The intensive care nurses 
reported cases where objective data were available and the subjective data 
complemented these; the research hypothesis that subjective clinician/ behavioural 
and/or patient self-report data were the earliest cues to patient deterioration could not 
be upheld for this group.
One medical ward nurse was accessed at the university site and reported just one case 
but this supported the research hypothesis that subjective clinician/ behavioural 
and/or patient self-report data were the initial or earliest cues in the identification of 
patient deterioration. This finding is neither significant nor generalisable as it refers 
to just one clinician and one clinical case.
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7.10 Feedback and member validation
Copies of the draft results (chapter 7) were circulated to 10 of the research 
participants, one critical care outreach nurse, and another medical unit sister at the 
clinical site. Seven respondents replied within the time period requested by the 
researcher, and one respondent was on maternity leave. The remaining clinicians 
were contacted a second time by letter and two further replies were received. One 
respondent stated that she had not yet read the document due to other work 
commitments. The results of feedback from both ward and critical care outreach team 
clinicians are reported below:
*Please co m m en t on  th e  ex ten t to w h ich  th e  research f in d in g s  echo y o u r  
experiences
I  managed to find my experiences in the draft and your research appears to 
accurately reflect my experiences. Interviewee 2
I  would have to agree with the majority o f findings. Hodgetts and Kenward (2002) in 
Resuscitation found similar findings with levels o f cardiac arrests vs recording o f  
observations and support your findings. Interviewee 4
Accurately reflects my experiences. Interviewee 9
The cues identified echo my experiences. Interviewee 18
In general I  think the comments made by the other nurses in the study are very 
similar to my own. I  thought it was really interesting that although abnormal 
observations assist in most cases, helping to identify the problem, there was definitely 
a place for the 'nurse concern' aspect, that is so hard to quantify. Interviewee 27
I  would say that I  would recognise at least 75% o f the research findings that echo my 
experiences. Interviewee 29
The research reflects my experience and how things have changedfor the better by 
nurses being trained to identify early warnings. Interviewee 30
The findings illustrate a clear pattern in the way in which cues for a patient’s 
condition become apparent and the way in which a clinical judgement is made on 
these cues. I  agree with the way subjective and objective measures are identified and 
utilised by nurses and medical staff to make a judgement. Critical care outreach nurse
It was very interesting to read the findings and most are consistent with clinical 
practice outcomes. Ability to predict critical illness/ cardiac arrest also depends on 
the clinician's years o f experience. Interviewee 28
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* A n y  fu r th e r  com m ents y o u  w ish  to m a ke  abou t th e  cues iden tified  in  th e  research  
f in d in g s
[Name o f clinical site] use the MET scoring system as an adjunct to the observations 
o f temperature, pulse, BP and respirations. This as you know prompts a call to the 
appropriate body to report changes- depending on the extent o f changes, depends on 
the level o f seniority to report to. Biochemical markers and investigations such as 
ECG, CXR, ABG will then support or prompt a referral to a critical care 
environment- Either ICU and anaesthetic review or CCU and cardiac registrar etc 
etc. Interviewee 4
It is experience that upholds more subjective cues such as behavioural changes, 
which are more difficult to quantify. Experience then enables the senior nurse to 
articulate these changes to a physician with regards to deterioration o f physical 
condition. (Agitation, becoming fretful, or just struggling with ADLs). Interviewee 4
It is interesting to note that nurse concern does play a major factor in detecting 
patient deterioration, and that medical staff still tend to disregard this fact. Perhaps 
medical staff need to be educated that nurse concern is a valid reason for concern. 
Interviewee 9
The other point that I  picked up was the needfor a good relationship between the 
doctor and the nurse. A number o f nurses said that the doctor knew they would only 
call i f  they had real cause to and that although they had little hard obs evidence the 
doctor responded as they trusted them. This relationship was also tested in a couple 
o f cases, one cited was with a very junior HO, who wanted to wait until the morning, 
but the nurse didfurther tests on her own initiative and gave the junior doctor 
enough evidence to enable her to call her seniors. This shows how an experienced 
nurse can pursue her instinct and gain evidence to support this. Interviewee 27
The research identifies how we should be assessing the acutely ill patient/ critical 
illness/ chronic illness, their similarities and differences and how to manage these. 
Training in the appropriate skills is very important. Interviewee 30
As an Outreach nurse I  take a lot o f information regarding patients by telephone (at 
the first point o f contact), interestingly conversations usually start with a subjective 
or behavioural measure first, for example the patient is more breathless, has chest 
pain oris more confused, aggressive. The staff may then go on to give me objective 
measures although I  may need to prompt for these and they may also be normal. Staff 
generally forget to tell me the patient’s name in their haste to tell me the problem. 
Judging the extent o f a patient’s illness/problem by telephone relies on the subjective 
measure and i f  it differs from the patient’s norm and how the objective measures fit 
with this and again if  this differs from the norm. From experience objective measures 
can give a somewhat more tangible credibility to the subjective measure, which if you
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are talking to a doctor may speed up their response to attend to a patient. Hence the 
use o f the MET scoring system to provide a clear system o f triggering help and 
providing information in a concise way. Critical care outreach nurse.
In the two years after data collection commenced for the current study substantial 
changes were made to the provision of ward-based critical care at the clinical site; 
these changes reflected what was happening nationally. At the clinical site a critical 
care outreach team was developed to provide a link between critical care and ward- 
based clinicians so that critically ill ward patients could be identified and referred to 
clinicians with critical care expertise as soon as possible. It was not possible to 
include critical care outreach nurses in the qualitative interviews because they were 
not in post when data collection commenced. Also the focus of the current research 
was on how ward based clinicians identified patients in transition from acute to 
critical illness or cardiac arrest and circumstances surrounding the initial referral of 
patients.
7.11 Discussion
The qualitative interview study elicited a range of cues clinicians considered 
important in judgements of patient condition in transition states from acute to critical 
illness or cardiac arrest, based on clinicians’ self-report. The focus was on general 
medical ward clinicians. The particular contributions of this study are as follows:
■ The identification of cues considered important in judgements of patient condition 
in transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest, the frequency of 
reports of cues, and the sources of cues,
■ the analysis of cues considered early indicators of deterioration; this sheds light 
on the composition of the Medical Emergency Team/ Early Warning Scores 
criterions of clinician/ nurse concern
■ the perceived accuracy of clinicians’ predictions of the patients’ conditions,
■ the study provides an insight into the nature of the cues used in clinical 
judgements, the importance of perceptual cues, and the types of judgements that
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nurses make for patients in transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac 
arrest, and finally,.
■ a comprehensive framework of nurses’ clinical judgements of patients in
transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest based on severity of 
illness is proposed.
Many of the objective measures of physical state, paraclinical, laboratory and 
investigative data cues had already been identified in the systematic review. It was 
not surprising that clinicians referred to these cues as they had been much highlighted 
in current policy documents and critical care initiatives arising from them (Audit 
Commission, 1999; DH 2000). However the current study adds to knowledge by 
providing a more comprehensive account of the range of subjective and behavioural 
data considered important by clinicians such as patient history, current admission 
details, temporal cues, clinical and behavioural data, and suggests possible functions 
of these cues in clinical judgements.
Patient history and current admission details in judgements of patient condition 
appeared to provide the context for clinical judgements. Patient history included the 
identification of risk characteristics, chronic illnesses, co-morbidities, severity of 
symptoms before current admission, and personal characteristics of age, gender and 
functional ability before admission. These factors seemed to be used to make 
judgements of the patient’s usual health status and likely physiological reserve.
Hobus et al, (1987) found that the context of a patient case was very important in 
medical diagnosis by expert doctors. Extensive use of contextual information, 
particularly in the generation of initial diagnostic hypotheses, resulted in more correct 
hypotheses and better recall of relevant information. The findings suggest that 
information about patient history is highly relevant to judgements about patient 
condition in acute and critical illness or cardiac arrest; it may even provide clinicians 
with access to their domain-specific knowledge structures stored in long term 
memory.
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Temporal cues refer to changes in condition over time. Clinicians often referred to the 
patient’s condition becoming better/ improving, remaining the same/ unchanged, or 
worsening/ deteriorating. The majority of critical illness cases occurred in the 
presence of acute deterioration in patient condition. Response to therapy also refers to 
temporal dimensions but in this case the focus is on patients’ response to treatment 
viewed either as responding, or not responding. The temporal dimension highlights 
the dynamic nature of patients’ conditions. Dealing with patients in transition is an 
important element in the domain of nursing (Meleis, 1991); transition along the 
health/ illness continuum is the focus in the current study and a theoretical framework 
based on a comprehensive interpretation of severity of illness guided the 
investigation.
Clinical data included breathing difficulties, level of consciousness, abdominal 
distension, reduced mobility, abnormal posture, lethargy and psychological factors 
such as anxious looking, distressed or depressed mood. Clinical cues derived from a 
perceptual process included colour, clamminess, demeanour, and slumped posture. 
Interactive cues included being withdrawn, not conversing, altered responsiveness 
during nursing procedures, still talking in sentences/ not talking in sentences, or 
speech being incoherent. It is suggested that nurses’ ongoing contact with patients 
place them in a position to recognise significant clinical and behavioural data and to 
pick up subtle perceptual and interactive cues. Patient self-report of symptoms was 
also gained through interaction with patients. The findings suggest that many 
subjective clinician and behavioural cues are relevant to nurses’ diagnoses of patient 
condition and predictions of deterioration.
Subjective clinician and behavioural data contribute to clinicians’ judgements of 
concern about patient condition. Cioffi’s (2000b) qualitative interview study 
investigated the criterion of clinician concern currently used in MET scores in 
Australia, and identified the components ofpatient feeling “not right”, colour, 
agitation, and observations slightly changed or unchanged. These cues seemed to
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trigger nurses to monitor the patient closely and ask more questions. Further evidence 
of the importance of clinician concern is reported in a recent quantitative study in 
Australia (Bellomo et al, 2003) where clinician concern is the most frequently 
reported criterion in a medical emergency (MET) scoring system. The National 
Outreach Forum (NORF, 2003) reports that clinician concern is frequently cited as an 
important indicator across the hospitals surveyed in England. Clinician concern alone 
is a sufficient criterion to trigger the MET in Bellomo et al, (2003); this suggests 
clinicians’ may be delaying calling assistance in other situations where more criteria 
are required before a trigger score is reached.
The current study adds to earlier research on nurses’ clinical judgements in critical 
illness (Cioffi, 2000b; Grossman & Wheeler, 1997; Smith, 1988) by identifying the 
cues considered important by medical ward clinicians, the time relationships between 
cues and judgements, and by analysing judgements on a case by case basis. Three 
time periods in clinical judgements were identified, initial, early and late (section 6.6, 
p.222). Subjective clinician/ behavioural and patient self-report data were frequently 
reported as the initial cues that alerted medical ward nurses to possible deterioration.
Clinicians’ reports of the perceived accuracy of their predictions seemed to indicate 
that cardiac arrest outcomes were more unpredictable than critical illness or acute 
illness and vulnerable to deterioration, acute illness or chronic illness. Patients who 
go on to cardiac arrest include those where premonitory signs could have been 
missed, and patients without premonitory signs who have sudden catastrophic 
deterioration.
A prospective study would be required to test clinicians’ predictions as the current 
study is limited by the self-report methods used and did not test their accuracy. The 
accuracy of clinicians’ subjective predictions have been documented elsewhere; 
Marks et al, (1991) found doctor and nurse clinicians’ subjective predictions of 
patient outcome on admission to ICU to be more accurate than Apache II predictions.
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From the Social Judgement Theory perspective individuals do not experience the 
patient’s state directly, they infer the state of the patient using cues available to their 
perceptual system (Brehmer, 1988). Perceptual skill in the recognition of cues is 
therefore closely related to clinical judgement. Perceptual cues rely on the clinician 
both sensing and interpreting the cue {Oxford Dictionary o f Psychology, 2001). 
Perception in the context of the current study is viewed as an active process rather 
than merely a response to observable stimuli. Harre (2002, p. 104) suggests that 
perception involves classification of an object as something rather than the 
behaviourist pattern of stimulus (retinal sensation)/ response (perception o f  object). 
Harre (2002, p. 104) argues that there must be a cognitive component, in which there 
is an observable stimulus plus an unobservable cognitive process ( ‘knowledge 
utilisation )  which leads to an observable response (recognition of object).
The current findings suggest that nurses’ perceptual skills may be important in the 
detection of patients with acute physiological deterioration. Medical ward clinicians 
in the current study seemed to use recognitional skills, and in many cases gave 
examples of qualitative distinctions in cues such as colour, posture, and 
responsiveness. According to Benner et al, (1999) the clinician requires perceptual 
acuity to recognise clinical problems and clinical judgements are made on the basis of 
what is perceived.
Proctor and Dutta (1995) examine the perceptual component of skill acquisition and 
performance; they suggest that perceptual judgements become quicker and more 
accurate as individuals learn to discriminate between stimuli. Two types of perceptual 
processing and task performance are identified: firstly, there are those that need the 
person’s attention to process them; and secondly there are tasks that do not require 
attention for processing (Proctor & Dutta, 1995). It is thought that tasks that initially 
require attention later become automated to some degree (Proctor & Dutta, 1995); 
this may be the case in the perceptual judgements clinicians make in the early 
recognition and prediction of critical illness or cardiac arrest. With increased 
experience clinicians’ perceptual judgements may become more automatic and faster.
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This study also identified the different types of judgements that general medical ward 
clinicians make for patients in transition from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest. 
These included diagnostic judgements about the current condition of the patient, 
evaluative judgements about change in the patient’s condition, and prognostic 
judgements about the likely future condition of the patient.
One of the difficulties in diagnostic judgements is that cues are often indicators of a 
number of clinical sub-states. For example laboured breathing or breathlessness can 
be found in respiratory states where there is increased work of breathing as in chronic 
obstructive airways disease and asthma, impaired chest expansion as in pulmonary 
embolism, in hypoxia conditions such as pneumonia, or where a disease has 
weakened respiratory muscles (Harris, 2002). However it may also indicate 
cardiovascular states such as pulmonary oedema in cardiac failure, metabolic acidosis 
as in ketoacidosis and renal failure, or anxiety (Harris, 2002). A further example is 
pale skin or pallor, a cue that can indicate anaemia, vasoconstriction possibly due to 
hypovolaemic shock, fright, or hypothermia. The clinician’s task is to judge which 
clinical state is the most probable given the patient’s other signs, symptoms, history 
and medical diagnosis.
In many cases the cues reported by clinicians could be linked to one or more clinical 
sub states. Physiological stability or instability seemed to be the important dimension 
within the clinical sub-states, and within the personal/ psychological state there were 
various properties such as distress/ no distress, altered/ unaltered mood. The clinical 
sub states included respiratory instability or failure, circulatory instability or failure, 
neurological instability/ altered level of consciousness, metabolic instability, 
gastrointestinal instability/ gastrointestinal haemorrhage, sepsis, malignancy, immune 
system disorders, renal instability or failure, and combinations of these sub states.
The link between cues and clinical sub states was highlighted in the earlier 
conceptual framework in the systematic review (Figure 4, section 4.5, p.68).
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The clinicians’ judgements of the overall patient condition (diagnostic hypothesis or 
major assessment conclusion) could be categorised as one of the following:
■ Acute deterioration in patient condition, or acute illness with persistent or new 
clinical signs or symptoms
■ Chronic deterioration in patient condition
■ No change in patient condition or a stable/ unchanging physiological clinical state
■ Improved patient condition
Based on the diagnostic hypothesis or major assessment conclusion a prognostic 
judgement could be made. In the interview study prognostic judgements ranged from 
generalised predictions of further deterioration in clinical condition, or improvement 
in clinical condition, to more specific predictions of critical illness or cardiac arrest.
Dimensions of the severity of illness theoretical framework were evident in general 
medical ward nurses’ judgements as follows:
Biological severity Clinicians frequently referred to the patient’s age; this seemed to 
provide important contextual information alongside which further cues were 
interpreted. Direct indicators of biological severity apart from age were inaccessible 
and so clinicians drew on other indicators of biological severity, such as 
physiological and functional severity, which will now be discussed.
Physiological severity The majority of cues reported by clinicians could be 
categorised as indicators of physiological severity. These included physiological 
measures and paraclinical/ laboratory or investigative data, clinical signs comprising 
clinician subjective, behavioural and functional data, patient history and patient self- 
report of physical symptoms. Physiological severity refers to acute and/ or chronic 
disease processes. Clinicians’ reports documented the patient’s main medical 
condition(s) contributing to the clinical outcome condition. Clinicians referred to the 
severity of particular diseases, for example patients who had previous admissions for 
chronic respiratory or long- standing cardiac diseases; and those who had none were 
described as previously fit and well. The severity of any co morbidity, whether there 
was decompensation or no decompensation of a major organ system (Feinstein,
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1987), may have been an important factor in the assessment of physiological severity 
in the patients with co-morbidities. The rate of disease progression is a further factor; 
in some cases the recognition of complications was delayed or missed because the 
patient’s condition deteriorated so rapidly or the initial medical diagnosis was 
incorrect.
Physiological reserve refers to biological severity, and physiological factors such as 
cardiac reserve, the immune, and nutritional status. Physiological reserve is assessed 
using indirect factors such as the patients’ functional ability prior to the current 
admission, and their nutritional status. Although clinicians rarely used the term 
physiological reserve, the findings suggest that clinicians used information about the 
patient’s previous functional ability, and general state of health, as well as the 
presence of chronic illness and co-morbidity, to predict the potential for further 
deterioration or recovery. References to functional ability included decreased ability 
to mobilise, reduced participation in personal hygiene tasks, or reduced interaction, 
such as talking less. There were references to patients who were not making the 
expected progress after acute myocardial infarction or surgery. There were occasional 
references to patients’ nutritional states, however this cue was reported infrequently.
Psychological and personal factors Anxiety, fear especially related to breathing 
difficulty, and changes in mood were reported by clinicians as important indicators of 
the patient’s current condition.
Temporal factors/ type o f change The rate of change in the patient’s condition was 
frequently reported by clinicians. Many of the patients who went on to critical illness 
or cardiac arrest were reported to have acute and sudden deterioration in their 
conditions.
Organisational factors Although the context of care was not the main focus in the 
current study clinicians frequently referred to organisational factors such as skill mix 
and workload. In some of the later cases clinicians reported that the critical care
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outreach team’s presence freed up time for them to attend to other nursing duties. 
Summoning the team was seen as a way of obtaining more skilled nursing input on 
the ward. The process of referring patients to medical staff was also described. 
Generally the Medical Emergency Team calling criteria were considered useful for 
succinctly describing the patient’s current clinical condition and eliciting the input of 
the medical team. Problems in the nurse/ doctor relationship arose in situations where 
the nurse was only able to report subjective clinical signs; objective measures were 
within acceptable ranges. Some clinicians persisted with their concerns about a 
, patient’s condition even when medical staff reported that they could find no major 
problem. Often their concerns were validated by future events for example a patient 
with a CVA who developed aspiration pneumonia, and a chest pain patient with 
ongoing chest pain who required emergency cardiac stents (interview 9 case 1; 
interview 1 case 2 respectively). In other cases clinicians did not persist with their 
initial diagnostic hypotheses. These situations included a patient the nurse suspected 
had a deep venous thrombosis (DVT). Medical staff diagnosed muscular-skeletal pain 
and treatment of the patient’s life-threatening DVT was delayed (interview 2 case 1). 
In a post-operative surgical case nurses questioned the intravenous fluid regime but 
did not persist with their concerns when the doctor confirmed that the prescription 
should continue. The patient subsequently developed fluid overload and required 
admission to ICU (interview 27 case 1).
7.12 Conclusion
This chapter presented the findings of a qualitative interview study with 32 general 
ward, and critical care nurses with at least three years’ experience. A range of cues 
was considered important in the judgements of the current patient condition and 
predictions of deterioration in condition, critical illness or cardiac arrest in patients’ 
in general medical wards. In particular the time sequence when cues were noted by 
clinicians in the judgement process was examined. Many of the cues reported by 
clinicians feature in the current medical emergency and early warning scores, but this 
study also identified further clinical cues considered important in judgements. Some
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of these were subjective cues present before physiological measures changed, in other 
cases subjective data complemented objective measures, and in a minority of cases 
clinicians considered only objective measures were important. The study provides 
evidence of the types of cues clinicians may be responding to when they use the 
MET/ EWS criterion clinician concern.
The clinicians’ self-report of the accuracy of their predictions of patient outcome 
condition was examined. The highest rates of reported inaccuracy were for cases with 
cardiac arrest outcomes. The psychological properties of cues were also examined, 
and clinicians reported cues that could be categorised as diagnostic, prognostic, 
clinical indicators, clinical indicators used to identify a change in patient condition, 
and patient history cues that provided the context for the case.
The results of this interview study need to be tested. However the findings suggests 
that experienced clinicians are often able to identify deterioration in condition, and 
predict further deterioration, critical illness or cardiac arrest using an array of data 
that complements the more objectively measured information contained in current 
early warning scores.
The next chapter brings together the findings from the systematic review of predictors 
of critical illness and cardiac arrest reported in chapter 4 and the qualitative interview 
study reported in the current chapter. These findings are linked to the clinical and 
theoretical frameworks presented in chapters 2 and 3. A typology of cues for the 
prediction of deterioration in condition, critical illness and cardiac arrest in general 
medical ward patients is presented, and the contribution of the thesis to the literature 
on clinical judgements in transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac 
arrest is discussed.
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Chapter 8 
General Discussion and Conclusions
8.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the findings in relation to the research thesis that experienced 
clinicians frequently diagnose deterioration in clinical condition and predict further 
deterioration in condition, critical illness or cardiac arrest, using cues available before 
measurable indicators of physiological deterioration are evident. A number of 
qualitative hypotheses were developed to examine the research thesis.
The methodological approaches and level of analysis were designed to describe both 
the predictors of critical illness and cardiac arrest reported in the research literature 
and the cue composition reported in clinical judgements, with a focus on general 
medical ward nurses. This cue identification process represents an early phase in a 
Judgement Analysis study (Cooksey, 1996a). The aim was to identify the core cues, 
including those reported most frequently in the systematic review, and by clinicians 
in a qualitative interviewing study. According to Cooksey (1996a) cue identification 
is the most subjective part of a judgement analysis study because self-report of cues is 
necessary to establish those cues considered important. To address the potential 
problem of omitting an important cue from any future judgement analysis study, 
experienced nurses were recruited to the cue identification study and data analysis 
was directed towards identifying convergent cues (Cooksey, 1996a). Before research 
can investigate the empirical accuracy of judgements and whether accuracy could be 
improved, descriptive research is needed to establish what the judgement tasks in 
nursing are (Harbison, 2001). This position is different from descriptive research that 
regards nurses judgements or decisions as accurate and merely recounts what nurses 
do, thereby failing to grapple with the quality of nurses judgements or decisions 
(Harbison, 2001).
The limitations of the research are reported first and the research findings then 
discussed in the light of these limitations. Progress towards the achievement of the
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aims of the research and evidence for the research thesis is presented. The theoretical 
contribution of this research is discussed. A typology of cues for clinicians’ 
judgements of patients’ conditions in transition states from acute to critical illness or 
cardiac arrest is presented. Implications of the research for clinical practice and future 
research are addressed.
8.2 Limitations of the studies
The claims that can be made in the current research reflect the strength of published 
evidence available for inclusion in the systematic review (study 1) and the nature of 
self-report data used in the empirical study (study 2). The findings from the 
systematic review suggest trends rather than firm conclusions. The research evidence 
finally included in the review comprised evidence from all levels in the hierarchy of 
evidence (Phillips, Ball & Sackett et al., 1998). There were few randomized 
controlled trials available for inclusion. The nature of the topic, the identification of 
predictive cues, meant that it was appropriate to include prognostic, retrospective, 
descriptive observational studies, and other systematic reviews, as well as a small 
number of qualitative studies, that substantially met pre-set quality criteria. A further 
complexity is the large number of medical conditions that can culminate in critical 
illness or cardiac arrest. The heterogeneity of the clinical conditions leading to critical 
illness or cardiac arrest, and the variety of research approaches, meant that statistical 
meta-synthesis was inappropriate.
The main challenges of the systematic review were as follows. Firstly, a lengthy 
period was required to develop a sensitive search strategy and a thorough search of 
the research literature was undertaken, that will have found the vast majority of 
available studies but the author acknowledges that some studies may have been 
missed. Secondly, the identification of studies from different levels in the hierarchy 
of evidence required the development of a rigorous and meaningful way to achieve a 
synthesis of evidence. Thirdly, studies reported after completion of the review 
synthesis were noted at the end of the reference list, although the numbers of relevant
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papers are not considered sufficient to significantly affect the current results.
Fourthly, the review was the work of one person rather than a team of researchers. To 
make the processes transparent an audit trail was presented (chapter 4) and the results 
of reliability testing on the coding of cues was reported for approximately 10% of the 
review papers. The approaches used were considered appropriate for the purposes of 
the current research where the aim was to identify the range and frequency of reports 
of predictive cues.
Qualitative interviewing is a time consuming research method and so the sample size 
in study two is relatively small, representing what the researcher could reasonably 
achieve in the time available for data collection. The findings from the study should 
therefore be regarded as indicating trends in the data rather than presenting firm 
conclusions. The main purpose of this study was to describe the cues that clinicians 
considered important and to begin to identify the cues that may be early predictors of 
deterioration, critical illness or cardiac arrest for inclusion in a future judgement 
analysis study. A qualitative interviewing approach was considered a feasible and 
appropriate way to elicit the clinicians’ perspective on cues and is one of the 
approaches to cue identification suggested by Cooksey (1996a).
The limitations of using qualitative interviewing were highlighted in chapter 6, but 
one of the main issues is that interviews provide fallible information about events 
external to the interview (Maxwell, 1996), a factor that the researcher kept in mind 
during data analysis. Clinicians may be less likely to report events that reflect badly 
on their clinical expertise. Clinicians were asked to report critical illness and cardiac 
arrest cases, and non-critical illness/ cardiac arrest cases. No restriction was placed on 
when these cases would have occurred and so loss of information due to memory 
effects could have occurred in some cases. Clinicians generally reported current or 
most recent cases first, but other more distant cases were also recalled. With self- 
report of experiences it is possible that more unusual rather than typical cases would 
be recalled; in the current study clinicians reported both common and unusual cases 
of critical illness or cardiac arrest. The accuracy of clinicians’ accounts was not
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systematically checked against external evidence such as the patients’ notes, but the 
main purpose of this study was to find out what clinicians perceived to be the most 
important cues. Other methods would be more suited to the analysis of adverse events 
such as documentary analysis (Vincent et al, 2001). A less threatening way to 
examine the accuracy of judgements may be to construct scenarios of common 
clinical cases where the research can take on a more educational focus rather than 
concentrating on current patient cases; the second phase of a judgement analysis 
study could adopt such an approach. Clinicians could have declined to participate in 
interviews if the accuracy of their clinical judgements was the focus rather than the 
cues they considered important.
Various methods were undertaken to examine validity and reliability. The 
transparency of the process of data collection and data analysis was increased by the 
inclusion of an audit trail in chapters 6 and 7. This included extracts from various 
stages in the conduct of the research. During data analysis two coders independently 
check coded a sample of cases and the results were reported (chapter 6). The findings 
were also disseminated to research participants and feedback comments were 
reported (chapter 7). Generalisability was addressed using a number of strategies 
(chapter 6) including provision of data about the study sample and the context so that 
readers could judge the potential generalisability of findings to other locations. The 
methods used in data collection, analysis and interpretation were discussed (chapters 
6 and 7). The study’s clinical and theoretical frameworks were presented (chapters 2 
and 3) and theoretical inferences arising from the study were linked to theory; the aim 
was to achieve theoretical rather than statistical generalisation.
It is important to acknowledge the uncertain nature of the data used in clinical 
judgements about the physical state of the patient reflected in both the systematic 
review and the qualitative interview study. There are a number of potential sources of 
uncertainty (Weinstein et al, 1980, p.2). These include: errors in the observation or 
reporting of clinical data, the inherent ambiguity of physical assessment data where 
different interpretations can be made by different observers, and the uncertain
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relationship between clinical signs and symptoms and the presence or absence of 
disease. There are few signs whose occurrence always indicates a particular condition 
(Weinstein et al., 1980).
8.3 Discussion of findings
Although there were limitations in the studies reported, progress was made towards 
the achievement of the aims of the research. Evidence for predictors of critical illness 
and cardiac arrest in general ward patients was identified in the systematic review 
(chapter 4). The cues experienced clinicians considered important in judgements of 
patient condition in transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest 
were also reported (chapter 7). A number of interesting findings arising from the 
empirical study prompt discussion about current knowledge surrounding cues in 
clinical judgements concerned with the diagnosis and prediction of patient condition 
in transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest. The qualitative 
hypotheses reported in the qualitative interview study were used to examine the 
research thesis stated in chapter one.
The finding that clinicians often reported subjective and behavioural data as the initial 
indicators of deterioration (section 7.4, pp.241-269) provides tentative support for the 
hypothesis that subjective clinician, behavioural and/ or patient self- report data are 
frequently the earliest cues that a medical patient’s clinical condition is deteriorating. 
The systematic review identified predominantly objective data and measures as 
predictor cues.
The finding that clinical judgements referred to diagnoses of current condition, 
evaluations of change in condition, and predictions of future conditions (section 7.7, 
pp.278-285) tentatively supports the hypothesis that clinicians make diagnostic, 
evaluative and prognostic judgements of patients’ conditions in transition states from 
acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest. Prognostic judgements included generalised 
predictions of deterioration in condition, and more specific predictions of critical
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illness or cardiac arrest. Prognostic judgements appeared to draw on the diagnosis of 
the current condition, a prognostic score if currently in use, the patient history 
including medical diagnosis, age, chronic health used to estimate the patient’s 
physiological reserve, and the rate of deterioration in condition as either acute/ 
sudden or chronic/gradual. Deterioration in critical illness and cardiac arrest cases 
was often acute and sudden.
Diagnoses of patient condition and generalised predictions of patient outcome were 
reported to be most accurate in critical illness cases, followed by acute illness and 
vulnerable to deterioration cases (section 7.6.1, pp.274-277). The predictions of 
cardiac arrests were less accurate and were frequently reported as sudden and 
unexpected. The hypothesis that clinicians make accurate diagnoses and predictions 
of patient outcome was therefore tentatively supported in critical illness cases, and 
weakly supported in acute and vulnerable to deterioration cases, but was not 
supported in cardiac arrest cases.
Clinicians reported cues across the dimensions of severity of illness identified in the 
clinical conceptual framework (section 2.2, pp. 17-18) including biological, 
physiological, functional, temporal, psychological/ personal and organisational 
factors, but the majority related to physiological severity (section 7.11, pp. 299-301). 
This finding suggests tentative support for the hypothesis that general medical ward 
clinicians draw on cues from various dimensions of severity of illness when judging 
patient condition in transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest.
Discussion of the findings in the qualitative interview study led to tentative 
conclusions concerning the importance of intuitive judgements, the time relationships 
between cues and clinical judgements in transition states, and the severity of the 
patient’s clinical state.
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8.4 Conclusions
Intuitive judgements seem to be important in the early recognition of deterioration 
and prediction of critical illness or cardiac arrest. Clinicians often reported using 
subjective, behavioural and perceptual cues, to identify changes in the state of the 
patient and to predict deterioration, critical illness or cardiac arrest. Frequently 
reported cues included colour changes, clamminess, altered respiratory function, 
changes in level of consciousness, patient self-report of pain, and behavioural 
changes. Clinical expertise seems to be linked to the ability to draw on subtle 
perceptual cues in the earliest phases of clinical deterioration. Experience may be a 
key factor in the clinician’s ability to perceive subtle changes in the patient’s clinical 
state.
Some patients with developing critical illness or cardiac arrest in the empirical study 
did not match the early warning score criteria for referral, yet the clinicians still 
referred them (section 7.4.1, pp. 244-247, cases 1.4,2.1,29.4). In these cases 
clinicians may have been using their domain knowledge in combination with, or 
instead of, an early warning score. For example clinicians reported patients with 
persistent subjective signs such as back or leg pain that went on to cardiac arrest or 
critical illness. Even though patients did not present with the classic signs of 
physiological deterioration nurses interpreted the subjective signs as early predictors 
of a change in state; they were placed within high-risk categories for deterioration, 
critical illness or cardiac arrest and were referred to medical staff.
Early warning scores (Lee et al., 1995; Morgan etal., 1997; Subbe etal., 2001) tend 
not to focus on the initial perceptual cues or the more complex subjective clinical data 
that experienced clinicians often reported as early predictors of deterioration. Instead 
scores concentrate on the more objective measures of the clinical state and take a 
menu-driven approach to assessment. The clinical judgements arising from the 
application of early warning scores tend to be more analytic than intuitive in nature. 
By focusing on physical measures of a change in state, rather than more subjective 
cues, opportunities for early intervention could be missed.
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A few MET/EWS scores do include the criterion clinician concern/ seriously worried 
about a patient and a few subjectively assessed clinical signs (Bellomo et al, 2003; 
Hodgetts et al, 2002b; Hourihan et al, 1995). Bellomo and colleagues report that 
worried about the patient was the most frequently cited cue for triggering the MET in 
their study.
Many authors refer to the importance of nurses’ perceptual judgements within critical 
care and acute adult nursing (Benner et al, 1996; Cioffi 2000b; Crow et al, 1995; 
Grossman and Wheeler, 1997; Jacavone and Dostal, 1992; Pyles and Stem, 1983; 
Smith, 1988; Tanner et al, 1993). Benner (1984) uses the term perceptual grasp to 
refer to expert nurses’ use of subtle cues that they recognise as significant because of 
their knowledge of the particular context. Jacavone and Dostal (1992) describe expert 
cardiac nurses’ ability to perceive subtle physiological and behavioural indicators of 
pain while Pyles and Stem (1983) comment that an experienced nurse could gain 
much more information about a patient’s condition than an inexperienced nurse, just 
by observing them.
Clinicians in the empirical study appeared to compare the condition of the patient in 
their care to their expectations for particular types of cases and then judged if the 
condition was different from that expected (for example, section 7.4.1, pp.244-245, 
cases 7.1,27.1). Knowledge of the person may also have enabled clinicians to detect 
subtle behavioural changes in early deterioration, for example patients who became 
less talkative, more withdrawn, or lethargic (section 7.4.2, pp.256-257, cases 2.2,
24.1). Nurses often appeared to access knowledge of the person because of their 
prolonged contact with patients in contrast to other professional groups whose contact 
may be more intermittent. These findings suggest that knowledge of the case and 
knowledge of the patient were often inter-linked in the early prediction of critical 
illness or cardiac arrest cases. This adds to understanding of the phenomenon of 
knowing the patient identified by various authors (Benner & Tanner, 1987; Jenny & 
Logan, 1992; Liaschenko & Fisher, 1999; Radwin, 1995; Tanner er al, 1993;).
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According to Tanner et al., (1993) knowing the patient refers to knowledge of the 
patient’s usual responses and knowledge of the person. Jenny and Logan (1992) 
describe knowing the patient as knowledge of the patient, the particular context and 
how this is used to judge the patient’s status and prognosis, and to decide upon 
treatments. Liaschenko and Fisher (1999) argue for a broader interpretation of 
knowing the patient that includes knowledge of the case, patient and person linked 
together using social knowledge of the hospital setting and the preferences of 
particular medical clinicians, or knowledge of the patient’s usual social setting. Case 
knowledge refers to theoretical knowledge, patient knowledge refers to how they 
became a patient, how the patient compares to non-specific case knowledge, and how 
the patient’s responses to treatment are judged according to what is expected. Person 
knowledge refers to knowledge of the individual, their desires, and history.
A further conclusion is that medical nurses’ clinical judgements of patient condition 
in transition states from acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest can often be divided 
into initial, early and late phases. These correspond to the initial period when the 
clinician first recognises a change in the patient’s condition; the next phase (early) 
refers to when the clinician undertakes a patient assessment and either makes a 
referral, and/or intervenes. The last phase (late) refers to the period after referral or 
the first intervention.
Within the initial phase subjective cues (including perceptual, interactive and 
behavioural cues) were frequently reported as the earliest indicators of deterioration 
in medical ward patients. Experienced medical nurses’ seemed to use subjective cues 
to discriminate between subtle changes in skin colour, facial expression, alterations in 
behaviour, responsiveness, and mood changes. Such changes may become significant 
because they are viewed in the context of the patient’s past history, estimated 
physiological reserve and current predicament. These cues often prompted clinicians 
to undertake a more thorough patient assessment. In contrast the earliest cues in 
judgements of patient condition in surgical and critical care patients frequently
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included both objective measures and subjective cues, or objective cues alone. The 
findings in chapter 7 suggest that medical nurses’ judgement tasks typically 
comprised a high degree of uncertainty and ambiguity; subjective and perceptual cues 
were often the only early indicators of developing problems. Critical care and 
surgical nurses seemed to encounter more structured and less ambiguous judgement 
tasks than medical nurses’ and the actions to take in response to problems also 
seemed more clear-cut. However these tentative conclusions would need to be tested 
in a larger sample of cases.
Nurses’ clinical judgements of the condition of the patient in transition states from 
acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest clearly have a temporal component; they fit 
Hammond’s description of dynamic judgement tasks (Hammond, 1988). The 
empirical study examined clinicians reports of the types of cues and their time 
sequence in actual clinical cases. Earlier research had suggested a link between 
temporal factors and the types of cues considered important in judgements of patient 
condition. Grossman and Wheeler (1997) identified early, imminent and late cues for 
deterioration and early, mid-way and complete recovery in medical intensive care 
patients. Cioffi (2000b) investigated the MET calling criterion seriously worried 
about a patient and concluded that it was sometimes used before other objective 
physiological data start to indicate deterioration but did not focus on specific clinical 
cases.
Within the three phases identified in the empirical study nurses’ judgement tasks 
appeared to move along a task continuum from intuition inducing to analysis 
inducing (Hamm, 1988). Medical nurses’ judgement tasks in the initial stages of 
clinical deterioration typically lacked structure, they often involved perceptual cues, 
there was uncertainty between cues and clinical states, there was limited time 
available to analyse cues, and an intuitive mode of cognition resulted. Medical 
patients often have more than one chronic disease process going on and this can 
increase the complexity of the judgement task.
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As more information became available in the clinical situation the judgement task 
often became more structured. This often appeared to coincide with the clinical state 
becoming more physiologically severe than previously. Cues such as blood pressure 
and ECGs provided more objective evidence about the patient’s condition, and the 
judgement task thus included more analytic elements. When objective measures were 
combined with subjective clinician data a quasirational mode of cognition 
(Hammond, 1996a) with analytic and intuitive elements appeared to be induced 
because clinicians reported both objective and subjective data as important. As 
clinical tasks moved along the task continuum clinicians’ judgements appeared to 
reflect the corresponding position on the cognitive continuum as proposed by 
Cognitive Continuum Theory (Hammond, 1996a).
EWS may induce a more analytic type of judgement by focusing on objective 
measures but this could be problematic when the judgement task tends towards the 
intuition-inducing pole of the cognitive continuum. Cases where only subjective, 
behavioural or perceptual cues are available could be missed and intervention 
delayed. Cognitive Continuum Theory proposes that intuition-inducing tasks involve 
the clinician using pattern recognition to categorise new cases, whereas analysis- 
inducing tasks encourage the clinician to focus on the relationship between objective 
measures and the prediction of an external event or clinical state (Cooksey, 1996a; 
Hammond, 1988). In a number of cases clinicians referred patients that did not meet 
the MET referral criteria; they made an intuitive judgement that the patient’s 
condition was deteriorating and this was later reported to be confirmed (section 7.4.1, 
p.247, case 12.3, section 7.4.2, p.256, case 1.1). These findings suggest support for 
Hammond et al, (1987) who found that reasoning was more effective in situations 
where the task matched the mode of cognition selected.
A further conclusion is that the severity of the patients’ clinical state appears to 
distinguish between patients more than their medical diagnosis; severity of illness 
may be an important mechanism underpinning the states of critical illness or cardiac 
arrest. The medical diagnosis focuses on the patient’s disease(s) or illness(es) but
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severity of illness also includes the effects of illness or injury on the individual. 
Severity of illness comprises a number of dimensions, as outlined in chapter two, 
including biological severity, the patients’ physiological reserve, physiological 
severity, functional severity, personal and psychological factors. The clinical indexes 
included in the systematic review focused on the patient’s physiological status rather 
than the patient’s medical diagnosis suggesting that physiological severity was 
considered more significant than the medical diagnosis. The clinicians in the 
empirical study appeared to note changes in cues across various dimensions of 
severity including physiological severity and used these to judge if the patient’s 
condition was deteriorating or improving, and how rapidly it was changing. They did 
not restrict their search to physiological measures. A clinical framework based on a 
broad conceptualisation of severity of illness may therefore have advantages over 
more focused physiological scores in the early prediction of critical illness or cardiac 
arrest.
The clinical conceptual framework presented in chapter two proposed that increasing 
severity of illness was related to the development of critical illness and risk of cardiac 
arrest. The empirical study findings suggest that even when objective measures of 
physiological deterioration are absent, clinicians with expertise may use subjective, 
behavioural and perceptual cues to recognise increasing severity of illness and 
patients with limited physiological reserve who require active intervention to prevent 
critical illness or cardiac arrest. The clinical conceptual framework based on severity 
of illness and critical illness is one of the major contributions of this thesis. Previous 
studies of clinical judgement in critical illness had not specified a clinical conceptual 
framework (Cioffi, 2000b; Grossman & Wheeler, 1997; Smith, 1988).
The major clinical states emerging from the empirical study are acute illness, acute 
illness and vulnerable to deterioration, critical illness, cardiac arrest, terminal illness, 
and chronic illness which can also be a factor in all of the preceding states. A large 
range of medical diagnoses was reported in cases progressing to critical illness or 
cardiac arrest, a number of disease processes were often evident in one case (section
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7.2, pp.226-229). Cases in the acute and vulnerable to deterioration category did not 
proceed to acute deterioration within the immediate period and comprised.a range of 
medical conditions (chapter 7). The latter may have been less severely ill. Patients 
were not undergoing rapid deterioration, deviations in the indicators of physiological 
severity either responded to interventions or did not deteriorate further, and 
physiological reserve may have been greater than in the critical illness and cardiac 
arrest patients.
As well as the overall clinical state, various clinical sub-states could be identified as 
in the model of clinical states preceding critical illness or cardiac arrest, Figure 4 
(section 4.5, p.68). These included: cardiovascular instability, respiratory instability, 
neurological derangements, haematological, biochemical, metabolic, renal instability, 
gastrointestinal haemorrhage, sepsis, malignancy, and combinations of these states. 
Clinicians drew on cues or indicators of clinical sub-states to make judgements about 
the patient’s overall condition. However there is considerable uncertainty associated 
with the cues reported, as they are often not specific to one clinical sub-state. For . 
example an elevated pulse rate could indicate a cardiac, cardiovascular, respiratory or 
sepsis problem.
Severity of illness was identified as an important concept for nurses in other studies. 
Rosenthal et a l , (1992) uses severity of illness in a study of medical and surgical 
nurses’ predictions of in-hospital mortality, Crow and Spicer (1995) found that 
hospital and community nurses used severity of illness to categorise patient’s 
conditions as curable, long-term chronic, long-term extremely disabling and life- 
threatening. Lamond (1998) reports medical and surgical ward nurses’ use of severity 
of illness as an organising concept around patients’ conditions. The above 
interpretations of severity of illness, and that adopted in the current study, are broader 
than the physiological severity focus evident in medical scoring systems such as 
APACHE II (Knaus et a l, 1984) or early warning scores (Hourihan et al, 1995; 
Subbe et al, 2001).
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By combining the findings from the systematic review (critical illness and cardiac 
arrest outcome states), and the qualitative interview study, a typology of cues for the 
prediction of critical illness and cardiac arrest in general medical patients is proposed 
(Appendix 29). The main contribution within this cues typology is the identification 
of eight main categories of cues that contribute to judgements of deterioration and 
prediction of critical illness or cardiac arrest after Hammond (1996b). These 
categories could be used in the construction of paper cases for a future judgement 
analysis study (Cooksey, 1996a) where the detailed cues could be selected according 
to the type of case and submitted to an expert panel to check face validity prior to 
their use.
A number of interesting speculations arise from the research findings and will be 
presented.
A major speculation is that experienced medical nurses may be using subjective and 
behavioural cues to identify patients moving to more physiologically unstable clinical 
states, or patients who are on the cusp of a parabolic curve (Bingham, 1994; Mitchell, 
1999) as presented in Figure 2 (section 2.2, p.21). Such data may provide information 
that periodic measures of vital signs do not capture. Patients may appear to have vital 
signs that are within acceptable ranges, but in reality they are located on a precarious 
part of the curve and are at risk of major deterioration. The goals in such cases are to 
recognise physiological problems early, intervene, and minimise physiological stress 
and deterioration.
It would be important to know if minute-to-minute variations in patients’ vital signs 
in those who deteriorate are different in character from patients who do not 
deteriorate. Kim et al, (1995) found that low-frequency periodic fluctuations in 
physiologic variables were predictors of mortality in a group of patients’ with 
planned ICU admission. These represent cases where the patient’s system appears to 
be under stress and physiological patterns are characterised by slow responses and 
then the system may overshoot as it tries to find a stable state. Kim et al, (1995)
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speculates that the loss of complexity observed was similar to patterns found in other 
situations such as aging, fetal distress syndrome, and severe congestive heart failure.
A number of factors may account for subjectively assessed non- specific signs and 
symptoms adding information about early deterioration that is not evident in 
physiological measures. Extreme values may be missed when intermittent objective 
measures are recorded which could result in an inaccurate picture of the physical 
state. Measures may be inaccurately recorded; the inter-rater reliability of early 
warning scores has yet to be examined. To date no studies have examined the 
possibility of inaccurate recordings contributing to false negative early warning 
scores and failure to identify patients’ at risk of critical illness or cardiac arrest. 
Physiological patterns over time require further investigation to see if any patterns 
predict developing critical illness or cardiac arrest states. Finally, subjective and non­
specific signs and symptoms could be the earliest cues in some cases.
A further speculation concerns differences between judgements of individual cases 
compared to models derived from the aggregation of a large number of cases. Clinical 
judgement is concerned with identifying individuals with deteriorating conditions as 
shown in Figure 7a (section 8.4, p.318). Their clinical course may look very different 
from the linear view presented in the Intensive Care Society (ICS) diagram (Figure 
7b, section 8.4, p.318) which may well reflect the trend over a large number of cases 
(ICS, 2002b).
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Figure 7a&b: Clinical judgements for individuals compared to a model derived from 
a large numbers of cases
a: The nurse looks for cues 
that the individual patient is 
at a precarious stage on the 
curve- physical signs may be 
unchanged or just slightly 
abnormal, but the patient 
may have a precipitous 
deterioration
Well
Sick
Illness progression
b: Model of Well
Levels of
K oping
(0,1,2,3) and the illness
overlap of groups 
of patients (ICS, Sick
2000b,p.7).
Deterioration
Time
The demarcation between levels of critical illness may be less clear-cut than that 
portrayed in the Comprehensive Critical Care document (DH, 2000). The ICS
(2002b) subsequently acknowledges the problem of ambiguity associated with ----
classifying patients in the various levels of critical illness. The ICS suggests areas of 
overlap between levels zero and one, between levels one and two, and between levels 
two and three in critical illness. Some patients may proceed rapidly from acute to 
critical illness or cardiac arrest. Patients with collapse due to acute arrhythmias or 
massive pulmonary embolism may not exhibit signs of physiological deterioration 
that can be detected in the preceding hours and so these patients would move swiftly 
to level three (ICS, 2002b).
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It is notable that the subjective and behavioural cues clinicians reported in the earliest 
phase of clinical judgements often corresponded to the cues identified in the early 
physiological patterns of shock and circulatory dysfunction in Shoemaker (1996a) 
and Shoemaker etal, (1996b). Shoemaker (1996a) notes that shock was a factor in 
all fatal illnesses and that circulatory failure was one of the elements in the final 
common pathway. Shoemaker (1996a) argues that hypotension was a late sign of 
shock but there may be earlier subjective non-specific signs and symptoms. The 
earlier signs included cold, clammy skin, pallor, weak and thready pulse, unstable 
vital signs, cyanosis, mottled skin, restlessness, and altered level o f consciousness 
(Shoemaker, 1996a). The time-sequence of changes in the circulatory system were 
crucial to the understanding of patterns in survivors and non-survivors of shock 
(Shoemaker et al, 1996b). In the early stages of shock measured values may be 
within normal ranges and continuous non-invasive monitoring techniques are needed 
to titrate therapy (Shoemaker et al, 1996b). Shoemaker and colleagues advocate 
early treatment of shock using non-invasive, continuous on-line monitoring because 
hypotension was a late sign of shock. Pyles and Stem (1983) refer to nurses’ use of 
early cues for cardiogenic shock and argue that the non-specific nature of cues means 
that their significance has to be judged according to the particular context. Cioffi 
(2000b) suggests that nurses should act when subtle signs and symptoms indicate 
early deterioration because objective measures may initially appear acceptable due to 
the body’s homeostatic responses.
8.5 Methodological contributions
The current research makes important methodological contributions in the following 
areas. The study’s clinical conceptual framework (section 2.2, p. 17) was based on a 
broad conceptualisation of severity of illness and included biological severity, 
physiological severity, physiological reserve, psychological/ personal factors, 
functional severity, temporal and organisational dimensions. Using this framework it
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was possible to trace the many aspects that experienced clinicians consider when 
assessing the state of the patient, not just the physiological dimensions.
By dissecting clinicians’ reports of clinical judgements it was possible to identify the 
areas where changes in the patient’s state were becoming apparent. Often in the 
earliest phases clinicians reported subjective clinical and behavioural signs relating to 
physiological severity such as changes in level of consciousness, breathing 
difficulties, or changes in functional severity and psychological state. These clinical 
signs could be quite subtle and relied on the expertise of clinicians for early 
identification. Physiological measures could be within acceptable ranges initially. As 
severity worsened objective measures of physiological severity were often available 
and deterioration was more readily quantified. In the latest phase a combination of 
abnormal subjective clinical and behavioural signs and objective measures from the 
dimensions of physiological severity, functional severity and psychological state were 
frequently seen.
Within the systematic review the conceptual framework guided the search for papers 
on predictors of critical illness and cardiac arrest and clinical indexes. The clinical 
indexes or early warning scores identified were mostly unidimensional and focused 
on physiological severity. This contrasted with the empirical study where clinicians 
appeared to use multiple dimensions of severity of illness in the early prediction of 
critical illness or cardiac arrest.
The theoretical framework for the investigation of judgement was presented in 
chapter 3 and chapter 5. It was based on Social Judgement Theory which provides 
methods to describe human judgement (Hammond et al, 1986), the Inference- 
Correspondence Model for Diagnostic Judgement (Hammond, 1996b) where the 
clinician uses different types of cues to infer the patient’s clinical state, and Cognitive 
Continuum Theory (CCT) (Hammond, 1996a): The current study findings appear to 
support some of the premises of CCT. The structure of the judgement task seemed to 
stimulate a corresponding type of cognition in experienced clinicians. In cases where
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mainly subjective and perceptual cues were available an intuitive form of cognition 
seemed to be elicited. A more analytic judgement that focused on objective measures 
of the physical state could have missed the earliest clinical signs of deterioration in 
many of the cases reported.
The systematic review reported in chapter 4 described the application of a 
computerised database package {FileMaker Pro 5) in the content analysis of research 
papers and the identification of predictor cues. The database was crucial for the 
management of the large amount of information generated in this study due to the 
number of papers, the wide range of cues, and because the analysis was at the cues 
level rather than a more abstract thematic level. The systematic review required the 
application of narrative and tabular synthesis methods rather than statistical meta­
synthesis; the research evidence was drawn from different modes of enquiry.
8.6 Clinical and educational implications
A number of clinical and educational implications arise from the current research 
findings and tentative suggestions will now be made.
Firstly, clinicians need to see their patients to be able to pick up subjective and 
perceptual cues indicating changes in clinical states. Whilst it is possible to train 
individuals to accurately record patients’ vital signs, the perception and interpretation 
of subjective clinical signs and perceptual cues may require extensive clinical 
experience and theoretical knowledge. Experienced clinicians therefore need to have 
regular contact with their patients so that they can perform thorough physical 
assessments drawing on the full range of clinical data and notice subtle changes. 
Physical assessment is a complex skill that requires knowledge, experience and . 
technical skill.
Secondly, early warning scores focus on physiological deterioration mainly through 
objective physical measures of the patient’s state. These scores adopt a menu-driven
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approach to assessment rather than one based on domain knowledge. Cases of 
deterioration could be missed when subjective clinical and behavioural data are the 
earliest indicators of a change in state.
Thirdly, clinicians require opportunities to refine their judgements and ways of 
thinking through critical analysis and critical reflection on clinical cases during basic 
nurse preparation and after qualification. It is important that clinicians learn from 
experience and that errors of judgement are not repeated. Through a process of 
critical reflection clinicians may increase their understanding of cues that are 
associated with particular clinical outcomes, make explicit links to theoretical 
knowledge such as physiology and pathophysiology, and so develop and refine their 
schemata or knowledge structures.
Fourthly, the quality of written patient records could be improved. Clinicians should 
articulate their diagnostic judgements about the state of the patient, their evaluative 
judgements about changes in patients’ conditions, and predictions about a future 
state. Judgements about the state of the patient are different from statements of 
nursing problems. The state o f the patient is at a higher level of abstraction than 
nursing problems and refers to the overall condition of the patient whereas nursing 
problems or needs arise from the state of the patient and clinical sub-states. Problems 
are concepts articulated at the basic descriptive level (Spicer, 1993) and they are used 
in care planning. A judgement that the patient’s state is critical or life-threatening 
illness would indicate the need to summon the emergency medical team and 
undertake emergency interventions. ’
Finally, in depth knowledge of a particular context seems to be important for the 
recognition of subtle perceptual cues but these could be missed where staff are 
inexperienced, or where there are insufficient numbers of experienced staff. 
Diagnostic skill in medicine seems to be closely linked to substantial experience of 
cases within the particular domain (Custers et al, 1996; Schmidt et al., 1991), this 
may also hold for nursing’s diagnostic tasks. High rates of staff turnover and moving
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clinicians to different areas of practice may disrupt their acquisition of domain- 
specific knowledge; they may not develop detailed schemata for a particular domain 
of practice. A lack of schemata or scripts could result in failure to recognise 
developing critical illness, or failure to take action. The need for EWS with 
guidelines on actions to take suggests that some clinicians’ domain-specific 
knowledge may be limited. Clinicians could be supported in their development of 
domain specific knowledge by minimising staff movements across clinical domains.
8.7 Suggestions for further research
Research into the clinical judgement process is important because clinical judgements 
underpin decisions and interventions and these can affect patient outcomes. The 
current research focused on the analysis of the cue composition of clinical 
judgements.
Clinical indexes currently emphasise objective physical data but there is evidence 
from clinicians’ reports that initial judgements of patient condition often draw on 
subjective and perceptual cues that refer to physiological, functional, and 
psychological dimensions. As the current qualitative study is limited by its reliance 
on self-report data further investigation is required to assess the predictive validity of 
subjective and perceptual cues. '
A series of Judgement Analysis studies (Cooksey, 1996a) could be conducted with 
medical ward nurses to add to knowledge of the clinical judgement process. Such 
studies could draw on the cues identified in the current research and examine how 
different clinicians use and weight cues in the early recognition of deterioration or 
prediction of critical illness or cardiac arrest. Some of the cues considered important 
in the empirical study were not reported as predictor cues in the systematic review 
and so these require further examination.
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A key requirement of clinical judgements is that they should be accurate. However 
research to date has not tested clinicians’ early predictions of critical illness or cardiac 
arrest in general ward patients. Accurate judgements are those in which the judge’s 
statement of the patient state and the actual state agree (Cooksey, 1996a). A 
Judgement Analysis study could use cases where the patient outcome is known to 
examine the accuracy of clinicians’ judgements- a double-system design (Cooksey, 
1996a). Judgement Analysis could also be used as an educational strategy that aims to 
improve clinical practice. Clinicians could receive feedback on their judgement 
policies and the accuracy of their judgements. Following feedback and the 
completion of a new set of tasks their performance could be re-assessed. Such a study 
could reveal that some clinicians do not use cues that many others consider important, 
that the weighting of cues differs across clinicians, or that individual clinicians are 
inconsistent in their judgements.
The three different temporal phases in judgements identified in the empirical study 
could be used to structure cue profiles or cases in a Judgement Analysis study 
(Cooksey, 1996a). By incorporating temporal dimensions more could be learnt about 
very early cues that nurses value, how the weights attached to different cues may 
change as the patients’ condition changes, and differences between clinicians’ 
judgement policies.
Cue identification studies using qualitative interviewing methods similar to the 
current one could be undertaken with other groups of nurses. The current study 
sample comprised volunteers from the population the researcher had access to. The 
generalisability of the cues identified in the current study could be investigated by 
repeating the research with medical nurses in other research sites. It would be also be 
important to know if the phenomenon of deterioration is different in surgical patients 
compared to medical patients. Accident and emergency clinicians, paramedics’, 
physicians and critical care outreach nurses’ perspectives on early cues for clinical 
deterioration and physiological instability should also be examined and compared to 
ward nurses’ perspectives. The latter represent a new group of specialist nurses
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(predominantly critical care nurses) established after the publication of 
Comprehensive Critical Care (DH, 2000).
Clinicians’ internal representation of knowledge about patients in transition from 
acute to critical illness or cardiac arrest requires investigation. It appears that 
clinicians store and retrieve clinical information but little is known about how they do 
this and how this affects judgements. It seems possible that cues become significant 
because the individual associates them with a schema held in memory. Lamond 
(1998) proposes that medical and surgical ward nurses have knowledge-based 
schemata focused on patients’ diagnoses or surgical operation, and that these are used 
in planning care. The current research findings suggest that the severity of the 
patient’s state, the medical diagnosis or surgical procedure, and whether the condition 
is improving, deteriorating, or unchanging, may be important factors in schemata. 
Some experienced clinicians may be using illness scripts as cognitive structures to 
store and organise their clinical knowledge about prototypes or individual patients 
(Schmidt et al, 1990). Alternatively they could be using schemata more akin to 
perceptual maps that result in the clinician using a type of pattern matching when a 
new case is encountered.
Prospective studies of temporal variations in vital signs could be undertaken to 
identify if there are differences between patients who deteriorate compared to those 
who do not. Such a study could be designed to test the propositions that patients 
susceptible to catastrophic deterioration are located on the cusp of a parabolic curve.
It could also look for any patterns in the physiological data such as low frequency 
variations that may predict critical illness or cardiac arrest. This would involve the 
collection of high frequency data using a large sample of patients. Substantial 
resources would be required to undertake such a study.
The current research is important and timely in view of the NHS Knowledge and 
Skills Framework and the Development Review Process (NHS, 2004). By 
highlighting the range of clinical data required to make accurate assessments of the
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current state of the patient and predict future states (chapter 7 and Appendix 29), the 
thesis contributes information to the Health and Wellbeing dimension of the NHS 
KSF. The importance of learning in practice through critical reflection on actual 
clinical cases is emphasised in the final chapter (section 8.6, p.322) and this area 
should be targeted within individuals’ learning and development in the General 
dimension of the NHS KSF.
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Appendix 1.
Quality assessment instruments for evaluation of randomised controlled trials 
(RCTs), observational (quantitative), qualitative studies and review articles.
Quality Criteria for Assessment of RCTs (based on Greenhalgh & Donald, 2000
p.61).
1. The question addressed in the trial was clear and specified the population, 
intervention and outcome.
2. There was random selection of patients from a specified population.
3. There was random allocation of patients to intervention and control groups.
4. Participants and researchers were both blinded to control and experimental groups 
(double blinding). (Single blinding- weaker, or not blinded -  weakest).
5. Apart from the intervention both groups had equal treatment.
6. Power of study was sufficient to detect an effect if it was present.
7. Follow-up of patients exceeded 80%, and analysis was based on groups patients 
were randomly allocated to.
8. Results reported the effect of treatment; confidence intervals, p-values were 
given.
9. Similarity of study patients to clinician’s patients (or research focus) was 
assessed.
The above quality criteria applied to RCT studies and overall each paper was 
assessed as good when all of the criteria were met, reasonable when most of the 
criteria were met (three or less criteria not met), or poor when few criteria were met 
(more than three criteria not met).
Quality Criteria for Assessment of Observational Studies (includes cohort, case- 
control, case-series and retrospective follow-up studies) based on Altman (2001) 
and Khan, ter Riet (2001).
1. Sample- Definition of inclusion criteria, process of sample selection explained, 
diagnostic criteria described sufficiently, clinical and demographic data supplied, 
representative of population, and in prognostic studies entry to study at similar 
point for all subjects, inclusion of all eligible patients. For cohort and case-control 
studies the groups should be comparable on significant confounding variables and 
there should be sufficient adjustments for potential effects of confounding 
variables.
2. Follow up of patients- refers to the adequacy of the patient follow up period in 
prognostic studies.
3. Outcome- Objective, unbiased, defined fully, suitable outcome selected, outcome 
reported for all or most patients.
4. Prognostic variable (for prognostic studies)- Use of a precise definition, method 
of measurement reported on, accurately measured, available for all or most 
patients.
5. Analysis- Appropriate analysis for type of variable studied, records made of any 
statistical adjustments.
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6. Treatment subsequent to inclusion in cohort for prognostic studies- Described in 
detail.
7. External validity-Applicability of the study findings to other locations.
8. Methodological quality of study- includes evidence of the effect of the design and 
conduct of the study on results. Retrospective studies require accurate records to 
have been kept.
9. Bias -  Systematic errors affecting the validity of the results. -
10. Clinical usefulness.
The Quality Criteria were applied to each study and overall each paper was assessed 
as good when all of the criteria were met, reasonable when most of the criteria were 
met, or poor when few criteria were met.
Quality Criteria for Assessment of Qualitative Studies - based on Popay et al., 
(1998); Mays and Pope, (1996) (2000); BSA Medical Sociology Group, 1996 as cited 
in Khan, ter Riet, (2001).
1. The method used was appropriate- the research was concerned with the 
exploration of individuals’ subjective meanings of particular experiences, and the 
method was suited to the question being investigated.
2. A clear research question was formulated either at the beginning or by the 
conclusion of the research (Mays & Pope, 2000).
3. The research was linked to an existing body of knowledge, and there was 
' sufficient detail about the theoretical framework for the study.
4. The description of methods was sufficiently detailed.
5. The context for the study was made clear.
6. The sampling strategy was justified and described adequately.
7. The fieldwork was described sufficiently.
8. Different sources of knowledge and understanding were used and compared in the 
study and an audit trail provided.
9. The data analysis methods were adequately described. Data were analysed by 
another researcher. There was evidence of a search for contradictory observations. 
An audit trail was provided.
10. The process for moving from data to interpretation was adequately described. 
Findings were reported in a systematic way. The validity of findings was checked. 
There was evidence to support or challenge the researcher’s interpretation. There 
was enough original material included to make links between evidence and the 
conclusions.
11. If claims for generalisability were made, they followed on logically from the data 
and/or theoretical framework.
12. The researcher’s position in relation to the research topic was stated.
13. The ethical issues were identified and addressed appropriately.
14. Clinical usefulness of study was discussed.----------------------"------ ---------------
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The Quality Criteria were applied to each study and overall each paper was assessed 
as good when all of the criteria were met, reasonable when most of the criteria were 
met, or poor when few criteria were met.
Quality Criteria for Assessment of Review Articles - based on Oxman (1995) and 
Greenhalgh (2001)
• 1. A review that addressed a clinical problem using a clear review question.
2. A thorough search of relevant database(s) and other possible sources was 
undertaken.
3. An assessment of methodological quality was made and papers rated accordingly.
4. Sensitivity of the results of the review to changes in the way the review was 
conducted were reported E.g. Consideration of how changes to the inclusion 
criteria would have affected the results.
5. The conclusions of the review followed on logically from the evidence presented 
in the review.
6. The clinical implications of the results were considered. This refers to the 
generalisability of study findings and the extent to which the care of individual 
patients should be affected.
The Quality Criteria were applied to each study and overall each paper was assessed 
as good when all of the criteria were met, reasonable when most of the criteria were 
met, or poor when few criteria were met.
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Appendix 2 
Final searches
Ovid Technologies, Inc. Email Service Accessed 
15/11/02
Search for: from 14 [limit 13 to (human and 
english language and all adult <19 plus 
years>)] keep
7,13-14,49,52,65,68,76,79,90,105,111,130,15 
9,163,177-178,200,209,226,264,266,276,286, 
301,303,329,331,343,351,354,376-377,394,3 
98-400,410,421-422 
Citations: 1-40
Database: Medline <1993 to Present>
Search Strategy:
1 exp Critical Illness/ (3789)
2 Internal Medicine/ (3224)
3 exp diagnosis/ or exp critical care/ or exp 
intensive care/ or exp preoperative care/ or exp 
subacute care/ (1176726)
4 exp Heart Arrest/nu, di, pc, ep [Nursing, 
Diagnosis, Prevention & Control, Epidemiology] 
(2150)
5 exp CAUSALITY/(153554)
6 exp Cohort Studies/ (254035)
7 exp RISK/(193142)
8 5 or 6 or 7 (412144)
9 la n d  8 (1085)
10 limit 9 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (709)
11 2 and 8 (259)
12 3 and 8(186796)
13 l and 12 (652)
14 limit 13 to (human and english language 
and all adult <19 plus years>) (438)
15 from 14 keep 7, 13-14, 49, 52, 65, 68... (40)
Ovid Technologies, Inc. Email Service Accessed 
15/11/02
Search for: from 17 [limit 16 to (human and 
english language and english and all adult 
<19 plus years>)] keep
1,28,64,75,95,119,132,180,196,198,202,208,2 
12,244,266-267,307-308,312,315,336,371,44 
2,458,483 
Citations: 1-25
Database: Medline <1993 to Present>
Search Strategy:
1 exp Critical Illness/ (3789)
2 Internal Medicine/ (3224)
3 exp diagnosis/ or exp critical care/ or exp 
intensive care/ or exp preoperative care/ or exp 
subacute care/ (1176726)
4 exp Heart Arrest/nu, di, pc, ep [Nursing, 
Diagnosis, Prevention & Control, Epidemiology] 
(2150)
5 exp CAUSALITY/(153554)
6 exp Cohort Studies/ (254035)
7 exp RISK/ (193142)
8 5 or 6 or 7 (412144)
9 la n d  8 (1085)
10 limit 9 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (709)
11 2 and 8 (259)
12 3 and 8 (186796)
13 la n d  12 (652)
14 limit 13 to (human and english language and 
all adult <19 plus years>) (438)
15 from 14 keep 7, 13-14, 49, 52, 65, 68... (40)
16 4 and 8 (975)
17 limit 16 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (532)
18 from 17 keep 1,28, 64, 75, 95,119... (25)
Ovid Technologies, Inc. Email Service Accessed 
15/11/02
Search for: from 4 [limit 3 to (human and 
english language and english and all adult 
<19 plus years>)] keep 18,25,30,40,124 
Citations: 1-5
Database: Medline <1993 to Present>
Search Strategy:
1 exp Critical Illness/ (3789)
2 exp CAUSALITY/(153554)
3 1 and 2 (294)
4 limit 3 to (human and english language and
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (151)
5 exp Heart Arrest/ (7600)
6 2 and 5 (1153)
7 limit 6 to (human and english language and
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (584)
8 prediction.ab,sh,tw,ti. (22919)
9 1 and 8 (69)
10 5 and 8 (126)
11 exp RISK/ or exp RISK FACTORS/ (193142)
12 la n d  11 (421)
13 exp critical care/ or patient admission/ or 
patient readmission/ (19944)
14 11 and 13(2314)
15 limit 14 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (1260)
16 prediction.ab,sh,tw,ti. (22919)
17 assessment, mp. (118790)
18 1 and 17 (235)
19 from 18 keep 38 (1)
20 limit 18 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plusyears>) (113)
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21 from 20 keep 4 (1) 16 prediction.ab,sh,tw,ti. (22919)
22 from 20 keep 4, 17, 21, 26, 37, 53... (12) 17 assessment.mp. (118790)
23 5 and 17 (265) 18 1 and 17(235)
24 limit 23 to (human and english and all adult 19 from 18 keep 38 (1)
<19 plus years>) (131) 20 limit 18 to (human and english language and
25 from 24 keep 2-3, 9, 11, 15, 24, 48... (10) english and all adult <19 plus years>) (113)
26 medical emergency teams.ab,sh,tw,ti. (6) 21 from 20 keep 4 (1)
27 from 26 keep 1-5 (5) 22 from 20 keep 4, 17, 21, 26, 37, 53... (12)
28 early warning score.ab,sh,tw,ti. (1) 23 5 and 17 (265)
29 from 28 keep 1 (1) 24 limit 23 to (human and english and all adult
30 patient at risk.ab,sh,tw,ti. (864) <19 plus years>) (131)
31 1 and 30 (8) 25 from 24 keep 2-3, 9, 11, 15, 24, 48... (10)
32 from 31 keep 2 (1) 26 medical emergency teams.ab,sh,tw,ti. (6)
33 unexpected admission.ab,sh,tw,ti. (9) 27 from 26 keep 1-5 (5)
34 prediction of critical illness.ab,sh,tw,ti. (0) 28 early warning score.ab,sh,tw,ti. (1)
35 cardiopulmonary arrest.ab,sh,tw,ti. (359) 29 from 28 keep 1 (1)
36 limit 35 to (human and english and all adult 30 patient at risk.ab,sh,tw,ti. (864)
<19 plus years>) (172) 31 la n d  30 (8)
37 from 36 keep 22-23, 27, 56, 58, 74, 76... 32 from 31 keep 2 (1) „
(19) 33 unexpected admission.ab,sh,tw,ti. (9)
38 critical illness.ab,sh,tw,ti. (4189) 34 prediction of critical illness.ab,sh,tw,ti. (0)
39 8 and 38 (70) 35 cardiopulmonary arrest.ab,sh,tw,ti. (359)
40 from 39 keep 3-4, 10 (3) 36 limit 35 to (human and english and all adult
41 limit 39 to (human and english language <19 plus years>) (172)
and english and all adult <19 plus years>) (51) 37 from 36 keep 22-23, 27, 56, 58, 74, 76...
42 from 41 keep 9, 19, 42 (3) (19)
43 from 4 keep 18, 25, 30, 40, 124 (5)
Itit'kklticit'kickifkickieititifkirifk-k-k'k'k-k
Ovid Technologies, Inc. Email Service Accessed 
14/11/02
Ovid Technologies, Inc. Email Service Accessed 
14/11/02
Search for: from 36 [limit 35 to (human and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>)] keep 
22-23,27,56,58,74,76,105-106,123,125-126,1 
31,141,144,162,168,171-172 
Citations: 1-19
Search for: from 26 [medical emergency 
teams.ab,sh,tw,ti.] keep 1-5 
Citations: 1-5
Database: Medline <1993 to Present> 
Search Strategy:
Database: Medline <1993 to Present> 
Search Strategy:
1 exp Critical Illness/ (3789)
2 exp CAUSALITY/(153554)
3 la n d  2 (294)
4 limit 3 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (151)
5 exp Heart Arrest/ (7600)
6 2 and 5 (1153)
7 limit 6 to (human and english language and
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (584)
8 prediction.ab,sh,tw,ti. (22919)
9 1 and 8 (69)
10 5 and 8 (126)
11 exp RISK/ or exp RISK FACTORS/
(193142)
12 la n d  11 (421)
13 exp critical care/ or patient admission/ or 
patient readmission/ (19944)
14 11 and 13(2314)
15 limit 14 to (human and english language
and english and all adult <19 plus years>) (1260)
1 exp Critical Illness/ (3789)
2 exp CAUSALITY/(153554)
3 la n d  2 (294)
4 limit 3 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plusyears>) (151)
5 exp Heart Arrest/ (7600)
6 2 and 5 (1153)
7 limit 6 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (584)
8 prediction.ab,sh,tw,ti. (22919)
9 1 and 8 (69)
10 5 and 8 (126)
11 exp RISK/ or exp RISK FACTORS/ (193142)
12 la n d  11 (421)
13 exp critical care/ or patient admission/ or 
patient readrriission/ (19944)
14 11 and 13(2314)
15 limit 14 to (human and english language and
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (1260)
16 prediction.ab,sh,tw,ti. (22919)
17 assessment, mp. (118790)
18 la n d  17 (235)
19 from 18 keep 38 (1)
20 limit 18 to (human and english language 
and english and all adult <19 plus years>) (113)
21 from 20 keep 4 (1)
22 from 20 keep 4, 17 ,21 ,26 , 37, 53... (12)
23 5 and 17 (265)
24 limit 23 to (human and english and all adult 
<19 plus years>) (131)
25 from 24 keep 2-3, 9, 11, 15, 24, 48... (10)
26 medical emergency teams.ab,sh,tw,ti. (6)
27 from 26 keep 1-5 (5)
Ovid Technologies, Inc. Email Service Accessed 
14/11/02
Search for: from 47 [limit 46 to (human and 
english language and english and ail adult 
<19 plus years>)] keep 
4,19-20,26,39,66,101,125,132,151,160,170,1 
87-188,207,219,230,235 
Citations: 1-18
Database: Medline <1993 to Present>
Search Strategy:
1 exp Critical Illness/ (3789)
2 exp CAUSALITY/(153554)
3 1 and 2 (294)
4 limit 3 to (human and english language and
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (151)
5 exp Heart Arrest/ (7600)
6 2 and 5 (1153)
7 limit 6 to (human and english language and
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (584)
8 prediction.ab,sh,tw,ti. (22919)
9 1 and 8 (69)
10 5 and 8 (126)
11 exp RISK/ or exp RISK FACTORS/ 
(193142)
12 1 and 11 (421)
13 exp critical care/ or patient admission/ or 
patient readmission/(19944)
11 and 13(2314)
limit 14 to (human and english language 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (1260) 
prediction.ab,sh,tw,ti. (22919) 
assessmentmp. (118790) 
lan d  17 (235) 
from 18 keep 38 (1)
limit 18 to (human and english language 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (113) 
from 20 keep 4 (1)
from 20 keep 4, 17, 21, 26, 37, 53... (12)
5 and 17 (265)
limit 23 to (human and english and all adult 
plusyears>) (131)
from 24 keep 2-3, 9, 11, 15, 24, 48... (10) 
medical emergency teams.ab,sh,tw,ti. (6) 
from 26 keep 1-5 (5) 
early warning score.ab,sh,tw,ti. (1) 
from 28 keep 1 (1) 
patient at risk.ab,sh,tw,ti. (864)
31 1 and 30 (8)
32 from 31 keep 2 (1)
33 unexpected admission.ab,sh,tw,ti. (9)
34 prediction of critical illness.ab,sh,tw,ti. (0)
35 cardiopulmonary arrest.ab,sh,tw,ti. (359)
36 limit 35 to (human and english and all adult 
<19 plus years>) (172)
37 from 36 keep 22-23, 27, 56, 58, 74, 76...
(19)
38 critical illness.ab,sh,tw,ti. (4189)
39 8 and 38 (70)
40 from 39 keep 3-4, 10 (3)
41 limit 39 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (51)
42 from 41 keep 9, 19, 42 (3)
43 from 4 keep 18,25, 30,40, 124(5)
44 3 and 8 (9)
45 risk.ab,sh,tw,ti. (259700)
46 1 and 45 (494)
47 limit 46 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (238)
48 from 47 keep 4, 19-20, 26, 39, 66, 101...
(18)
< Ovid Technologies, Inc. Email Service Accessed 
15/11/02
Search for: from 28 [early warning 
score.ab,sh,tw,ti.] keep 1 
Citations: 1
Database: Medline <1993 to Present> 
Search Strategy:
1 exp Critical Illness/(3789)
2 exp CAUSALITY/ (153554)
3 la n d  2 (294)
4 limit 3 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (151)
5 exp Heart Arrest/ (7600)
6 2 and 5 (1153)
7 limit 6 to (human and english language and
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (584)
8 prediction.ab,sh,tw,ti. (22919)
9 l and 8 (69)
10 5 and 8 (126)
11 exp RISK/ or exp RISK FACTORS/ (193142)
12 la n d  11 (421)
13 exp critical car el or patient admission/ or 
patient readmission/ (19944)
14 11 and 13(2314)
15 limit 14 to (human and english language and
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (1260)
16 prediction.ab,sh,tw,ti. (22919)
17 assessment.mp. (118790)
18 la n d  17 (235)
19 from 18 keep 38 (1)
20 limit 18 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (113)
21 from 20 keep 4 (1)
22 from 20 keep 4, 17, 21, 26, 37, 53... (12)
14
15 
and
16
17
18
19
20 
and 
21 
22
23
24 
<19
25
26
27
28
29
30
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23 5 and 17 (265)
24 limit 23 to (human and english and all adult 
<19 plus years>) (131)
25 from 24 keep 2-3, 9, 11, 15, 24, 48... (10)
26 medical emergency teams.ab,sh,tw,ti. (6)
27 from 26 keep 1-5 (5)
28 early warning score.ab,sh,tw,ti. (1)
29 from 28 keep 1 (1)
<1>
Unique Identifier 
11588210 
Medline Identifier 
21472546 
Authors
Subbe CP. Kruger M. Rutherford P. Gemmel 
L.
Institut
Ovid Technologies, Inc. Email Service Accessed 
15/11/02
Search for: from 33 [medical emergency 
team.ab,tw,ti.] keep 1-26 
Citations: 1-26
Database: Medline <1993 to Present> 
Search Strategy:
1 exp Critical Illness/ (3789)
2 Internal Medicine/ (3224)
3 exp diagnosis/ or exp critical care/ or exp 
intensive carel or exp preoperative care/ or exp 
subacute care/ (1176726)
4 exp Heart Arrest/nu, di, pc, ep [Nursing, 
Diagnosis, Prevention & Control, Epidemiology]
(2150)
5 exp CAUSALITY/ (153554)
6 exp Cohort Studies/ (254035)
7 exp RISK/(193142)
8 5 or 6 or 7 (412144)
9 la n d  8 (1085)
10 limit 9 to (human and english language and
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (709)
11 2 and 8 (259)
12 3 and 8 (186796)
13 1 and 12 (652)
14 limit 13 to (human and english language
and all adult <19 plus years>) (438)
15 from 14 keep 7, 13-14, 49, 52, 65, 68... (40)
16 4 and 8 (975)
17 limit 16 to (human and english language
and english and all adult <19 plus years>) (532)
18 from 17 keep 1, 28, 64, 75, 95, 119... (25)
19 predictors.ab,tw,ti. (23249)
20 1 and 19(61)
21 limit 20 to (human and english language
and english and all adult <19 plus years>) (52)
22 from 21 keep 2, 5-6, 10, 12,21, 30-31... (9)
23 3 and 19(11700)
24 4 and 23 (57)
25 limit 24 to (human and english language and 
english and ail adult <19 plus years>) (44)
26 from 25 keep 5, 12, 14 (3)
27 unexpected admission.ab,tw,ti. (9)
28 readmission to ICU.ab,tw,ti. (13)
29 from 28 keep 1, 7, 9, 12-13 (5)
30 early warning score.ab,tw,ti. (1)
31 from 30 keep 1 (1)
32 early warning scores.ab,tw,ti. (0)
33 medical emergency team.ab,tw,ti. (26)
34 from 33 keep 1-26 (26)
Ovid Technologies, Inc. Email Service Accessed 
15/11/02
Search for: from 20 [1 and 19] keep 3 
Citations: 1
Database: Medline <1989 to 1992> 
Search Strategy:
1 exp Critical Illness/ (339)
2 Internal Medicine/(1144)
3 exp diagnosis/ or exp critical care/ or exp 
intensive care/ or exp preoperative carel or exp 
subacute care/ (388503)
4 exp Heart Arrest/nu, di, pc, ep [Nursing, 
Diagnosis, Prevention & Control, Epidemiology] 
(389)
5. exp CAUSALITY/ (41825)
6 exp Cohort Studies/ (66022)
7 exp RISK/ (45320)
8 5 or 6 or 7 (104626)
9 1 and 8 (81)
10 limit 9 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (42)
11 2 and 8 (47)
12 3 and 8 (37711)
13 la n d  12 (45)
14 limit 13 to (human and english language and 
all adult <19 plus years>) (28)
15 [from 14 keep 7, 13-14, 49, 52, 65, 68... (0)
16 4 and 8 (141)
. 17 limit 16 to (human and english language and
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (70)
18 [from 17 keep 1, 28, 64, 75, 95,119... (0)
19 predictors.ab,tw,ti. (4066)
20 la n d  19 (3)
21 limit 20 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (2)
22 [from 21 keep 2, 5-6, 10, 12, 21, 30-31... (0)
23 3 and 19 (1733)
24 4 and 23 (7)
25 limit 24 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (5)
26 [from 25 keep 5, 12, 14] (0)
27 unexpected admission.ab,tw,ti. (0)
28 readmission to ICU.ab,tw,ti. (1)
29 [from 28 keep 1, 7, 9, 12-13] (0)
30 early warning score.ab,tw,ti. (0)
31 [from 30 keep 1] (0)
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32 early warning scores.ab,tw,ti. (0)
33 medical emergency team.ab,tw,ti. (0)
34 [from 33 keep 1-26] (0)
35 critical care outreach.ab,tw,ti. (0)
36 [from 35 keep 1-5] (0)
37 limit 9 to (human and english language and 
english and all adult <19 plus years>) (42)
38 from 10 keep 18, 42 (2)
39 limit 11 to (human and english language
and english and all adult <19 plus years>) (17)
40 from 39 keep 6 (1)
41 1 and 3 and 8 (45)
42 limit 41 to (human and english language
and english and all adult <19 plus years>) (28)
43 from 42 keep 11, 25 (2)
44 from 17 keep 20, 65 (2)
45 from 20 keep 3 (1)
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ I
Ovid Technologies, Inc. Email Service Accessed 
24/11/02
Search for: from 42 [limit 41 to (research and 
english and (adult <19 to 44 years> or middle 
age <45 to 64 years> or aged <65 to 79 
years> or "aged <80 and over>") and english)] 
keep 16,40,60,65,82-83 
Citations: 1-6
Database: Cl NAHL <1982 to 1997>
Search Strategy:
-------------1 exp Critical Illness/ (274)
2 exp Critical Care/ (1990)
3 exp Subacute Care/ (267)
4 exp Hospital Units/ (5718)
5 (cardiopulmonary arrest or cardiac 
arrest).mp. [mp=title, cinahl subject heading, 
abstract, instrumentation] (350)
6 exp Heart Arrest/ (740)
7 exp Prospective Studies/ (8040)
8 exp Relative Risk/ (372)
9 exp Risk Assessm ent/(870)
10 exp Risk Factors/ (9314)
11 (odds and ratio$).tw. (549) .
12 (relative and risk).tw. (524)
13 (case and control$).tw. (1101)
14 or/7-13 (17644)
15 1 and 14 (44)
16 limit 15 to (research and english and (adult
<19 to 44 years> or middle age <45 to 64 years>
or aged <65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and 
over>") and yr=1990 and english) (0)
17 limit 15 to (research and english and (adult 
<19 to 44 years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> 
or aged <65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and 
over>") and english) (24)
18 from 17 keep 20 (1)
19 2 and 14 (121)
20 limit 19 to (research and english and (adult 
<19 to 44 years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> 
or aged <65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and 
over>")) (36)
21 from 20 keep 18 (1)
22 3 and 14 (2)
23 from 22 keep 1-2 (2)
24 4 and 15 (13)
25 4 and 14 (388)
26 limit 25 to (research and english and (adult 
<19 to 44 years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> 
or aged <65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and 
over>") and english) (118)
27 from 26 keep 45, 69-70, 94 (4)
28 5 and 14 (58)
29 limit 28 to (research and english and (adult
<19 to 44 years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> 
or aged <65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and 
over>") and english) (29)
30 from 29 keep 23' (1)
31 6 and 14 (90)
32 limit 31 to (research and (adult <19 to 44 
years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> or aged 
<65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and over>") and 
english) (34)
33 from 32 keep 26 (1)
34 from 17 keep 1, 14, 16 (3)
35 from 20 keep 1, 7, 24 (3)
36 [from 22 keep 1-12] (0)
37 [from 26 keep 134, 152, 187] (0)
38 from 29 keep 21-22 (2)
39 from 32 keep 31 (1)
40 exp Critical Car el or intensive care.mp. 
(4167)
41 14 and 40 (405)
42 limit 41 to (research and english and (adult
<19 to 44 years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> 
or aged <65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and 
over>") and english) (132)
43 [from 42 keep 8, 49, 51, 59, 123, 173... (0)
44 from 42 keep 16, 40, 60, 65, 82-83 (6)
Ovid Technologies, Inc. Email Service Accessed 
24/11/02
Search for: from 42 [limit 41 to (research and 
english and (adult <19 to 44 years> or middle 
age <45 to 64 years> or aged <65 to 79 
years> or "aged <80 and over>") and english)] 
keep 8,49,51,59,123,173,177 
Citations: 1-7
Database: CINAHL <1998 to September 2002> 
Search Strategy:
1 exp Critical Illness/ (278)
2 exp Critical Care/ (1310)
3 exp Subacute Care/ (232)
4 exp Hospital Units/ (4536)
5 (cardiopulmonary arrest or cardiac arrest).mp. 
[mp=title, cinahl subject heading, abstract, 
instrumentation] (326)
6 exp Heart Arrest/(618)
7 exp Prospective Studies/ (13519)
8 exp Relative Risk/ (2014)
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9 exp Risk Assessment/ (1894)
10 exp Risk Factors/ (10812)
11 (odds and ratio$).tw. (1948)
12 (relative and risk).tw. (1423)
13 (case and control$).tw. (1918)
14 or/7-13 (26777)
15 1 and 14(54)
16 limit 15 to (research and english and (adult
<19 to 44 years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> 
or aged <65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and 
over>") and yr=1990 and english) (0)
17 limit 15 to (research and english and (adult 
<19 to 44 years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> 
or aged <65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and 
over>") and english) (18)
18 [from 17 keep 20] (0)
19 2 and 14(117)
20 limit 19 to (research and english and (adult 
<19 to 44 years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> 
or aged <65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and 
over>")) (33)
21 from 20 keep 18(1)
22 3 and 14 (12)
23 from 22 keep 1-2 (2)
24 4 and 15 (23)
25 4 and 14 (595)
26 limit 25 to (research and english and (adult 
<19 to 44 years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> 
or aged <65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and 
over>") and english) (197)
27 from 26 keep 45, 69-70, 94 (4)
28 5 and 14 (60)
29 limit 28 to (research and english and (adult 
<19 to 44 years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> 
or aged <65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and 
over>") and english) (26)
30 from 29 keep 23 (1)
31 6 and 14 (84)
32 limit 31 to (research and (adult <19 to 44
years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> or aged
<65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and over>") and 
english) (31)
33 from 32 keep 26 (1)
34 from 17 keep 1, 14,16 (3)
35 from 20 keep 1, 7 ,24  (3)
36 from 22 keep 1-12(12)
37 from 26 keep 134, 152, 187 (3)
38 from 29 keep 21-22 (2)
39 from 32 keep 31 (1)
40 exp Critical Care/ or intensive care.mp. 
(3100)
41 14 and 40 (541)
42 limit 41 to (research and english and (adult
<19 to 44 years> or middle age <45 to 64 years> 
or aged <65 to 79 years> or "aged <80 and 
over>") and english) (183)
43 from 42 keep 8, 49, 51, 59,123,173... (7)
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Appendix 3 
Quality assessment of all primary research and review papers
Author & Year # category Qualityrating Method
Andreasson A, Herlitz J, Bang A et al (1998) 1 core Reasonable Prospective study.
Auriant I, Vinatier I et al (1998) 2 background Reasonable Prospective study.
Bedell S E, Deitz D C, Leeman D, Delanco T L 
(1991) 3 core Reasonable
Prospective study and 
retrospective review.
Bedell SE, Delbanco T L et al (1983) 4 core Reasonable Prospective study.
Berger R, Kelley M (1994) 5 background Reasonable Prospective study.
Bloomfield Rubins H, Moskowitz MA (1987) 6 core Reasonable Prospective evaluation study.
Boyd 0(1999) 7 background r> , ,  (Systematic review and Reasonable r  , .jmeta-analysis.
Boyd 0 , Grounds M, Bennett E D (1993) 8 background Good (Randomised clinical trial.
Bristow P J, Hillman K M, Chey T, Daffum K et 
al (2000) 9 core Reasonable jprospective cohort study. ;
Buist M D, Jarmolowski E et al (1999) 10 core
jRetrospective survey of 
Reasonable (medical records (pilot 
jstudy).
Charlson M E, Sax F L,' Mackenzie C R, et al 
(1987) 11
removed 
from core­
duplicate 
sample
jProspective cohort study : 
Reasonable land retrospective review 
lof case notes.
Charlson M E, Hollenberg J P et al (2000) 12 core Reasonable (Prospective study.
Charlson M E, Sax F L, Mackenzie R et al 
(1986a) 13 background
„ , ,  Jprospective/Retrospective Reasonable IT , jstudy.
Charlson ME, Sax FL, MacKenzie R et al (1986b) 14
removed 
from core­
duplicate 
sample
(Prospective study and 
Reasonable retrospective review case j 
jnotes.
CioffiJ (2000a) 15 background t, ^Descriptive observational Reasonable IT j jstudy.
Cioffi J (2000b) 16 i core i-i (Qualitative, descriptive, Reasonable , , ’ , jexploratory study.
Crispin C, Daffum K (1998) 17 i core
„ , ,  JRetrospective review. Reasonable jT • , A Prescriptive study.
Daffum K, Lee A, Hillman K M et al (1994) 18 i background j t, , ,  (Survey- style research. Reasonable T • s ^Questionnaire).
Desbiens NA, Mueller-Rizner N et al (1999) 19 i exclude Good jprospective cohort study.
Deyo RA, Inui TS (1984) 20 i exclude Reasonable Jprospective study.
Escarce J J Kelley M A (1990) 21 background Good jprospective study.
Franklin C M , Rackow E C et al (1988) 22 j exclude Reasonable jProspective study.
Franklin C, Mathew J (1994) ! 23 ; core Reasonable (Prospective study.
Galanos A N, Pieper C F et al (1997) 24 core jProspective, multi-centre ; jstudy.
Gamil M, Fanning A (1991) 25 : core „ Jprospective cohort, Reasonable jdescnptive study.
George A L, Folk B P, Cercelius P L et al (1989) 26 core Reasonable (Prospective cohort study, j
Goldhill D R, Sumner A (1998) 27 i core
(Analysis of intensive care ' 
r  , (database - 24 ICUs in 
0 North Thames Region,
Goldhill D R, White S A, Sumner A (1999) 28 core Reasonable (Prospective study.
Goldhill D R, Worthington Let a l(1999) 29 ; core Reasonable (Prospective study.
Gonnella J S Hombrook M C et al (1984) 30 exclude Good (Retrospective analysis.
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Author & Year # category Qualityrating Method
Grossman S C Wheeler K (1997) 31 core Reasonable Qualitative study- Grounded Theory Method.
Hayes J A Black NA et al (2000) 32 exclude Good ' Systematic review.
Hillman K, Alexandrou E et al (2000) 33 ; background Reasonable
Review paper ( selective 
review of literature, 
appraisal of current 
practices).
Hourihan F, Bishop G, Hillman K M et al (1995) 34 core Reasonable Prospective study.
Inayet N, Amoateng-Adjepong Y et al (2000) 35 core Good Prospective cohort study.
Intensive Care Society Meeting Abstract Spring, 
Donaldson et al., (1997) 36 exclude
Insufficient 
information 
for quality 
rating.
Prospective study.
Intensive Care Society Meeting Abstract Spring, 
Morgan et al (1997) 3 7 : core
Incomplete 
information 
for quality 
rating
Retrospective and 
prospective analysis.
Kennedy R H, Al-Mufti RAM , Brewster S F 
(1994) 38 core Reasonable Prospective cohort study.
Knaus W A, Harrell F E, Lynn et al (1995) 39 core Good Prospective cohort study.
KollefM H, O’Brien J D et al (1997) 40 core Reasonable iProspective study.
Le Gall JR Lemeshow S Saulnier F (1993) 41 exclude Good
Development and 
validation of SAPS II 
Model.
Lee A, Bishop G, Hillman K M et al (1995) 42 core Reasonable Prospective study.
Lee A, Lum M E, O’Regan W J, Hillman K M 
(1998) 43 j core Reasonable
A “matched nested” case- 
control study.
Mackenzie C R, Charlson M E et al (1986) 44 exclude Reasonable Prospective cohort design.
McClish DK Russo A Franklin C et al (1985) 45 core Good Prospective study.
McGloin H, Adam S K, Singer M (1999) 46 core ; Reasonable Retrospective review (audit).
McQuillan P, Pilkington S,Allan A et al (1998) 47 i core Reasonable Prospective study (confidential inquiry).
Minick P (1995) 48 j core Reasonable
Qualitative study using 
hermeneutics, interpretive 
research method.
Pompei P, Charlson M E, Ales K et al (1991) 49
removed 
from core- ; 
duplicate 
sample
Reasonable Prospective cohort study.
Rich K (1999) 50 core Reasonable Retrospective, descriptive j study.
Roach MJ Connors AF et al (1998) 51 ! core Reasonable Prospective cohort study. !
Rodriquez RM, Wang NE Pearl RG (1997) 52 exclude Good Prospective observational survey.
Rogers J and Fuller H D (1994) 53 ; exclude Good Prospective study.
Ron A, Aronne LJ et al (1989) 54 core Reasonable
Prospective evaluation 
study.
Rosenberg-A L, Hofer T F et al (2001) 55 ■! core Good Secondary analysis of a prospective cohort study.
Rosenberg A L, Watts C (2000) 56 core Good Systematic review.
Sax F L and Charlson M E (1987a) 57 core Reasonable Prospective cohort study:
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Author & Year # category Qualityrating Method
Sax F L, Charlson M E (1987b) 58
removed 
from core­
duplicate 
sample
Reasonable Prospective study and retrospective review.
Schein R M H , Hazday N, Pena M et al (1990) 59 core Reasonable Retrospective review.
Schultz SC, Cullinane DC, Pasquale MD et al 
(1996) 60
exclude
(scope
beyond
review)
Reasonable Retrospective study.
: Shoemaker W C (1996a) 61 background Good Theoretical paper.
: Shoemaker W C, Wo C J, Demetriades D et al 
(1996b) 62 background Good Prospective study.
Smith A F, Wood J (1998) 63 core Reasonable Prospective study
Smith S K (1988) 64 core Reasonable Qualitative research study (In- depth interviews).
Trivedi M and Ridley S A (2001) 65 core Reasonable Prospective cohort study.
Tunstall- Pedoe H, Bailey L et al (1992) 66
exclude
(beyond
review
focus)
Reasonable Prospective multi-centre study.
Wagner D P, Knaus W A, Draper E A (1987) 67 core Reasonable Prospective cohort study.
Wallis C B, Davies H T 0 , Shearer A J (1997) 68 core Reasonable Retrospective study.
Hillman K M, Bishop G, Lee A et al 1996 69 core Reasonable Retrospective review
Fieselmann J F, Hendryx M S, Helms C M et al 
1993 70 core Good
Retrospective case-control 
study
Hillman K M, Bristow P J, Chey T et al 2001 71 core Reasonable Retrospective review
Buist M D, Moore G E, Bernard S A et al 2002 72 core Reasonable.
Non randomised 
population study with 
historical control.
Daly F F S, Sidney K L, Fatovich D M 1998 73 exclude Poor Descriptive prospective study.
Salamonson Y, Kariyawasam A, van Heere B et 
al 2001 74 ; core Reasonable Prospective study.
Subbe C P, Kruger M, Rutherford P and Gemmel 
L (2001) 75 j core Good Prospective cohort study ;
Bellomo R, Goldsmith D et al 2002 76 core Reasonable. ;Prospective observational j study.
Durbin CG,KopelRF 1993 77 : core Good Retrospective case-control chart review study.
Zimmerman J E, Wagner D P, Knaus W A et al 
1995 78 :background Good
Prospective inception 
cohort analysis.
Satlvedt I, Opdahl Mo E O, Fayers P et al 2002 79
exclude 
(outside 
scope of j 
review)
Reasonable Prospective randomised trial.
Smith L, Orts C M, O’Neill I et al 1999 so ; core Reasonable Prospective observational study ■
Bone R C, McElwee N E et al 1993 81 ; background; Reasonable Systematic review
Hillman K, Parr M, Flabouris A, et al 2001 82 core Reasonable Selective literature review, j
Coombs M, Dillon A 2002 83 ; exclude
Poor/ 
insufficient 
information on 
cues
Audit
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Author & Year # i category Qualityrating Method
Bion J F 2000 84 core Good Review/ theoretical paper
Stenhouse C, Coates S et al 2000 85 core Insufficientdetail Prospective study
Odell M, Forster A et al 2002 86 core Reasonable Prospective study
Sterling C, Barrera Groba C 2002 87 core Reasonable Audit- prospective study
Carberry M 2002 88 core Reasonable Prospective observational study
Robson W 2002 89 background Reasonable Review (not systematic).
Cutler L R 2002 90 core Reasonable Focussed ethnographic case study
Lawrence A, Havill J H 1999 91 background Reasonable Retrospective review.
Covinsky K E, Justice A C et al 1997 . : 92 core Reasonable Prospective cohort study
Dubois R W, Brook R H 1988 93 background Reasonable Retrospective study
Daly K, Beale R, Chang R W S 2001 94 : core Good
Prediction model and 
validation in separate data ■ 
set.
Parr M J A, Hadfield J H et al 2001 95 core Reasonable Retrospective review
McArthur-Rouse F 2001 96 j core
Reasonable 
but not cues in 
depth
Literature review.
Note: Five core papers were based on the same sample and so four of these were removed prior to 
statistical analysis.
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Appendix 4. 
Levels of Evidence, the Oxford Centre for Evidence-based Medicine
  (after Phillips, Ball & Sackett et al, 1998, pp. 1-2)._________
Level Therapy/ Prevention/ 
Aetiology/ Harm
Prognosis Differential 
diagnosis/ symptom 
prevalence
la Systematic review (SR) (H)of 
RCTs
SR (H) of inception cohort 
studies validated in different 
pops
SR (H) of 
prospective cohort 
studies
lb Individual RCT (and narrow 
confidence interval)
Individual inception cohort 
study with> 80% follow-up; 
CDR validated in 1 population
Prospective cohort 
study with good 
follow-up ***
2a SR (H) of cohort studies SR (H) o f retrospective cohort 
studies or untreated control 
groups in RCTs
SR (H) of 2b and 
better studies
2b Individual cohort study (and 
low quality RCT).
Retrospective cohort study or 
follow-up of untreated control 
patients in an RCT; CDR based 
on split-sample validation^
Retrospective 
cohort study, or 
poor follow-up
2c Outcomes research; Ecological 
studies
Outcomes research Ecological studies
3a SR (H) of case-control studies SR (H) of 3b and 
better studies
3b Individual case-control study Non-consecutive 
cohort study, or 
limited population
4 Case-series ( and poor quality 
cohort and case-control 
studies^)
Case series and poor quality 
prognostic cohort studies***)
Case-series
5 Expert opinion without formal 
critical appraisal, reports of 
expert committees and 
descriptive studies.
Expert opinion without formal 
critical appraisal, reports of 
expert committees and 
descriptive studies.
Expert opinion 
without formal 
critical appraisal, 
reports o f expert 
committees and 
descriptive studies.
Key
H- with homogeneity or free o f significant variations
CDR- Clinical Decision Rule (scoring systems estimating prognosis or diagnostic category).
**- good reference standards are separate from the test and applied blindly or objectively.
***- good follow-up is > 80% giving enough time for other diagnoses to be revealed (e.g. 1-6 months 
acute, 1-5 years chronic).
§- studies where all patients died before the treatment became possible, but some now survive, or when 
some used to die before the treatment became possible, but none die on it now.
§§ -Split sample validation where information is collected in one go and then artificially divided into 
derivation and validation samples.
±  -Poor quality cohort refers to where comparison groups not clearly defined, exposure and outcomes 
not measured objectively in exposed/ non- exposed subjects, “failed to identify or control for 
confounders, or insufficient follow-up of patients”. Poor quality case-control refers to studies that did 
not clearly define comparison groups and/or did not measure exposures and outcomes rigorously in 
cases and controls, and/or “failed to identify or control for confounders”.
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Data extraction summary sheets
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Appendix 6 
Inter-rater reliability coding checks
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Appendix 7.
Definition of fields used in the content analysis of cues
for predictors of cardiopulmonary arrest, critical illness, post-operative 
complications, readmission to ICU and mortality/ outcome
Field name Definition
Age All references to age
Demographic All references to gender
Admission disease process All references to admission disease, illnesses, reasons 
for admission
Type of admission All references to planned, unplanned, medical, 
surgical admission
Medical history All references to medical history and chronic 
conditions
Haematology All references to haematological values
Respiratory All references to respiratory conditions
Cancer All references to cancer
Neurological All references to neurological conditions
Cardiac All references to cardiac conditions
Haemorrhage All references to haemorrhage
Renal All references to renal conditions
Medication All references to medications, drugs
Intuition All references to the terms intuition or intuitive 
judgements
Clinical state Study focus as cardiopulmonary arrest, critical 
illness, early post operative complications, ICU 
readmission, mortality/ outcome
Predictors of 
cardiopulmonary arrest/ 
critical illness/ early post 
operative complications/ 
ICU readmission/ 
mortality/ outcome
Cues according to study focus
Scores • All references to scores* Apache II, Apache III, APS, 
EWS, PAR, MET, SAS, ASA, TISS, SAPS II, PAM
Physiological cues All references to pulse, blood pressure (BP), 
respiratory rate, temperature, urine output, 
electrocardiograph (ECG), chest x-ray (CXR), Body 
mass index (BMI), arterial blood gases (ABGs), 
oxygen (O2) treatment, biochemical indicators, blood 
sugar, peripheral oxygen saturation or arterial blood 
(SPO2), fluid balance
434
Field name Definition
Behavioural cues All references to colour, level of consciousness, 
muscle tone, dyspnoea, chest pain, nausea/ vomiting, 
patient distress, restlessness, patient position, 
rambling, thirst, clammy, fits, cold, airway 
obstruction, lethargy.
Judgement All references to clinicians’ estimation of severity of 
illness, functional status, seriously worried (about a 
patient), stability.
Functional status All references to patients’ functional status and 
includes ability to perform activities of living such 
mobilising, personal hygiene care and eating and 
drinking.
Patient self- report All references to patients’ reports of symptoms.
Psychological All references to psychological state such as anxiety, 
mood, and fear.
Temporal All references to clinical course over time and change 
in condition within a specified time. Also change in 
practice e.g. comparison pre and post introduction of 
medical emergency team (MET.)
New complications All references to new diseases, illnesses, conditions 
(including consequences of procedures).
Original condition worse All references to deterioration in original condition.
Administrative All references to patients’ location (ward), length of 
stay (in ward, ICU, or hospital).
Delayed response All references to delays in response, delays in 
treatment, inadequate response, organisational 
failures.
Strength of evidence for 
cues as predictors- strong, 
moderate, weak, other 
(including background 
paper, exclude paper, 
qualitative paper).
Judgement of strength of evidence for predictors 
based on level of study in hierarchy of evidence by 
study type, quality appraisal of study, method of 
statistical analysis used. Minimal criteria used for 
each category:-
Strong- Study quality good, sample size good, 
inferential statistics.
Moderate- Study quality reasonable, sample size 
reasonable, inferential or good descriptive statistical 
analysis.
Weak- Study quality reasonable, sample size limited. 
Other- Background paper, exclude paper, qualitative 
paper (for qualitative studies the alternative quality 
criteria for qualitative studies were applied -  see 
Appendix 1).
Key
* see Appendix 12 for 
scores
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Appendix 8 
Data entry sheet for predictor cues
Three completed example sheets are shown.
) Author Year] . GqldhiM D_ R, JW hjte § A . Su_mner A_ _(1999  ^ [number) 28________ | category core
□  age □  demographic
□  physiological reserve
□  Adm disease process
□  Medical history
□  type of admission
r  [ Clinical state) Physiological derrangement indicating □  clinical state V 
El predict cardio arrest
El predict critical illness
□  predict post op comp
□  predict ICU readmit
□  predict mortality/outcome  j
f Predictors of cardiopulmonary arres1|
I Predictors of critical illness) Respiratory rate changes in 24 hours < 
I Predictors of early post op comps)
| Predictors of ICU readm|
I Predictors of mortality \  outcome)
(Scores)
H APACHE II score
□  APACHE III score
□  APS score
□  EWS score
□  PAR score
□  MET score
□  SAS score
□  ASA score
□  TISS
□  SAPS II score 
^ □  PAM index
. 1 Physiol. Cues 1
El pulse
□  BP
El Resp.Rate
□  temperature
□  urine output
□  ECG
□  CXR
□  BMI El ABG 
El 02  Rx
□  biochem
□  blood sugar
□  Gl bleeding
□  SP02
v_______________  - J
I Behaviour!
□  colour El LOC
□  muscle tone
□  dyspnoea
□  chest pain
□  nausea vomiting
□  pt distress
□  restlessness
□  pt position
□  rambling
□  thirst □  clammy
□  fits □  cold
□  airway obstruct
□  lethargy 
______________________ J
I Judgement!
□  severity of illness
□  functional st
□  seriously worried
^ □  stability________ ^
□  pt self report
□  psychological 
El temporal
□  new complications 
El admin
□  original condition worse
□  delayed response
□  respiratory □  cancer
□  haematology □  neurological
□  sepsis □  haemorrhage
I Medication"! ___________   □  medication
El renal □  intuition
I strength of evidence} o  strong O moderate © weak O Other..
| Author YearJ Smith A F, Wood J (1998) I number] 63 | category core
□  age □  demographic
□  physiological reserve
□  Adm disease process
□  Medical history
□  respiratory 
IS haematology 
□  sepsis 
| Medication |
□  cancer
El neurological
□  haemorrhage
□  medication
□  type of admission El renal □  intuition
r | Clinical state| Antecedents to in-hospital □  clinical state
I Predictors of cardiopulmonary arres^ Most frequent signs: Tachypnoea (RR 25 Bl predict cardio arrest
I Predictors of critical illnessj 
I Predictors of early post op comps] 
I Predictors of ICU readml 
I Predictors of mortality \outcome|
□  predict critical illness
□  predict post op comp 
- □  predict ICU readmit
□  predict mortality/outcome
fScoresl
□  APACHE II score
□  APACHE III score
□  APS score
□  EWS score
□  PAR score
□  MET score
□  SAS score
□  ASA score
□  TISS
□  SAPS II score 
^ □  PAM index
I strength of evidence} o  strong O moderate © weak O Other..
[Physiol. C u e s !
Bl pulse 
El BP
El Resp.Rate
□  temperature 
El urine output
□  ECG
□  CXR
□  BMI □  ABG
□  02  Rx 
Bl biochem
□  blood sugar
□  Gl bleeding
□  SP02
v__________________x
I Behaviouij
□  colour Bl LOC
□  muscle tone
□  dyspnoea
□  chest pain
□  nausea vomiting
□  pt distress
□  restlessness
□  pt position
□  rambling
□  thirst □  clammy
□  fits □  cold
□  airway obstruct
□  lethargy
I Judgement |
□  severity of illness
□  functional st
□  seriously worried
^ □  stability_________ ^
□  pt self report
□  psychological 
El temporal
□  new complications
□  admin *
□  original condition worse 
Bl delayed response
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I Author Yeail .Fjesel man n_J F,_Hendryx M_SHelm_s_C__ | number! 70_____  | category! .core
D a 9e □  demographic D respiratory □  cancer
□  physiological reserve d  haematology □  neurological
□  Adm disease process E  sepsis □  haemorrhage
□  Medical history | Medication!    □  medication
□  type of admission □  renal □  intuition
| Clinical statej cardiac arrest in medical patients □  clinical state  ^
Bl predict cardio arrest
□  predict critical illness
□  predict post op comp
□  predict ICU readmit
□  predict mortality/outcome----- :---------------------------------- J /
I Predictors of cardiopulmonary arrest Raised respiratory rates <72 hours
I Predictors of critical illness] 
I Predictors of early post op comps] 
I Predictors of ICU readm! 
I Predictors of mortality \  outcome]
r IScoresj
□  APACHE II score
□  APACHE III score
□  APS score
□  EWS score
□  PAR score
□  MET score
□  SAS score
□  ASA score
□  TISS
□  SAPS II score
□  PAM index
I Physiol. Cues I
□  pulse
□  BP
Bl Resp.Rate
□  temperature
□  urine output
□  ECG
□  CXR
□  BMI □  ABG
□  0 2  Rx
□  biochem
□  blood sugar
□  Gl bleeding
□  SP 02
r I Behaviour!
□  colour □  LOC
□  muscle tone
□  dyspnoea
□  chest pain
□  nausea vomiting
□  pt distress
□  restlessness
□  pt position
□  rambling
□  thirst □  clammy
□  fits □  cold
□  airway obstruct
□  lethargy
I Judgement]
□  severity of illness
□  functional st .
□  seriously worried
□  stabilityV _________ /
□  pt self report
□  psychological
□  temporal
□  new complications
□  admin
□  original condition worse
□  delayed response
1 strength of evidence] O strong © moderate O weak O Other..
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Appendix 9.
Sample size summaiy core quantitative papers by clinical states.
# of papers
Sample Size
Average std deviation minimum maximum
By Outcome Category
Cardiopulmonary arrest 14 263 271 47 1027
Critical illness 23 675 1270 63 5790
Post-op complications 6 804 739 160 2153
ICU readmission 4 4938 6390 295 14344
Mortality/ outcome 29 2037 3589 63 13924
By Strength of 
Evidence
strong evidence 4 9829 4404 4301 13924
moderate evidence 23 1686 3103 63 14344
weak evidence 29 484 521 47 1905
Overall
all papers 56 1711 3338 47 14344
Table A9-i Sample size for core quantitative papers by clinical states and strength 
of evidence.
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Appendix 10.
Sample size summary core quantitative papers by strength of evidence.
# of papers
Sample Size
Average std deviation minimum maximum
Strong evidence
disease process 4 9829 4404 4301 13924
medical history 4 9829 4404 4301 13924
type of admission 3 11672 2953 8329 13924
age demographic 3 11672 2953 8329 13924
admin 2 13343 822 12762 13924
Moderate evidence
type of admission 10 1403 1868 63 5790
admin 10 1249 1897 63 5790
temporal 9 475 662 63 2153
new complicatons 8 821 758 186 2153
BP 8 601 674 112 2153
Weak evidence
BP 17 349 250 47 1027
RR 15 321 267 47 1027
temporal 13 200 171 47 619
pulse 13 322 270 47 1027
LOC 13 259 202 47 619
Table AlO-i Statistics for core quantitative papers. Sample size for the five most 
frequently reported cues in papers categorised as; strong, moderate, or weak.
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Appendix 11.
, Figures for calculation of applicability of Central Limit Theorem
To check that central limit theorem was applicable the boundary of Altman 
(1991) was used, where“p and 1 -p are both greater than 51 n where p  is the 
proportion and n is the sample size” (cited in Jordan et al.,1998, p.l 12).
The boundary on p  is given in Table A 11.1 for each set and for over all the 
papers. For three sets, “post op comp”, “ICU readmit” and “strong” the sample 
size is too small and the boundary is greater than 50%.
Table A 11.1 The portion boundary, 5 / n, for which central limit 
theorem is applicable for each set (from Altman, 1991). Sets were 
the theorem can never be applicable are marked in italic.
overall cardio critical post op comp
ICU
readmit
mortality
outcome strong moderate weak
Sample 
size, n 56 14 23 6 4 29 4 23 29
5 In  
(%) 8.9 35.7 21.7 83.3
125 17.2 125 21.7 17.2
The p  values for each cue are tabulated for each set with boundary less than 50% 
in Table A11.2. When p  and p -  1 are within the boundary for that set the value is 
highlighted in bold text and underlined.
Table A 11.2 Portion, p  (%), per cue for each set. Where central limit 
theorem is applicable the table entry is underlined in bold.
c u e s o v e r a l l c a r d io c r i t i c a l m o r t a l i t y
o u tc o m e
m o d e r a t e w e a k
BP 46 57 57 45 35 59
RR 43 86 57 34 35 52
temporal 39 57 48 34 39 45
admin. 39 43 52 41 43 34
disease process 38 29 30 38 35 31
type of adm. 38 29 48 45 43 28
LOC 34 64 48 21 '2 2 45
pulse 34 64 52 31 22 45
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c u e s o v e r a l l c a r d io c r i t i c a l m o r t a l i t y
o u tc o m e
m o d e r a t e w e a k
medi. history 29 21 22 31 26 21
new comp. 25 36 26 21 35 21
age demographic 21 7 9 38 35 3
neuro. 20 36 13 10 17 21
MET score 18 21 17 17 4 31
respiratory cond. 18 21 22 17 13 24
delayed response 16 43 26 10 13 21
urine output 16 14 26 14 13 21
haematology 16 21 13 10 30 3
intuition 16 21 17 17 9 21
APS score 14 0 9 17 26 3
haemorrhage 14 21 22 10 17 14
GI bleeding 13 21 17 7 13 14
temp 13 7 26 14 4 17
renal 13 14 9 14 13 10
dyspnoea 11 43 9 3 9 14
biochem 11 21 9 14 13 7
sepsis 11 14 13 10 17 7
chest pain 9 21 13 7 4 14
ABGs 9 21 13 10 4 10
EWS score 9 0 22 7 4 14
cardiac 9 14 4 7 9 7
functional st. 7 0 0 14 9 7
severity of ilness 7 0 9 7 0 10
airawy obstruct 7 21 17 10 4 10
ECGs 7 21 0 3 4 10
APACHE II 7 14 13 7 13 3
cancer 7 7 4 10 9 3
seriously worried 5 7 4 7 4 7
fits 5 21 9 3 4 7
pt distress 5 21 4 3 0 10
TISS 5 0 9 3 13 0
physio reserve 5 0 . 4 7 4 7
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Appendix 13.
Draft Preliminary Coding Framework for data analysis in study 2.
Field name Definition
Biological Severity [Severity o f 
illness dimension]
Age
All references to age
Gender All references to gender
Physiological reserve All references to physiological reserve
Demographic All references to gender
Physiological Severity [Severity o f  
illness dimension]
Admission disease process
All references to admission disease, 
illnesses, reasons for admission
Type of admission All references to planned, unplanned, 
medical, surgical admission
Medical history All references to medical history and 
chronic conditions
Haematology All references to haematological values
Respiratory All references to respiratory conditions
Cancer All references to cancer
Neurological All references to neurological conditions
Cardiac All references to cardiac conditions
Haemorrhage All references to haemorrhage (including 
GI haemorrhage)
Renal All references to renal conditions
Medication All references to medications, drugs
Intuition All references to intuition, intuitive 
judgements
Clinical state All references to clinical state being 
diagnosed- potential clinical state.
Scores All references to scores* Apache II, 
Apache III, APS, EWS, PAR, MET, SAS, 
ASA, TISS, SAPS II PAM
Physiological cues All references to pulse, BP, respiratory 
rate, temperature, urine output, ECG,
CXR, BMI, ABGs, O2 treatment, 
biochemical indicators, blood sugar, SPO2 , 
fluid balance
Behavioural cues All references to colour, level of 
consciousness, muscle tone, dyspnoea, 
chest pain, nausea/ vomiting, patient 
distress, restlessness, patient position, 
rambling, thirst, clammy, fits, cold, airway 
obstruction, lethargy.
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Field name Definition
Clinician’s j udgement of patient’s 
severity of illness, concern for 
patient’s condition, stability of 
patient’s condition
All references to clinicians’ estimation of 
severity of illness, seriously worried (about 
a patient), stability.
Patient self-report All references to patients’ reports of 
symptoms.
Functional Severity [Severity o f 
illness dimension]
Functional status
All references to the patient’s functional 
status, before or during current 
hospitalisation. Includes capacity to 
perform activities of living such as 
mobilising, personal hygiene, eating and 
drinking
Psychological Factors [Severity o f 
illness factors]
Psychological
All references to psychological state/ 
patient distress. Includes references to 
anxiety, mood, and fear.
Temporal Factors [Severity o f illness 
factors]
Temporal
All references to clinical course over time 
and change in condition within a specified 
time. Also change in practice e.g. 
comparison pre and post introduction of 
MET.
New complications All references to new diseases, illnesses, 
conditions (including consequences of 
procedures). -
Original condition worse All references to deterioration in original 
condition.
Administrative/ organisational 
factors [Severity o f illness factors] 
Administrative
All references to patients’ location (ward), 
length of stay (in ward, ICU, or hospital).
Delayed response All references to delays in response, delays 
in treatment, inadequate response, 
organisational failures.
Types of judgements- categories All references to medical diagnosis, 
diagnosis of the current state of the patient, 
problem identification, change in state, 
prognostic judgement, causal judgement, 
judgement re- timing of interventions/ 
agenda judgements as defined in section 
3.3.2, pp. 54-56.
Interventions All references to interventions
Outcome All references to patient outcomes
Key
* see Appendix 12- scores
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Appendix 14 
Letters of support for the study from 
the Director of Nursing & a Medical Consultant
UniS
University 
of Surrey
Guildford
Surrey GU2 5XH, UK 
Telephone
+44(0)1483 300800 
Facsimile
+44 (0)1483 300803
European 
Institu te of 
Health & 
Medical 
Sciences
University Campus
Duke of Kent Building 
Stag Hill 
Guildford 
Surrey GU2 5TE
Telephone
+44 (0)1483 876700 
Facsimile
+44 (0)1483 876701
W ritten Nurse M anager Consent To Invite Nurses To Participate In A  Research Study
Title o f  the project: Nurses’ Early Recognition o f  Transition from Acute to Critical 
Illness in Hospitalised Adult Patients -  A Clinical Judgement Analysis
Name o f  Investigator: Margaret A. Coulter
To be signed by the Nurse Manager
I  . jS b t    declare that the purpose and nature o f  the above
resear§ji study has been explained to me in writing. This explanation included a description o f  
the procedures involved, possible benefits to patients, how ethical issues would be addressed, 
and the anticipated duration o f  the study. I give my consent for the above investigator to 
invite nursing staff to participate in the above study.
Signature o f  Nurse Manager. .......
UaK I S ,  /c,:;ccu ]   ^
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LieutenantCoionei T J  Hodgetts OStJ
FRCP FFAEM FRGS DipIM.C RCSEd DipMedEd RAMC 
Professor of Emergency Medicine and Trauma.
See Distribution Our Ref: SAA&E/Coulter
Date: iU Oct 00
ETHICS COMMITTEE SUBMISSION
Reference:
A. MA Coulter, Nurses' early recognition of transition from acute to critical illness in 
hospitalised adult patients - a  clinical judgement analysis
1. Reference A is a  research proposal submission to NW Surrey Research Ethics 
Committee {NWSREC) for. Oct 00.
3. The 1-year retrospective audit: of in-hospital cardiac arrests at where resuscitation 
was attempted has identified ah avoidable/potentially avoidable a r r e s ^ r a  of 61%. This is a 
reflection of a national and an international problem. Reference A seeks to. determine a clinimetric. 
scpre that will support clinical decisions for early intervention to  prevent in-hdspitai cardiac arrest.
4. . This office fully supports the research application, and will provide practical support for
the undertaking of the study.
T J  HODGETTS
Professor/Emergency Medicine and Trauma 
Distribution:
External:
Action:
Mrs MA Coulter, Lecturer Nursing Studies, EIHMS
2. Reference AJs_sornpiimentary to theIn-hospital Cardiac Arrest Prevention Project 
currently running approved by NWSREC.id 
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Appendix 15 
Ethics Approval Letters
NORTH WEST SURREY LOCAL RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE
Margaret Coulter
Lecturer - Nursing Studies
European Institute o f  Health & Medical Sciences
University o f Surrey
Duke of Kent Building
Stag Hill
GUILDFORD GU2 5TE
Dear Margaret
PRO/109/00 -  (Please use this reference in all correspondence)
Nurses’ early recognition of transition from acute to critical illness in hospitalised adult 
patients- a clinical judgement analysis
Thank you for submitting the above protocol, which was formally reviewed by the ethics 
committee on the l sl December 2000. I am pleased to confirm that the committee have 
granted your study and application full ethical approval.
For your information, the following documentation was reviewed:
•  Written Nurse Manager Consent
•  Proposal (October 2000)
•  Hospital Medical Consultant Consent for Access to Patients’ Medical and Nursing Notes
•  Consent Form to Participate in a Research Study (October 2000)
•  Consent Form for the Use o f Interview Data following Interview (October 2000)
•  CV for Margaret Coulter
Please notify the committee in advance o f any significant proposed deviation from the 
original protocol. Would you also report any unusual or unexpected results, which raise 
questions about the safety o f the research once the study is under way. The committee would 
be interested in the final results o f your study and wish you every success in carrying it out.
Yours sincerely
The Ridgewood Centre
Old Bisley Road
Frimley
Camberley
Surrey
GU165QE
Direct Line: 01276 605325 
Fax: 01276 605496 
DX: 118800 Frimley 2
Chairperson: Mr David Harrison 
Administrator.'Ms Sarah-Jane Richards 
E-Mail: sjrich.wsha&fsmail.net
Date: 6th December 2000
<Hamsoi
[RMAN
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12 February 2001
Ms Margaret A Coulter
Lecturer Nursing Studies
European Institute o f  Health & Medical Sciences
University o f Surrey . (  *5 'I
University 
of Surrey
Guildford
Surrey GU2 7XH. UK 
Telephone
+44 (0)1483 3008C0 
Facsimile
+44(0)1483 873811
Registry
Dear Ms Coulter
Nurses’ early recognition of transition from ncute to critical illness in hospitalised 
adult patients -  A clinical judgement analysis 
ACE/2001/07/ETHMS1 -  FAST TRACK
I am writing to inform you that the Advisory Committee on Ethics has considered the 
above protocol under its ‘Fast Track’ procedure, and has approved it on the understanding 
that the Ethics Guidelines are observed and the following condition is met:-
• That private addresses and telephone numbers will not be used for communication with 
the volunteers.
This letter o f  approval relates only to the study specified in your research protocol • 
(ACE/2001/07/EIHMS) - Fast Track. The Committee should be notified o f any changes 
to the proposal, any adverse reactions and if the study is terminated earlier than expected 
(with reasons). I enclose a copy o f the Ethics Guidelines for your information.
I should be grateful if you would confirm in writing your acceptance o f the condition 
above, enclosing copies o f relevant documentation.
Date o f approval by the Advisory Committee on Ethics: 12 February 2001
Date o f expiry o f the Advisory Committee on Ethics approval: 11 February 2006
Please inform me when the research has been completed.
Yours sincerely
Catherine Ashbee (Mrs) v ,
Secretary, University Advisory Committee on Ethics
cc: Professor L J King, Chairman, ACE
Professor R A Crow, Principal Investigator, EIHMS 
Dr M C Murphy, Principal Investigator, EIHMS
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Appendix 16
Researcher’s letter of introduction to potential participants
Registered Nurses (General)
Hospital Name 
Hospital Address
Ext. Number 2964 
E-mail: m.coulter@surrey.ac.uk
April 2001
Invitation to Participate in a Research Study
Dear Registered Nurse
Project Title: Nurses’ Early Recognition of Transition from Acute to Critical 
Illness in Hospitalised Adult Patients- A Clinical Judgement Analysis
I wish to invite you to participate in the above study. I am a registered general nurse, 
and this study should provide valuable insights into nurses’ expertise in the early 
recognition of patients with seriously deteriorating conditions who are at high risk of 
critical illness and cardiac arrest. Information gained in this study may help less 
experienced staff in the early recognition of such patients and enable prompt referral 
for emergency medical intervention.
The study uses in-depth interviews to investigate the signs and symptoms important 
in the prediction of developing critical illness and cardiac arrest. I wish to invite 
nurses with 3 years experience, or more, in their clinical speciality to participate. 
Within the interviews I would be asking nurses to recall cases of patients whose 
condition deteriorated seriously, and I would use these examples to help to identify 
the signs and symptoms which experienced nurses recognise as significant predictors 
of developing critical illness. To maintain confidentiality and anonymity of patients, 
personal identification would not be requested and would not be recorded by the 
investigator. Nurse confidentiality and anonymity would be maintained by using
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codes rather than personal identification.
The interview would not exceed one hour, and the time and venue would be arranged 
according to your availability and to avoid disruption to clinical care. I would involve 
both your clinical manager and yourself in the joint negotiation of the most 
convenient time and place for the interview.
Prior to data collection your informed consent to participate would be requested, and 
I would guarantee your confidentiality and anonymity by using codes to protect 
identities. You would be free to withdraw from the study at any stage without being 
asked to give a reason. I would like to use a tape-recorder to assist with data 
collection, and would ask for your informed consent for this. During the study, 
information collected shall be coded and stored in a locked cupboard, and at the end 
of the study this will be destroyed by the investigator.
The study and the procedures involved were approved by the North West Surrey 
Local Research Ethics Committee in December 2000. If you would like further 
information about the study and are interested in participating I would be very 
pleased to hear from you. I enclose a reply slip for you to complete and place in an 
envelope which I would then hope to collect from a large brown envelope marked 
Nursing Study Replies for Margaret Coulter placed in your ward office. My contact 
details can also be found at the top of this letter (my telephone extension is 
connected to the voicemail system - if I am unavailable you could leave your contact 
details and I would be very happy to return your call).
Thank you for your time and interest in reading this letter of introduction.
Yours sincerely
Margaret A. Coulter.
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Letter of consent for participants
Written Nurse Consent To Participate In A Research Study
Title of the project: Nurses’ Early Recognition of Transition from Acute to 
Critical Illness in Hospitalised Adult Patients - A Clinical Judgement 
Analysis
Name of Investigator: Margaret A. Coulter 
SECTION 1 - To be signed by the nurse
I ................................................................ consent to take part in the above study.
The purpose and nature of the procedures have been explained to me by
I have been given time to decide on my participation in the study and I understand 
that my participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that I may withdraw 
from it at any time without giving reason and without jeopardy to my future career. 
If I have any further questions regarding this study I should contact
Signature of Nurse..................................
Date.......................... ........
SECTION 2 - To be signed by the Investigator
I  .................................................declare that the purpose and nature of the
above research study has been explained to the above person in writing and verbally.
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This explanation included a description of the procedures involved, possible benefits, 
and assurances of confidentiality and anonymity.
Signature of Investigator...............................
Date...............................
SECTION 3- To be signed by the Witness
I................................................................  declare that in my opinion the nurse has
understood the purpose and nature of the above study. He/She was given the 
opportunity to ask relevant questions and his/her consent was freely given.
Signature of Witness....................................... ................
Date.................................................. .
Written Nurse Consent For The Use Of Interview Data Following Interview
Title of the project: Nurses’ Early Recognition of Transition from Acute to 
Critical Illness in Hospitalised Adult Patients - A Clinical Judgement 
Analysis
Name of Investigator: Margaret A. Coulter 
SECTION 1 - To be signed by the nurse
I   ....      consent to the use of information obtained
in interview for the above study.
Signature of Nurse..  .................
Date......................... .
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SECTION 2 - To be signed by the Investigator
I ...........................  .......declare that the information obtained during
interview shall be used for the purposes of the above investigation only. Individual 
participants will not be identifiable to others in any report arising from this study. 
No records bearing individual participants’ names will be given to anyone else.
Signature of Investigator...................... ........
Date................................
Reply Slip for Margaret A Coulter Re: Research Project.
Project Title: Nurses’ Early Recognition of Transition from Acute to Critical Illness 
in Hospitalised Adult Patients- A Clinical Judgement Analysis
Please reply by ticking the relevant box below:
□ I would like to know more about the above study and may be interested in taking 
part.
My contact details are:
Name ................................................................ .........................................
Contact number/ location .............. ........................................... ............
□ I do not wish to participate in the above study.
Thank you for taking the time to complete and return this form.
MA.Coulter April 2001
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Appendix 17 
MET calling criteria
front face of chart, observations
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Appendix 18 
Inter-rater reliability checks on interview data
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Appendix 19: Interview guide 
(After pilot study with three clinicians)
(Semi-structured/ lightly structured depth interviews)
The Purpose of the Study
1.To identify the cues experienced nurses consider important in the prediction of critical 
illness and cardiac arrest in adult patients in general wards in hospital.
2. Using a conceptual framework based on the severity of illness concept and the clinical 
states of critical illness and cardiac arrest, what can an analysis of nurses clinical 
judgements in acute through to critical illness and cardiac arrest show?
Central Research Questions
1. What cues do clinicians consider important in judgements of patient condition in 
critical illness and cardiac arrest?
• What are the sources of cues considered important in judgements of patient 
condition?
• Which cues do clinicians consider to be important in the prediction of critical illness 
and cardiac arrest?
2. What is the time sequence in which cues are considered important in judgements of 
patient condition and prediction of critical illness or cardiac arrest?
• 2a.Do clinicians consider any cues to be early predictors of critical illness or cardiac 
arrest?
• 2b. Which cues are considered to be late predictors of critical illness or cardiac 
arrest?
3. How accurate were the clinicians’ reports of their predictions compared to their 
reports of patient outcomes?
4. What cues do clinicians consider important in judgements of patient condition in 
acutely ill patients, and patients who are acutely ill and vulnerable to physiological 
instability and deterioration to critical illness or cardiac arrest?
Definitions
Early cues in this study are defined as cues that are available to the clinician in the time 
period leading up to making a referral to medical staff, specialist nurses, and/or nurse 
intervention.
Late cues in this study are defined as cues considered important that are available after 
the initial referral to medical staff, specialist nurses and/or nurse intervention.
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Research Question 1: What cues do nurses consider important in judgements of 
patient condition and prediction of critical illness or cardiac arrest in general ward 
patients?
I am interested in situations where patients’ conditions change from being acutely ill to 
being at either high risk of critical illness or cardiac arrest, or actual critical illness or 
cardiac arrest.
1. Can you recall two or three examples of patients with conditions that changed from 
acute illness to being at either high risk of critical illness or cardiac arrest, or actual 
critical illness or cardiac arrest?
2. Taking the first example, can you summarize the main details relating to the patient’s 
personal, medical and nursing history, including the reasons for admission to hospital?
3. Could you describe the details of the patient’s medical and nursing care during this 
admission to hospital?
4. At what stage did you think that the patient’s condition was becoming more serious? 
Why did you think that the patient’s condition was becoming more serious?
5. What did you think the patient’s future'condition would be?[If not already stated by 
informant]
6. Can you recall any notable features relating to this patient’s condition in the days and 
hours leading up to when you judged his/ her condition was becoming more serious?
7. Which features did you consider to be the most important as you judged that the 
patient’s condition was becoming more serious?
Research Question 2: What is the time sequence in which cues are considered 
important in judgements of patient condition and prediction of critical illness or 
cardiac arrest?
9. In what order did you notice these features?
9a. What was/ were the initial feature(s) that you considered important in the judgement 
of the patient’s condition? [If not stated explicitly in answer to question 9]
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Research Question 3: How accurate were the clinicians’ reports of their predictions 
compared to their reports of patient outcome conditions?
10. What happened in this patient’s situation? [Should get patient outcome here, ask if 
this not given].
10a How did the patient’s actual outcome compare with your earlier estimation of the 
patient’s future condition? [If not explicitly stated earlier]
Repeat above for other examples participant may wish to discuss.
Research Question 4: What cues do nurses consider important in judgements of 
patient condition in acutely ill patients, and patients who are acutely ill and 
vulnerable to physiological instability and deterioration?
11. Would you be able to recall examples of patients with acute illness who did not 
develop critical illness or cardiac arrest?
12. Taking the first case could you summarize the main details relating to his/her 
personal, medical and nursing history, including the reasons for admission to hospital?
13. Can you describe the details of the patient’s medical and nursing care during this 
admission to hospital?
14. Can you describe the factors you considered important when judging his/her clinical 
condition and clinical progress?
15. In what ways did this patient differ from the patients whose condition deteriorated to 
critical illness or cardiac arrest?
Repeat questions 11-15 for patients who are acutely ill and vulnerable to physiological 
instability and deterioration [If not already included in the above acute illness cases].
Additional topics to explore if they come up in informants responses:
Change in condition over time- trajectory of patient’s deterioration in condition 
(increasing in severity), or improvement in condition
Interventions- purposes, nature of interventions, and any comments on quality of 
interventions.
Factors that assist or interfere with accuracy in making judgements of patients’ current 
conditions
Any other cues or features considered important
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Closure of interview
16. As the interview is drawing to a close are there any questions which you would like 
to ask me?
Thank you for your participation in this interview. May I now ask for your consent to 
use the information you have given in interview within the current research study?
Prompt on the following if they come up:
Within accounts of clinical cases:
Ask sensory questions about what the informant saw, heard, touched, or smelled in 
relation to the cues considered important in judgements of patient condition, and 
prediction of future condition?
Ask how the informant felt about the situation he/ she found himself/herself in.
Ask for any factual clarification of clinical cases as required.
More generally:
Ask for further clarification of the following terms if they come up in descriptions of 
patients’ conditions: .
Descriptors of illness - ill, not ill, mild, moderate, severe to moribund.
Nature of onset of illness -  acute/ sudden, or chronic/ gradual.
Physiological stability or instability 
Severity of illness 
Functional status 
Emotional status/ mood
Margaret A Coulter March 2001
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Appendix 20 
Summary contact sheet for interviews
Documentation Sheet: Semi-structured/ lightly structured.depth interviews.
Information about the Interview and the Interviewee
Date of the interview: ........................... .......... .....
Place of the interview  ....... ................
Duration of the interview  :......... ...................
Interviewer ................... ........................
Identifier for the interviewee .... ......................................
Specialty of the interviewee................ ..................... .......... ..............
Years working in specialty.................. ........................ ........... ......
Years of working experience......................................... ......... ......
since qualification
Current grade ...........................................
Highest academic qualification held ............................... ...........
Age range of interviewee, please circle as appropriate:
20-29 years, 30-39 years, 40-49 years, 50-59 years, 60 years and over.
Significant information relating to the interview/ context
M. Coulter 2001
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Coding framework and definitions for category membership
Q.S.R. NUD*IST Power version, revision 4.0. 
Licensee: Margaret Coulter.
PROJECT: Finalmaster asNov5master26/11, 
User Margaret Coulter, 9:56 pm, Feb 4, 2004.
(I) /Interviewees 
*** Definition:
Social demographic characteristics of 
research participants
( I I )  /Interviewees/Interviewee's 
gender
*** Definition:
Copy of node (1) and its subtree.
/Interviewees/Interviewee's(1 1 1) 
gender/male 
*** Definition:
Male interviewees
(1 1 2) /Interviewees/Interviewee's
gender/female
*** Definition:
Female interviewees
(12) /Interviewees/Interviewee's
age
*** Definition:
Definition
Interviewees age identified within a range of 
ages
(12 1) 
age/20s 
*** Definition:
Ages 20-29 inclusive
/Interviewees/Interviewee's
(12 2) 
age/30s 
*** Definition:
Ages 30-39 inclusive
/Interviewees/Interviewee's
(12  3) 
age/40s 
*** Definition:
Ages 40-49 inclusive
/Interviewees/Interviewee's
(12  4) /Interviewees/Interviewee's
age/50s
*** Definition:
Ages 50-50 inclusive
* * * * * * * * *  A A * *  *  ft *  A * * * * * * * * *  A A A A A iAA * * *  AAA* * 1* * * 1* * * *
(12  5) /Interviewees/Interviewee's
age/60s
*** Definition:
Ages 60-69 inclusive
(13) /Interviewees/years
experience
*** Definition:
Years of experience since qualification
(13  1) /Interviewees/years
experience/<5yrs
*** Definition:
Less than 5 years experience
(13  2) /Interviewees/years
experience/5-10 yrs 
*** Definition:
5-10 years experience
(13  3) /Interviewees/years
experienced 10 yrs 
*** Definition:
More than 10 years experience
/Interviewees/years in(1 4 ) 
speciality 
*** Definition:
Years of experience in current speciality.
(14  1) /Interviewees/years in
speciality/<5yrs
*** Definition:
Less than 5 years experience in current 
speciality
(14  2) /Interviewees/years in
speciality/5-10 yrs 
*** Definition:
5-10 years experience in speciality
(1 4 3) /Interviewees/years in
speciality/>10 yrs 
*** Definition:
More than 10 years experience in speciality
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(1 5) /Interviewees/Current
speciality
*** Definition:
Type of ward or unit where interviewee is 
currently based
(15  1) /Interviewees/Current
speciality/medical
*** Definition:
All medical specialties excluding coronary 
care
(15  2) /Interviewees/Current
speciality/surgical
*** Definition:
All general surgical specialities excluding 
orthopaedic surgery
(1 5 3) /Interviewees/Current
speciality/orthopaedic
*** Definition:
Orthopaedic surgery
(15  4) /Interviewees/Current
speciality/ICU or HDU 
*** Definition:
Intensive care or high dependency specialites
/Interviewees/Current( 155 )
speciality/CCU 
*** Definition: 
Coronary care
(15  6) /Interviewees/Current
speciality/elderly care 
*** Definition:
Elderly care
(15  7) /Interviewees/Current
speciality/recovery
*** Definition
Post operative recovery
(2) /Case data
*** Definition
All data relating to specific cases
(2 1 )
*** Definition:
/Case data/Case Biog data
All references to the biographical details 
relating to cases presented
(2 1 1 ) 
data/gender 
*** Definition: 
Gender of patient
/Case data/Case Biog
(2 1 1 1) /Case data/Case Biog
data/gender/male patient 
*** Definition 
Male patient
****** ft ft ************** ****** *ft * ft ft ft *
(2 1 1 2 )  /Case data/Case Biog
data/gender/female patient 
*** Definition:
Female patient
/Case data/Case Biog(2 1 2 ) 
data/Age 
*** Definition
Patient's age identified within a range of ages
( 2 1 2 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog
data/Age/20s
*** Definition
Age 20-29 years inclusive
(212 2) 
data/Age/30s 
*** Definition: 
Age 30-39 years
(2 1 2  3) 
data/Age/40s 
*** Definition: 
Age 40-49 years
( 2 1 2  4) 
data/Age/50s 
*** Definition: '• 
Age 50-59 years
( 2 1 2  5) 
data/Age/60s 
*** Definition: 
Age 60-69 years
( 2 1 2  6) /Case data/Case Biog
data/Age/70s
*** Definition:
Age 70-79 years
/Case data/Case Biog
/Case data/Case Biog
/Case data/Case Biog
/Case data/Case Biog
/Case data/Case Biog(2 1 2  7) 
data/Age/80s 
*** Definition: 
Age 80-89 years
(2 1 2  8) /Case data/Case Biog
data/Age/90s'
*** Definition:
Age 90-99 years
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(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog
data/Age/unknown 
*** Definition:
Age unknown or not reported
* * * * * ,* '* * * '* '* * ,* ,A ,A * ,f t* * * *  * * * * *  A *  A *  A ft A A A A A A *  A A * * * * * * * *
(2 1 2  10) /Case data/Case Biog
data/Age/14-19 years 
*** Definition:
Ages 14-19 years
(2 2) /Case data/Case medical
condition
*** Definition:
Major medical condition(s) according to body 
system affected such as cardiac, 
cardiovascular, respiratory, neurological, renal 
underpinning patient outcome state or 
condition
(2 2 1 ) /Case data/Case med
condition/cardiac & cardiovascular 
*** Definition:
All references to cardiac or cardiovascular 
conditions as main medical conditions 
contributing to patient state
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med
condition/respiratory
*** Definition
All references to respiratory conditions as 
main medical condition contributing to patient 
state
(2 2 3) /Case data/Case med
condition/neurological
*** Definition
All references to neurological condition as 
main medical condition contributing to patient 
state
(2 2 4) /Case data/Case med
condition/gastrointestinal
*** Definition:
All references to gastrointestinal condition as 
main medical condition contributing to patient 
state gastrointestinal problems
* * * * * * * * * * A * * * A f t * A A * A A * A * f t f t * A * * * * * * * A A A * * * * * * * * * *
(2 2 5) /Case data/Case med
condition/renal
***Definition
All references to renal condition as main
medical condition contributing to patient state 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
(2 2 6) /Case data/Case med
condition/immune system 
*** Definition
All references to immune system disorder as 
main medical condition contributing to patient 
state
(2 2 7) /Case data/Case med
condition/metabolic
*** Definition
All references to metabolic system disorder as 
main medical condition contributing to patient 
state
(2 2 8) /Case data/Case med
condition/malignancy
*** Definition
All references to malignancy as main medical 
condition contributing to patient state
(2 2 9) /Case data/Case med
condition/sepsis
*** Definition
All references to sepsis as main medical 
condition contributing to patient state
(2 2 10) /Case data/Case med
condition/post operative 
*** Definition
All references to post operative condition as 
main medical condition contributing to patient 
state
( 2211)  /Case data/Case med
condition/haematologic
*** Definition:
All references to haematological problems as 
main medical condition contributing to patient 
state -
(2 212) /Case data/Case med
condition/psychiatric
*** Definition
All references to psychiatric condition as main 
medical condition contributing to patient state
(2 2 13) /Case data/Case med
condition/medical condition unknown 
*** Definition:
Main medical condition not specified
(2 2 14) /Case data/Case med
condition/Liver
*** Definition
All references to liver condition as main 
medical condition contributing to patient state
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(3) /C hange in patient condition
*** Definition:
All references to the stage at which the 
patient's condition changed, and if change 
was acute and sudden or chronic and gradual
******************* ** ***** ft*ft** *** * * *** * *********
(3 1) /C hange in patient
condition/Acute or sudden 
*** Definition:
All references to acute or sudden changes, or
changes within the last 48 hours 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
(3 2 ) /C hange in patient
condition/Chronic or gradual 
*** Definition:
All references to chronic or gradual changes 
occurring over period of 48  hours or more
(4) /Cues considered important 
***  Definition:
Cues the clinician generally rated as 
important, also includes absence of pre­
warning cues 
*************************************************
(4 1) /Cues considered
important/Early cues 
*** Definition:
Cues considered important in advance of
event and before referral to medical team or
nurse intervention. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **■* * * * * * ***'* * * * * * * * * * * * *
(4  2 ) /C ues considered
important/Late cues 
***  Definition:
Cues considered important after the initial 
referral to medical team or nurse intervention /  
not early cues
(4 3) /Cues considered
important/No pre-warning early cues 
***  Definition:
All references to situations where patient 
collapses without early warning cues being 
noticed
(5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues 
*** Definition: Based on Hammond (1996b), 
Wright & Feinstein (1992), W ulff & Gotzsche 
(2000)
Descriptive category to classify cues - 
objective measures, paraclinical/ laboratory, 
subjective clinician data, patient self- report, 
patient history.
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms-
cues/objective measures 
***  Definition:
m easures that can be witnessed/ measured  
independently- age, temperature, pulse, fluid 
balance and output, respiratory rate, BP, 
oxygen saturation level, pulse, CVP, weight, 
M E T score
(5 2) /Clin signs & symptoms-
cues/paraclinical or lab 
*** Definition:
All references to laboratory results and clinical 
investigations (blood, biochemistry, pathology, 
microbiology, ECGs, X  rays (descriptive)
A BG S etc
(5  3) /Clin signs & symptoms-
cues/subjective clinician data 
*** Definition:
All data obtained by clinician through 
observation or palpation. Also behavioural 
cues of patient such as withdrawn, lethargic, 
restless where there is a physical response to 
external or internal stimuli, and psychological 
state such as anxious, frightened
(5 4) /Clin signs & symptoms-
cues/subjective patient self report 
*** Definition:
Patient self- report of symptoms- sensations 
reported by person experiencing them.
Includes pain, shortness of breath, feelings, 
mood or beliefs (W ulff & Gotzsche, 2000)
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms-
cues/Patient history 
***  Definition:
All references to patient's medical and nursing 
history including prior functional independence 
up to current condition
(5 6) /Clin signs & symptoms-
cues/response to treatment 
*** Definition:
Situations w here patient is not responding to 
treatm ent as expected or response is slower 
than expected, and more general references to 
response to response to treatment
(6 ) /Interventions required
*** Definition:
All references to specific therapeutic 
interventions and treatments and referrals to 
other specialists
************************** k*******hhkAkhAkAk*****
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(6  1 ) /Interventions
required/Related actions or treatment 
*** Definition:
The clinician's actions relating to a particular 
patient state
(6  2) /Interventions
required/Patient condition support needed  
***  Definition:
The clinician's judgement of the type of 
interventions the patient requires - em ergency  
medical intervention, medical review, 
specialist practitioner- categorise according to 
most severe relevant category where more 
than one applies
( 6 2 1 )  /Interventions
required/Patient condition support needed  
/Requires emergency medical intervention 
*** Definition:
Requires resuscitation or emergency  
interventions such as Cardiac Arrest Team  
and Medical Emergency Team
(6  2 2 ) /Interventions
required/Patient condition support needed  
/Requires medical review  
*** Definition:
Patient's condition requires medical review
(6  2 3) /Interventions
required/Patient condition support needed  
/Requires specialist clinician input 
*** Definition:
Patient's condition would benefit from input 
from critical care outreach or equivalent, or 
other specialist clinician such as Speech  
Therapist, Urology Nurse Specialist
(6  2  4 ) /Interventions
required/Patient condition support needed  
/Requires close monitoring of physiological 
state
*** Definition:
Condition requires close monitoring of 
physiological state
(6  2  5) /Interventions
required/Patient condition support needed  
/Requires physical interventions adjusted 
***  Definition:
Condition requires adjustments to physical 
interventions from nurse
(6  2  6 ) /Interventions
required/Patient condition support needed  
/Requires psychological interventions 
*** Definition:
Requires specific psychological interventions 
from nurse, psychological support
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A  A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ★ * * ★ * ★
(6  3) /Interventions required/Quality
of intervention 
*** Definition:
References to delayed reactive treatment or 
earlier pro-active treatm ent (after Bion, 1999)
( 6 3 1 )  /Interventions
required/Quality of intervention/Delayed  
reactive 
***  Definition:
Delayed reactive intervention
(6  3 2 ) /Interventions
required/Quality of intervention/Earlier pro­
active
*** Definition:
Earlier pro-active intervention
(7) /Consequences (cases)
***  Definition:
The specific case or patient outcomes relating 
to the period of time described- critical illness, 
cardiac arrest, acute and vulnerable etc
( 7 1 )  /Consequences
(cases)/Cardiac arrest 
*** Definition:
Outcomes of cardiac or respiratory arrest, 
includes patients who died. Cardiac arrest 
defined as absent pulse, loss of blood 
pressure, no spontaneous respirations. 
Respiratory arrest defined as no spontaneous 
respirations.
(7 2) /Consequences
(cases)/Critical illness 
*** Definition:
Outcome patient critically ill. Defined as level 2  
or 3  critical illness in the DoH (2000) 
guidelines.
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute
illness and vulnerable to physiological 
instability or deterioration to critical illness/ 
cardiac arrest (Acute +)
*** Definition:
Acutely ill and vulnerable to physiological 
instability. Defined as level 1 critical illness in 
the DoH (2000) guidelines.
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(7 4) /Consequences
(cases)/Acute illness 
*** Definition:
Acutely ill and physiologically stable or 
improving or recovering. Defined as level 0 in 
the DoH (2000) guidelines on levels of critical 
illness.
(7 5) /Consequences
(cases)/chronic illness 
***  Definition:
All references to patients with chronic 
illnesses and patients where chronic illness is 
resulting in a deteriorating condition
(7 7) /Consequences
(cases)/Palliative or term inal 
***  Definition:
Patients with advanced disease that are not 
expected to recover in whom death is 
predicted
(8 ) /W hat changes in judgements
*** Definition:
In judgement situation is it the cues changing 
or cues becoming more significant as patient 
condition or context changes- Conceptual 
Code
(8  1) /W hat changes in
judgements/Context
***  Definition:
All references to how the context affects how  
particular cues are viewed, cues m ay not 
have changed but are more significant as time 
goes on
(8  2 ) /W hat changes in
judgem ents/Cues changing 
***  Definition:
All references to situations w here cues are  
changing
(F 2) //F ree  Nodes/Physiological
reserve
***  Definition:
All references to factors that contribute to 
patient's capacity to recover from illness such 
as age, chronic illnesses, pre-admission 
functional ability
(F 3) //F ree  Nodes/Linking
physiological and pathophysiological data 
*** Definition:
All references to nurses making links between  
patients' physical presentation and underlying 
pathophysiology in physical assessment
(F  4) //F ree  Nodes/Organisation of
care
*** Definition:
All references to organisation of care, care  
context, skill mix and doctor-nurse 
communication
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Appendix 22 
Text extracts from two interviews before coding
First interview (interview 6, cases 1 & 3) before coding :
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Licensee: Margaret Coulter.
PRO JECT: Finalmaster asN ov5m aster26/11, User Margaret C ou lte r, 11:35 am, Apr 30, 2004.
+++ O N -L IN E  D O C U M EN T: Int 6  
+++ Document Header: 
in te rv iew  06 /M E D /W /F
*2345678 90123456789012345678901234567 8901234567 8901234567 8901234567 89
+++ Retrieval for this document: 787 units out of 787, = 100%
+ + Text units 1-787:
012 1
*INTERVIEWER 2
Em (name) thank you very much for agreeing to talk to me about my 3
project it's a huge help and em it's greatly appreciated. I've given '4
you a little bit of background into the study and em basically er I 5
just just to recap I'm particularly interested in patients who are 6
becoming more seriously ill and you're working on an acute medical 7
ward here and I would think that it's possible you see quite a lot of 8
that kind of condition. And I was wondering if you could perhaps er 9
think about patients that you're currently nursing or have nursed in 10
the past who have come in perhaps in an acute illness state and 11
you were then subsequently more concerned about 12
*No 6 13
Ya , 1 4
*INTERVIEWER 15
Is that a useful place to just begin to talk? 16
*No 6. 17
Ya ya that's fine 18
*INTERVIEWER 19
And then I can ask some more questions as we go along 20
. *No 6 21
Ya. Em right it's em we had a gentleman a couple of months ago now 22
and he was feeling quite nauseated em during the night and then on 23
the early shift he had his breakfast and promptly collapsed. And 24
that was quite an acute situation however a nurse was with him at the 25
time a health care assistant actually who got him onto the bed and 26
shouted for help. The gentleman by the time I got there was actually 27
pretty unresponsive but breathing and his pulse was good so at that 28
point that's when we put out the MET call simply because his 29
condition had suddenly deteriorated 30
*INTERVIEWER 31
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Right em 32
♦No 6 33
Em we needed assistance by we didn't need a full crash team. He was 34
breathing OK in actual fact em a few minutes after we put the MET 35
call out he stopped breathing and he had a respiratory arrest. And 36
at that point we put a crash call out and to this day I don't know 37
whether the doctors responded to the MET or the crash call 38
*INTERVIEWER 39
Right 40
♦No 6 :41
But I know that we got assistance quickly. Em basically we needed 42
help and we needed it there and then so that's why I put the MET call 43
out for that gentleman 44
*INTERVIEWER 45
Can you recall some of the circumstances about that man's em medical 4 6
history - 4 7
*No 6 48
Em he ya I'm trying to think he was actually he had an MI but it 49
wasn't a confirmed at that stage and I believe they were actually 50
querying a PE with this gentleman. That's right because that was 51
actually the concern at the time if I was thinking that you know he'd 52
had another PE. Em so he was a fairly fairly new admission probably 53
on the ward a couple of days and no real confirmed diagnosis lots of 54
queries. 55
♦INTERVIEWER 56
Was he having any treatment at the time for any of those things, 57
although he was he being observed was there anything else being done? 58
♦No 6 59
I would thinking back I would say that he was probably having Clexane 60
em he wouldn't be having any other anti coagulants until they 61
confirmed. He would have been planned to have a V/Q scan I'm sure of 62
that but he hadn't had that at that stage. 63
♦INTERVIEWER . _ 64
Was the resuscitation attempt successful? 65
♦No 6 66
Yeah yeah it was. Em he actually his I mean to he honest his 67
breathing returned before the doctors arrived I mean he stopped 68
breathing and em we started resusc. but we didn't need to do CPR 69
♦INTERVIEWER 70
Right uhhuh. 71
♦No 6 72
Because he still had a good output and when we em attempted to put in 73
a normal airway that stimulated his breathing 74
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*INTERVIEWER 75
Right ah ah 76
*No 6 77
Excellently and he had a gag reflex and em he was transferred to high 78
dependency 79
*INTERVIEWER 80
Ahah 81
*No 6 82
Immediately afterwards 83
*INTERVIEWER 84
Did he come back to you then 85
*No 6 86
Not as far as I'm aware he didn't no. 87
*INTERVIEWER 88
So was there anything in the sort of the hours leading up to that 89
event that made you more concerned? 90
*No 6 91
Yeah, the vomiting, it was completely unexplained. Em and when he 92
vomited he became vague. Now it had only been overnight em and so he 93
had been seen by the on call doctor but no action had been taken. And 94
he was in bed at the time so there was no major concern. But when we 95
came on duty in the morning I was concerned about the fact that he 96
was you know becoming vague with the vomiting and the query with the 97
PE I was concerned that you know he might be throwing off clots or 98
whatever. But he was recovering very quickly so er . So em so - 99
that's really why 100
*INTERVIEWER 101
That's a very good example isn't it 102
*No 6 103
Yeah • " 104
*INTERVIEWER 105
Have you any other patients now that you've em talked about that man? 106
*INTERVIEWER 253
That's very helpful. Em obviously your intervention at that stage . 254
you know was important. Have you got any other patients that you can 255
recall at the moment em em that you noticed a change in their 256
condition over maybe a period of hours or days? 257
*No 6 258
Yeah we had when I was on night duty there was a patient in the team 259
next door. Staff Nurse who was in charge there was very new to the 260
job and she came up and told me that this gentlemen she was a bit 261
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concerned about him because his urine output had dropped off and I 262
asked her about him and she really couldn't tell me a great deal 263
about his condition. He was on em CPAP I think. I think it was CPAP 264
as opposed to BIPAP and em but she just wasn't happy and the MET call 265
had only just been brought in at that time and I didn't know the 266
gentleman in anyway whatsoever and by reading the notes and things I 267
wasn't being informed. So we made a decision at that point to em to ' 268
get the MET score down and put that on the desk and we scored him for 269
MET and.he was just outside of the range. So we actually observed 270
him continuously over probably a couple of hours and his output 271
dropped and his respirations increased and it was at that point that 272
we decided to put the MET call out because em because we really 273
didn't know. We felt, we knew this gentlemen wasn't right but we 274
didn't know what was happening 275
*INTERVIEWER * 276
Was he conscious this chap? 277
*No 6 278
He was yeah he was conscious. Em and the gentlemen was transferred 279
to the High Dependency Unit er but it was I mean it was a classic 280
call em you know MET because it was it was a call for help really in 281
that the patient was deteriorating but quite slowly and we couldn't 282
put our finger on it but we knew he wasn't right and we knew we 283
couldn't cope with it. It was getting to the point where we were 284
thinking this patient is unsafe on the ward and em we need assistance 285
especially during the night you feel quite isolated 286
*INTERVIEWER 287
Uhuh. 288
*No 6 ' 289
In the night 290
*INTERVIEWER 291
Certainly em if you're thinking about his condition how would you 292
describe it? 293
*No 6 294
Emm he was definitely unstable definitely unstable. Em yeah again 295
you see it wouldn't have been a situation where I would have chosen 296
to fast bleep a doctor because it wasn't acute in such a way because 297
it was a slow deterioration so we scored him regularly 298
*INTERVIEWER ' 299
What about in that sense, I know it was night- time, would the on 300
call Medical Registrar medical cover be an option 301
*No 6 302
The yeah 303
*INTERVIEWER 304
Is that an option or ■ , 305
*No 6 306
It is an option but not always and they won't always come up. It 307
depends on the time of night and this was actually in the early hours 308
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of the morning when the elderly care Registrar, no SHO is on call and 
em there was nobody available unfortunately.
309
310
Second interview (interview 28, case 2) before coding :
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INTERVIEWER 216
What do you think is going into your gut instinct? 217
218
No 28 219
I ’ll tell you, we have got one case now, a gentleman who doesn't look 220
right at all. He’s come in with a right pleural effusion. He's uum, 221
he did have a pig-tail drain in about a week ago, they took it out, 222
they think everything's fine, then they did a chest x-ray and he's 223
started building up again, he's got more fluid, pleural effusion. 224
They wanted to tap it but meanwhile he dropped his haemoglobin down 225
to 8.8 or something, 8.7 I think it was. And he was passing out blood 226
in his stool. So they transfused him and sent him up to endoscopy and 227
he's got a bleeding DU. 228
229
INTERVIEWER 230
Oh... 231
232
No 28 233
They couldn't do uum the chest drain now so they cancelled that. They 234
said they will put him on iron tablets, stabilise his anaemic state, 235
send him home, and bring him back as an out-patient and do the chest 236
drain. That was the plan.. But something about this guy, his previous 237
history, you always check out the previous history. He's got AVR, 238
aortic valve replacement, and he's got a permanent pacemaker in there 239
which we weren't aware of until he went for his uum echo cardiogram 240
which showed it and uum now he's back and his colour's not right. I 241
go a lot by colour. And his colour is ashen. He's got a really grey, 242
ashen looking colour on his face and it's not like him. He's 243
normally, previously he was admitted with the same pleural effusion 244
problems on the other side. And he was independent he walked with a 245
stick to the toilet up and down. His mobility is totally down now. He 246
just about manages to get to the chair. That tells us overall that 247
something is not right. And then his uum, like I said, you can't put 248
your finger on it, something's not right. The doctors came round last 249
week, they said right he can be discharged home, send him home 250
tomorrow, and bring him back as an outpatient for a chest drain, 251
right. Then I said to them, he needs, his mobility is not good, he's 252
not good in himself, generally he's not feeling well, so we need to 253
really fast-track re-hab him before he goes home because he lives 254
alone. So they said fair enough, let's fast-track. So we got through 255
to [ward] and we found a bed for him. And they said they'd have him next 256
day down in [ward] for fast-tracking. Then what happens, that evening 257
before I went home, 3 o'clock I just went into that bay and I looked 258
at him. I thought something's not right here, look at the colour of 259
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him, he looks grey and he was breathless, his breathing was getting 260
worse. So I came back and I said to the registrar who happens to be 261
on the ward, I said to him " (Name), I think uum Mr so and so is not 262
well, he's got an awful colour, and I can't put my finger to it." And 263
he turned round and he said "Don't send him for rehabilitation, keep 264
him here. I'd rather have him here in a medical ward than send him to 265
the care of the elderly ward." The doctor phoned [ward], and because of 266
that we cancelled the rehabilitation and kept him in. So like today 267
this morning he's got chest pain. Yesterday morning he complained of 268
not feeling well, nauseous, and uum breathing, he says his breathing 269
is much worse. This morning, same again, he looks very lethargic, 270
apathetic, and he says his breathing is much worse than it was a few 271
days ago. Generally he's not feeling well, he's out of it. He's not 272
had any of his lunch, and he couldn't eat his pudding because he was. 273
sickly. Observation wise, there's no real change to get the doctors 274
to come and review. Going by the colour and the way the patient is 275
complaining he's not well, there's something about it, something's 276
notright. So what I've done, we spoke to the dietitian to get umm to 277
nutritionally to build him up. Because obviously he’s nauseous and 278
he's not eating his food or taking orally enough. And then I've uum, 279
the team has not been round to review him yet. We did an ECG because 280
he complained he had chest pain and because of the cardiac history we 281
did an ECG and there's no change really. He's got just a paced rhythm 282
there, so he's no different to what he's been before. So he's not 283
compromised due to any infarct or anything. But still his colour is 284
not right. 285
286
INTERVIEWER '287
What sort of age range in this gentleman in? 288
289
No 28 290
He's what? 291
292
INTERVIEWER 293
What sort of age range is he in? 294
295
No 28 296
He's over 60, 68 ish. 297
298
INTERVIEWER 299
So it's interesting because it was particularly you homing in on the 300
fact that mobility-wise he wasn't ready for discharge? And then on 301
the heels of that you noticed that his colour had changed? 302
303
No 28 304
Yes that's right. Because if we had followed the doctor's 305
instructions - home. We could have sent him home, and a junior staff 306
nurse would have sent him home. 307
308
INTERVIEWER 309
So would you say in that case then that the reduced mobility and the 310
colour were early signs of something wrong? 311
312
No 28 313
Yes early signs. Something is telling me that this is not right. And 314
the other thing is he has got pleural effusion building up already 315
isn't he and he’s waiting for a drain insertion. So maybe the pleural . 316
effusion is getting worse, so that's, hence we said to them, we need 317
a chest x-ray really to review what'his effusion's like. So we got ’ 318
the doctors to review him yesterday and they've decided to keep him 319
in now and put a drain in as an in-patient. So yesterday they took 320
him down to x-ray department and x-rayed him and marked his chest and 321
then hopefully today or tomorrow they're going to sort it out to put 322
a drain in. 323
324
INTERVIEWER 325
Do you think there could be something cardiac going on? Like an acute 326
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cardiac thing? • 327
328
No 28 329
This is it. This is my fear. So I said to them, because he is a 330
cardiac patient he's very difficult to assess. It could be pulmonary 331
or cardiac, you don't know what's what. But the colour tells me it's 332
cardiac, although his breathing tells me it could be a pulmonary 333
problem. So it's ... 334
335
INTERVIEWER 336
So it's complex isn't it? 337
338
No 28 339
Yes. And then I keep telling them I can see him having a cardiac 340’
arrest tonight and going off and not being here tomorrow because of 341
the way he looks. So I wouldn't be surprised. So hopefully they'll 342
get this, drain in and get some of the symptoms off and see whether 343
it's related to cardiac. 344
345
INTERVIEWER - 346
And investigations would be done? 347
348
No 28 349
The ECG looks ok, yeah, but they haven't done any cardiac enzymes. 350
Like this morning he complained of chest pain, so maybe it's worth 351
for them to do Trop T 12 hours afterwards to.. 352
353
INTERVIEWER ^354
That's a very interesting case and you've gone through the early 355
signs in detail there (Name). You've talked in detail about two 356
cases, are there any others that come to mind? 357
358
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Extracts of interview data with codes attached
First interview from Appendix 22 (interview 6, cases 1 & 3) with codes :
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*INTERVIEWER ' „ 2
Em [Name] thank you very much for agreeing to talk to me about my 3
project it's a huge help and em it's greatly appreciated. I've given 4
you a little bit of background into the study and em basically er I 5
just just to recap I'm particularly interested in patients who are 6
becoming more seriously ill and you're working on an acute medical' 7
ward here and I would think that it's possible you see quite a lot of 8
that kind of condition. And I was wondering if you could perhaps er 9
think about patients that you're currently nursing or have nursed in 10
the past who they have come in perhaps in an acute illness state and 11
you were then subsequently more concerned about _ 12
*No 6 13
Ya . 14
*INTERVIEWER 15
Is that a useful place to just begin to talk? 16
*No 6 17
Ya ya that's fine 18
*INTERVIEWER 19
And then I can ask some more questions as we go along 20
*No 6 , 21
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
(F 1 1  6 24) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/Int 6 Cases/Int 6 C 1
Ya. Em right it's em we had a gentleman a couple of months ago now 22
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(5 4) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj pt self report
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
and he was feeling quite nauseated em during the night and then on 23
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
479
(5 4) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj pt self report
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
the early shift he had his breakfast and promptly collapsed. And 24
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 4) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj pt self report
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
that was quite an acute situation however a nurse was with him at the 25
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
time a health care assistant actually who got him onto the bed and 26
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(6 2 1) . /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
shouted for help. The gentleman by the time I got there was actually 27 (2
2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
pretty unresponsive but breathing and his pulse was good so at that 28, (2
2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures'
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention ,
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
point that's when we put out the MET call simply because his 29
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(3 1) /Change in patient condition/Acute or sudden
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
condition had suddenly deteriorated 30
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(3 1) /Change in patient condition/Acute or sudden
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(6 2 1) . /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed.
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
480 App.23
*INTERVIEWER 31
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Right em 32
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences ,(cases)/Cardiac arrest
*No 6 33
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Em we needed assistance by we didn't need a full crash team. He was 34
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
breathing OK in actual fact em a few minutes after we put the MET 35
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs-& symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
call out he stopped breathing and he had a respiratory arrest. And 36
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
at that point we put a crash call out and to this day I don't know 37
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) ■ /Cues considered important
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
whether the doctors responded to the, MET or the crash call 38
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition' support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
*INTERVIEWER . 3 9
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Right 40
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
*No 6 41
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
481 App.23
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
But I know that we got assistance quickly. Em basically we needed 42
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires, emergency medical intervention
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
help and we needed it there and then so that's why I put the MET call 43
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
out for that gentleman 44
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest ,
*INTERVT EWER . 45
Can you recall some of the circumstances about that man's em medical 4 6
history ' 47
*No 6 .' 48
2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac, arrest
Em he ya I'm trying to think he was actually he had an MI but it 49
2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
wasn't a confirmed at that stage and I believe they were actually 50
2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
querying a PE with this gentleman. That's right because that was 51
2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
2 2 2) . /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
ctually the concern at the time if I was thinking that you know he'd 52
2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
had another PE. Em so he was a fairly fairly new admission probably 53
2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
on the ward a couple of days and no real confirmed diagnosis lots of 54
2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
queries. 55
2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
482 App.23
*INTERVIEWER 56
Was he having any treatment at the time for any of those things, 57
although he was he being observed was there anything else being done? 58
*No 6 59
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
I would thinking back I would say that he was probably having Clexane 60
(2 2 1) . /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
em he wouldn1t be having any other anti coagulants until they 61
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
confirmed. He would have been planned to have a V/Q scan I'm sure of 62
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(5 2) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/paraclinical or lab
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
that but he hadn't had that at that stage. 63
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(5 2) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/paraclinical or lab
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
*INTERVIEWER 64
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Was the resuscitation attempt successful? 65
(2. 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
*No 6 66
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Yeah yeah it was. Em he actually his I mean to he honest his 67
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
breathing returned before the doctors arrived I mean he stopped 68
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
breathing and em we started resusc. but we didn't need to do CPR 69
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
*INTERVIEWER 70
Right uhhuh. - 71
*No 6 72
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
483 App.23
(4) /Cues considered important
(5 3) • /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Because he still had a good output and when we em attempted to put in 73
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered'important
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
a normal airway that stimulated his breathing 74
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
■(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
*INTERVIEWER 75
Right ah ah 76
*No 6 77
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
- (6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Excellently and he had a gag reflex and em he was transferred to high 78
(1 5 1) /Interviewees/Current speciality/medical
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) ' /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
dependency 79
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
*INTERVIEWER 80
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Ahah 81
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
*No 6 82
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Immediately afterwards 83
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(6 1), /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac-arrest
*INTERVIEWER 84
484 App.23
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
'(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Did he come back to you then 85
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
*No 6 86
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiaC & C Vase
(2 2 2) ’ /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1)' /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Not as far as I ’m aware he didn't no. ' 87
(2 2 1) - /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
*INTERVIEWER . 88
So was there anything in the sort of the hours leading up to that 8 9
event that made you more concerned? 90
*No 6 91
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Yeah, the vomiting, it was completely unexplained. Em and when he 92
(2 2 1) /Case' data/Case .med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
vomited he became vague. Now it had only been overnight em and so he 93
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data.
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
had been seen by the on call doctor but no action had been taken. And 94
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
he was in bed at the time so there was no major concern. But when we 95
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case:data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
came on duty in the morning I was concerned about the fact that he 96
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
was you know becoming vague with the vomiting and the query with the 97
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
PE I was concerned that you know he might be throwing off clots or 98
485 App.23
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C. Vase
(2 2 2) ' /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
whatever. But he was recovering very quickly so er . So em so 
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
that1s really why
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
*INTERVIEWER
So that's a very good example 
*No 6
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 1) /Consequences (cases)/Cardiac arrest
Yeah
*INTERVIEWER
Have you any other patients now that you've em talked about that man?
*INTERVIEWER
That's very helpful. Em obviously your intervention at that stage 
you know was important. Have you got any other patients that you can 
recall at the moment em em that you noticed a change in their 
condition over maybe a period of hours or days?
*No 6
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
Yeah we had when I was on night duty there was. a patient in the team
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
(F 4) //Free Nodes/organisation of care
next door. Staff Nurse who was in charge there was very new to the
(2 1 11) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
(F 1 1 6 26) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/Int 6 Cases/Int 6
(F 4) //Free Nodes/organisation of care
job and she came up and told me that this gentlemen she was a bit
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2 9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
(F 1 1 6 26) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/Int 6 Cases/Int 6
concerned about him because his urine output had dropped off and I
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
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(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
asked her about him and she really couldn't tell me a great deal 263
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
about his condition. He was on em CPAP I think. I think it was CPAP 2 64
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment .
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
as opposed to BIPAP and em but she just wasn't happy and the MET call 265
(2 1 11) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
had only just been brought in at that time and I didn't know the 266
(2 1 1 1) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
gentleman in anyway whatsoever and by reading the notes and things I 267
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
wasn't being informed. So we made a decision at that point to em to 268
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
get the MET score down and put that on the desk and we scored him for 269
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
MET and he was just outside of the range. So we actually observed 270
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(3 1) /Change in patient condition/Acute or sudden
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
him continuously over probably a couple of hours and his output 271
(2 1 1  1) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
( 2 1 2 9 ) -  /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown.
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(3 1) /Change in patient condition/Acute or sudden
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
dropped and his respirations increased and it was at that point that 272
487 App.23
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(3 1) /Change in patient condition/Acute or sudden
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
we decided to put the MET call out because em because we really 273
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(3 1) /Change in patient condition/Acute or sudden
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
didn't know. We felt, we knew this gentlemen wasn't right but we 274
(2 1 1  1) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(3 1) /Change in patient condition/Acute or sudden
(4) /Cues considered important
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures ■
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
didn't know what was happening 275
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(6 2 1) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires emergency medical intervention
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
*INTERVT EWER ' 276
Was he conscious this chap? 277
*No 6 278
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) ' /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
He was yeah he was conscious. Em and the gentlemen was transferred 279
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
to the High Dependency Unit er but it was I mean it was a classic 280
(2 1 1  1) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
call em you know MET because it was it was a call for help really in 281
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
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(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
that the patient was deteriorating but quite slowly and we couldn’t 282
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
put our finger on it but we knew he wasn't right and we knew we 283
(2 1 1  1) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
couldn't cope with it. It was getting to the point where we were ' 284
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
thinking this patient is unsafe on the ward and em we need assistance 285
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) - /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
especially during the night you feel quite isolated 286
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
*INTERVIEWER 287
Uhuh. 288
*No 6 289
(2 1 1  1) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
In the night 290
(2 1 1 1) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical'illness
*INTERVIEWER 291
Certainly em if you're thinking about his condition how would you 292
describe it? 293
*No 6 294
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog -data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
Emm he was definitely unstable definitely unstable. Em yeah again 295
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
you see it wouldn't have been a situation where I would have chosen 296
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
489 App.23
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
to fast bleep a doctor because it wasn't acute in such a way because 297
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
( 2 1 2 9 ) .  /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
it was a slow deterioration so we scored him regularly 298
(2 1 1  1) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
*INTERVIEWER 299
What about in that sense, I know it was night- time, would the on 300
call Medical Registrar medical cover be an option ' 301
*No 6 ' 302
The yeah 303
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  9) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/unknown
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(7 2) /Consequences (cases)/Critical illness
(F 4) //Free Nodes/organisation of care
Second interview from Appendix 22 (interview 28, case 2) with codes
2 8  Q .S .R . N U D *IS T  Power version, revision 4.0.
Licensee: M argaret Coulter.
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+ + + O N -L IN E  D O C U M EN T: Int 28  
+++ Document Header: 
in te rv ie w  No 28 /m /w /f
+++ Retrieval for this document: 138 units out of 632, = 22%
+ + Text units 219-356:
No 28 219
( 1 1 2 )  /Interviewees/Interviewee's gender/female
(12 3 ) .  /Interviewees/Interviewee's age/40s
(1 3 3) /Interviewees/years experience/>10 yrs
(14 3) /Interviewees/years in speciality/>10 yrs
(15 1) /Interviewees/Current speciality/medical
(2 1 11) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  5) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/Int 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
I'll tell you, we have got one case now, a gentleman who doesn't look 220
( 1 1 2 )  /Interviewees/Interviewee's gender/female
(12 3), /Interviewees/Interviewee's age/40s
(1 3 3) /Interviewees/years experience/>10 yrs
(14 3) /Interviewees/years in speciality/>10 yrs
(15 1) /Interviewees/Current speciality/medical
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(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  5) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness 4-
(F 1 1 28. 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
right at all. He's come in with a right pleural effusion. He's uum, 221
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  5) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 .3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
he did have a pig-tail drain in about a week ago, they took it out, 222
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2 5) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(FI 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
they think everything's fine, then they did a chest x-ray and he's 223
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
started building up again, he's got more fluid, pleural effusion. 224
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt,28 cases/Int 28 C 2
They wanted to tap it but meanwhile he dropped.his haemoglobin down 225
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) ' /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
to 8.8 or something, 8.7 I think it was. And he was passing out blood 226
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
in his stool. So they transfused him and sent him up to endoscopy and 227
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 5) /Clin signs &•symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
he's got a bleeding DU, 228
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
229
INTERVIEWER . 230
Oh... 231
232
No 28 233
491 App.23
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
They couldn't do uum the chest drain now so they cancelled that. They 234
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early'cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
said they will put him on iron tablets, stabilise his anaemic state, 235
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
send him home, and bring him back as an out-patient and do the chest 236
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) . //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
drain. That was the plan. But something about this guy, his previous 237
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +■
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
history, you always check out the previous history. He's got AVR, 238
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
aortic valve replacement, and he's got a permanent pacemaker in there 239
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
which we weren't aware of until he went for his uum echo cardiogram 240
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
which showed it and uum now he's back and his colour's not right. I 241
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(5 5) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/Patient history
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
go a lot Dy colour. And his colour is ashen. He's got a really grey, 242
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases) /Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
ashen looking colour on his face and it's not like him. He's 243
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
normally, previously he was admitted with the same pleural effusion 244
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
problems on the other side. And he was independent he walked with a 245
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
stick to the toilet up and down. His mobility is totally down now. He 246
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
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5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
7 3) - /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
ust about manages to get to the chair. That tells us overall that 247
4 lj /Cues considered important/Early cues
5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
omethingis not right. And then his uum, like I said, you can't put 248
4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
your finger on it, something's not right. The doctors came round last 249
4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
5 3) ./Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
week, they said right he can be discharged home, send him home 250
4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
tomorrow, and bring him back as an outpatient for a chest drain, 251
4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data'
7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
right. Then I said to them, he needs, his mobility is not good, he's 252
4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
not good in himself, generally he's not feeling well, so we need to 253
4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
really fast-track re-hab him before he goes home because he lives 254
4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
alone. So they said fair enough, let's fast-track. So we got through 255
4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
to [ward] and we found,a bed for him. And they said they'd have him next 256
4) /Cues considered important
4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
day down in [ward] for fast-tracking. Then what happens, that evening 257
4) /Cues considered important
4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
before I went home, 3 o'clock I just went into that bay and I looked 258
4) /Cues considered important
4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
at him. I thought something's not right here, look at the colour of 259
4) /Cues considered important
4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
493 App.23
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
him, he looks grey and he was breathless, his breathing was getting 260
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  5) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(^5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
worse. So I came back and I said to the registrar who happens to be 261
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  5) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(6 2 2) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires medical review
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
on the ward, I said to him "(Name), I,think uum Mr so and so is.not 262
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(6 2 2) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires medical review
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
well, he's got an awful colour, and I can't put my finger to it." And 263
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(6 2 2) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires medical review
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
he turned round and he said "Don't send him for rehabilitation, keep 264
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment -
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
him here. I'd rather have him here in a medical ward than send him to 265
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
the care of the elderly ward." The doctor phoned [ward], and because of 266
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues ,.
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
that we cancelled the rehabilitation and kept him in. So like today 267
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
this morning he's got chest pain. Yesterday morning he complained of 268
(4 2) - /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 4) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj pt self report
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
494 App.23
not feeling well, nauseous, and uum breathing, he says his breathing 269
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 4) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj pt self report
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
is much worse. This morning, same again, he looks very lethargic, 270
(2 1 1  1) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  5) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 4) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj pt self report
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
apathetic , and he says his breathing is much worse than it was a few 271
(2 1 1 1 ) /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  5) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 4) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj pt self report
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
days ago. Generally he's not feeling well, he's out of it. He's not 272
(4 2) /Cues.considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(5 4) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj pt self report
(7 3) ./Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
had any of his lunch , and he couldn't eat his pudding because he was 273
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
sickly. Observation wise, there’s no real change to get the doctors 274
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
to come and review. Going by the colour and the way the patient is 275
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) . /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
complaining he's not well, there's something about it, something's 276
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
not right So what I 've done, we spoke to the dietitian to get umm to 277
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(6 2 3) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires specialist clinician input
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
nutritionally to build him up. Because obviously he's nauseous and 278
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(5 4) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj pt self report-
(6 2 3) /Interventions required/Patient condition support needed
/Requires specialist clinician input
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
he's not eating his food or taking orally enough. And then I've uum, 279
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
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(5 4) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj pt self report
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int
the team has not been round to review him yet. We did an ECG because 
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 1) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1.1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int
he complained he had chest pain and because of the cardiac history we
28 C 2 
280
28 C 2 
281
(2 1 1 1 )
(2 1 2  5)
(2 2 1 )
(2 2 2 )
(4 2)
(5 1)
(7 3)
(F 1 1 28 93)
/Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient 
/Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s 
/Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase 
/Case data/Case med condition/respiratory 
/Cues considered important/Late cues 
/Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures 
/Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
//Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int
did an ECG and there's no change really. He's got just a paced rhythm
(4 2) 
(5 1) 
(7 3) 
(F 1 1 28 93)
/Cues considered important/Late cues 
/Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures 
/Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
//Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int
there, so he's no different to what he's been before. So he's not
(4 2) 
(5 1) 
(7 3) 
(F 1 1 28 93)
/Cues considered important/Late cues 
/Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures 
/Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
//Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int
compromised due to any infarct or anything. But still his colour is
28 C 2 
282
28 C 2 
283
28 C 2 
284
(2 1 1 1 )
(2 1 2  5)
(2 2 1)
(2 2 2 )
(4 2)
(5 3)
(7 3)
(F 1 1 28 93) 
not right.
(2 1 1 1 )
(2 1 2  5)
(2 2 1)
(2 2 2)
(4 2)
(5 3)
(7 3)
(F 1 1 28 93)
/Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
/Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s
/Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
/Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
/Cues considered important/Late cues
/Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
/Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
//Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int
/Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
/Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s
/Case data/Case med condition/cardiac .& C Vase
/Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
/Cues considered important/Late cues
/Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
/Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
//Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int
28 C 2 
285
INTERVIEWER
What sort of age range in this gentleman in? 
No 28
He's what?
INTERVIEWER
What sort of age range is he in?
No 28 
(2 1 1 1 )
(2 1 2  5)
(2 2 1 )
(2 2 2 )
(5 1)
(7 3)
(F 1 1 28 93)
He's over 60, 68 ish. 
(2 1 1 1 )
(2 1 2  5)
(2 2 1)
28 C 2 
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
/Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient 
/Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s 
/Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase 
/Case data/Case med condition/respiratory 
/Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures 
/Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
//Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int
/Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
/Case .data/Case Biog data/Age/60s
/Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
28 C 2 
297
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(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(5 1) ' /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/obj measures
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
298
INTERVIEWER 299
So it's interesting because it was particularly you homing in on the 300
fact that mobility-wise he. wasn't ready for discharge? And then on 301
the heels of that you noticed that his colour had changed? 302
303
No 28 304
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) - /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
Yes that's right. Because if we had followed the doctor's 305
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) • /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
'instructions - home. We could have sent him home, and a junior staff - 306
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data-
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
nurse would have sent him home. 307
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
308
INTERVIEWER 309
So would you say in that case then that the reduced mobility and the 310
colour were early signs of something wrong? 311
312
No 28 313
(3 2) /Change in patient condition/Chronic or gradual
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
Yes early signs. Something is telling me that this is not right. And 314
(3 2) /Change in patient condition/Chronic or gradual
(4) /Cues considered important
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
( FI 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
the other thing is he has got pleural effusion building up already 315
(2 1 1 1 )  /Case data/Case Biog data/gender/male patient
(2 1 2  5) /Case data/Case Biog data/Age/60s
(2 2 1) /Case data/Case med condition/cardiac & C Vase
(2 2 2) /Case data/Case med condition/respiratory
(3 2) /Change in patient condition/Chronic or gradual
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F I  1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
isn't he and he's waiting for a drain insertion. So maybe the pleural 316
(3 2) /Change in patient condition/Chronic or gradual
(4 1) • /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
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(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
effusion is getting worse, so that's, hence we said to them, we need 317
(3 2) /Change in patient condition/Chronic or gradual
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 2) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/paraclinical or lab
(5 3) ' /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F I 1 28. 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
a chest x-ray really to review what his effusion's like. So we got 318
(3 2) /Change in patient condition/Chronic or gradual
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(5 2) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/paraclinical or lab
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28.C 2
the doctors to review him yesterday and they’ve decided to keep him 319
(3 2) /Change in patient condition/Chronic or gradual
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
in now and put a drain in as an in-patient. So yesterday they took 320
(3 2) /Change in patient condition/Chronic or gradual
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
him down to x-ray department and x-rayed him and marked his chest and 321
(3 2) /Change in patient condition/Chronic or gradual
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
then hopefully today or tomorrow they're going to sort it out to put 322
(3 2) /Change in patient condition/Chronic or gradual
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(6 1) . /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
a drain in. 323
(4 1) /Cues considered important/Early cues
(6 1) /Interventions required/Related actions or treatment
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
324
INTERVIEWER 325
Do you think there could be something cardiac going on? Like an acute 326
cardiac thing? 327
328
No 28 329
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
This is it. This is my fear. So I said to them, because he is a 330
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7. 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1,28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
cardiac patient he's very difficult to assess. It could be pulmonary 331
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
or cardiac, you don't know what's what. But the. colour tells me it's 332
(4 2) ' /Cues considered important/Late cues
498 App.23
(5 3) ./Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1  28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
cardiac, although his breathing tells me it could be a pulmonary 333
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
problem. So it’s . . . .  334
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
335
INTERVIEWER 336
So it's complex isn't it? 337
338
No 28 339
(4) /Cues considered important
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
Yes. And then I keep telling them I can see him having a cardiac 340
(4) /Cues considered important
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
arrest tonight and going off and not being here tomorrow because of 341
(4) /Cues considered important
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
the way he looks. So I wouldn't be surprised. So hopefully they'll 342
(4) /Cues considered important
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
get this drain in and get some of the symptoms off and see whether 343
(4) /Cues considered important
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
it's related to cardiac. 344
(4) /Cues considered important
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
345
INTERVIEWER 346
And investigations would be done? 347
348
No 28 349
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 3) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/subj clinician data
(7 3) /Consequences (cases) /Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
The ECG looks ok, yeah, but they haven't done any cardiac enzymes. 350 .
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 2) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/paraclinical or lab
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
Like this morning he complained, of chest pain, so maybe it's worth 351
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 2) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/paraclinical or lab
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
for them to do Trop T 12 hours afterwards to... 352
499 App.23
(4 2) /Cues considered important/Late cues
(5 2) /Clin signs & symptoms- cues/paraclinical or lab
(7 3) /Consequences (cases)/Acute illness +
(F 1 1 28 93) //Free Nodes/Cases whole/Patients/lnt 28 cases/Int 28 C 2
INTERVIEWER 353
That's a very interesting case and you've gone through the early 354
signs in detail there (Name). You've talked in detail about two 355
500 App.23
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Appendix 24 
Examples of within-case matrices
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Appendix 26
Cross-case matrix -  Critical illness / Medical Cases
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Appendix 27
Cross-case matrix -  Cardiac arrest / Medical cases
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Cross-case matrix -  Acute illness &  vulnerable to deterioration / Medical cases
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Appendix 29 
A typology of cues for the prediction of critical illness or cardiac arrest 
in general medical patients.
This typology is based on findings for critical illness and cardiac arrest outcome states 
arising from the qualitative interview study and the systematic review.
Source of cues Clinical cues
Objective 
measures of 
physical state
blood pressure 
respiratory rate 
heart rate
oxygen saturation levels or Sp02,
temperature
urine output
MET/EWS scores
bleeding
vomiting
Observations of physical status measures may be unchanged.
In the systematic review Apache II and Acute Physiology Score (APS), fits, 
delayed response were also identified
Paraclinical/ 
laboratory/ . 
investigative 
data
blood sugar
electrocardiograph (ECG) 
cardiac enzyme results; 
haematology (haemoglobin); 
biochemistry results (potassium); 
x-rays,
scan results e.g. bladder scans.
arterial blood gases were also identified in the systematic review
Clinician 
subjective and 
behavioural data 
Includes clinical 
and behavioural 
signs based on 
clinician 
observation, 
auscultation or 
palpation.
breathing difficulties (includes laboured breathing/ unable to speak in sentences or 
able to speak in sentences/ additional chest sounds present / use of accessory 
muscles of respiration/ shallow breathing/ noisy breathing/ respiratory function 
worse and gasping for breath/ coughing/ sputum/ clasping oxygen mask/ still 
talking in sentences, or not able to talk in sentences/ tolerating lying flat/ not 
tolerating lying flat)
pulse volume (full/strong or weak) and regularity (regular or irregular) assessed 
manually
Level of consciousness (LOC) assessed using Glasgow Coma Score (GCS), or
alert, verbal, responds to pain, unresponsive to painful stimuli scale (AVPU)
Confusion present/ absent
restlessness present/ absent
tiredness, looks exhausted, present/ absent
weakness present/ absent
lethargy present/absent
abdominal distension present/ absent
position/ posture slumped/ sitting upright, normal/ abnormal
colour (cyanosed, ashen, grey, pale looking, mottled, and flushed).
skin clamminess, and assessments of perfusion made by touching/ feeling the skin
including on the legs
520
Source of cues Clinical cues
Clinician 
subjective and 
behavioural data 
(continued)
appearance looks well or ill 
demeanour normal/ abnormal
pain- appears to be in pain assessed via patient’s facial expression, reluctance to 
move, tense posture as well as abnormal physical signs (such as raised pulse) or 
patient self- report. Looks uncomfortable/ comfortable present/ absent
Functional cues refer to performance and level of dependence in activities of 
living. This includes: -
Mobility- normal or abnormal/ delayed mobilisation. Mobility improving/ 
deteriorating.
Urinaiy continence/ incontinence 
Eating and drinking
Participation in personal hygiene tasks- able to cooperate/ unable to cooperate or 
reduced cooperation (interactive cues)
Communicating/ responding to others/ not responding to others (interactive cues). 
Talkative/untalkative or quiet (interactive cues).
Withdrawn/ not withdrawn (interactive cues).
Psychological/ personal factors refer to cues such as anxiety,
fear (especially related to breathing difficulty or fear of impending death),
psychological distress,
and patients with reduced motivation.
Systematic review findings -  the main categories of cues reported were level of 
consciousness, intuition, dyspnoea, airway obstruction, patient distress.
Patient history Medical history refers to diagnostic categories, acute or chronic illnesses, and co­
morbidities.
The severity of patients’ symptoms prior to the current admission (categorised 
as asymptomatic, mild, moderate or severe) was considered important in the 
patients with chronic illnesses. Functional ability prior to admission may be used in 
the assessment of prior health status.
Severity of current illness- (as mild, moderate or severe)
Risk characteristics present/ absent 
Personal characteristics of age and gender.
Estimated physiological reserve (based on the above factors)
In addition to the above the systematic review frequently reported the cue category, 
type of admission (emergency/ planned; medical/surgical).
Patient self- 
report
Breathlessness, shortness of breath or dyspnoea
Different types of pain were reported; chest pain, chest tightness, back pain, 
abdominal pain, abdominal discomfort and calf pain.
Generalised complaints of feeling unwell, or feeling uncomfortable. 
Systematic review findings- the main cue category was chest pain.
Temporal cues/ 
type of change
In the qualitative interviews these included:
• Acute/ sudden deterioration in clinical condition
• Chronic/ gradual deterioration in clinical condition
• No change in clinical condition, or the same symptoms persisting without, 
discernible change
• Clinical condition improved
In the systematic review temporal factors referred to all references to the patient’s 
clinical course, change in condition within a specified time, and change in practice 
such as comparison before and after introduction of Medical Emergency Team.
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Source of cues Clinical cues
Administrative/ 
organisational 
factors/ location
Qualitative study- all references to organisation of care, context of care, skill-mix 
and nurse/ doctor relations
Systematic review- patient location ward or HDU/critical care area, length of stay 
in ward/ICU/hospital.
Delayed
response
Qualitative study- quality of intervention as delayed and/ or reactive intervention or 
early pro-active intervention
Systematic review- delays in recognition of deterioration and delays in initiation of 
treatment
Treatment
response
Qualitative study- the various responses in the qualitative interview study could be 
categorised as:
• not responding to treatment,
• delayed response to treatment, and
• responding to treatment.
Definition of selected terms included in the above table:
• An acute illness presents with signs and symptoms of fast onset and short duration, but the effect can 
be severe and the person’s ability to function can be altered (Mosby’s Medical Nursing, & Allied 
Health Dictionary, 2002).
• Chronic illness is defined as: an illness that persists over a long period that may impact on physical, 
emotional, intellectual, social or spiritual junction (Mosby's Medical Nursing, & Allied Health 
Dictionary, 2002).
• Co-morbidities are defined as two or more co-existing medical conditions or unrelated disease 
processes (Mosby ’ s Medical Nursing, & Allied Health Dictionary, 2002).
• Dyspnoea is defined as: the distressful sensation o f uncomfortable breathing (Mosby’s Medical 
Nursing & Allied Health Dictionary, 2002).
• Risk characteristics encompass risk factors prior to the onset of the current disease or illness such as 
smoking or reduced physical activity which can be modified, and risk markers such as age or gender 
which cannot be altered (Jenicek, 1999).
• Demeanour -  the way a person behaves {Collins Pocket English Dictionary, 1996)
• Functional ability - there is scope for use of a transition scale for functional status; a patient’s 
functional ability in various activities of living could be described as substantially improved, slightly 
improved, no change, slightly worse, and substantially worse (Feinstein, 1987 p 67).
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Appendix 30 
Publications
Intensive and Critical Care Nursing editorial
Editorial
Severity of illness -  an 
important concept for critical 
care nursing?
Why focus on severity of illness? The severity,of 
illness concept is applicable across the entire 
range of acute, chronic, acute on chronic, critical, 
-and terminal illnesses. Within critical illness, 
severity describes an important dimension of the 
patient's general state around which care is 
organized and delivered, thus making it an 
important concept for nursing. In everyday 
practice, critical care nurses make judgements - 
about the severity and stability of patients' 
conditions and use this information to make 
decisions about nursing care. Severity is often 
used to identify patients on a continuum ranging 
from no illness to mild, moderate, severe and 
moribund (Sax & Charlson 1987); experienced 
clinicians seem to have a shared understanding of 
these terms. In the 'new' specialty of 
^Comprehensive Critical Care', directed towards 
the cri tically ill and those at risk of critical illness, 
severity of illness is a core concept (DoH 2000), 
This editorial explores definitions of severity of 
illness, considers the purposes of measuring 
severity of illness, briefly addresses why 
'concepts' and 'constructs' are important for 
nursing, and presents a critical care nursing 
perspective on severity of illness. .
The definition of severity of illness remains 
problematic due to the abstract nature of the 
concept and the breadth of its scope. However, a 
useful starting point is to differentiate between 
'illness' and 'disease'. The subtle differences are 
captured in the following definitions with illness 
identified as '...the actual manifestations of a 
disease in an individual patient'; and disease' 
viewed as '...a well-defined model of a process of 
disruption in the normal homeostasis of 
psychological-physiological systems'
(Gonnella et al. 1984, p. 638). Illness severity has 
been defined as the '... degree and impact of 
change on health status of an individual as a 
result of illness or injury' (Kreitzer et al. 1982, 
p. 21), thus reflecting the consequences of illness 
for an individual and a major concern of nursing 
as it focuses on helping individuals cope with 
their illnesses.
Severity of illness has been defined in a 
number of ways according to the perspective and 
purpose of the person using it. According to 
Iezzoni (1989), physicians focus on the effect of a 
disease on an individual's physiological status 
and prognosis; psychiatrists are mainly interested 
in cognitive dysfunctions; physiotherapists and 
occupational therapists are mainly concerned 
with functional abilities and ability to undertake 
activities of living, whereas nurses draw on 
physiological, psychological and functional 
abilities. Healthcare managers would be 
interested in any relationship between resource 
heeds and severity of illness. However, we 
should also consider the purpose of defining 
severity of illness from the nursing perspective, 
which is omitted from the above definition.
Nurses use physiological, psychological and 
functional Indices of illness or disability to 
describe patients' responses to help them cope 
with their illnesses or situations. The nursing
discipline is concerned with dimensions which v
are complementary to medicine, but focuses on 
the meaning of the illness experience to the 
individual and how nursing interventions, 
particularly interpersonal interactions and other 
technical interventions, might assist coping. The 
medical frame of reference takes in medical 
diagnosisy pathological findings, and treatments
0  2001 Harcourt Publishers Ltd Intensive and Critical Care Nurs/ng(2001) 17, 183-186 ;183
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for pathologies to maximize an individual's 
health, whereas the nursing perspective aims to 
provide scientifically appropriate and effective 
: nursing care to promote the individual's health 
(Kim 1983). Within critical care, we might argue 
that the interpersonal interactions' dimension 
and the technical, interventions have an equitable 
weighting; clearly expertise in both dimensions is 
vital.
. Why measure severity of illness? Quantitative 
measures of illness severity are needed for a 
range of healthcare management, clinical and 
research purposes. These include quality 
assurance/evaluation of care including workload 
and staffing, prediction of mortality and 
-morbidity; prediction of functional disability, as 
indicators for intervention, and to record patient 
condition in clinical research, such as when a 
particular intervention is being evaluated. The 
majority of severity of illness indexes focus either 
on quality assurance, or on the prediction of 
mortality and morbidity. Within critical care, 
mortality prediction scores are used to quantify 
patients' risk of mortality based on criteria 
recorded at particular points in the patients' stay. 
Such information can be used to evaluate the 
effectiveness of interventions, and to compare the 
performance of different ICUs, a complex issue ‘ 
much documented in the literature. However, 
application of mortality prediction scores to 
■ individual patients treatment is inadvisable; - 
denial of access to particular life-saving treatment: 
on the basis of a prediction score could 
contravene the UK Human Rights Act 1998. Also 
statistics developed from groups of patients lack 
the 100% specificity needed to accurately predict 
outcome for individual patients. Prediction scores 
need to be placed into the wider picture with 
clinical assessment and the ethical dimensions of 
respect for the patient's wishes and rights as 
stated by the patient or next of kin (Luce &
Wachter 1994), and legislation. The therapeutic; 
intervention scoring system (TISS) and later 
versions of this score have been used to classify 
critically ill patients, make comparisons between 
units, and quantify nursing workload (Cullen et 
al. 1974). The TISS approach assumes that 
increasing severity of illness results in the patient 
having more therapeutic interventions and a 
higher TISS score, but for the acutely ill patient 
'at risk' of critical illness therapeutic interventions 
may not yet be in place. Therefore use of TISS in
the diagnosis of patients 'at risk' of critical illness 
could be inappropriate.
An alternative approach to the development of 
severity of illness indexes could make greater use 
of the 'soft data' or human phenomena which 
clinicians recognize as indicators of a change in ■ 
state. Transition indexes could be used to record 
changes in severity in individual patients over 
time in both acute and critical care settings 
(Feinstein 1987). Current 'at risk' scores focus 
mainly on objectively measured signs. However, 
experienced nurses frequently pick up early signs 
of a patient's deterioration even before changes in 
objectively measured signs occur (Cioffi 2000; 
Grossman & Wheeler 1997; Smith 1988). Nurses ■ 
seem to be responding to an array of cues such as 
changes in behaviour, colour, mental status, 
dyspnoea, pain, responses to therapy, and are 
using this to make a judgement that the patient'sy 
condition has changed from that noted at an 
earlier point. This is similar to the 'knowing the 
patient' dimension reported in the nursing 
literature.
Alongside this discussion, it is useful to reflect 
on some of the terms used in theory development 
and research as they form the bridge between 
practice and theory (and vice versa). Concepts are 
abstract thoughts or ideas used to describe 
nursing practice, but the same concepts may be 
used by other disciplines (as in the case of 
severity of illness). To develop nursing's scientific 
body of knowledge, the frame of reference must 
be nursing with the phenomena of interest and 
their related concepts focusing on what happens 
to individuals who either require or are receiving 
nursing care (Kim 1983). Nursing phenomena are 
the facts/events which can be observed in the 
real world; individuals make sense of real world ■ y 
events and physical structures using concepts or 
constructs to organize their thinking (Kim 1983).
To 'operationalize' a concept, or make it available 
for measurement, the defining characteristics of 
the concept which can be observed need to be 
identified. This can be a difficult task in nursing v 
as variables can be complex. Often used 
interchangeably with the term 'concept', a 
'construct' is considered to be a type of concept 
which has been 'deliberately and consciously 
invented or adopted for a special scientific 
purpose' (Kerlinger 1986, p. 27). Conceptual 
frameworks set out what is important in a study, 
guiding what should be examined or measured
184 Intensive and Critical Care:Nursing (2001) 17, 183-186 © 2001 Harcourt Publishers Ltd
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Severity o f illness
and  how  various factors, constructs or variables / 
m ay be related.
Severity of illness view ed from  the critical care 
nursing  perspective should  reflect n ursing 's 
different focus and  a b road definition of severity  
of illness m ight be m ore appropriate than  a 
narrow  physiological interpretation. A 
'com prehensive' fram ew ork for the definition of 
severity o f illness based  on  the constructs o f 
biological, physiological, functional severity, 
burden  of illness and  other factors such as 
personal characteristics and environm ent 
provides considerable insight into how; stud ies o f  
severity of illness could be structured  (Stein et al. 
1987). A s tudy  from  the nursing  perspective, 
could combine the m ost relevant constructs of 
severity depending on the research question. 
Physiological severity, functional severity’ and  
bu rden  of illness describe aspects of the disease 
or condition, how  the person is affected, and  . 
effects on  the fam ily un it respectively. Even 
though a patient's physiological severity of illness 
is reduced; the need  for nursing  m ay  increase d u e  
.: to the effects of illness on o ther aspects o f the 
patient's life. Functional severity refers to the 
effect of a disorder o n  a person 's ability to x 
m anage activities of daily living, ra ther than  
effects on a specific organ or bod y  system .
Severity m ay  also be m easured  from  the 'bu rden  
of illness' perspective, thus assessing the im pact : 
of disease or condition on the fam ily u n it or 
society (Stein e t al. 19S7). Biological severity is . : ■ 
presented as an abstraction no t y e t directly  
accessible to m easurem ent w ith in  the Stein e t al. 
fram ew ork. Earlier studies on the p rediction  of ;
■ m ortality and m orbidity  focused m ainly on 
. physiological severity bu t the im portance of 
functional severity and  personal characteristics is 
now  m ore w idely acknowledged.
The severity of illness concept shou ld  
contribute to fu rther research an d  practice in  the 
early identification o f the acutely ill p a tien t a t risk 
of critical illness. Severity of illness is a lready 
evident in classifications to d istinguish h igh  
dependency from  critical care patients, b u t the 
picture is less clear for the identification of 
acutely ill patients 'a t  risk ' of critical illness. H ie  
clinical state of the 'a t  risk ' p a tien t m ay n o t yet be 
w ell defined, the clinical state itself m ay be 
changing (becoming m ore unstable), and  the 
individual's capacity to cope w ith  the stress of 
acute illness m ay be unknow n. Patients' severity  : :
of illness and  the process of clinical judgem ent to 
e lid t the patien ts' condition precede the more 
tangible elem ents or consequences identified as 
the patients' therapeutic requirements and the 
patients' level of dependency. The current 
guidelines refer to the consequences of severity of 
illness, i.e. type of support required to meet 
patients' needs in acute and  critical illness and 
.involve judgem ents of patients' dependency and - 
: - therapeutic requirem ents to identify patients 'at 
risk of their condition deteriorating' (DoH 2000).; 
H ow ever, identification of patients as requiring a 
particular 'level' o f  care represents the end stage in 
a complex clinical judgem ent that relies on careful 
analysis of a range of variables and indicators 
u nder conditions of uncertainty. A  combination of 
objective m easures, subjective assessments, context 
specific and  personal characteristics isu sed  in the 
accurate identification of patients 'a t risk' of 
; serious deterioration and critical illness; By v 
concentrating on the developm ent of transition 
scales, or indexes of change w hich draw  on a 
range of clinical phenom ena, subtle changes in 
severity could be recognized as early as possible, 
thus enabling interventions to m inim ize the risk of 
further deterioration.
Margaret A. Coulter
Assistant Editor
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th e  e f fe c tiv e n e ss  of the ir trea tm en t to be 
e s ta b lish e d . Indwelling ca theterisa tion  acco u n ts  
for a  sign ifican t n u m b e r  of hospital acqu ired  
in fections, th e re fo re  clear, co m p reh en siv e  
g u id e lin es e n c o u ra g e  consistency  with b es t 
p rac tice . Follow ing on from th is, further 
a lgorithm  for th e  u se  by th e  critical ca re  
o u treach  te a m  w a s  d ev e lo p ed  to provide 
continuity  of c a re  for p a tien ts  w ho a re  oliguric.
Intended learning outcom es
•  Identify p e o p le  with potential to  d e te rio ra te  
d u e  to  oliguria.
• Be a w a re  o f th e  n e c e s sa ry  ac tions required  
to tr e a t  p a tie n ts  with oliguria
• Be a w a re  o f the  indications for 
ca th e te riza tio n .
• A void ca th e te riza tio n  on an  ad -hoc basis.
Key reading references
•  G ray  M (2000a) Urinary R eten tion ,
M a n ag em en t In th e  A cute Setting , part one.
•  A JN. 100 (7), p 40-47
•  G ray  M (2000b) Urinary R e ten tion ,
M a n ag em en t in th e  A cute Setting , part two.
AJN. 100 (8), p  36-43
• Bellom o R (1997) A cute R enal Failure .
In tensive  C a re  M anual. 4th ed . In O h T  E  
O xford: R e e d
•  P a te l  H (2001) T he Urinary C a th e te r:
‘a-voiding c a ta s tro p h e ’.
•  A rya M H ospital M edicine. 6 2  (3), p 
148-149
•  P ep p ere if E  (2002) Producing 
C a th e te risa tio n  G u idelines for P a tie n ts  w ho 
h a v e  O liguria P ro fessio n a l N urse. 18  (1) p 
2 7 -2 9
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6B
Non invasive therapy in a district general 
hospital
J o y c e  W ells, E ducational Facilitator Critical 
C are S e r v ic e s  /E m m a  Garnish, N IV  P roject 
N u rse  Critical C are S e rv ic e s , C o lch e ster  District 
G enera l H ospita l
Abstract
•  T h e  p re sen ta tio n  of a p ro ject which 
co m m e n c e d  in O c to b e r 2 0 0 2  until M arch 
2003 .
•  P a tien ts  in w ards w ere  g iven  n o n —in v as iv e  
ventila tion  th e rap y  in o rd e r to  p rev en t 
critical ca re  ad m iss io n s
• To d a te  (22 .02 .02  -  06 .12 .02) out of 61 
p a tien ts  w ho w ere  se le c te d  fo r th is 
tre a tm e n t within critical ca re  a re a  — 59%  
av o id ed  intubation
P ro jec t w a s  th e n  app lied  to  g e n e ra l w ard  
situations.
• C onditions tre a te d  include:
« s le e p  a p n o e a
• pn eu m o n ia
• C O PD
• S e p s is
• LVF
O ut of 30  p a tie n ts  to  d a te  (07 .10 .02) -  06 .12 .02) 
8 w ere  ad m itted  to  critical ca re  -  th e  re s t w ere  
m a n a g e d  on non-in v asiv e  ven tila tion  on  th e  
w ards.
S a m p le  o f a rte ria l b lood g a s e s  
P rio r to  tre a tm e n t pH 7.1
P C 0 2 16 .7 0 k P a  
S e v e n  hou rs la te r  pH 7 .43
P C 0 2 10 .57  k P a
O n e  h o u r la te r  pH 7 .4
P C 0 2 9 .92  k P a
Intended learning outcom es
•  P a tie n ts  ca n  b e  sa fe ly  tre a te d  with non- 
in v as iv e  ven tila tion  in a  w ard  env ironm ent:
•  P a tie n ts  c an  b e  a d e q u a te ly  v en tila ted  
w ithout th e  n e e d  fo r se d a tio n  a n d  en d o  
tra c h e a l in tubation
•  S h o rte r  ven tila tion  tim e s  c a n  b e  a c h ie v e d  
using  non  invasiv e  ventilation
12 .00   __
7B ■' ;v^ :"XX X.X
Identification of cues for the prediction of 
critical illness and cardiac arrest in general 
wad patients. A system atic review and 
synthesis of evidence
M a rg are t Coulter, L ecturer N ursing  S tu d ie s , 
U niversity  o f  Surrey, G uildford  ___________
Abstract
P re v io u s  sy s te m a tic  rev iew s on th e  p rediction  
of critical illness a n d  ca rd iac  a r re s t  h a v e  
fo c u se d  on  ind ica to rs fo r  ad m iss io n  to  ICU 
(B one, M cE lw ee e t  a l 1993) an d  read m iss io n  to  
ICU (R o se n b e rg  an d  W atts , 2000). T h e  
sy s te m a tic  rev iew  to  b e  rep o rted  identifies, 
a n a ly se s  a n d  sy n th e s ise s  e v id e n c e  fo r c u e s
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pred ictive of critical illness an d  ca rd iac  a rre st in 
g en e ra l w ard  p a tien ts .
E v id e n ce  is d raw n  from  both  th e  quan tita tive 
and  q u a lita tiv e  re se a rc h  p arad ig m s. T he 
quan tita tiv e  p a rad ig m  h a s  inform ed s tu d ie s  on 
th e  p red iction  o f critical illness an d  card iac  
a rre s t, an d  s tu d ie s  within th e  qualita tive 
parad igm  h a v e  fo cu sed  on c u e s  v a lu ed  by 
clin icians a n d  u se d  in ju d g e m e n ts . If clinicians 
d raw  on d iffe ren t c u e s  to  known pred ic to rs of 
critical illness a n d  ca rd ia c  a rre s t in the  early  
s ta g e s  o f d ev e lo p in g  critical illness it is 
im portan t to identify  th e s e  c u es , ex a m in e  their 
u se , and  a s s e s s  th e ir p red ictive pow er.
F ac to rs  th a t  h e lp ed  identification a n d  retrieval 
o f re lev an t p a p e rs  included se ttin g  c le a r  
ob jec tiv es , a  co n cep tu a l fram ew ork, p re­
spec ified  inclusion /exclusion  oriteria  an d  the  
sc o p in g  a p p ro a c h  fo r early  s e a rc h e s  (M ays e t 
ai, 2001). T h e  critical ap p ra isa l o f re se a rc h  
ev id en ce , d a ta  ex trac tion  and  u se  of a  d a ta b a s e  
p a c k a g e  sh a ll b e  d esc rib ed . N arrative  an d  
tabu lar s y n th e s is  m e th o d s  and  theory-led  
m e th o d s  (M ays e t  al, 2001) fo r th e  an a ly s is  and  
sy n th e s is  o f re se a rc h  ev id en ce  sha ll b e  
d esc rib ed  a n d  illustrated  with ex tra c ts  from  th e  
rev iew  findings.
In te n d e d  le a rn in g  o u tc o m e s
• T h e  c h a lle n g e s  involved in th e  identification 
an d  re trieval o f re lev an t p a p e rs  fo r  inclusion 
in sy s te m a tic  rev iew s of th e  delivery  o r 
o rgan isa tio n  o f h ealth  ca re .
•  T h e  p o ten tia l for draw ing on th e  q u an tita tiv e  
an d  qu a lita tiv e  p e rsp e c tiv e s  in th e  sy n th e s is  
of e v id e n c e  fo r sy s te m a tic  rev iew s and  th e  
m e th o d s  th a t h e e d  to b e  d e v e lo p e d  to  u se  
th is ev id e n c e .
•  T h e  e v id e n c e  underp inn ing  clinical 
ju d g e m e n ts  o f develop ing  critical illness in  
g e n e ra l w ard  patien ts.
K ey r e a d in g  r e f e r e n c e s
•  B one R C, M cElw ee N E e t  al 199 3  A nalysis 
of ind ica tions fo r in tensive  c a re  unit 
ad m iss io n  C h e s t  104 pp 1806-11
•  M ays N, R o b e rts  E, P o p ay  J  2001 
S y n th esis in g  re se a rc h  e v id en ce  In  F ulop N, 
Allen P , C larke A, B lack N ( e d s .)  S tudying  
th e  O rgan isa tion  an d  D elivery o f  H ealth  
S e rv ic e s  R e se a rc h  M ethods R ou tfedge, 
L ondon  pp  188-220
• R o sen b e rg  A L, W atts  C (2000) P a tie n ts  
read m itte d  to ICUs. A sy s te m a tic  rev iew  of 
risk fac to rs  and  o u tco m es C h e s t  118 (2) pp. 
492- 502
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In te rd is c ip l in a ry  w a rd  s ta f f ’s  a t t i tu d e s  a n d  
o p in io n s  o f  a  c r itic a l c a r e  o u t r e a c h  s e rv ic e
P e te r  G room , S e n io r  C harge N urse, Critical 
C are O u treach  Team , S o u th a m p to n  G en era l 
H ospita l________
A b s tr a c t  : " ~~ ~  T- ~ ~
In tro d u c t io n
C ritical C a re  O u treach  T e a m s h a v e  b ec o m e  
p art o f th e  arm oury  o f m an y  critical c a re  units 
ac tin g  a s  a  link b e tw een  th e  In ten siv e  C a re  Unit 
an d  w ard  a r e a s .  T he in troduction of th e s e  
s e rv ic e s  d elivering  critical c a re  o u tsid e  th e  
In ten siv e  C a re  Unit h a s  no t b e e n  un iversally  
well rec e iv e d  an d  a c c e p te d  by m an y  w ithout 
re se rv a tio n ; S o u th a m p to n  G en era l H ospital h as  
run a  C ritical C a re  O u treach  T e a m  s in ce  
N o v e m b e r  1 9 9 9  co vering  o v e r  70 0  inpatien t 
b e d s .
O b je c tiv e
T o  aud it th e  w ard  s ta f f s  a ttitu d es  an d  op in ions 
o f th is , n ew  se rv ic e  o n e -y e a r  p o s t its 
in troduc tion .
M e th o d
A s tru c tu re d  q u e s tio n n a ire  w a s  d istribu ted  on  a 
ran d o m ly  s e le c te d  sh ift to all clinical s ta ff  on 
du ty  on  th e  w a rd s  co v e re d  by  Critical C a re  
O u tre a c h . 13 6  q u e s tio n n a ire s  w ere  com pleted . 
N o se le c tio n  w a s  perm itted  during  distribution 
bu t e x c lu s io n s  inc luded  locum  m ed ica l staff, 
ag e n c y  n u rsing  sta ff, all s tu d e n ts , u n sa la ried  
v o lu n te e rs  a n d  non-clin ical w ard  sta ff. T h e  11 
q u e s tio n s  w e re  fo rm ula ted  to  allow th e  
re sp o n d e n ts  to  re flec t on  th e ir  e x p e r ie n c e s  of 
th e  C ritical C a re  O u tre a c h  T eam  a n d  its im p ac t 
h osp ita l w ide.
Results
T h e  re su lts  w e re  profoundly positive; with 
m inim al n e g a tiv e  fe e d b a c k  95%  of re sp o n d e n ts  
felt th e  C ritical C a re  O u treach  S e rv ic e  w as  a 
v a lu a b le  . o r  h ighly  v a lu ab le  s e rv ic e  in th e ir  
c u rre n t opin ion. 94%  strong ly  a g re e d  o r a g re e d  
th a t th e ir  e x p e r ie n c e  of w a s  g en e ra lly  positive 
a n d  84%  fe lt w ell su p p o rte d  w h en  d ea lin g  with 
th e  te a m . T h e  in te rface  b e tw een  th e  In tensive  
C a re  Unit a n d  w a rd s  w a s  a d d re s s e d  w ith th e  
q u e s tio n  w h e th e r  th e  te a m  h a d  im proved  
co m m u n ica tio n  b e tw e e n  th e  a re a s ;  84%  
stro n g ly  a g re e d  o r  a g re e d , with no  re sp o n d e n ts  
d isa g re e in g . Q u e s tio n s  ad d ress in g  th e  po ten tial 
p ro b lem  of O u tre a c h  tak ing  o v e r  th e  c a re  o f th e  
s ic k  w ard  p a tie n t a n d  exclud ing  th e  w ard  te a m  
iden tified  th a t  th is  w a s  no t felt b y  th e  w ard 
te a m s ; with on ly  2 .9%  o f re sp o n d e n ts  ag ree in g
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